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Preface 
The Space Programs Summary is a multivolume, bimonthly publication that 
presents a review of technical information resulting from current engineering 
and scientific work performed, or managed, by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Space Programs Sum- 
mary is currently composed of four volumes: 
Vol. I. Flight Projects (Unclassified) 
Vol. 11. The Deep Space Network (Unclassified) 
Vol. 111. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Unclassified) 
Vol. IV. Flight Projects and Supporting Research and Advanced 
Development (Confidential) 
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Foreword 
Volume 11 of the Space Progranls Summary reports the results of work per- 
formed by the Deep Space Network (DSN). Information is presented, as appro- 
priate, in the following categories: 
Introduction 
Description of the DSN 
Description of DSN Systems 
Mission Support 
Interplanetary Flight Projects 
Planetary Flight Projects 
Manned Space Flight Project 
Advanced Flight Projects 
Advanced Engineering 
Tracking and Navigational Accuracy Analysis 
Com~nunications Systems Research 
Con~munications Elements Research 
Supporting Research and Technology 
Development and Inlplementation 
Space Flight Operations Facility Developnlent 
Ground Communications Facility Development 
Deep Space Instrun~entation Facility Developnlent 
DSN Project and System Development 
Operations and Facilities 
DSN Operations 
Space Flight Operations Facility Operations 
Ground Con~munications Facility Operations 
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility Operations 
Facility Engineering 
In each issue, the section entitled "Description of DSN Systems" reports the cur- 
rent configuration of one of the six DSN systems (tracking, telemetry, command, 
monitoring, simulation, and operations control). The fundamental research carried 
out in support of the DSN is reported in Vol. 111. 
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I. Introduction 
A. Description of the DSN 
The Deep Space Network (DSN), established by the 
NASA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition under 
the system management and technical direction of JPL, 
is designed for two-way communications with unmanned 
spacecraft traveling approximately 10,000 mi from earth 
to planetary distances. It supports, or has supported, the 
following NASA deep space exploration projects: Ranger, 
Surveyor, Mariner Venus 1962, Mariner Mars 1964, 
Mariner Venus 67, Mariner Mars 1969, Mariner Mars 
1971 (JPL); Lunar Orbiter and Viking (Langley Research 
Center); Pioneer (Ames Research Center); Helios (West 
Germany); and Apollo (Manned Spacecraft Center), to 
supplement the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN). 
The DSN is distinct from other NASA networks such 
as the MSFN, which has primary responsibility for track- 
ing the manned spacecraft of the Apollo Project, 
and the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network 
(STADAN), which tracks earth-orbiting scientific and 
communications satellites. With no future unmanned 
lunar spacecraft presently planned, the primary objective 
of the DSN is to continue its support of planetary and 
interplanetary flight projects. 
To support flight projects, the DSN simultaneously per- 
forms advanced engineering on components and systems, 
integrates proven equipment and methods into the net- 
work,' and provides direct support of each project through 
that project's Tracking and Data System. This manage- 
ment element and the project's Mission Operations per- 
sonnel are responsible for the design and operation of 
the data, software, and operations systems required for the 
conduct of flight operations. The organization and pro- 
cedures necessary to carry out these activities are de- 
scribed in SPS 37-50, Vol. 11, pp. 15-17. 
By tracking the spacecraft, the DSN is involved in the 
following data types: 
(1) Metric: generate angles, one- and two-way doppler, 
and range. 
( 2 )  Telemetry: receive, record, and retransmit engi- 
neering and scientific data. 
1When a new piece of equipment or new method has been accepted 
for integration into the network, it is classed as Goldstone dupli- 
cate standard ( GSDS ), thus standardizing the design and opera- 
tion of identical items throughout the network. 
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(3) Command: send coded signals to the spacecraft to 
activate equipment to initiate spacecraft functions. 
The DSN operation is characterized by six DSN sys- 
tems: (1) tracking, (2) telemetry, (3) command, (4) moni- 
toring, (5) simulation, and (6) operations control. 
The DSN can be characterized as being comprised of 
three facilities: the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
(DSIF), the Ground Communications Facility (GCF), and 
the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF). 
1. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
a. Tracking and data acquisition facilities. A world- 
wide set of deep space stations (DSSs) with large anten- 
nas, low-noise phase-lock receiving systems, and high- 
power transmitters provide radio communications with 
spacecraft. The DSSs and the deep space communications 
complexes (DSCCs) they comprise are given in Table 1. 
Radio contact with a spacecraft usually begins when 
the spacecraft is on the launch vehicle at Cape Kennedy, 
and it is maintained throughout the mission. The early 
part of the trajectory is covered by selected network sta- 
tions of the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) and 
the MSFN of the Goddard Space Flight CenterV2 Nor- 
2The 30-ft-diam-antenna station established by the DSN on 
Ascension Island during 1965 to act in conjunction with the MSFN 
orbital support 30-ft-diam-antenna station was transferred to the 
MSFN in July 1968. 
mally, two-way communications are established between 
the spacecraft and the DSN within 30 min after the space- 
craft has been injected into lunar, planetary, or interplan- 
etary flight. A compatibility test station at Cape Kennedy 
(discussed later) monitors the spacecraft continuously dur- 
ing the launch phase until it passes over the local horizon. 
The deep space phase begins with acquisition by either 
DSS 51, 41, or 42. These and the remaining DSSs given 
in Table 1 provide radio communications to the end of 
the flight. 
To enable continuous radio contact with spacecraft, the 
DSSs are located approximately 120 deg apart in longi- 
tude; thus, a spacecraft in deep space flight is always 
within the field-of-view of at least one DSS, and for sev- 
eral hours each day may be seen by two DSSs. Further- 
more, since most spacecraft on deep space missions travel 
within 30 deg of the equatorial plane, the DSSs are located 
within latitudes of 45 deg north or south of the equator. 
All DSSs operate at S-band frequencies: 2110-2120 MHz 
for earth-to-spacecraft transmission and 2290-2300 MHz 
for spacecraft-to-earth transmission. 
To provide sufficient tracking capability to enable useful 
data returns from around the planets and from the edge of 
the solar system, a 210-ft-diam-antenna network will be 
required. Two additional 210-ft-diam-antenna DSSs are 
under construction at Madrid and Canberra, which will 
operate in conjunction with DSS 14 to provide this capa- 
bility. These stations are scheduled to be operational by 
early 1973. -. 
Table 1. Tracking and data acquisition stations of the DSN 
"A research-and-development facility used to demonstrate the feasibility of new equipment and methods to be Jntegroted into the operational network. Besides the 85-ft-diam 
az-el-mounted antenno, DSS 13 has a 30-ft-diam 02-el-mounted antenna that is used for testing the design and operation of the feed system for the DSS 14 210-ft-diam 
'=Normally staffed and operoted by government agencies of the respective countries (except for a temporary staff of the Madrid DSCC), with some assistance of U.S. 
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b. Compatibility test facilities. In 1959, a mobile 
L-band compatibility test station was established at Cape 
Kennedy to verify flight-spacecraft DSN compatibility 
prior to the launch of the Ranger and Mariner Venus 1962 
spacecraft. Experience revealed the need for a permanent 
facility at Cape Kennedy for this function. An S-band 
compatibility test station with a Cft-diam antenna became 
operational in 1965. In addition to supporting the preflight 
compatibility tests, this station monitors the spacecraft 
continuously during the launch phase until it passes over 
the local horizon. 
Spacecraft telecommunications compatibility in the de- 
sign and prototype development phases was formerly ver- 
ified by tests at the Goldstone DSCC. To provide a more 
economical means for conducting such work and because 
of the increasing use of multiple-mission telemetry and 
command equipment by the DSN, a compatibility test 
area (CTA) was established at JPL in 1968. In all essen- 
tial characteristics, the configuration of this facility is 
identical to that of the 85- and 210-ft-diam-antenna 
stations. 
The JPL CTA is used during spacecraft system tests to 
establish the compatibility with the DSN of the proof test 
model and development models of spacecraft, and the 
Cape Kennedy compatibility test station is used for final 
flight spacecraft compatibility validation testing prior to 
launch. 
2. Ground Communications Facility 
The GCF, using, in part, facilities of the worldwide 
NASA Communications Network (NASCOM),3 provides 
3Managed and directed by  t h e  Goddard Space Flight Center. 
voice, high-speed data, and teletype communications 
between the SFOF and all DSSs, except those of the 
Goldstone DSCC. Communications between the Gold- 
stone DSCC and the SFOF are provided by a microwave 
link leased from a common carrier. Early missions were 
supported with voice and teletype circuits only, but in- 
creased data rates necessitated the use of wide-band 
circuits from all DSSs. 
3. Space Flight Operations Facility 
Network and mission control functions are performed 
by the SFOF at JPL. (Prior to 1964, these functions were 
performed in temporary facilities at JPL.) The SFOF 
receives data from all DSSs and processes that informa- 
tion required by the flight project to conduct mission 
operations. The following services are provided: (1) real- 
time processing and display of metric data; (2) real-time 
and non-real-time processing and display of telemetry 
data; (3) simulation of flight operations; (4) near-real-time 
evaluation of DSN performance; (5) operations control, 
and status and operational data display; and (6) general 
support such as internal communications by telephone, 
intercom, public address, closed-circuit TV, documenta- 
tion, and reproduction of data packages. Master data 
records of science data received from spacecraft are gen- 
erated. Technical areas are provided for flight project 
personnel who analyze spacecraft performance, trajec- 
tories, and generation of commands. 
The SFOF is equipped to support many spacecraft in 
flight and those under test in preparation for flight. Over 
a 24-h period in 1967, as many as eight in-flight spacecraft 
or operational-readiness tests for flight were supported 
by the SFOF. 
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II. Mission Support 
A. Planetary Flight Projects 
1 . Mariner Mars 1971 Mission Support, R .  P .  Laeser 
a. Introduction. In the last four issues of this volume, 
functional descriptions of the DSN tracking, telemetry, 
command and monitor systems, which are planned for 
support of the Mariner Mars 1971 Mission, have been 
described. 
There have been two major changes which significantly 
affect the previously described systems. First, the data 
processing configuration in the SFOF has been changed 
by the adoption of configuration C (Fig. 1). Secondly, the 
flow of data in the GCF to and from the DSIF stations 
has been changed by the scheduled replacement of the 
2400-bits/s capability with a 4800-bit/s capability. 
b. SFOF data processing. Configuration C was adopted 
to replace the obsolescent IBM 7044 and 7094 computers 
and to upgrade DSN/SFOF capability to be consistent 
with the requirements of Mariner Mars 1971 and future 
projects. The configuration consists of two parallel IBM 
360/75 computers, electrically connected to the dual 
processor Univac 1108 computer of the scientific com- 
puter facility (SCF). I t  is intended that the two 360/7Ss 
be used for real-time processing in a redundant mode- 
one backing up the other. Either one should be more 
than capable of handling all Mariner Mars 1971 real-time 
processing requirements. The 360/75 system will be 
designed to handle analysis programs as well as the real- 
time processing. However, because of schedule constraints, 
most analysis programs will have to be processed on the 
1108. 
A more detailed 360/75 configuration is shown in Fig. 2. 
The 360/75 communicates with the DSIF via teletype 
(through the communications processor), high-speed data 
lines, and the new digital wide-band data line. Keyboard/ 
cathode ray tube input/output devices will be provided 
in the user areas along with computer-formatted digital 
TV displays, computer-reconstructed spacecraft video 
displays, and a computer-driven mission display board in 
the DSN operations area. 
The DSN simulation computer, the AS1 6050, is electri- 
cally connected to the scientific computing facility (SCF) 
Univac 1108, which will perform spacecraft mathematical 
modeling. The SFOF PDP-7 computer performs the off- 
line media conversion tasks. The project-supplied mission 
and test computer (MTC) (Univac 1219/1230 complex) 
remains unchanged, as does the TV processing system. 
However, the TV processing system can receive its data 
from either the 360/75 or the MTC. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
PROCESSOR REAL-TIME ANALYSIS SIMULATION 
MISSION AND 
TEST COMPUTER 
Fig. 1 .  SFOF configuration C data-processing system 
for Mariner Mars 1971 
MEDIA CONVERSION 
Fig. 2. SFOF Mariner Mars 1971 IBM 360/75 
computer configuration 
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c. E#ect of configuration C or DSN systems. A change 
of this magnitude obviously has a major effect on the DSN 
tracking, telemetry, command and monitor systems. In the 
tracking system, the tape interface between the DSN 
editing and original data record (ODR) generation func- 
tions in the 7094, and the project orbit determination 
function in the 1108 has been eliminated. Instead, there 
is now an electrical interface between the 360/75 and the 
1108, with the 360/75 performing the editing, ODR 
generation, and pseudoresidual processing, and the 1108 
performing all other functions, including DSIF prediction 
generation. An additional capability of the configuration 
is to process the high-speed tracking data which will be 
generated by the prototype DSIF tracking subsystem at 
DSS 14. 
The telemetry system has the added capability of pro- 
cessing high-rate data from two spacecraft simultaneously 
as it is received over the new 50-kilobit/s digital wide- 
band line from DSS 14. The capability of the 360/75 also 
allows generation in near real-time of master data records 
(MDR) for all telemetry data. The exact plans for MDRs 
have not yet been formlilated. The new display capa- 
bilities of the 360/75 should be appreciated by all 
telemetry analysts, because silent, high-speed, large- 
volume devices will be provided. 
The changes to the DSN command system are similar 
to those already described. The tape interface between 
the project command generation programs and the SFOF 
terminal of the automatic command transn~ission system 
will be eliminated and replaced with an electrical inter- 
face, and sophisticated input/output will be provided to 
expedite the command transmission process. 
The DSN monitor system will undergo major physical 
change, but minor functional change as a result of the 
new configuration. The display buffer will be eliminated, 
and all DSN monitor functions will be performed by the 
360/75. 
d. 4800-bits/s high-speed data. A new development, 
the Model 203 modem, is the device which provides this 
expanded capability. I t  replaces the Model 205 modem 
which operated at 2400 bits/s, and it uses the same physical 
circuits as the 205. With this new capability, the same 
quantity of data can be carried on one half the number 
of circuits. The rest of the GCF high-speed data system 
is not changed: block multiplexers, demultiplexers, and 
error detection encoders and decoders. 
e. Eflect of 4800-bits/s high-speed data. All DSN 
systems share the use of high-speed data lines. The total 
high-speed data transmission capacity for Mayinel. Mars 
1971 will not change. Where each DSS previously inter- 
faced with the SFOF over two 2400-bits/s circuits, i t  will 
now interface over one 4800-bits/s circuit. However, since 
there will no longer be an artificial barrier between the 
lines, the task of assigning data by type to one of two lines 
will disappear, thereby simplifying software at  the DSS. 
The overall reduction in circuit quantity provides a 
simpler and easier-to-operate system. 
f. Other changes. Two other changes are noteworthy. 
Open-loop receivers for support of the S-band occultation 
experiment will be provided at DSS 41 and DSS 62 as well 
as DSS 14. However, real-time digitization will be pro- 
vided only at DSS 14. At the overseas stations, the open- 
loop data will be analog-recorded on FR-1400 recorders, 
and these recordiilgs will be made available to the 
experimenter. 
Three separate DSIF telemetry and command processor 
(TCP) programs are now planned. The first will be the 
standard operations program and will provide command 
processing, data recording, and transmission of one engi- 
neering and one science stream for one spacecraft for any 
allowable combination of spacecraft data rates, except for 
high-rate data of 4 kilobits/s and above; an optional use 
of this program will allow processing of high-rate data 
in excess of 4 kilobits/s when no other processing is 
performed. The second program will provide for play- 
back of TCP recordings after the pass in order to fill in 
gaps in the master data record. The third program will 
be used at DSS 14 only and will provide processing of 
two engineering streams, one from each spacecraft, and 
command processing for one spacecraft. 
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111.  Advanced Engineering 
A. Communications Systems Research 
1. Digital Telemetry and Command: Efficient Estimates 
of Noise Variance in Block-Coded Telemetry, 
1. K. Holmes 
a. Introduction. Recently, a simple estimator of the 
noise variance was presented for biorthogonal block- 
coded telemetry systems, such as that used on Mariner 
Mars 1969. This estimator, using an order statistic (SPS 
37-46, Vol. IV, pp. 242-245; SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 37-39), 
provides a monitor for the signal-to-noise ratio. 
In SPS 37-46, an asymptotic formula was used to 
evaluate the variance of the estimator. More accurate 
results (to eight places) were obtained in SPS 37-58 by a 
direct calculatioil via the computer. In this article, the 
single-sample maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of 
a, for a single-sample drawn from the largest of the 
absolute noise-only correlation values, is derived and 
compared to the one of SPS 37-58. I t  is shown that the 
single-sample estimator of SPS 37-58 is asymptotically a 
MLE. Also, the equation defining the A4-sample MLE is 
derived and shown to have a solution (estimate) different 
from the average of the single-sample MLE. Further- 
more, it is shown that the estimator of SPS 37-58 has a 
very high asymptotic efficiency when compared to the 
M-sample MLE and, therefore, under the existing ground 
rules, is best suited for the purpose of noise variance 
estin~ation. 
b. Review. The system for which the noise estimator 
was developed in SPSS 37-46 and -58 is a biorthogonal 
block-coded telemetry system. Since the code is biorthog- 
onal, only the upper half of the code dictionary need 
be correlated with the input, since the lower half will 
correlate to the negative of the first half. The code word 
presumed to be present corresponds to the correlator 
with the largest absolute value, the sign determining to 
which half of the code dictionary the code word belongs. 
The estimate of the noise variance considered here is 
obtained from the second largest absolute correlation 
value which is with high probability due to noise only, 
with the largest absolute correlation corresponding to 
the transmitted signal. This largest absolute correlation 
can, therefore, be used to estimate the relative signal level. 
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c. Single-sample MLE. The h4LE for the noise vari- 
ance that is obtained here is for a single sample obtained 
from the largest noisc-only absolute correlation term. For 
A4 samples, the estimate suggested in SPSs 37-46 and -58 
is the average of the single-sample estimator. If we have 
available the 11-vector 
of noise-only absolute correlation values [ n  + I = 32 in 
the (32,6) code] which can be rearranged in increasing 
order to form the order statistic 
then x(,,, will be the largest absolute correlation value. 
Because of the ground rules on the complexity of the 
estimator, only one of the "12" absolute correlation values 
can be used to estimate the noise variance. 
I t  has been shown (SPS 37-46) that, if ordering is 
allowed, the best estimator restricted to one correlation 
will use x(,,), the largest absolute correlation value. Since 
the samples are absolute values of gaussian random 
variables, the xi have a distribution function 
F (x)  = 2 [@(x)  - $1 
where 
" 1 (4 = lm exp (s) d t  ( 2 )  
The distribution of the largest is given by 
F (N~,,) 5 X )  = [2 @ ( r )  - I]", x 2 0 (3)  
To obtain the MLE, we must solve the following equa- 
tion : 
a 
-In [p(x)l = 0 
a: (4)  
where p(x) is the density f~nc t ion  associated with the 
distribution F(x). From Eq. (3), we have 
Differentiating and setting this equal to zero produces 
Integrating by parts and letting r/G= T, we have 
n - 1  1' 1zr" .- 
1 (21~)" exp (- :) (7) a(?.) - - 2 
Once we have the solution to Eq. (7), the single-sample 
h4LE is given by 
For the Ad-sample average, we would then use 
For n = 1, the solution to Eq. (7) is trivial, and our 
single-sample RilLE becomes 
But it is biased, since 
2x 
E(Q= 1 exp (g) ax = (+ .) Ih (11) 
The estimate of SPS 37-58 for 1% = 1 is given by 
which is, from Eq. ( l l ) ,  unbiased. In fact, all estimates of 
SPS 37-58 are unbiased for all n. Next, we show that the 
MLE and the estimate Y of SPS 37-58 are asymptotically 
(in 11) the same. 
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d .  Conzpariso~z of estinlates for large n. The estimate 
;is defined by 
where A,, is tabulated in SPS 37-58 and is defined by the 
- 
condition A,,E(x(,,,) = o; moreover, in SPS 37-46, u was 
shown to be asymptotic to 
Now consider the MLE 2 for large n. Note that as ?I 
increases, r must increase in order that Eq. (7) is satisfied. 
Now, rewrite Eq. (7) as 
ln (r2 - 1) - In (%)Ih ln (12) In (r) ln (G) 
-- 
r2 1, + + -  r2 r2 1 + 
- - - - 
r2 
- 
2 2 2 2 2 
We have, therefore, that as n+ co (and, therefore, as 
1.- '%I) 
r = [2 ln (n)] 'h + o(1) (16) 
Hence, 
Consequently, the two single-sample estimators in con- 
sideration are asymptotically equal, and, therefore, we 
coilclude that the estimate proposed in SPS 37-58 is 
asymptotically a single-sample MLE. 
e .  MLE for M samples. We now obtain the maximum 
likelihood equation which defines the MLE for A4 sam- 
ples and show that it is not the same as the average of 
the single-sample MLE. The distribution function of A4 
independent samples of a random variable distributed 
as the largest absolute noise correlation is given by 
If we take logarithms and differentiate and set the results 
equal to zero, we obtain an inlplicit equation for$: 
I t  is clear that the average of the single-sample esti- 
mate (Eq. 9) is not a solution to Eq. (17). In fact, it 
appears to be very difficult to obtain an explicit expres- 
sion for 2 from Eq. (17). However, the large-sample 
variance of this MLE can be found from a result given 
in Ref. 1 where, under rather general conditions satisfied 
here, it is shown that for a MLE $ of a single parameter 
a, we have 
for large Ad. The coefficient B: defined by 
has been obtained by use of the SDS 930 computer and 
is compared in Table 1 with C; of SPS 37-58. The coeffi- 
cient C; is defined by 
var (3 = C; a2 (20) 
As can be seen from Table 1, the asymptotic (in A4) 
efficiency of the estimator proposed in SPS 37-58 is quite 
high for all 11 considered. Clearly, any improvement by 
the use of nonlinear estimates would not be worth the 
Table 1 .  Comparison of numerical results 
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added complexity. Since for very large n it has been 
shown that both estimators are identical, it follows that 
It  is easy to show that the unrestricted MLE uses all 
the noise samples available and is given by 
And its associated large-sample variance (asymptotic in 
A4) is given by 
uZ 
var (GNL) = - 2 ~ 4 n  (23) 
I t  is not hard to show that for large, fixed M that 
var (%&Id = 
lim [ var (3 + var (9 ?I . -+ m I 
since both the variance of $ and decrease as [In (n)k2 
for large n, whereas the variance of GlnIr, decreases as wl. 
Therefore, MLEs based on the largest noise-only samples 
are asymptotically (in 7%) inefficient compared to unre- 
stricted maximum likelihood samples, but require more 
equipment complexity. However, for the (32,6) code the 
unrestricted MLE is only about 3 dB better than the re- 
stricted one proposed in SPSs 37-46 and -58. 
Reference 
1. Mood, A. M., lrltroduction to  the Theory of Statistics. 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., 1950. 
2. Digital Telemetry and Command: Quantization 
Requirements for the Multimission Telemetry System, 
J .  K. Holrnes 
a. Introduction. Quantization requirements for the 
data channel quantizers (Fig. 1) are considered here for 
the multilnission telemetry system (MMTS). The require- 
ments are determined for the following constraints: 
(1) Degradation of performance in the block-coded 
mode. 
(2) Degradation of performance in the uncoded mode. 
(3) Degradation of the accuracy of the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) estimate in the block-coded mode. 
(4) Degradation of the accuracy of the SNR estimates 
in the uncoded mode. 
(5) Dynamic range considerations. 
This article considers biorthogonal codes which have 
been adopted in the MMTS to provide a block-code 
capability. Both a (32,6) and (16,5) code are provided. 
The receiver is composed of A4 ( M  = 32 or 16) correlators, 
even though there are 2M code words. This reduction by 
a factor of two is possible since the upper half of the 
code words is a complement of the lower half. If the 
receiver waveform is designated by .r(t), then the corre- 
lation values r i  are given by 
where T ,  is the code symbol time and Wi(t) is the ith 
code word. Hence, if r j  is the 1.i of largest absolute value, 
Wj(t) is chosen as the transmitted word if rj  > 0; other- 
wise, - W j  is chosen. After each symbol time, the symbol 
integrator values are quantized and used to form the 
correlation with the Ad-stored code words. 
In the uncoded mode, since the bits are decoded 
directly, there is no degradation in bit error probability. 
However, quantization increases the variance of the SNR 
estimate, and thereby degrades it. The accuracy of 
SNR estimates in the coded case is degraded by quan- 
tization as in the uncoded case. 
Dynamic range variations can be compellsated by 
increasing the quantizer range and number of levels 
sin~ultaneously so that the quantum levels remain at the 
same spacing. 
Fig. 1 .  Data channel 
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b. Quantizer model. To model the effect of the quan- 
tization, the quantizer's effect on the input signal plus 
noise must be developed. We consider the following 
model (SPS 37-45, Vol. IV, pp. 290-296) as illustrated in 
Fig. 2 for eight levels. Each input quantization level is 
L volts wide, and each corresponding output is at the 
center of its respective level, the dots in the figure. Alto- 
gether, there are 2k levels (k bit quantization) so, if DR 
denotes the dynamic range, then the spacing between 
levels is given by 
L = -  DR volts 27; 
The dynamic range is the range of input voltages that 
can be quantized with a maximum quantization error of 
L/2 volts. A voltage exceeding the dynamic range is 
truncated to the last level with an associated increase in 
quantization error. The basic assumption made here is 
that the distribution, given that the input voltage falls 
in a given level (of range L volts), is uniform in that level. 
The accuracy of this characterization would increase as 
the level size becomes smaller. Also, at the extremes 
of the quantizer the error probability density function is 
actually a section of a gaussian density. However, if the 
quantization is fine enough, the uniform density will 
still be a valid assumption. Hence, with the assumption 
of a uniform density in each level, we have that the mean 
square of the quantization error at each level is given by 
Since the range of the quantizer must be large enough 
to quantize the sum of the signal plus noise, one-half of 
the dynamic range is taken equal to the integrated signal 
Fig. 2. Quantization scheme for eight levels 
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synlbol AT, plus three times the standard deviation a 
of the integrated noise (SPS 37-45). Any larger samples 
are truncated, but they only occur with low probability 
and are assumed to have little effect. Therefore, the level 
size is given by 
AT, + 3a 
L = 2"-1 
since DR = 2(AT, + 3a). 
c. Word signal plus noise. We assume that a signal of 
amplitude A plus white gaussian noise of spectral density 
No/2 is the input to the integrator over the symbol time 
T,. The output of the integrator, assuming perfect syn- 
chronization, is 
AT, + N (5 )  
where 
The variance of N is given by 
N 
var (N) = 2 T, 2 
and, hence, the output symbol SNR, without quantiza- 
tion, is given by 
where E ,  is the symbol energy and is equal to A2T,. 
Now with quantization after the integration, more 
noise is added to the correlation with every symbol. Since 
in the coded mode 16 or 32 samples, each having uni- 
formly distributed random errors, are added up, we may 
assume that the effect of the quantization is to add 
gaussian noise of variance to the word correlator 
outputs. This follows froin the central limit theorem. 
The total variance becomes 
The new word signal-to-noise ratio, say SNR', with the which is the quantizer equation relating the required 
quantization effects included, is given by number of bits k versus p and the allowable degradation 
D dB. 
SNR' = M(ATs)2 No 
- T, + a: 
(lo) e. Requirements at threshold for the (32,6) and (16,s) 
2 codes. At threshold, which corresponds to a probability 
of word error equal to the allowable degradation is 
If we allow a maximum degradation to the SNR of 0.1 dB. For this error probability, for the (32,6) code, we 
D dB, then we require have, denoting EB as the bit energy, 
-- En - 2.9 dB 
No 
(11) so that the symbol energy per No is given by 
So, if D = 0.1 dB, then we have 
d .  Quantizer equation. Now we can write the quan- 
tizes noise variance from Eq. (3) as 
At this point, it is assumed that AT, and u are known 
exactly so that the dynamic range is known exactly. Since 
they are actually unknown, extra quantizer bits must be 
added to compensate for their variation. Using Eq. (14) 
in Eq. (12) produces 
This inequality yields a bound on the required number 
of bits of quantization. Solving, using Eq. (a), we have, 
letting p = E,/N,, 
-- 
32 Es - 2.9 dB - 10 log,, - = -4.37 dB (17) No 6 
In evaluating the quantizer equation we find that we 
must have k 2 4 for a maximum degradation of 0.1 dB. 
For the (16,s) code, it is found that E,/N, = -1.64 dB 
or again that k 2 4. Hence, at threshold k = 4 is sufficient 
for both the (32,6) and the (16,s) block codes if AT, and 
u are known a priori. 
f. Requirements at PEW = for the (32,6) and 
(16,s) codes. At PE,, = E,/N, = -0.82 dB, and 
with an allowable degradation of 0.2 dB for the (32,6) 
code, we have, from the quantizer equation, that we 
must have k 2 4 bits. Under the same conditions for the 
(16,s) code, it is found that we must have k 2 4 bits also. 
We summarize the results in Table 2. This table as- 
sumes that 2(AT, + 3u) = DR is held constant. In prac- 
tice, this is, of course, not true and an additional number 
of bits must be used to take up signal and automatic 
gain control variations. 
Table 2. Quantization requirements 
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g.  Quantization e#ect on PE in the zrncoded case. In 
the uncoded case, since decisions are nlade bit by bit, 
there is no degradation for any value of quantization as 
long as k > 1. 
- h. Qtlantization effect on the var (SNR) in the coded 
case. 
Absolzcte magnitzrcle meflzocl, randonz noise sample. 
This method estimates the square of the mean output 
and the variance fro111 the word correlation outputs and 
forms the ratio to estimate the SNR; call it R. The square 
of the meail is estimated with the signal presumed 
present (highest correlation), and the noise variance is 
formed from a random noise-only correlation. Due to the 
lllethod involved, it is possible with probability l/A4 that 
a ralldo111 selectiosl  ill not be available and, so in this 
case, a zero is outputed for the rando~n noise-only corre- 
lation. This effect increases the variance by approxinlately 
M / ( M  - 1). Its effect is neglected in what follows. 
The estimator is of the form (SPS 37-49, Vol. 111, 
pp. 306-311) 
where / xs 1 is the word correlation value with the signal 
present and 1 xi  I is the correlation value of a randomly 
A 
The variance of R is given by 
chosen noise-only correlation. To analyze this expression, 
A 
we may rewrite R in a manner similar to that given ill 
SPS 37-48, Vol. 111, pp. 209-212 
where 8,, and yll are, respectively, the random parts of 
the numerator and denominator. 
Under the assumption that with probability approach- 
ing one 
we have, to a good approxinlation, for 9% large enough 
Since the nulnerator and denominator of the estimate 
are unbiased, we have 
611 yn \ 
var (R) = -7 
IT 
After some algebra, we have 
4u2 2(, - 2) 
var - -  [(:is)'] - ~ I ( A T , ) ~ '  var (5) = -, 12 n (AT,)' 2. [&] = l[ln' - 
Therefore, the variance is given by Hence, the relative accuracy depends on two terms, 
one proportional to the noise-to-signal ratio and another 
A - 
A ( A T , y ) M c r o '  (T -2 )  
var (R) = ----- --- that is constant. If we write u2 (denoting the thermal 
U' [n(AT,)' + -1 12. (25) noise by cq,,) as 
and the relative variance is given by u2 = u:,, + U: (27) 
A 
we see that a degradation of 0.1 dB due to quantization 
.a,(%) = +[&+,- 2 1  (26) produces an increase in the relative variance of the esti- 
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mate that is less than 0.1 dB. This degradation in accu- 
racy can be easily removed, by increasing la by a factor 
of 1.023. At a degradation of 0.2 dB due to quantization, 
n can thus be increased to only (1.023)2n to remove the 
effects of quantization. 
Largest noise-only metlzod. This estimate uses a new 
denominator of the form (SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 37-39) 
where xi is the largest noise correlation in absolute 
value (excluding the signal correlation) from the ith re- 
ceived word. This method is described in SPS 37-58 in 
detail. Since this estimate has been shown to have a much 
lower variance for the estimate of the noise variance 
than the estimate used in the preceding paragraphs, the 
estimate for R using this noise estimate has lower vari- 
ance than the estimate described in the preceding para- 
graphs. The saving is 10.75 dB for the (16,5) code and 
11.9 dB for the (32,6) code. 
6 
i. Quantization effect  on unr (SNR) in the uncoded 
case. In this case, the estimator (SPS 3748) uses symbol 
values directly to estimate the SNR and is of the form 
which estimates (1/2) SNR. Since this estimate is biased, 
an improved estimate is used and is of the form 
A 
where Ril  is a function which has less bias than RL and 
is asymptotically unbiased for large lz for all values of 
RL. Its variance is given approximately by 
1 
var (R') = 12 (2RL + 2R;) (31) 
assuming that the noise is strictly gaussian. This assump- 
tion is reasonable since the sum of a gaussian plus a 
uniform random variable is essentially gaussian as long 
as the variance of the uniform is much smaller than that 
of the gaussian. The relative variance is given by 
SO if the variance a2 is composed of both quantization 
noise and thermal noise (gaussian), and if the quantiza- 
tion noise increases the total noise by 0.1 dB, we see 
that the increase in the relative variance is less than 
0.1 dB. 
j .  Dynanzic 1,ange considerations. Once the number of 
bits of quantization is determined for the case when the 
dynamic range is known, the variation in dynamic range 
must be included. However, once this factor F is known, 
the additional number of bits needed, k,, can be obtained 
from the equation 
k. Conclz~sions. The number of quantization levels 
needed for the MMTS has been obtained under the as- 
sumptioil that the dynamic range was set equal to a 
fixed value of AT, + 3 ~ .  Under actual operating condi- 
tions, AT, + 3~ will vary by a factor to be determined so 
that additional bits are needed. 
Two error levels were considered for the coded case, 
the first with the word error probability equal to lo-" 
and the second with the word error equal to The 
resulting degradation was shown to be negligible in each 
case if the number of levels derived here is adopted. 
3. Digital Telemetry and Command: Maximum Data 
Rate and Optimum Data Modulation Index, u. Timor 
a. Introduction. In a coherent comlnunication system 
using a phase-locked loop to track the carrier, the average 
error probability P, is a function of the total loop signal- 
to-noise ratio p ~ ,  the data modulation index I? ,  and the 
data rate. If P, is specified, then, for each PI., the data 
nlodulation index will determine the data rate which 
yields P,. Thus, given PE and p,, the rate is a function of 
the data modulation index. The purpose of this 1~7ork is 
to find the optimum modulation index and the lllaxinl~lll 
possible data rate ~vhich yield a given error probability 
P,; this is done for all data-rate-to-loop-band1viclt11 ratios. 
b. Analysis of the systenl., Consider a coherent com- 
mul~ication system using a phase-locked loop with one- 
sided bandwidth of b, to track the carrier. If P is the total 
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received power and 1"s the data modulation index, the 
probability density of the phase error + is given by 
where p, P/N+bL is the total loop signal-to-noise ratio 
and N+ is the one-sided spectral density of the noise. 
Let 1/T be the data rate and define 
to be the rate-to-loop bandwidth ratio. 
Then, for a completely coherent reception (no phase 
error), the data signal-to-noise ratio is 
However, there is a degradation of the performance due 
to the phase error, and the actual signal-to-noise ratio is 
R7, where 7 < 1 is the detection efficiency. 
The behavior of 7 was investigated by Tausworthe (SPS 
37-54, Vol. 111, pp. 195-201), with these results. For 6 << 1, 
the efficiency is given by 
where 
is the variance of sin +, T = 4t2, and 6 is the damping 
factor of the phase-locked loop. 
For S )) 1, the efficiency is given by 
= 1 @-I {L erfc [(+)''' cos +]p(+)d+))  
" kR 
where 
and 
2 uncoded or antipodal binary signals 
1 coded (orthogonal/biorthogonal) signals 
For intermediate values of 6, the detection efficiency can 
be expressed as 
where the interpolation factor a is a monotone increasing 
function of 6 and is given by 
Thus, given p ,  12, and 6, the detection efficiency 7 can 
be determined. 
c. The nzaxinzum rate-to-bandwidth ratio. Let Re, be 
the required signal-to-noise ratio to achieve an error 
probability of PE. The Re, must satisfy 
Re, = R", 
Substituting the expressions for R and 7, we get the 
following relation between Re,, p ,  12, and 6: 
where and p(+) depend on pL(l - 12), and a is a function 
of 6. 
Let the error probability, or equivalently Re,, be given. 
Then for each p,, 6 is a function of 12, given implicitly 
by the above integral equation. In particular, we are 
interested in finding the maximum of this function 
F,,,(pL, Re,), and the corresponding data modulation index 
I",,, (pL, Re,) which achieves this maximum. For a given 
total received power, noise density, and loop bandwidth, 
S,,>,, will give us the maximum possible rate at the required 
error probabilities. 
Since the integral equation cannot be solved analyti- 
cally, we must resort to numerical methods. The following 
algorithm was used: 
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(1) Re, and p, are fixed and a coarse search is made, to 
restrict Itpt to an interval of length 2h. We start with an 
arbitrary value I: and compute &(I:) and 8,(1,2 + 11) by 
solving, for each case, the integral equation. If 8, > a,, 
we compute &(I: + 2h), . . a ,  S,,(Ii + nh) until a,, < 811-1. 
We then have 
If 8, < So, we compute 8-, = 8(I: - h )  and so on, to get 
a similar interval of length 212 containing I&,. 
In the example computed, we took h,  = 0.1, la, = 0.01, 
and got 8 ,,,,, ~vithin 0.5%. 
(3) The computations are repeated for other values 
of p,. 
d .  Nunzericnl results. When p~ is large, I:,, + 1, since 
a very small fraction of the total power will be enough 
to get an almost coherent reception. Similarly, q+ 1, 
since the phase error is very small. Therefore, asymp- 
totically we have 
(2) We pick some I: in the above interval and repeat SI,,, (PL) + - PL 
the procedure with la, < h,  (e.g., la, = ho/lO). We then pi".  re^ 
have Zip, with an accuracy of t h ,  and 
For other values of p,, numerical calculations are 
8,,-1 5 S,, < 8,L-I + A s  necessary. The resulting values of 8,, and I:,, for sev- 
eral values of Re, and a wide range of p, are given in 
where Fig. 3 (uncoded signals) and Fig. 4 (coded, orthogonal/ 
biorthogonal signals). In both cases, the damping factor 
A s  = max[(8,,-I - &), (8,1-1 - S,,-2)] was taken to be [ = 1/21h (corresponding to T = 2). 
We can repeat the procedure with A., < la, until the ac- e. Application. The described results can be used in 
curacies of AT' and A8 are accepted. the design of coherent commullication systems. Given 
Fig. 3. Maximum rate/lsandwidth and optimum data Fig. 4. Maximum rate/bandwidth and optimum data 
modulation index for uncoded signals modulation index for coded (orthogonal) signals 
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the total loop signal-to-noise ratio and the required data 
signal-to-noise ratio, we can find the lnaximunl possible 
data rate and the optimuill data nlodulation index. For 
example, if 
P = - 157.5 dBmW 
N+ = - 180.5 dBmW/Hz 
bL = 6 Hz = 7.8 dBHz 
then 
If the data are uncoded, then from Fig. 3 we have the 
following results: 
(1) The optinlull1 data modulatioll index is 1" 0.7. 
(2) T h e  maximum possible ra te  a t  R e ,  = 3.311 
( P ,  = 5 .  lo-" is 6 Q DL = 39.5 bit/s. 
If we want a margin of A in the received data signal- 
to-noise ratio, we have to take the rate from the curve 
correspoilding to Rk, = Re, + A. 
f .  Conclusion. The design curves presented here can be 
used to select the optimum modulation index for uncoded 
as well as biorthogonal coherent communication systems 
over the entire range of possible loop signal-to-noise 
ratios and data rates. In the past, such design data were 
available in the form of approximation formulas (SPS 
37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 282-290) that were good oilly at high 
loop signal-to-noise ratios p~ > 10 and high rates 6 >> 10, 
or at very low rates 6 (( 10. The middle range, which 
covers the Marinel. hllars 1969 low- and medium-rate 
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systems, had to be designed by trial and error. The 
graphical data presented here will considerably reduce 
the design effort for future missions. 
4. Digital Deviees Development: Screening Test Method 
for Low-Noise Voltage-Controlled Oscillators, 
R .  Winkelstein 
a. Introduction. A simple straightforward laboratory 
method has been developed for testing frequency noise 
in high-stability voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO). 
Such oscillators are key colnponents in digitally con- 
trolled programmed oscillators (SPS 37-36, Vol. 111, 
~ p .  54-67) in which control accuracies are desired to bet- 
ter than 10 parts per million. Since the VCO is controlled 
in a sampled-data feedback system, with a sampling 
period of 1 s, oscillator frequency stability between sam- 
pling times is highly important. 
The developed test method makes possible quantitative 
comparisons between similar VCOs, and has been used 
to screen out VCOs with unacceptably high noise levels. 
b. Systenz block diagram. Figure 5 is a block diagram 
of the test system. The VCO being tested is the search 
oscillator of a comnlercial frequency synthesizer and is 
referred to as "search oscillator." The output of the search 
oscillator is mixed with the output of a reference syn- 
thesizer and the difference frequency measured by a 
frequency meter. A dc voltage proportioilal to the input 
frequency is generated by the frequency meter and is 
used as the output test point of the system. This voltage 
also goes to an integrator which closes the loop by sup- 
plying the control voltage to the search oscillator. The 
SEARCH 
METER I INTEGRATOR OSCILLATOR 
1 
SYNTHESIZER I 
1 
Fig. 5. Test system block diagram 
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constants of the system allow the loop to control long- 
term frequency drifts of the search oscillator, but permit 
short-term frequency deviations to be readily visible at 
the output test point. 
Within each block of interest in Fig. 5 is shown the 
approximate Laplace transform gain function for the 
block. The frequency meter is a Hewlett-Packard Model 
5210 A with the calibrated offset option. When used in 
the loop, the meter range switch is set to 1 kHz, the 
meter scale expanded to "X 10," and the offset to 10. 
The dc output, taken from the discriminator output 
jack, is $1 V for a full-scale deflection of 1.1 kHz. Zero 
voltage output results from an input of 1.0 kHz, and 
-1 V is obtained when the input is 0.9 kHz. Thus, the 
gain constant K ,  is 0.01 V/Hz. The "X 10" amplifier 
within the meter has a frequency cutoff of 10 Hz, which 
can be approximated by a single pole in the transfer 
function shown by the term s/W, + 1. The parameter 
WJI, being 2rr times the cutoff frequency, is thus 62.8 rad/s, 
and s is the complex Laplace transform frequency. 
A schematic of the integrator is shown in Fig. 6. It  
consists of a unity gain inverter followed by an opera- 
tional integrator. Feedback polarity is set by means of 
the "feedback switch. The gain switch, when used in 
conjunction with the frequency meter range switch, is 
useful in initially locking the loop. During locked-loop 
operation, the gain switch is set to the 0.001 position, thus 
making K,  equal to 0.001. The 741s are integrated circuit 
operatioilal amplifiers and the 100-pF capacitor is a sub- 
miniature polycarbonate capacitor with greater than 
2000-Ma insulation resistance, nlade by Coinponent 
Research Co. Offset currents within the loop are can- 
celled by the offset control. 
INPUT 
The search oscillators tested by the loop were con- 
tained in modified Fluke synthesizers Model 644 A. The 
nlodification consisted of providing an expanded output 
of the search oscillator itself, independent of the front 
panel dial settings. The -1.0 digit on the search oscil- 
lator dial produces an output frequency of 1.0 MHz, and 
+1.0 digit on the dial produces a frequency of 5.0 MHz. 
For remote control, the -10 to +10 control voltage 
range could, therefore, produce a frequency swing of 
4 MHz. Thus, K ,  is equal to 0.2 X lo6 Hz/V. The search 
oscillator output f ,  is considered to be the sum of an 
ideal controlled frequency f ,  and a noise frequency f,,. 
The purpose of this test method is to measure the effect 
of f,,. 
c. Loop analysis. Multiplying the individual transfer 
functions, the open loop gain Go is found to be 
Since the phase shift is less than 180 deg at  the unity 
gain point of approximately 0.3 Hz, the closed loop is 
stable. I t  may be noted that phase shifts in the frequency 
meter beyond that shown by the approximate transfer 
function in Fig. 5 caused the loop to become unstable 
when the loop gain was increased by switching the inte- 
grator gain control from 0.001 to 0.01. 
Since the purpose of the loop is to measure f ,  by mon- 
itoring the voltage E,, the closed-loop transfer function G 
between f,, and E, is of prime interest: 
gain of frequency meter G =  1 + Go 
OFFSET CONTROL 
+15 V 
SWITCH 
I I 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 
G A I N  SWITCH 
Fig. 6 .  Integrator 
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After substitution and algebraic manipulation, 
Factoring the denominator gives 
Since WN is much larger than KlKzK3, the radical may be 
simplified by approximating it with the first two terms of 
its binomial expansion 
and so 
G =  SKI WN - 0.628 S (S + K, Kz K,) (S + Wdi) (S + 2) (S + 62.8) 
Thus, the transfer function is equivalent to a bandpass 
filter with corner frequencies at 0.3 and 10 Hz. Gain in 
the passband is K,, which is equal to a 0.01-V/Hz devi- 
ation. 
d .  Test results. Figure 7 is a portion of a strip chart 
recording of a particular test run. The reference synthe- 
sizer was set to 1,001,000 Hz, forcing the search oscillator 
output to be approximately 1 MHz. From the record, it is 
2 s/cm 
Fig. 7. Test run 
seen that the maximum p e a k - t ~ - ~ e a k  deviation in a l-s 
interval can be as high as 50 Hz, although the root-mean- 
square deviation is considerably less. At search oscillator 
frequencies of 3 and 5 MHz, observed deviations were 
reduced by a factor of 2. 
This type of performance was acceptable. Of three 
modified synthesizers tested, the response of the first was 
as shown in Fig. 7; a second unit had periodic deviations 
in the order of 200 Hz, and the third unit had deviations 
in the order of 500 Hz peak-to-peak. Seven more search 
oscillator VCO units were supplied by the manufacturer 
and two units whose performance was equivalent to 
Fig. 7 were substituted in the second and third synthe- 
sizers. These test results show that it would be highly 
desirable to include this test in the test specifications of 
synthesizers with VCO-type search oscillators. 
5.  Information Systems: Toward Deep Space Station 
Automation Software-REGEN, A Binary-to-Symbolic 
Translator for the SDS 900 Series Languages, 
J.  W. Layland 
a. Introduction, One article in SPS 37-59, Vol. I1 (pp. 
48-54) and two subsequent articles in  this volume 
(pp. 22-31) discuss algorithmic methods for assembling 
multiprogramming software packages. These algorithms 
could be applied manually to the symbolic decks of the 
programs, automatically to the symbolic decks by a 
program-combining program, or automatically to the 
binary load modules by a very sophisticated loader. This 
latter alternative is desirable for conservation of time 
and storage if several packages utilizing almost the same 
set of programs are to be generated on demand. This, of 
course, requires that timing information be  supplied via 
the binary language and that programs must be written 
which interpret the binary language in greater detail 
than does the manufacturer-supplied loader. 
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With relatively few additional programs, the programs 
necessary to interpret the binary language for a multi- 
program scheduler can become a binary-to-symbolic 
language translator. Because its duties are well defined 
and its product is more visible, the translator can be 
written and "debugged much more easily than could 
the multiprogram scheduler. Programming of the sched- 
uler when it is eventually done will be an easier task with 
the important binary language interpreting routines al- 
ready extant. 
The binary-to-symbolic translator is also interesting 
and useful in its own right for the modification and 
manipulation of programs for which only the universal 
binary language version is available, the symbolic version 
having been lost or being otherwise not available. This 
article describes REGEN, a binary-to-symbolic translator 
for the SDS 900 series languages. 
b. Program operation. The binary-to-symbolic trans- 
lation program operates under control of the SDS MON- 
ARCH system. All input/output operations are performed 
by the system library routines TVITAPE, CDRP, PYTIO, 
and PRINT. The input and output devices are selected 
by a "AASSIGN" message to MONARCH prior to load- 
ing REGEN. In this assignment message, "BO" specifies 
the source of the binary program to be translated "Xl" 
specifies a scratch magnetic tape, "SO" specifies the sym- 
bolic output device, and "LO" specifies the list output 
device. REGEN will produce, under breakpoint control, 
either a symbolic deck which may subsequently be modi- 
fied and assembled, a code listing whose format closely 
approximates the format of the listing produced when 
the input program was initially assembled, or both. If 
they are set during the initialization for any program, 
breakpoint 3 deletes the list output and breakpoint 4 
deletes the symbolic output. If breakpoint 1 is set, 
REGEN will pause before translating each program. 
Figure 8 shows an example of translator operation. 
Figure 8a shows the assembly listing of a very short 
program, Fig. 8b  shows an octal dump of the binary 
tape for this same program, while Fig. 8c shows the 
listing produced by REGEN from that binary tape. Al- 
though it is not nearly as understandable as the original 
annotated listing, the regenerated listing is far more useful 
than the octal dump, should the original listing be un- 
available. All external labels, both references and defini- 
tions, are inserted a t  the appropriate place in the 
regenerated deck. Locations which are referenced but do 
not have an external label are provided with an internal 
label based upon their address. This internal label con- 
sists of an alphabetic-hexadecimal address with z = 0, 
I = 1, . . ., Y = 15, preceded by a prefix which is A9, 
R9, or C9, depending upon whether that location is 
absolute, relocatable, or common relocatable. Because the 
problem of differentiating data from instructions is sim- 
plified when all program addresses are relocatable, the 
output from the translation of a relocatable program will 
be much more understandable than the output of an 
absolute program. 
c. SDS binary latzguage. The SDS universal binary 
language can be used to express many more varied 
descriptions than can be expressed by any of the existing 
900-series language processors. Here the basic organiza- 
tion of that language is described. A complete description 
may be found in the SDS MONARCH or real-time 
R4ONITOR manuals (Refs. 1 and 2). 
A binary ~ecord consists of up to 31 words of data. The 
first word of the record is a control word which specifies 
the record type, word count, and mode (binary), and 
contains a parity check on the words of the record. The 
first three bits of the control word designate the record 
type: types 000 through 011 are text records, external 
references and definitions, programmed operator refer- 
ences and definitions, and END records, respectively; 
type 101 is a data statement record for FORTRAN IV. 
The second word of a text record contains the address 
at which this text group is to be written, two one-bit 
flags which specify whether this address is absolute, relo- 
catable, or common relocatable, and four one-bit flags 
which signify the presence of address modifier words for 
the text words of the record. This is followed by up to 
twenty-four text words, and, if specified by the flags in 
word 2, up to four address modifier words. Each modifier 
word contains one bit for each text word. This bit is a one 
if the associated word is to be modified for load, common, 
progranln~ed operator, or special input/output relocation. 
Type 001 and type 010 records contain up to ten 
three-word label items. The first two words of each 
item contain the eight-character binary-coded decimal 
name. The third word contains a two-bit subtype desig- 
nator, and for most subtypes, the address to which that 
name applies and the address modifier flags. For type 010 
records, this third word also contains the programmed 
operator sequence number. 
External references are described by "chaining." The 
external reference item address is the address in the text 
of the last reference to that label. The address in that 
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Fig. 8. Short example of program translation: (a) assembly listing, (b) binary tape, and (c) REGENerated listing 
cell points in turn to an earlier reference to the label, 
ultimately pointing in the program text to the first ref- 
erence to the external reference label. 
The second word of an END record c o ~ ~ t a i l ~ s  the 
address of the next available locatioll after the current 
program. A transfer address word and nlodifier word 
follow optionally. The data statement record is not gen- 
erated by any of the processors under MONARCH. 
d.  Progranz organization. REGEN makes three passes 
through the binary text of a program, as it translates it. 
During the first pass, the input records are read, checked 
for conformity to the syntax of the binary language, and 
all legal records are transferred to the X1 file. Illegal 
records are identified if possible and their identity added 
to the list output. Data statement records, should they 
be encountered, are octally dumped onto the list output 
during pass 1 and not used again. 
Three lists are built during pass 1 for later processing. 
A list of all addresses which are the arguments of instruc- 
tions begins at  the end of the REGEN program and its 
input/output handlers, and grows upwards. A list of ex- 
ternal definition items begins just below the MONARCH 
resident in upper memory and grows dowawards. Since 
all external definition records must precede all external 
reference records, the definition list is closed before any 
external references are encountered. A list of external 
references begins at the end of the definition list and 
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grows downwards. List formats are compatible with the 
formats of the external definition items in the SDS binary 
language. Pass 1 is complete whenever the end record is 
encountered. 
If any external references appear during pass 1, their 
chains must be completely identified before actual trans- 
lation can begin. During pass 2, the XI file is read back- 
wards and the reference chains are followed through the 
text records. Each new location where a reference occurs 
is inserted into the address portion of the external ref- 
erence item in its list. This location is also removed from 
the address list where it was placed during pass 1. Pass 2 
is complete whenever all reference chains have been 
followed to the first reference in each. 
Actual translation and output formatting is performed 
during the third pass. Prior to performing the third pass, 
the address list is sorted into monotonic order for ease 
in searching, and a program block list is established 
which designates the range over which the location 
counter varies within the program being translated. The 
block list ensures that all cells which are referenced are 
assigned a location. During pass 3, the location counter 
is stepped sequentially through the range of the program 
while the text records are read from X1. If the location 
appears on the external definition list, the appropriate 
external label is inserted in the output format. If it ap- 
pears in the external reference list, the instruction oper- 
and is replaced by the appropriate external label. If it 
appears in the address list but is not externally defined, a 
hexadecimal label is manufactured for it as described 
previously. If it is required by the instruction in the text 
word, a hexadecimal label is similarly manufactured for 
the instruction operand. 
The final listing output line format closely approxi- 
mates the listing format for a symbol assembly, consist- 
ing of an octal representation of the text word, the card 
number, and the label, operation mnemonic, and operand 
for the symbolic card image. REGEN's symbolic output 
consists of only the symbolic card image portion of the 
same line. Pass 3 is complete when the end record is 
again encountered. 
REGEN consists of approximately 2200 METASYM- 
BOL cards, and assembles into a program which occupies 
approximately 3K words, exclusive of the input/output 
subroutines. Except for the sorting of the address list 
between pass 2 and pass 3, all operations are limited by 
input/output speed on the SDS 930. 
e.  Conclusion. This article describes the operation of 
a binary-to-symbolic translator for the SDS 900 series 
languages. Although this effort was initiated merely with 
the intent of familiarization with the SDS binary lan- 
guage-the ultimate goal is a sophisticated multiprogram 
scheduling loader-this translator can be an extremely 
useful tool for the examination and manipulation of pro- 
grams whenever their symbolic source is not readily 
available but their binary version is. 
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6. Information Systems: Range-Doppler Display 
System, A. I .  Zygielbovm 
a. Introduction. Advances in the transmitter and re- 
ceiver capability of the Goldstone DSN Development 
Facility prior to the most recent Venus conjunction have 
necessitated the use of more sophisticated processing 
than was used on previous planetary range-doppler radar 
observations. In particular, a real-time display of the data 
and partial maps were required to permit experimenter 
intervention in the process of iterative averaging of data 
from mapping many days. A digital video display system 
(DVDS) was designed to provide this display. 
The display consists of an interface to the SDS 930 
computer, a data handler, an oscilloscope interface, and 
a large-screen oscilloscope. With appropriate software 
support, the display provides the real-time interaction 
required by the Venus range-doppler mapping effort. 
b. Design considerations. For the display of the Venus 
radar data, the DVDS had to be capable of displaying an 
image of 80,000 picture elements flicker-free with a max- 
imum number of grey shades. To present a satisfactory 
image, human visual response had to be considered. 
The human observer detects logarithmic brightness 
change (Ref. 1). A grey scale is defined by equal decibel 
graduations. Oscilloscope n~anufacturers (Tektronix and 
Hewlett-Packard) claim that eight grey shades can be 
distinguished on a cathode ray tube (CRT). Experiinents 
by the author indicate, however, that twelve grey shades 
are discernible, although barely. 
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The displayed image must be stable and linear. Lin- Table 3. Representative phosphors and their 
earity differences of less than 1% are easily noticeable. characteristics 
Also, any "breathing" or jitter of the image is bothersome 
because the human eye has reflexive motion sensors. I 
To prevent flicker, the projected image must be re- 
freshed frequently. A human observer sees flicker if a 
light source is interrupted at a frequency lower than the 
critical flicker frequency (CFF). Figure 9 plots CFF with 
respect to the light-to-dark ratio (LDR) and the image 
luminance (Ref. 1). 
The CFF is an important factor in the selection of a 
CRT phosphor. As the LDR is increased, the CFF de- 
creases. A CRT with longer persistence will require lower 
refresh rate. Table 3 lists various phosphors and their 
corresponding decay and required refresh rates for a 
variable contrast picture (Refs. 1 and 2). A nearly full 
bright picture necessitates a higher refresh rate. The P 1 
phosphor was chosen for the DVDS. This phosphor 
requires a 26-Hz refresh. rate at low contrast and approxi- 
mately 40 Hz at high contrast. 
c. System design, The DVDS requires a high data 
transfer rate. To satisfy this, the data multiplex system 
(DMS) is used to take data from the SDS 930 computer 
memory. The DMS can operate at nearly full memory 
bandwidth and needs only minimal software and hard- 
ware interfacing. 
To make the display as versatile as possible, the system 
was designed to project a picture of up to 120,000 ele- 
ments. Since at least 40 frames/s must be presented to 
eliminate flicker, a picture element rate of 4.8 MHz is 
required. This requirement, together with the memory 
transfer bandwidth of 13.7 Mbits, limits each picture 
element to three bits, i.e., eight grey shades. A four grey 
shade (2-bit) and an on-off mode are also implemented 
for flexibility in future use. 
/ / \ 
d. Data multiplex system. The SDS 930 computer has 
three well-defined input/output interfaces. Referring to 
Fig. 10, which is the SDS 930 organization, the available 
paths to memory include the time-multiplexed communi- 
cations channel (TMCC), the parallel input/parallel out- 
put (PIN/POT) channel, and the DMS. The TMCC is 
the normal input/output path for peripherals such as 
magnetic tapes and line printers. PIN/POT channels are 
used for 24-bit parallel word transfers at slow transfer 
I 2 3 4 rates. Both paths are controlled directly by the central 
LOG INTENSITY, c d t 2  
processing unit (CPU). 
LDR =o.o3 
Fig. 9. Human visual response to flicker The DMS is a device-controlled second path to mem- 
(taken from Ref. 31 ory. Although the CPU must supply word count and 
The format of the data is a two-dimensional array of 
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points. Each point is designated by position and intensity. 
This format lends itself to display by a TV-type raster scan. 
I NTERRUPTS 
OPERANDS I I 
I MEMORY CENTRAL .. - . -~ I PKOCESSOR 
I / TIME-MULTIPLEXED COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS I 
I DATA MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM I 
W Y 
MAM MULTIPLE ACCESS TO MEMORY 
DMC DATA MULTIPLEXING CHANNEL 
SKS SKIP IF SET 
Fig. 10. SDS 930 organization 
starting location to the external interlace, an external 
device can write into, read from, and increment core 
cells without CPU intervention until word count is ex- 
hausted. In the current application, the DMS is used 
only for readout. 
The DMS is controlled through three data lines. Upon 
activation by the CPU, the DVDS inoves these lines to 
the proper levels for readout under control of the external 
interlace (EIN). From this point until zero word count, 
the DVDS requests data from the core memory as needed 
to fill its buffers. 
Two memory locations, even and odd interlace words, 
are reserved for use by the DMS. The programmer can 
command the DMS to use the data in either interlace 
word first and then cycle between the two. Upon activa- 
tion, the DMS reads out the first interlace word. When 
the DVDS requests data, the word count is decremented 
by one and the starting address incremented by one 
immediately before data is outputted. When the zero 
word count is reached, an interrupt (ZWZ) fires to alert 
EOM 
SKS 
POT/PIN 
the CPU. The DMS then replaces the exhausted interlace 
word and reads the other interlace word. Since the DVDS 
outputs one line per interlace word, the ZWC interrupt 
indicates end of line. 
I t  is important to note that the DMS has priority over 
the CPU in accessing any memory location. Therefore, 
in the accessing and replacing of the interlace words, the 
DMS steals two cycles from the CPU. This, of course, 
prohibits operating the DMS at full bandwidth in a bank 
of memory containing the program because the DMS 
would lock out the CPU. 
e.  Data display. Data to be displayed are stored in 
core as an array of X scan lines. The first word of each 
line contains the Y-axis location. For example, refer to 
Fig. 11, picture array segment. The Y axis is controlled 
by a 9-bit digital-to-analog converter. The Y location is 
thus randomly selectable. 
Data can be presented in three modes: (1) three bits 
of Z modulation (8 grey shades), (2) two bits (4 shades), 
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BIT: 15 23 -Y LOCATION I N  bits 15-23 
N FIRST WORD OF LINE 
MSD 
0 
LSD 
23 
N + 1 
NEW LlNE 
OR 
MSD MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 
LSD LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 
0 6 7 5 4 2 3  
N + 1  
Fig. 12. Picture array organization 
1 8 GREY SHADE 
Fig. 1 1. Picture array segment 
OR 
0 1 2 3 0 2 3 1 1 0 3 2  
or (3) one bit (on-off). Therefore, 8, 12, or 24 picture 
elements are packed per computer word in the three 
modes. The data are read out to the display, the most 
sig~lificant digit first. A typical picture array is shown in 
Fig. 12. 
4 GREY SHADE 
The X axis call be stepped one, two, or four units for 
every picture element. Between-word blanking, as well 
as blanking between scan lines, is provided by the Z 
channel in order to allow the X and Y channels to settle. 
Picture elements are presented for an equal time, re- 
gardless of the Z mode. Therefore, in the 3-bit mode, data 
are read out every machine cycle. In the 2-bit mode, 
data are needed in 2 out of 3 cycles, while only 1 in 3 
cycles is accessed in the 1-bit mode. 
f. Hardware description. Referring to Fig. 13, DVDS 
block diagram, the DVDS is divided into three parts. 
The computer interface control (CIC) con~mands the 
DMS to access and output data. It  also senses, by means 
of the ZWC interrupt, that the end of line has been 
reached, in order to reset the X axis and route the first 
word of the next line into the Y-axis digital-to-analog 
buffer. 
The mode control is set to its desired state by an 
EOM-POT sequence. Two octal digits in the POT com- 
mand designate the Z-axis mode (1, 2, or 3 bits) and the 
X step (1, 2, or 4 units). The mode co~ltrol also selects 
the DblS request rate to once each machine cycle, twice 
in three cycles or once in three cycles, as explained 
earlier. 
The data control routes data into the Y-axis digital-to- 
analog buffer or Z-axis shift register. Data (24-bits) are 
stored in the data acquisition buffer until the Z-axis shift 
register is emptied. The data coiltrol also functions to 
infor111 the oscilloscope digital control (ODC) that data 
is ready for transfer. 
The CIC operates at SDS 930 speed and uses the 
1.75-ps computer clocks. The ODC operates on an in- 
terl~ally generated 15-MHz clock. This clock is turned on 
only when needed and is turned off after the Z-axis shift 
register has been emptied. 
The ODC operates on a basic cycle of three clock 
pulses (Fig. 14). The basic controller, the display timing 
control (DTC), is a three-counter with a fourth state for 
initialization. The DTC is set to the fourth state at the 
beginning of the processing of one computer word. This 
state enables the parallel data transfer from the data 
acquisition buffer to the Z-axis shift register. The Z reg- 
ister call be shifted one, two, or three steps per cycle 
depending upon the Z-axis inode selected. 
The X axis is stepped once at the beginning of each 
cycle by adding a known charge to the operational ampli- 
fier integrator. At the end of the line, a reset pulse 
discharges the integrator storage capacitor and sets the 
beam back to the beginning of the line. 
During retrace and X step, the beam is blanked. The 
Z channel is unblanked at the end of the X step. Because 
the tunl-on time of the Z channel approximately equals 
the settling time of the X channel, a stable picture ele- 
ment is projected. 
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Due to the extremely high speeds required, a 20-MHz As stated earlier, the Y-axis word is the first word of 
oscilloscope-the ~ ~ ~ , l ~ t t - p ~ ~ k ~ ~ d  1 3 0 0 ~ - ~ ~ ~  chosen 
the line. After the end of line interrupt, this first word 
as the display oscilloscope, The Z-channel amplifier of 
is gated into the Y-axis digital-to-analog buffer. This this osci~~oscope has been slightly modified to improve 
digital-to-analog converter, a 9-bit device, is allowed its response. 
2.25 ps to settle before projection of the first picture ele- 
ment. The 2-channel digital-to-analog converter is an g. DVDS programming. The DMS has an activation 
8-level current select network. It  provides one out of sequence consisting of two EOM-POT instructions. The 
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j 7 0 n s t -  p-';~;':~-@j The deactivate sequence is simply 
FASTCLOCK I\ A A A A A EOM 70234 
PARALLEL DATA 
TRANSFER ENABLE '-1 POT = O  
SHIFT ENABLE ~4 As indicated previously, at the ZWC interrupt, the 
last interlace word must be replaced, since i t  is destroyed 
- 
SHIFT ENABLE 
by the DMS. The interlace words contain the word 
count in bits 0-8 and the starting location minus one in 
bits 9-23. Thus, to output one line, the interlace is loaded 
SHIFT ENABLE 'fl with the number of computer words in the line as well 
as the location of the Y-word minus one. 
Z-CONVERT u-upu 
X-STEP n 
Fig. 14. Display timing 
first EOM activates the DMS to control mode. The asso- 
ciated POT controls the end of record or zero word 
count interrupt arming, interlace word cycling, and 
designates the first interlace word. 
The second EOM sets the DMS to buffer control mode. 
The lower 12 bits of the succeeding POT'ed word are 
decoded by devices attached to the DMS. Thus, the 
activate sequence is 
EOM 72234 234 is the DSC number 
POT = 6 6 designates ZWC inter- 
rupt and cycling 
EOM 70234 
POT = Z X 2 21 is the DVDS designation 
The octal digits Z and X have the following meaning: 
Table 4. Typical ZWC interrupt routine 
LC = number of lines (i.e., 200) less 1 
LCA = decremented line count 
WL = number of words/line (39) 
LIW = last interlace word used 
FIW = first interlace word, i.e., 
1st LINE Y LOC- 1 
064 BRM 600 
600 PZE 
XMA LIW save A and LDA with LIW 
SKR LCA skip if line count < 0 
BRU 700 to continue frame 
LDA LC reset to original 
STA LCA word count 
LDA FIW reset to FIW 
STA 0234 even interlace word 
STA 0235 odd interlace word 
XMA LIW reload A 
BRU +600 
700 XXA continue frame, put LIW into X 
EAX 18,2 increment X by 1 8  
STX 0234 
STX 0235 
LIW to A 
XMA LIW reload A 
BRU +600 
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A typical ZWC interrupt routine for a line length of 
304 picture elements in the 3-bit 2-mode (38 computer 
words plus one Y-word or 39 computer words) is given 
in Table 4. 
h. Applications. The DVDS is used to display plan- 
etary radar maps of Venus. Successive iterations can be 
shown so that convergence of the algorithm can be 
checked. The DVDS can be used to produce motion 
pictures or moving displays, such as can be used to ex- 
amine the behavior of the Viterbi decoder for convolu- 
tional codes (SPS 37-54, Vol. 111, pp. 171-177). Finally, 
the system is useful as a very fast X-Y plotter. Current 
software plots approximately 7000 data points per second 
into the raster scan line array. 
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7. Information Systems: Scheduling Algorithms for 
Multiprocessors in a Hard Real-Time Environment, 
C. 1. Liu 
a. Introduction. Scheduling algorithms for a single 
processor in the hard real-time environment were studied 
in SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, pp. 48-54, and in a companion 
article in this SPS (pp. 31-37). In this article, we report 
some results on scheduling algorithms for multiple rather 
than single processors. Few of the results obtained for 
a single processor generalize directly to the multiple 
processor case; bringing in additional processors adds a 
new dimension to the scheduling problem. The simple 
fact that a task can use only one processor even when 
several processors are free at  the same time adds a sur- 
We define two sets of functions: 
prising amount of difficulty to the scheduling of multiple 
processors. As in the single-processor studies, we assume 
that all tasks to be executed on a priority basis have 
periodic requests, fixed computation time at each re- 
quest, and deadlines which correspond to the subsequent 
request for each task. A discussion of the appropriate- 
ness of these assumptions to the DSIF can be found in 
SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, pp. 48-54. 
b. Period-driven scheduling algorithm for nzultipro- 
processors. Suppose m tasks are to be scheduled on n 
processors by the period-driven scheduling algorithm. At 
any instant, then, among those tasks demanding proces- 
sor time, the n tasks with the shortest periods will be 
executed. (Of course, if there are less than 12 tasks de- 
manding processor time, all of these tasks will be exe- 
cuted.) As is expected, the period-driven scheduling 
algorithm for multiprocessors is not optimum. To see this, 
we note that for two processors and a set of three tasks 
wi thTl=4 ,Cl=3 ,T ,=4 ,C,=3 ,T ,=5 ,andC,=2 .5 ,  
the period-driven scheduling algorithm is not even 
feasible. 
We have not been able to obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition on the feasibility of the period-driven 
scheduling algorithm. The results here provide a suffi- 
ciency test on feasibility. 
We study first a special case where .12 + 1 tasks are to 
be scheduled on n processors. Without loss of generality, 
we assign each of the n tasks with the shortest periods to 
a dedicated processor. The task with the longest period 
will run on any of the n processors whenever a processor 
becomes free. In other words, the task with the longest 
period will be run as a background task to the n tasks 
with shorter periods. Given the values of T I ,  T, ,  . . ., T,,,,, 
C,, C,, . . ., C,,, theorem 1 gives a lower bound to the value 
of C,,,, such that the period-driven scheduling algorithm 
is feasible. 
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for j = 1, ..., 12, where the 6j's are computed recursively 
as 
for i = 2, ..., 12. The notation [x] means the greatest 
integer less than x and {x) = x - [x], the fractional part 
of x. 
Theorem 1.  A lower bound S,,,, to the value of C,,+, 
such that the period-driven scheduling algorithm is fea- 
sible for C,,,, < 6,1+1 is 
Proof. By the background computatiorz time on a set of 
processors, we mean the total amount of non-overlapping 
processor time on these processors available to a back- 
ground task, Note that the word "non-overlapping" is 
important, because even when several processors are free 
at  a certain instant, the background task can make use of 
only one of these processors. 
We show first that 6 ,, i = 1,2, . . ., n, is a lower bound 
to the background computation time on processors 
1,2, . . ., i within each cycle or task i. We note that within 
a cycle of task i, the ith processor will be occupied by 
the ith task for C ,  seconds and will then be free for the 
subsequent T ,  - C ,  seconds. We now want to estimate 
the  background computat ion t ime on processors 
1,2, . ., i - 1 during the C ,  seconds when the ith proces- 
sor is occupied by the it11 task. We claim that within any 
C ,  contiguous seconds, the background computation time 
on processors 1,2, ..., j is lower-bounded by g,(C,). We 
note that within each cycle of task j there are at  least 8, 
seconds of background computation time on processors 
1,2, ..., j. Moreover, at least C,  of these 6 ,  seconds are 
available at the end of a cycle. Within C ,  contiguous 
seconds, there must be at least [C,/T,]  - 1 complete cy- 
cles of task j, as illustrated in Fig. 15. In these [C,/T,]  - 1 
complete cycles, the backgrou~ld computatio~l time on 
processors 1,2, ..., j is at least ( [C , /T , ]  - 1) 6 ,  seconds. 
To estimate the background computation time on pro- 
cessors 1,2, ..., j, within A, t A,, we see that Fig. 15 
shows the most unfavorable distribution of background 
computation time in the two cycles at the ends of the C ,  
seconds. We, thus, have the estimation 
( A I  + A,) - ( T j  - aj) ,  T j  - S j  < A,+ A, < 2 T j  - S j  - C j  
background processor time within A, + A, 2 
T j  - Cj ,  2 T j - 6 j Y C j  <Al  $ A 2  i 3 T j - C j  -26, 
I t  follows that g j (C i )  is a lower bound to the background 
computation time on processors 1,2, . .., j within any Ci 
contiguous seconds. This proves the theorem. 
To illustrate the application of Theorem 1, let us con- 
sider the problem of scheduling three tasks with TI = 3, 
C ,  = 2, T ,  = 4, C ,  = 3, and T ,  = 7 on two processors. 
We want to estimate the value of C,  such that the dead- 
line scheduling algorithm is applicable. We have 
6 ,  = T ,  - C2 + gl(C2) 
= 4 - 3 + g1(3) 
= 4 - 3 + 1 = 2  
6 ,  = inax (g1(T3), g2(T3)) 
= n1.X (gi(7), &(7))  
= max (2,3)  
= 3 
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L J Y 
Ci SECONDS 
Fig. 15. Background computation time within C i  
As it turns out, the largest possible value of C,, such that 
the period-driven scheduling algorithm is feasible, is also 
3, so the deadline-driven and period-driven scheduling 
algorithms are equally efficient for this situation. 
It is interesting to compare the lower bound in Theo- 
rem 1 and the actual largest possible value of C,,. Some 
results are tabulated in Table 5. 
The results in Theorem 1 can be applied to the general 
case when m tasks are to be scheduled on n processors. 
After computing Sn+, according to Theorem 1, we can 
lower-bound the background computation time on pro- 
cessors 1,2, .. ., m in every cycle of task n + 2 by 
Similarly, we can have 
and so on. As can be expected, such lower bounds de- 
teriorate very rapidly as the number of tasks increases. 
c. Deadline-driven scheduling algorithm for multi- 
processors. We want to investigate now the deadline 
scheduling algorithm for multiprocessors. Unfortunately, 
we have not yet been able to obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition on the feasibility of the algorithm. 
Neither were we able to obtain a sufficient condition 
similar to Theorem 1. However, there are some interest- 
ing observations. 
First, we note that the deadline-driven scheduling 
algorithm is not always optimum, as the following ex- 
ample illustrates. Let T1 = 4, C1 = 3, T, = 4, C, = 3, 
T ,  = 5, and C, = 2.5. The utilization factor will be 100% 
if these three tasks can be scheduled on two processors. 
It is easy to see that for this set of tasks the deadline 
Table 5. Comparison of lower bound and actual back- 
ground computation time for period-driven scheduling 
of n + 1 iasks on n processors 
scheduling algorithm is not feasible. However, these 
three tasks can be scheduled on two processors, as shown 
in Fig. 16. 
Second, unlike the single-processor case, the deadline 
scheduling algorithm is not always superior to the period- 
driven scheduling algorithm. In other words, there are 
examples in which the period-driven schedule is feasible 
while the deadline scheduling algorithm is not. Although 
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I . I n  + 1 TASK 1 
3 3 3 3 3 
I I n ,  1 ,  1 TASK 2 
3 0.5 2.5 3 1 2  3 
h - h  - I I I- 4 TASK 3 
1 1.5 0.5 2 2.5 1.5 1 
Fig. 16. A feasible schedule for three tasks with 100% 
utilization of two processors: TI = 4, C1 = 3, Tz = 4, 
Cz = 3, T3 = 5, C3 = 2.5 
this might sound surprising at first, a moment of reflec- 
tion indicates that indeed this should have been antici- 
pated. Without complete knowledge of the future timing 
structure of the tasks to be scheduled, both the period- 
driven and deadline-driven scheduling algorithms make 
their decisions on the basis of some local information. 
Therefore, we should not expect one scheduling algorithm 
to be always better than another. Table 6 contains some 
comparison. 
In view of the results in Table 6, we conjecture that 
there is no particular advantage in employing the dead- 
line scheduling algorithm in the case of multiprocessors. 
d. Conclusion. Many problems concerning scheduling 
algorithms for multiprocessors in a hard real-time envi- 
ronment are still open for further investigation, for ex- 
ample, proving or disproving the existence of optimum 
scheduling algorithms and finding such algorithms if 
they do exist. One difficulty in designing "good" schedul- 
ing algorithms is the problem of predicting the global 
timing structures of the tasks on the basis of some local 
information (e.g., the deadlines of the current requests). 
Both the period-driven scheduling algorithm and the 
deadline-driven scheduling algorithm offer some very 
simple decision rules for scheduling a set of tasks on 
several processors. However, we have not yet obtained 
any measurement on the effectiveness of the algorithms 
as compared to other scheduling algorithms. 
8. Information Systems: Scheduling Algorithms for 
Hard Real-Time Multiprogramming of a Single 
Processor, c. L. L;U 
a. Introduction. In SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, pp. 4854, 
Layland studied an algorithmic method for scheduling 
tasks with periodic requests on a time-shared computer. 
In this article, another algorithmic method is proposed 
for single processors and investigated. This method is 
optimum in the sense that if a set of tasks can be sched- 
uled by some algorithmic method, it can also be scheduled 
by this method. In other words, the least upper bound 
on processor efficiency using this algorithm is uniformly 
loo%, and this efficiency can be attained by adjusting 
Table 6. Comparison of period-driven and deadline-driven scheduling 
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Number 
of 
processors 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
Number 
of 
jobs 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
T ,  
4 
4 
3 
4 
5 
20 
5 
7 
5 
7 
5 
3 1 
3 
5 
13 
25 
Ci 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
17  
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 7  
2 
4 
11 
21 
T.+i 
5 
7 
30 
9 
15 
4 1 
41 
Maximum Cn+i using Maximum Cn+i using 
period-driven deadline-driven 
scheduling algorithm scheduling algorithm 
1 2 
3 3 
8 9 
7 7 
11 11 
11 9 
21 1 7  
either the period or the computation time of any one of PROCESSOR t2 t3 
the tasks to be scheduled. I REQUESTS OF: 
P--+ l OVERFLOW 2 TASK 1 
We follow the assumptions discussed in SPS 37-59, 
Vol. 11, on the hard real-time environment. We shall 
refer to the scheduling algorithm in that article as the 
period-driven schedzcling algorithm because priorities 
are assigned to tasks according to their periods. When a 
set of tasks are scheduled by some scheduling algorithm, 
we say that there is an overflow at time t if a request 
that should have been satisfied by time t was not satisfied 
at that time. For a given set of tasks, a scheduling al- 
gorithm is said to be feasible if the tasks are scheduled 
such that no overflow occurs. 
b. Deadline scheduling algorithm.. W e  define a 
deadline-driven scheduling algorithm as one in which 
priorities are assigned to tasks according to the dead- 
lines of their current requests. A task will be assigned the 
highest priority if the deadline of its current request is 
the nearest, and will be assigned the lowest priority if 
the deadline of its current request is the farthest. At any 
instant, the task of the highest priority with a yet unful- 
filled request will be executed. Such a method of assign- 
ing priorities to the tasks is a dynamic one, in contrast to 
a static assignment in which priorities of tasks do not 
change with time. 
Given a set of tasks with periods T I ,  T,, ..., T,, and 
computation time C,, C,, ..., C,,, we want to establish a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the feasibility of 
the deadline-driven scheduling algorithm. We have first 
a lemma: 
c 'b ,, I I 
I TASK 2 
TASK 3 
I I .  I I 
I I I t I 
1 I ! I rn 2- TASK rn 
I I I I 
Fig. 17. Processing overflow following a 
processor idle period 
t ,  and t, denote the beginning and the end, respectively, 
of the processor idle-period closest to t ,  (that is, there is 
no processor idle-time between t, and t,). The situation 
is illustrated in Fig. 17, where the request-times of the 
first request of the m tasks after the processor idle-period 
are denoted t,, tb, . . .,till. 
Suppose that from t ,  on we move all requests of task 1 
up so that t, will coincide with t,. Since there was no 
processor idle-time between t, and t3,  there will be no 
processor idle-time after t ,  is moved up. Moreover, an 
overflow will occur either at or before t,. Repeating the 
same argument for all other tasks, we conclude that if 
all tasks are initiated at t,, there will be an overflow with 
no processor idle-period prior to it. However, this is a 
contradiction to the assunlption that starting at time 0 
there is a processor idle-period prior to an overflow. This 
proves Lemma 1. 
We are now ready to establish the following theorem: 
Theorem 1 .  For a given set of nz tasks, the deadline- 
Lenonza 1 .  When the deadline-driven scheduling al- driven schedulillg algorithm is feasible if and only if 
gorithm is used to schedule a set of tasks on a single 
processor, there is no processor idle-time prior to an 
overflow. 
Proof. Suppose that there are processor idle-periods Proof. To show the necessity, let us calculate the 
prior to an overflow. To be specific, starting at time 0, let total demand of computation time by all tasks between 
t, denote the time at which an overflow occurs, and let t = 0 and t = T I T ,  . . .  T,,,, which is 
If the total demand exceeds the available processor time, that is, if 
(T,T,, . . ., TI,,) C, + (TIT3, .. ., T,,,) C,  + . . . + (TIT2,  . . ., TI!,-,) C,,, > TIT,, . . ., T,,, (1) 
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there is clearly no feasible scheduling algorithm. Ine- 
quality (1) can be written as 
To show the sufficiency, let us assume that the condition 
is satisfied and yet the scheduling algorithm is not fea- 
sible. That is, there is an overflow between t = 0 and 
t = T I T ,  . . .  T,,,,. Moreover, according to Lemlna 1, there 
is a time (0 _< T _< T I T ,  . . . T,,,) at which there is an over- 
flow with no processor idle-time between 0 and T .  To 
be specific, let a,, az, . ., b,, Z??, . . . denote the request- 
times of the m tasks inlil~ediately prior to T ,  where al, a,;. . 
are the request-times of tasks with deadlines at T ,  and 
b,, b2, . . .  are the request-times of tasks with deadlines 
beyond T .  This situation is illustrated in Fig. 18. 
In the following, we use [XI to denote the greatest 
integer less than x. We examine two cases: 
Case 1. None of the computations requested at I?,, b?, 
is carried out before T .  In this case, the total demand of 
conlputation time between 0 and T is 
Since there is no processor idle-period, we have 
I I 
Fig. 18. Processing overiiow at fime T 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I I 
REQUESTS WITH DEADLINES AT al AND a3 WERE 
FULFILLED BEFORE T'  
Fig. 19. Processing overflow at time T without 
execution of {b i )  following T' 
Since 
we have 
which is a contradictioil to Illequality (I). 
Case 2. Some of the computations requested at b,, b,, 
were carried out before T .  Since an overflow occurs at 
T ,  there must exist a point T' such that none of the re- 
quests at b,, Z?, . . . is carried out within the interval 
T ' S  t _< T. In other words, within T'< t 5 T,  only those 
requests with deadlines at or before T will be executed, 
as illustrated in F i g  19. Moreover, the fact that one or 
more of the tasks having requests at the bi7s is executed 
until t =T' means that all those requests initiated before 
T' with deadlines at or before T have been fulfilled be- 
fore T'. Therefore, the total demand of processor time 
within T' 5 t 5 T is less than or equal to 
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That an overflow occurs at T means that 
which implies again 
and we have a contradiction to Inequality (1). Theorem 1 
is proved. 
Corolkry 1-1. The deadline-driven scheduling algo- 
rithm is optimum. 
Proof. No scheduling algorithm at all is feasible for a 
set of tasks if 
which is the converse of the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the deadline-driven algorithm to work. 
c. Combination of period-driuen and deadline-driven 
scheduling algorithm. We now derive the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the feasibility of a class of 
scheduling algorithms which are combinations of the 
period-driven scheduling algorithm and the deadline- 
driven scheduling algorithm. We call such a scheduling 
algorithm a mixed scheduling algorithm. The study of the 
mixed algorithms is motivated by the observation that 
the interrupt hardware of present-day computers acts as 
a fixed-priority scheduler. The deadline-driven scheduler 
could perhaps be best implemented as a software sched- 
uler for the slower tasks. This implementation should be 
considerably cheaper than a hardware deadline-driven 
scheduler, and, as will be seen, will provide most of the 
advantages of one. To be specific, let tasks 1, 2, ..., k, 
the k tasks of shortest periods, be scheduled according 
to the period-driven scheduling algorithm, and let the 
remaining tasks, tasks k + 1, k + 2, . . ., m, be scheduled 
according to the deadline-driven scheduling algorithm 
when the processor is not occupied by tasks 1,2, . . . , k. 
Let a(t) be a non-decreasing function of t; a(t) is said 
to be sublinear if, for all t and all T, 
We define the availability function of a processor for 
a set of tasks as the accumulated processor time from 
0 to t available to this set of tasks. Suppose that k tasks 
have been scheduled on a processor by the period-driven 
scheduling algorithm. We let ak(t) denote the availability 
function of the processor for tasks k + 1, k + 2, -.., m. 
Clearly, ak(t) is non-decreasing. 
Lemma 2. ak(t) is sublinear. 
Proof. Use the critical time zone argument as in SPS 
37-59, Vol. 11, pp. 48-54. 
Lentma 3. If a set of tasks are scheduled by the deadline- 
driven scheduling algorithm on a processor whose avail- 
ability function is sublinear, then there is no processor 
idle-period prior to an overflow. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 1. 
Theorenz 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the 
feasibility of the deadline-driven scheduling algorithm 
with respect to a processor with availability function ak(t) is 
for all t's which are multiples of Tk+l, or of Tk+2,. ., or of TI,,. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1. 
To show the necessity, we observe that at any moment, the 
total demand of processor time cannot exceed the total 
available processor time. Thus, we must have 
for all t .  
To show the sufficiency, we assume that the condition 
stated in the theorem is satisfied and yet there is an over- 
flow at T. We examine the two cases considered in the 
proof of Theorem 1. For case 1, we have the inequality 
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which is a contradiction to our assun~ption. Note that T is multiple of T b l ,  or Tk+,, ..., or Tqn. For case 2, we have the 
inequality 
Let E be the smallest non-negative quantity such that T - T' - E is a multiple of T,-l, or Tk-,, ..., or T,,,. We have 
T - T'- E T - T '  T - T ' - E  T - T' T - T'- E T - T' [ T r l  ] = [ T I  ' [ Tk-2 ] = [ T I  [ T I  ] = [TI 
and thus 
[ T I  ] C + [ - T '  T - TI- E Tb2 ] Ckt, + . - + [ ] C,,, > a, (T - T') and > a, (T - T' - E )  
which is a contradiction to our assumption. Since 
d. A special case of the mired scheduling algorithm. 
Although the result in Theorem 2 is a useful general result, 
its application involves the solution of a large set of 
inequalities. We investigate now a special case in which and 
three tasks are scheduled by the mixed scheduling 
algorithm such that the task with the shortest period is 
scheduled by the period-driven scheduling and the other f (t, T I ,  C I )  > [$I ( T I  - Cl) 
two tasks are scheduled by the deadline-driven scheduling 
algorithm. We want to illustrate how sufficient conditions Inequality (2)  is implied either by 
on feasibility can be derived from the result in Theorem 2. 
We have: 
Theorem 3. If 
then the mixed scheduling algorithm is feasible. (4) 
PTOO~.  According to Theorem 2, a necessary and suffi- 
- 
cient condition for the mixed scheduling algorithm to be Since feasible is 
(2)  [$I ( T I  - Cl)  + 
for all t's which are n~ultiples of T ,  or T,;f(t, A, B) denotes = [ & ] c l + t -  [k] 
{ x )  denotes x - 1x1, the fractional part of x.  
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Inequality (3) is implied by Theorem 4. If the following three inequalities hold, 
which, in turn, is implied by 
which can be written as 
then the mixed scheduling algorithm is feasible. 
P T O O ~ .  TO simplify the notations, let k = [T,/T,]. Ac- 
cording to Theorem 2, the following two inequalities must 
be satisfied: Since 
iC, + [$] C,  5 a., ( i  T,), i = l ,2 ,  . . .  
for all t's which are multiples of T ,  or T,, we conclude 
that Inequality (3) is implied by the inequality 
Since Since j al(T,) al(jT,) for any j 2 0, the inequality 
implies all inequalities of the form Inequality (4) is implied by 
We now claim that Inequality (8) ,  together with 
which is, in turn, implied by 
implies all inequalities in Inequality (6). Let 
which can be written 
Then i > pk. Let i = pk + d, d > 0. Addition of Inequali- 
ties (8) and (9)  weighted by d and p, respectively, gives Again, Inequality (5) is implied by 
(pk + d)  C,  + PC, i p al(kT,) + d a,(T,) 
I a, (pk T,) + al(d T,) 
i a1 ( (pk  + d )  Tz) which proves the result. We also have: 
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That is, 
We show next that the inequality 
implies all inequalities in Inequality (2). Since i(k + I) 
2 [iT,/T,], the inequality 
implies 
which in turn implies 
The theorem is proved. 
e.  Comparison and comment. The constraints developed 
by Theorems 2 to 4 strongly suggest that 100% utilization 
is not achievable universally by the mixed scheduling 
algorithm. The following simple example will illustrate: 
Let Tl = 3, T ,  = 4, T ,  = 5, and C, = C, = 1. Since a,(20) 
= 13, it can be easily seen that the maximum allowable 
C, = 2. The corresponding utilization factor is 
If these three tasks are scheduled by the deadline 
scheduling algorithm, C, can increase to 2.0833 . . . and 
achieve 100% utilization. If they are all scheduled by 
the period-driven scheduling algorithm, C, is restricted 
to 1 or less and utilization is restricted to at most 
which is only slightly greater than the worst-case three- 
task utilization bound. 
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Although a closed-form expression for the least upper 
bound to processor utilization has not been found for the 
mixed scheduling algorithm, this example strongly sug- 
gests that the bound is considerably less restrictive for 
the mixed algorithm than for the period-driven algorithm. 
The mixed algorithm may thus be appropriate for many 
applications, since it can be implemented via the interrupt 
hardware of present day computers, and provides most of 
the capability of the fully deadline-driven algorithm. 
€3. Communications Elements Research 
1. Improved RF Calibration Techniques: System- 
Operating Noise-Temperature Calibrations of 
the JPL Research Cones, C. T. Sfelzried 
The system-operating noise-temperature performance 
of the low-noise research cones is reported. The operat- 
ing noise-temperature calibrations are performed with 
the ambient termination technique (SPS 37-42, Vol. 111, 
pp. 25-32). The principal advantage of this method is 
the stability and reliability of the ambient termination. 
The research cones using this operational technique 
during this reporting period are: 
(1) S-band planetary radar (SPR) cone. 
(2) S-band research operational (SRO) cone. 
(3) S-band cassegrain ultra (SCU) cone. 
These cones are operated at the DSS 13 and 14 antennas 
in a cassegrain c0nfiguration.l The calibration param- 
eters of the JPL research cones are summarized in 
Table 7. 
The averaged operating noise-temperature calibrations 
were taken for the various research cone configurations 
during the period June 1 through October 1, 1969. The 
various cases are defined in Table 8. The calibrations 
are presented in Table 9. The data taken at DSS 14 
with maser 2 (cases 7 and 8) used an aperture load placed 
in position by hand over the horn opening. 
The operating noise-temperature data were reduced 
with JPL computer program I D  5841000, CTS 20B. The 
indicated errors in Table 9 are the standard deviation 
of the individual measurements and of the means, and 
'The calibration data were taken by Goldstone DSCC personnel at 
the stations indicated. 
Table 7. Calibration parameters of the JPL research cones 
Comments 
Cone 
*C, = Path loss to maser input referenced to maser output. 
bC, = Path loss to maser input referenced to termination or antenna under evaluation. 
C S A ,  S,, Sp = VSWR, defined a t  maser input, of antenna (right-handed circular polarization), maser input, and ambient termination, respectively. 
dEstimated. 
Con- 
SPS 37-53, Vol. II, pp. 87-90 
SPS 37-56, Voli. II, 
pp. 110-113 
SPS 37-58, Vol. II, pp. 55-56 
Approximate 
zenith low-noise 
path operating 
noise tempera- 
ture, O K  
Ground- 
located 
17.5 
13.1 
Fre- 
Model 
SPR 
SRO 
SCU 
scu 
( 3 4  
Antenna- 
mounted 
21 .O 
18.8 
17.1 
16.9 
22.6 
22.1 
quency, 
MHz 
2295 
2388 
2295 
2388 
2297 
2388 
2297 
. 
2388 
Maser 
SN 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
Noise box correction, dB 
SN 
02 
05 
03 
Mod 
02 
00 
02 
VSWRc 
Temper- 
ature, O K  
5.3 
5.0 
5.3 
5.0 
4.2 
4.2 
5.5 
5.5 
struction 
date 
5/68 
7/69 
6/69 
C (gain)' 
26.0 
26.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
C? IVSWRI~ 
20.0 
20.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
33.0 
Sp 
1.280 
1.020 
1.1 28 
1.010 
1.001 
1.081 
1.003 
1.292 
SA 
1.250 
1.084 
1.020 
1.040 
1.061 
1.130 
1.004 
1.284 
SO 
1.174 
1.463 
1.174 
1.463 
1.135 
1.300' 
1.135 
1.300' 
do not include instrumentation systematic errors. The profile with that taken when the cone is installed on the 
averages were computed using only data with: 
- 
tri-cone configuration. The operating noise temperature 
at an elevation angle 8 is related to that at zenith by (1) Antenna at zenith. 
(2) Clear weather. TOp(e) = Tw(90) + - - - ( ) (sky - c o m i c  (1) 
(3) No RF spur in receiving passband. 
where (4) PETopD less than O.l°K (from computer program). 
Lo = atmospheric loss at zenith, ratio 
Figure 20 shows a graph of the measurement results 
taken with the SPR and SRO cones operating on the L = atmospheric loss at elevation angle 8, ratio 
85-ft-diam DSS 13 antenna. Tsky = "equivalent" temperature of atmosphere, OK 
Some data have been taken with the SCU cone on the Tcosmic = cosmic noise temperature, OK 
DSS 14 210-ft-diam antenna as a function of elevation 
angle (Fig. 21). I t  will be of interest to compare this Assuming a flat earth with an atmosphere of finite 
height and uniform density, 
Table 8. Case number definition for the various 
cone calibration configurations 
Cane on ground 
Maser 1, DSN 
Maser 2, DSN 
Lo, dB L, dB = -
sin 8 
so that 
and 
1 L = exp (W L,dB) = (Lo) -- l o  sine sm 0 (4) 
Equation (1) is shown for comparison with measurements 
in Fig. 21, assuming (Tsky - Tcosmie) = 260°K for values 
of zenith atmospheric loss which straddle the data. Addi- 
tional data are shown in Fig. 22, indicating the small 
effect of azimuth on system-operating noise temperature 
as a function of elevation angle for DSS 14. 
Table 9. Averaged system-operating noise-temperature calibrations of the 
various research cones operational from June 1 through October 1, 1969 
Maser gain, dB 
36.7 f1.810.32 (31 measurements) 0.83 *0.08/0.01 (29 measurements) 17.1 *0.51/0.01 (29 measurements) 
0.05 ~0.0210.01 (3 measurements) 18.8 20.43/0.25 (3 measurements) 
49.1 f 0.56/0.1 1 (25 measurements) 0.07 20.01 10.00 (6 measurements) 13.1 21 ,110.43 (6 measurements) 
34.6 f-0.32/0.08 (1 7 measurements) 2.5 *0.53/0.16 (1 1 measurements) 22.6 f 0.82/0.25 (1 1 measurements) 
48.0 *0.38/0.05 (51 measurements) 1.2 &0.91/0.13 (51 measurements) 16.9 f-0.9610.13 (51 measurements) 
50.0 *0.81/0.23 (1 2 measurements) 0.26 *0.23/0.07 (1 2 measurements) 22.1 *0.40/0.12 (1 2 measurements) 
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1969, day 
Fig. 20. System-operating noise temperature of SPR and SRO cones operational 
on DSS 13 antenna from June 1 through October 1, 1969 
AZIMUTH ---tr 
0" 
50 
THEORETICAL 
x 
AZIMUTH = 90 deg 
0 
a 
0 
C 
ELEVATION, deg 
Fig. 21. System-operating noise temperature versus 
elevation angle for DSS 14 SCU cone (10/5/69, sym- 
metrical mounting) Fig. 22. System-operating noise temperature versus azi- 
muth and elevation angles for BSS '14 SCU cone (10/5/69, 
symmetrical mountings) 
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2. Improved RF Calibration Techniques: Rotary Vane 
Attenuator Calibrations, T. Y, otoshi 
a. Znt~.oduction. In SPS 37-46, Vol. 111, pp. 73-82, a 
modified theoretical attenuation law was derived for 
rotary vane attenuators. I t  is believed that precision at- 
tenuators can be made to obey the modified law up to 
60 dB within tolerances of +0.001 dB or 2+0.15% of the 
attenuation in dB, whichever is greater Through the use 
of the modified law, it should also be possible to design 
very short and compact rotary vane attenuators that are 
accurate over a 20- to 30-dB attenuation range (Ref. 1). 
This article presents some preliminary results of an 
experimental program that was initiated to (1) test the 
validity of the modified law and (2) develop compact 
S- and X-band rotary vane attenuators for calibration of 
low-noise antenna systems. 
b. Modified attenuation law. As derived in the refer- 
enced SPS, the modified attenuation law for rotary vane 
attenuators is 
AdB = -10 logl0 [ C O S ~ ~  
+ 10-Ld~/20 (2cos 4 cos20 sin29) + 10-L""/O sin " 4  
(1) 
where 
6 = the true rotary vane angle measured relative 
to the plane of the vanes in the stators. (It is 
assumed that there is no misalignment be- 
tween the vanes in the stators.) 
La, = attenuation of the tangelltial component rela- 
tive to the normal component at the rotor 
output, dB. (It is related to the power-loss 
ratio L by LC,, = 10 log,, L.) 
4 = phase-shift difference between the tangential 
and normal electric-field conlponents at the 
rotor output, deg. 
The electrical parameters LC,, and 4 are unique prop- 
erties of the attenuator and, hence, they must be experi- 
mentally determined for the particular attenuator being 
calibrated. Over a narrow frequency range, however, 
these parameters should essentially remain constant. Note 
that when L,, approaches infinity, Eq. (1) will reduce to 
the familiar unmodified law. 
For most attenuators, there will be some deviations 
betivecn the indicated and true vane angle due to bore- 
sight and other readout errors. The true vane angle can 
be expressed as 
where 
6, = indicated vane angle 
a, = boresight error 
a, = angle runout error calibrated relative to 
= 0 setting. (It is due to gearing errors, 
bearing runout, eccentricities, etc.) 
The vane angle errors a,  and a, must be calibrated to 
insure that the attenuator follows the law given by 
Eq. (1). With proper mechanical design and use of high- 
precision components, the angular errors a,  and a,  can 
often be made negligibly small. 
c ,  Experinzental results. To demonstrate that the 
modified law can be applied to improve the agreement 
between the actual and theoretical attenuations of a rotary 
vane attenuator, the results of some previous S-band 
calibrations (Ref. 2) were analyzed. Table 10 shows the 
deviations of corrected theoretical attenuations from 
measured attenuations. The two corrected theoretical 
attenuation cases shown are based, respectively, on the 
u~~modified and modified laws; both cases include correc- 
tioils made for vane angle readout errors. It can be seen 
that for attenuations greater than 40 dB, the agreement 
between measured and corrected theoretical attenuations 
was improved by about an order of magnitude2 when the 
modified law was applied. 
I t  should be me~ltio~led that the values of L,, = 88 dB 
and 4 = 1.0 deg were measured by Rantec Corp. at 
2295 MHz (Ref. 3), and the measured attenuations for 
Table 10 were obtained by JPL at 2388 MHz. However, 
because the values of the parameters LdB and 4 should 
change only slightly over a narrow frequency range, only 
small errors should result if the 2295-MHz values are also 
used at 2388 MHz. An error analysis given in the refer- 
enced SPS and in SPS 37-46, Vol. IV, pp. 253-258, indi- 
cates that small errors in determining the values of Ld, 
and 4 will result in only second-order-type errors on the 
corrected attenuations. 
'This type of improvement nlay not always be possible if other errors 
(such as those caused by mismatch and stator vane misalignment) 
become significant at tbe higher vane-angle settings. 
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Table 10. Comparison of theoretical glad measured attenuations for the S-bend rotery vane srttenuafcr at 2388 MHz 
bff, = 6 -8i because it war determined that the boresight error a, = 0 deg. See Eq. (2). 
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Some experimental data have recently been obtained 
on a compact X-band attenuator. Preliminary measure- 
ments indicate that the short attenuator follows the 
modified law very closely. More data are currently being 
obtained. 
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3. Improved RF Calibration Techniques: Noise Source 
Instrumentation at  DSSs 13 and 14, K. 6. Wallace 
Low-noise receiver instrumentation usually includes 
some type of noise source for calibration purposes. For 
example, in radiometric measurements of planets and 
boresight measurements using radio stars, it is helpful to 
have a well-calibrated multi-valued noise source to bracket 
unknown noise temperatures. Gas tubes have been the 
most useful noise sources and are still in use in the DSN 
to calibrate system temperature measurements. 
The noise-source method of system temperature mea- 
surement has been supplanted by an ambient termination 
technique at DSSs 13 and 14, but noise sources have not 
been eliminated from the systems. The aforementioned 
radiometric and source measurements, as well as noise- 
adding gain stabilization research, are reasons enough 
to retain noise sources. 
The recent development of solid-state microwave noise 
sources has revived interest in the use of noise sources 
for calibration and has been instrumental in an improve- 
ment in overall system temperature (Fig. 23). These noise 
sources have several advantages compared with gas 
tubes. Gas tubes require high voltages to operate. 
The aging and failure rates require frequent calibra- 
tion. The devices are relatively large and fragile and 
difficult to temperature-stabilize. The excess noise realiz- 
able is about 20,000°K. After injection to the receiver 
through several directional couplers, the usable excess 
noise is typically about 50°K. Noise diodes are low- 
voltage devices, 28 Vdc being typical. They are quite 
small and compact. The largest now in use is % in. square 
by 2 in. long. Some of these units are installed in constant 
temperature ovens at DSS 14. No data on failure rate are 
yet available, but the devices are operated in a low- 
powcr dissipation mode and long life is anticipated. Sta- 
bility of noise output appears as good as a well-aged gas 
tube, although sufficient data to define stability limits 
have yet to be accumulated. The excess noise available is 
typically about 400,000°K. Using the same couplers as 
for a gas-tube system, the injected noise can be as high 
as 1000°K. At present, there is no need for such high 
values of injected noise; therefore, higher-valued couplers 
are used. For example, a 26-dB coupler was replaced 
with a 33-dB coupler. This reduced total system tempera- 
ture by approximately O.S°K. The small size of the de- 
vices permits the installation of several units in a system, 
to provide a greater range of noise values. Noise-adding 
radiometric gain stabilization techniques require switch- 
ing of the noise source at various rates, e.g., 8 Hz. DSS 13 
and 14 instrumentation systems have been designed to 
accommodate this requirement. The exact needs of the 
experimenters are not known, so the systems have been 
made more flexible than required for ordinary station 
operation. At DSS 14, the noise diodes are in ovens, with 
temperature and voltage readouts. The ovens may be 
switched off if desired. Modulation instrumentation is 
provided (Fig. 24). DSS 13 is similarly instrumented, 
except ovens are omitted. 
It was recently demonstrated at DSS 13 that noise 
diodes can be square-wave modulated up to at least 
100 Hz (Fig 25). 
Noise source values of injected noise temperature are: 
These values are preliminary and are subject to refine- 
ment. Limits on accuracy and stability will be provided 
as more data are accumulated. Voltage standing-wave 
ratio (VSWR) and VSWR change of noise diodes are 
parameters requiring investigation. Presently, available 
devices are not particularly good in these respects. 
Source 
High noise 
Medium noise 
Low noise 
An evaluation program is under way to determine the 
capabilities and limitations of these new devices. 
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(DSS 13), OK 
45 
3 
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Fig. 23. Noise instrumentation of S-band cassegrain 
ulfra cone at DSS 14 
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Fig. 24. Noise calibration assembly at DSS 14 
Fig. 25. Noise diode modulation 
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COMPUTER- 
GENERATED 
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NOISE DIODE 
MODULATOR 
NOISE 
DIODE 
- - 
C. Supporting Research and Technology Table 1 1 .  Inputs for commutator definition 
1. An Executive Program for Telemetry Simulation, 
j .  A. Flynn 
a. Introduction. In preceding articles, various features 
of the supervisory program (SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, pp. 117- 
1211, the user-oriented source-language (SPS 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 87-97), and means of communication among 
program components (SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, pp. 74-78) have 
been described. The present article describes the manner 
in which simulated engineering telemetry is produced. 
b. Input. The prototype for these researches in space- 
craft simulation is the Mariner Mars 1969 vehicle. The 
simulation described, therefore, is structured about a 
pseudonoise (PN) sequence to identify position in the 
telemetry bit stream, a high-rate deck comprising mul- 
tiple subcommutated channels, and a code word to 
identify the effects of subcommutation. 
The foregoing structure is enabled by user-supplied 
input of the items described in Table 11. The syntax of 
these inputs is displayed in Table 12; the notation is 
ones to define the PN sequence. The 
Hollerith 0-1 sequence will be mapped 
one-for-one into the PN bit string. Alter- 
natively, input the letter "D" followed by 
the appropriate 5 octal digits. 
DECK A sequence of integer pairs naming the 
first and last channels in each deck. 
SUBCOM A sequence of integer pairs connecting 
each subcornmutated channel with the 
first channel of the deck it points to. 
CHANT Channels to be computed as explicit func- 
tions of time. 
INDEX A sequence of ordered (n + 1)-tuples, to 
define the index word associated with 
each combination of subcommutated 
Table 12. Syntax of commutator inputa 
< L > : = a new line 
<corn. hdr > : = "COMMUTATOR {b):: - 
< p >  : = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = { 0 I l ) ~ ~ l ~ { 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 / 6 1 7 ) ~  
< d >  : = D E C K = { < C g >  - <CL>){'  
<s> : = SUBCOM = {(<S >, <C,>))(' 
< c >  :=CHANT= { < C >  I < C >  - <C>)( '  
< i>  :=INDEX= {(<a,>;.., < ~ , , > , < ~ w o ~ ~ > ) , } ~ ( C C S R O ,  <iword>) 
<blank> : = &  
< C > : = a channel name 
< C, > : = name of first channel in deck 
< C, > : = name of last channel in deck 
< S > : = name of a subcommutated channel 
< % > : = name of channel pointed to by kth subcommutated channel 
<iword> : = decimal digit < 63 
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adapted from Lee (Ref. 1) and is described in Para- j-1 
graph e. Table 13 displays the Mariner Mars 1969 com- K i j  = i + Nv, N o = 0 , j 2 1  (2) v = o  
mutation inputs. To facilitate both narrative and 
computational references to the inputs, the definitions in Eliminating i between Eqs. (1) and (2) and introducing 
Table 14 have been devised. F j  from Table 14, there results 
In Tables 11-14, the terms "deck name," "channel 
name," and "channel index number" are used. The "chan- 
nel name" is the number by which the channel is known, 
e.g., 100, 213, 437. The "channel index number" is the 
ordinal number of the channel in question, given that 
the channels are arranged in channel-name sequence. 
The "deck name" is the same as the name of the first 
channel in the deck. 
The following relationships are established by inspec- 
tion. 
where 
Table 15 shows the way the Mariner Mars 1969 DECK 
and SUBCOM data are transformed into program-usable 
form. 
c. Enuironment. The program enters the telemetry 
publication phase following step termination. During 
Table 13. Mariner Mars 1969 commutator-defining inputs 
"COMMUTATOR 
PNSEQ = DO3545 
DECK 1 100-109, 110-119, 200-209, 210-219, 220-229, 300-309, 
400-409, 410-419, 420-429, 430-439 
SUBCOM = (103,200), (104,210), (110,220), (202,300), (211,400), 
(211,410), (212,420), (212,430) 
CHANT = 305, 401, 404-414, 416-419, 430-439 
INDEX = (200,210,220, l) ,  (203,213,223, 2), (204,214,224, 3), 
(205,215,225, 4), (206,216,226, S), (207,217,227, 6), 
(208,218,228, 7), (209,219,229, 8), (201,400,221, 9), 
(201,401,221,10), (201,402,221,11), (201,403,221,12), 
(201,404,221,13), (201,405,221,14), (201,406,221,15), 
(201,407,221,16), (201,408,221,17), (201,409,221,18), 
(300,420,222,19), (301,421,222,20), (302,422,222,21), 
(303,423,222,22), (304,424,222,23), (305,425,222,24), 
(306,426,222,25), (307,427,222,26), (308,428,222,27), 
(309,429,222,28), (201,410,221,41), (201,411,221,42), 
(201,412,221,43), (201,413,221,44), (201,414,221,45), 
(201,415,221,46), (201,416,221,47), (201,417,221,48), 
(201,418,221,49), (201,419,221,50), (300,430,222,51), 
(301,431,222,52), (302,432,222,53), (303,433,222,54), 
(304,434,222,55), (305,435,222,56), (306,436,222,57), 
(307,437,222,58), (308,438,222,59), (309,439,222,60), 
(CCS R/O, 31) 
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that period, all channels which do not depend explicitly 
on time were evaluated at t,, the right-hand side of the 
integration interval, via source language statements of 
the following sort: 
C = El, Ez, 8 3  (5)  
The left side of this equation is an integer denoting the 
channel name. The &'s are arithmetic expressions, 6, 
Table 14. Deck and channel parameters 
N j  number of channels in deck i 
P j  name of (subcommutated) channel that points 
F j  quantity that converts deck i channel names 
into channel index numbers 
C a channel name 
K a channel index number 
Subscripts may be used on C or K to draw atten- 
tion to some specific characteristic: 
C, K characteristic emphasized 
ii ith channel of deck i 
L first publishable channel in [ t L ,  t R ]  
last publishable channel in [ t L ,  t n ]  
being the computed telemetry value for the channel, 
while 6,  and E8 are factors used to scale 6,. A typical 
instance of Eq. (5) might be 
106 = EY, 1.0, 10.0 
The source statement Eq. (5) gives rise to the target lan- 
guage statement, 
CALL CHAN (El, 62, &3, c> (6) 
Subroutine CHAN performs three functions: 
(1) It maps the channel name C into the channel index 
number K. 
(2) It maps &, into the interval [O,1]  by 
(3) I t  stores the scaled El into the Kth cell of the 
telemetry array ZR. 
d. Program action. Given the foregoing array ZR of 
telemetry values at tn for all channels (except as noted), 
the publication problem consists of (1) deciding which 
channels to publish, (2) determining the publication time 
for each publishable channel, and (3) obtaining the cor- 
rect telemetry values for these channels at the proper 
times. Most of the complexity at this stage can be traced 
to the requirements for subcommutation. 
Table 15. DECK and SUBCOM inputs (Mariner Mars 1 969Ia 
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It  was shown in SPS 37-57 that publication of the ~ t h  
high-deck cl~annel, say K,, will begin at the following 
times : 
Moreover, the publication time of the first high-deck 
channel in the integration interval [tL, tR], say KL, is re- 
lated to tL by 
Taking v = L and substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (9), there 
results the index number of the earliest high-deck chan- 
nel to be published, relative to [tL, tll] : 
K L = 2 +  - (tJfTT mLT,) ] (mod N H )  (lo) 
where the auxiliary n 2 ~  is given by 
The index number of the last high-deck channel to be 
published, relative to [tL, t,], is then given by 
Corresponding, therefore, to [tL, tR], the index numbers 
of the high-deck channels to be published are those 
indexes K,, such that 
Recognizing that in the instance of a subcommutated 
channel, the high-deck channel is merely an alias of the 
true channel, it is the responsibility of the locator al- 
gorithm to thread through any depth of subcommutation 
to find the actual channel to be published. A description 
of this algorithm refers to the array DK of Table 15, 
which is shown as it appears just after reading the DECK 
and SUBCOM inputs, i.e., in terms of channel names. 
(See also Tables 13 and 14.) Internally, channel names 
are inconvenient to use because they do not form a con- 
secutive sequence. For this reason, the program logic is 
carried out in terms of channel index numbers. Before 
the infornlation i11 DK is useful, therefore, the channel 
names CIj, ex l j ,  and P j  must be transformed by Eq. (3) 
into channel index numbers, KIj, KATjj, and P F .  Subse- 
quent references to DK or Table 15 assume this trans- 
formation. 
Row 6 of Table 15 contains the quantity SCij, which, 
for the channel named Cij, is defined by 
Converting names to index numbers by Eq. (3), it is 
apparent also that 
These equations are useful in the subcommutation pro- 
cess. 
The locator algorithm may now be given. The notation 
employed is essentially that developed in Ref. 2: 
(I)  a + Kv 
(4) SCij + SCij + 1 (mod Nj); + 2 
(5) K i j  +a;  + return 
Fundamentally, the algorithm states that, if K, is not a 
subcomn~utated channel, then K ,  is the desired index. 
This is the false exit of step 2. If it is subcommutated 
(the true exit of step 2), obtain the index of the channel 
pointed to (step 3: Eq. 15). Since that channel may be 
subcommutated also, the process is iterated until no 
further subcommutation is detected. 
Once the true channel index has been found (i.e., K, 
has been mapped into Kij), the telemetry value for that 
channel at tp(Kv) can be obtained. The mode of determin- 
ation depends 011 whether the simulation function for the 
channel in question depends explicitly on time. If so, its 
name will be among the CHANT inputs. The only chan- 
riels of this class eacoui~tered thus far belong to the 
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temperature subsystem. For such a channel, the super- 
visor executes the following code: 
KSECT = 3 
KSUB = 1 
The result will be the telemetry value of channel Cij at 
time tp(Kv), stored in ZL(Kij). 
If the channel is not found in the CHANT set, its value 
is obtained by interpolation: ZL(Kij) and ZR(Kij) con- 
tain the telemetry values of Cij at t, and t,, respectively; 
hence, 
If there is room in the telemetry output queue, the 
channel value is placed there to await bit-wise publica- 
tion under control of the interval timer. If the queue is 
momentarily full, the supervisor attends to miscellaneous 
tasks and input/output interrupts that have been accu- 
mulated. A subsequent article will investigate the degra- 
dation in telemetry publication that may occur in certain 
critical situations. 
e. Language descriptors. The symbols of the metalan- 
guage used to describe the input syntax are defined as 
follows [after Lee (Ref. I)]: 
< 2 > read, "the object named x." 
: = read, "is formed from." 
I exclusive or. 
{ z ) { / ~  z is to be repeated in situ at least i times 
and not more than i times. Consecutive 
instances of z are separated by the. con- 
tents of the field "a." If i is omitted, its 
value is assumed to be 1. If i is omitted, 
its value is assunled to be infinity. If "/u" 
is omitted, a is assumed to be the null 
character. 
[R] R is a reducing set, defined as follows: 
Let N denote the full set of elements 
under consideration. Let A denote the set 
of elements of N already used, and, there- 
fore, no longer available for use. Let R 
denote the set of elements of N not yet 
used, and, therefore, available for use. 
Then R = N - A. 
To illustrate the repetition operator, consider {A I B):. 
Here, i = 0, j = 2, a = null. Any of the following con- 
structs is a legitimate production: 
null A AA 
B AB 
BA 
BB 
By way of contrast, consider also {A 1 B)g/'. In this 
instance, i = 0, j = 2, and o is the synlbol ".". Any of the 
following constructs is legitimate 
null A A, B 
B A, A 
B, A 
B, B 
To illustrate the reducing set, consider the options 
field of the IBJOB Fortran compiler control card (Ref. 3) 
(i.e., the $IBFTC card). This field begins in column 16. It 
may be null, or it may contain up to five subfields in any 
order, without repetition, separated by commas. The 
available options are suitably abbreviated as follows: 
Instruction set 
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The syntax of the options field may, therefore, be writ- fully in a meaningless dump or a report by IBLDR of 
ten as the presence of obscure undefined virtuals. The compila- 
tion often yielded a wrong translation. Checkouts were 
< options field > : = inconclusive because subsequent runs again were subject 
to the foregoing problems; i.e., the target compiler was { [ < L > I < D > I < P > I < I > I < R > l ) : ' '  unreliable, 
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2. Modifications to the Syntax of TMG for Purposes of 
Spacecraft Telemetry Simulation, R. 1. s i i b o r - ~ ~ r c h ~ c k i  
a. Introduction. The first three articles in this series 
on spacecraft telemetry simulation discussed certain as- 
pects of the supervisory program (SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, 
pp. 117-121), the user-oriented source language (SPS 
37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 87-97), and the lines of communication 
created among various program components (SPS 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 74-78). These articles mentioned that the 
source code would be translated by a special-purpose 
compiler. 
The motivation for the work reported herein has been 
to help TMG realize its potential by improving TMGL- 
optimization of the source coding and correction of cod- 
ing errors has benefited the first generation of TMGL 
itself. Optimization of the target coding, expansion of 
diagnostics, introduction of error recovery, improvement 
of existing features, introduction of new features, and 
the addition to the docunlentation benefited the second 
generation of TMGL itself. 
c. TMG compiler. The TMG compiler employs a top- 
down left-to-right parser with backup. A typical colon- 
type sentence 
consists of a label A followed by a colon, zero or more 
components with optional alternates, and an optional 
subject E preceded by an equal sign. The left part of a 
component may be simple or con~pound, e. g., 
Bl'B2'B3 
b. Spacecraft simulation. The transmogrification 
(TMG) compiler is employed to compile the simulation The alternate of a component may be either a name of a 
compiler which translates from the  user-oriented 
colon-type sentence exclusive or a similar sentence, with- 
spacecraft-simulation language to Fortran IV. The syn- 
out a label and colon, but enclosed in parentheses, e. g., 
tax portion of TMG, known as TMGL, has been modified 
to improve the perf;rrnance of both the TMGL compiler 
itself and, indirectly, the simulation compiler. 
Of the various compilers, for a compiler, A that does not Possess an be 
which have been reported (Ref. I), the TMG compiler, enclosed in parentheses, and if it is either a name of a 
invented and coded by Robert McClure (Ref. 2), pas- character-class exclusive or is enclosed in parentheses, 
sesses these advantages: (1) it is versatile, (2) its parser then it nlay be followed by a star, e. g., 
is capable of backing up, (3) its syntax TMGL is written 
in its own language and thus can grow easily by a recom- (Dl  D2) 
pilation performed by its previous generation, and (4) the 
TMG compiler exists, works, and is available (SPS 37-44, (D) * 
Vol. IV, pp. 17-22). D* 
Like most other compiler-compilers, TMG had its The subject may be a name of a definition or a defini- 
problems-incomplete documentation, inadequate diag- tion, separated by another equal sign if both a name and 
nostics, lack of or incorrect error recovery, and erratic a definition are present. The subject, at its end, may 
behavior. As a result, it was difficult to write the source possess an alternate consisting of the name of a colon- 
for a compiler. A run frequently terminated unsuccess- type sentence. 
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The TMGL compiler parses the source code and trans- 
lates it into a suitable sequence of assembly language 
cards. A listing of this intermediate assembly language 
code is instructive both as an educational aid and as a 
check upon the compiler coding under whose guidance 
the translation was accomplished. 
d. * * * Functions. Each component which does not 
possess parentheses or the BNFl compiles into one com- 
puter word consisting of: an operation code, an address 
indicating the name of the left part, and the decrement 
either indicating the name of the alternate by an address 
exclusive or the absence of an alternate by a value of 
zero. For example, 
compiles into 
where, for easier readability, we write the assembly lan- 
guage target code, substituting the real names whenever 
they are available. 
The left part of the component may be a function 
without arguments. Such a function is called a single-star 
function because it is declared by an equal-sign-type 
sentence like 
TYPVAR = *TYPVAR 
A component consisting of this function 
TYPVAR 
compiles into 
A function with an argument 
CHKFLG = * *CHKFLG 
presents a problem of where to indicate the address of 
the argument. The solutioll adopted for such double-star 
functions is to place the address of the argument in the 
decrement and to omit any indication of the alternate. 
The alternate is placed into the preceding word which is 
inserted and possesses the function ALEX as its left part. 
For example, 
compiles into 
The function ALEX is a complicated time-consuming 
function but essential in the execution of a two-star 
function. 
Certain functions with an argument can never fail 
because they just perform a specific arithmetical, logical, 
or housekeeping operation which is defined for all values 
of the argument. For such a function, the use of ALEX 
is wasteful of execution storage and especially time, but 
is not wrong. Such a function now is indicated by a triple 
star, e, g., 
RSETKY = ** *RSETKY 
and compiled without the use of ALEX, as already illus- 
trated in the foregoing example. 
e. Dictionary. All of the coding involved has been 
rewritten to increase the use of the dictionary and to 
provide error recovery and better diagnostics. Extensive 
use is made of the dictionary to obviate the necessity of 
detailed parsing and subsequent translation of recur- 
rences of a common expression. The argument of each of 
the functions 
COMPUTE 
IF 
NOT 
is parsed quickly by the sentence BALSTG which looks 
for strings with balanced, i.e., paired, parentheses. Literal 
strings are parsed quickly by the sentence DDNDS 
which looks for strings with balanced, i.e., paired, dollar 
signs. Such a quick parse hopefully delimits a given 
entity, which then is entered into the dictionary and 
checked to see whether it has been parsed in detail and 
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translated previously. For the same reasons, the defini- means here and the integer constant indicates how many 
tions now are entered into the dictionary. words hence. This construction is especially popular to 
indicate an optional item. For example, the sentence 
A nanled literal or definition is not entered into the 
dictionary because a new copy of the coding of the literal OPTC.. $,$/* + 1 -- RO 
or definition is required each time that it is named dif- 
ferently. Therefore, one should make certain that a given compiles into 
literal or definition is designated by a unique name, 
which may be itself. ZZlOl OCT 730000000000 
A set of flags is associated with each word entered into 
the dictionary. A flag is a binary variable, initialized at 
false 0. Each time a word is parsed, its flags are inter- 
rogated to ascertain compatibility with prior use of the 
word or are set to indicate present -use. Since the com- 
piler perfornls most of its work on the second pass, each 
sentence which has an equal sign = rather than a colon .. 
immediately follo\ving the name of the sentence now 
has to be placed ahead of where that name is used. The 
only exception is that a definition may be placed either 
in conformity with the foregoing exclusive or anywhere 
in the .DEFINITION. section. Suitable diagnostics now 
are issued if a name is used without being designated, is 
misused, or is used in non-compatible ways. 
OPTCT RACE 584,,22360 
X zz101,,* f 1 
S = o,,o 
To remind the programmer that a double-star function 
compiles into two words and thus the component count 
does not equal the word count, four warning messages 
are available now. For example, the sentence 
X.. COMPUTE(J1 = 0) IF(1-KEY)/* 4- 2 
COMPUTE ( J1=  1) 
Since, at present, the definition is not parsed by TMGL, CHKFLG(ARRAY)/* + 3 
the semantics of the definition are not checked. For ex- 
ample, no check is made to ascertain whether the argu- COMPUTE(J1 = 1) CVTD(J1) = Y 
ment(s) of a $Pn or $Fn function have been designated 
already. If anything except an integer constant or a name into 
of a colon-type sentence is used as such an argument 
without prior designation or without a definition in the (1211X NULL 
.DEFINITION. section, then the real name of that 
argument will become an undefined virtual symbol dur- CLA = 1 
ing the subsequent IBLDR pass. 
S T 0  J1 
In the past, if a name were not designated at all or 
early enough, diagnostics would be unlikely, but, at best, 
only an obscure alias of the name would appear as an 
undefined virtual during the subsequent IBLDR pass. At 
worst, a meaningless dump would result during an execu- 
tion which invoked that alias. 
TRA ALEX 
(0211X TSX PACK,l 
CLA I-KEY 
TZE NOGO 
f .  Alternate. Each component may possess an alter- 
nate, to be attempted upon thc failure of cither the next TRA EXIT 
component(s) or the left part of the given component. 
The alternate has been improved by the introduction of (9111X NULL 
the diagnostics, the error recovery, and the following CLA = 0 documentation. 
* + I. The alternate of a component may be indicated 
in the style of the assembler as * + I, where the star 
S T 0  J1 
TRA ALEX 
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X TRACE 
M 
M 
M 
MS 
M 
M 
MS 
M 
MS 
S 
463,,22360 
(9111X,,O 
(0211X,,* + 2 
(1211X,,O 
CVTD,, J1 
(9111X,,O 
ALEX,,* + 3 
CHKFLG,,ARRAY 
(1211X,,O 
CVTD,,Jl 
y,,o 
and causes the warning message 
* * * * *THIS * + I MAY NOT WORK 
to be written with a pointer to the * + 3. The * - I is 
used too rarely to justify any checking to be performed 
by the compiler. 
SCAN. The SCAN parser, which is employed by de- 
fault at each level below the top level, is a left-to-right 
parser with backup. This backup capability is both useful 
and dangerous. Consider the fragment of a colon-type 
sentence 
If the left part A of the first component fails, then 
control passes to its alternate C. If A succeeds, control 
passes to the second component B. Thereupon, if the 
component B fails, then control reverts, i.e., backs up, to 
C, the alternate of the successful A. For example, the 
construction 
makes A optional but usually will waste execution time 
whenever B fails, after a successful A, because then 
control will back up to the alternate * + I which re- 
directs control to B. Thereupon, B will fail again every 
time unless the intersection of A and B is non-null. The 
more complicated construction 
makes A optional and not subject to backup froin B 
because A is placed one level down. The related con- 
struction 
makes one or more occurrences of A optional and for the 
same reason is not subject to backup from B. In each of 
these last two cases, output, perhaps null, will be pro- 
duced by the parenthesized expression. This output will 
correspond to the last output-producing component of A, 
if any. 
Another example, the construction 
will cause control to skip past B directly to C if A fails, 
but control also will pass to C if B fails after a successful 
A. The more complicated construction 
where D is the complement of A, solves the problem but 
creates a new one if C is subject to failure. This new 
problem is apparent in the resulting target code: 
D1X C B,,O 
C O,,B2X 
C D,,DlX 
B2X NULL 
C C,,O 
which is equivalent to the source 
D/(B GO-TO-C) C 
except that the syntax has no provision for the compo- 
nent go-to-C. 
Because the .OR, compiles into a construction involv- 
ing alternates, it has a backup problem. For example, the 
construction 
compiles into 
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A1X NULL 
C B,,C 
A2X NULL 
C D,,O 
compiles into 
LS1 TRACE 173,,22360 
which is equivalent to the source (336OX OCT 007502002000 
OCT 750100000000 
If A succeeds and then D fails, control reverts to B oia 
the alternate of A. LS2 TRACE 174,,22360 
g. Termination. A colon-type sentence may be either 
terminated by an equal sign = followed by a subject 
exclusive or left unterminated but followed by another 
colon-type sentence. 
SUBJECT. The SUBJECT has been rewritten com- 
pletely to treat each of the eight syntactical situations 
exemplified by 
Now an average of almost a word of storage per colon- 
type sentence is saved by the avoidance of the unneces- 
sary use of this bypass, consisting of 
P1 
$($Pl/PZE/O//$) 
ARDEF = (4)$($Pl(ARBNOP)/S/XP21,,$Q4// 
$Ql/c/$Q3,,0//$) 
ARDEF 
PUTMA 
= $($Pl/CHS//$)/TMA 
R321 = $($P3$P2$Pl$)/APl 
R321/AS1 
in a systematic manner and to improve the readability 
of the source code. As a result, each of the eight choices 
now is permitted and in each case the same, more ex- 
tensive, diagnostics are available. 
Extenzal bypass. For the occasional colon-type sen- 
tence that does not end with a subject, the following 
sentence, which then must be of colon-type, has to pro- 
vide a bypass around its subsidiary text to cause control 
to transfer to its beginning from the end of the previous 
sentence. For example, the typical left-recursive con- 
struction consisting of a pair of sentences 
and the same created-name on the card immediately 
following the starting card 
label TRACE line-number,,22360 
If a colon-type sentence that does not end with a subject 
is not followed by another colon-type sentence, an error 
message is written now. 
h. Recovery from warning errors. A colon-type sen- 
tence whose name has been employed as an alternate 
imposes a different requirement upon its subject than 
does a colon-type sentence whose name has been em- 
ployed as a left part of a component; therefore, seldom 
is it possible to use the name of the same colon-type 
sentence in both syntactical positions. A warning message 
is printed when such a second use is encountered by the 
compiler. A similar warning message results if a name of 
a definition is present as the left part or alternate of a 
component or as the alternate of a subject. The compila- 
tion now is performed suitably for the actual entity 
which is present. An intentional example of the recover- 
able errors has been coded: 
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prints the error messages 
* * * **ALTERNATE F IELD NAME HAS BEEN 
USED AS A D E F  NAME 
*****Rl 
*****NAME USED AS A COMP HAS ALSO 
BEEN USED AS A DEFINITION 
* * * * *R2C1 
* * * * *ALTERNATE F IELD NAME HAS BEEN 
USED AS A D E F  NAME 
*****NAME USED AS A COMP HAS ALSO 
BEEN USED AS A DEFINITION 
*****ALTERNATE FIELD NAME HAS BEEN 
USED AS A D E F  NAME 
with pointers to the items involved and compiles into 
C 
R5580X S 
2215 OCT 
R8580X S 
R9580X S 
R6580X C 
S 
C 
NM8 TRACE 
R4580X X 
R7580X NULL 
i. Macros. Since the TMGL compiler yieIds an as- 
sembly target code, the TMGL compiler has at its dis- 
posal all of the features of the  following IBMAP 
assembler, e, g., macro instructions. Each name stored in 
the dictionary has associated with it a set of binary 
variables, called flags. The flags are designated by the 
compiler using the MFLC macro, which now peimits up 
to 18 inclusive flags to be designated. This macro is 
invoked by, e. g., the source code 
which compiles into 
MFLG ARRAY 
MFLG DEF-FL 
MFLG G-FLAG 
MFLG L-FLAG 
A new macro has been introduced to permit the dec- 
laration of arrays for use by the compilers. This macro 
is invoked by, e. g., the source code 
which compiles into 
PRTS PTR1,lO 
PRTS PTRA1,SO 
PRTS PTRB1,lO 
The value of the name is the location of the first word of 
the array, while the size of the array is enclosed by the 
pair of parentheses. The elements of the array are indi- 
rectly addressed, using any variable whose value is the 
address of the desired element. For example, the com- 
ponent 
COMPUTE(J2 = PTRAl,(J2) = EQUADR) 
compiles into 
2285 NULL 
CLA PTRAl 
S T 0  J2 
CLA EQUADR 
S T 0  * J2 
TRA ALEX 
and stores the name just parsed into the first element 
of the array PTRA1. The apparently redundant pair of 
parentheses around J2 compiles as the star-indicating 
indirect addressing to the subsequent assembler. 
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j .  Linkage. The necessary coinmunication among rou- 
tines is accomplished via the linkage from a virtual name 
to an entry name. 
E ~ t r y .  Specific allowance now is made for naming any 
label, i. e., the name of a colon-type sentence or of a 
definition, as an entry. Each syntax has to have a main- 
link entry, called PROGRh4, which points to the top-level 
sentence. For example, 
PROGRAM = PROGRM 
PROGRAM.. FORT10 INITIALIZE HEADER 
PR1.. TRAILER/PR2 TERMINATE 
DICT/* + 1 * * 
PR2.. CA EOLMRK/(GLOT EOLMRK **/PR1) 
* * /PR1 
compiles into 
PROGRM ENTRY P1840X 
P1840X TRACE 115,,22360 
C FORTIO,,O 
C INITIALIZE,,O 
etc. 
Since the PARSDO parser, which automatically is em- 
ployed at the top level, by itself is a left-to-right parser 
zoitlzozct backup, the top-level sentences have to be writ- 
ten as a loop with a suitable entry and exit(s). Each exit 
terminates at the null component *j:. If there is more 
than one entry pointing to the same label, then the entry 
(if any) which is named the same as the label must be 
indicated last. 
Vb.tuul. A call to an overlay via the virtual OV now 
could be coded as 
OVER = :gOV.. 
A.. PARSDO(0VER) = NULL 
which u7ould compile into 
A TRACE 21 1,22360X 
M ALEX,,O 
MS PARSDO,,OV 
S = o,,o 
The corresponding entry in the overlay could be coded as 
PROGRAM = OV 
PROGRAM.. A 
B,. C D/B :I:*: 
which would compile into 
OV ENTRY 
P1200X TRACE 
C 
C 
B TRACE 
B2700X C 
C 
C 
A virtual name F of a definition E now is indicated by a 
trailing equal sign, e, g., 
When TMG operates in its two-pass mode, TMG can- 
not compile more than one deck. Since TMGL employs 
the two-pass mode, TMGL cannot compile more than 
one deck at  a time. Therefore, neither the initial com- 
pilation nor any subsequent recompilation of Inore than 
one segment of ail overlay compiler can be stacked with 
the execution of that compiler in a single computer run. 
k. New features. The new features introduced into 
TMGL are summarized here for the convenience of a 
reader who already is familiar with TMG." 
Two options have been added: 
Each of the size options now defaults to the value 25. 
Each size indicates an upper bound on the length of the 
'Germann, D. A., TMG, A Syntax-directed Com)n'ler, Sep. 23, 1967 
( JPL internal document). 
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named expression which will be entered into the dic- 
tionary in the hope of eliminating a duplication(s). The 
names 
RO PO NULL 
for the definitions 
respectively, are known in most places as PREDEFined 
if the option is selected. The use of this option saves 
compilation time and dictionary space. Since there are a 
few places, e, g., error recovery and arguments of the 
$Pn function, where these names are  unknown as 
PREDEFined, whichever of these names are used should 
be defined, e. g., in the .DEFINITION. section. 
The triple star has been introduced as another explicit 
type for unknown functions. Thus, nothing was lost by 
dropping each of the triple-star functions from the known 
status. 
A virtual name of a colon-type sentence or of a defini- 
tion now may be designated by, e. g., 
respectively. 
A double-word octal constant now may be designated 
by, e. g.7 
where the B indicates that the preceding one or two 
words are to be read by TNfGL in "binary," i, e., octal. 
Such a double-word "character class" is required as the 
argument of each of the fuilctions 
The macro .PTRS. now is part of the syntax. This 
macro is used to define arrays, e, g., 
Since the only functions which now remain known for 
use as a left-side of a coinponent are 
IF 
COMPUTE 
ARBNO 
NOT 
any other function has to be declared before it is em- 
ployed as a left-side of a component. All other names 
now are available for free use by the programmer. 
A definition now may be placed anywhere in the 
.SYNTAX. section, but ahead of its use as a left-part of a 
subject. The two other locations still are permissible for 
the definition. 
The apostrophe ' now is available as a synonym for 
.OR, in a compound left-part of a component. For ex- 
ample, the construction 
is much clearer than 
but yields the same target code. 
A colon-type sentence, without the label and colon, 
now may be the argument of a double- or triple-star 
function. This new feature is required for certain uses 
of the 
functions. For example, 
COMPONENT-LIST.. LOCAL(SP1 CLO SP14 $ 
= (I)$($PS(BVl)$)) = (l)$($Pl(BVI)$) 
conlpiles into 
X2X OCT 000001007501 
OCT 010000000000 
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PTR BV1 
OCT 000000000000 
X4X OCT 000001007502 
OCT 010000000000 
PTR 
OCT 
X1X C 
C 
C 
S 
CLST TRACE 
M 
MS 
S 
The default subject 
would be unable to pass down the bound variable BV1. 
The second arithmetic expression of the arithmetical 
relation now defaults to zero, e. g. 
is a short form for 
1. Conclusion. The guiding principle has been to make 
both TMGL and the syntax as systematic as possible. 
That principle, together with attention to detail through- 
out, has resulted in greater compactness of the source 
code and in improved readability, reliability, diagnostics, 
and error recovery. In spite of the greater sophistication, 
a reduction in source and target coding of TMGL itself 
and of a typical compiler compiled by TMGL has been 
effected. Furthermore, any target coding not generated 
need not be assembled, stored, or executed afterwards; 
hence, a substantial savings in assembly, execution, and 
compile time results. The second generation of any of 
the few compilers that, like TMGL, is written in its own 
language benefits from its own improvements. 
As a result, any compiler, e. g., TMGL or the simula- 
tion compiler, became easier to write and more likely to 
compile successfully, compiled and executed faster, used 
less storage for itself hence could translate larger pro- 
grams because more space was available for the dic- 
tionary, and provided more reliable performance. 
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3. A Formalism for Telemetry Decommutation, j .  Kulick 
a. Introduction. Telemetry decommutation is basically 
a problem in pattern recognition. Because of this, the 
various classical approaches to pattern recognition prob- 
lems should be applied to this specific one. Two primary 
approaches to pattern recognition are statistical decision 
theory techniques (statistical pattern recognition) and 
linguistic techniques (linguistic pattern recognition). Sta- 
tistical techniques are used primarily in cases where there 
is a classification task. That is, an unknown stimulus is 
to be classified into one of a pre-defined number of 
classes. Statistical techniques are also used where a great 
deal is known about the statistical structure to be en- 
countered. Linguistic techniques are used primarily when 
the recognition task involves detecting structural rela- 
tionships among entities. The primary goal here is to 
parse a given surface structure into its constituent ele- 
ments and the relationships between these elements. 
Telemetry decommutation represents a particularly 
interesting pattern recognition problem since aspects of 
both linguistic and statistical processing are inherent in 
it. In this article, both approaches are used in an inte- 
grated system. The linguistic part of the system generates 
alternative parses of the input telemetry string, and asso- 
ciates, with each alternative parse, values representing 
the difficulty of the parse, the "difficulty" being measured 
by heuristic techniques. Each of the alternative parses 
are then evaluated, using heuristic and statistical infor- 
mation to select the best one. Heuristic and statistical 
information is also used during the parsing process to 
reject uninteresting parses. 
The approach taken here is based on previous work 
by Duda and Hart (Ref. 1). Their problem of recognizing 
handwritten Fortran is similar in structure to the telem- 
etry decommutation problem. 
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b. The problem. The telemetry decommutation prob- 
lem is basically one of taking a string of 1's and O's, and 
reconstructing the original values that were associated 
with its construction. Telemetry streams are normally 
generated by taking the output of a shift register and 
transmitting it bit by bit. This shift register, or commu- 
tator, is broken up into a number of channels. Each 
channel is assigned a fixed number of bits. Each channel 
either represents a directly sampled measurement, such 
as a physical system state, or is subcornmutated into a 
number of subchannels. The subchannels are, of course, 
sampled at a lower rate. Figure 26 shows a simple com- 
mutation with one subchannel. The basic problem, that 
of deconcatenating or decommutating the channels from 
the telemetry stream is complicated by the introduction 
of errors. Errors are introduced in the con~munication 
network. The goal now becomes one not only of decon- 
catenating the telemetry stream, but of choosing, from 
among the possible deconcatenations, the best one. 
The problem can be thought of in linguistic terms. 
The data transmitted from each channel is considered to 
be a letter in an alphabet. A word in the language con- 
sists of the output of one pass through the high deck of 
the commutator. For example, in Fig. 26 a word would 
be either B1 N2 B2 H2 or Bl  N2 Clock H2. The structure 
of each word is given by rules of grammar defined by 
the commutator structure. To parse the data is meant to 
identify the letters (or terminab) and deduce the value 
of identified terminals for each valid (conforming to the 
rules of grammar) word. 
There are essentially two types of parse, top down and 
bottom up. The top-down parse assumes a structure, and 
searches for supporting terminals, while the bottom-up 
parse looks for terminals, and deduces the structure. 
We are approaching the telemetry decommutation 
problem from a bottom-up parse point of view. There- 
fore, the terminals must be identifiable. We now come 
to the first statistical aspect of the problem. The various 
bits associated with a channel are identifiable only with 
Fig. 26. A simple commutator 
some statistical reliability that they are indeed the correct 
bits for the channel. 
The statistical characteristic is caused by two distinct 
types of phenomena. Firstly, the physical phenomena 
being observed have probability distributions. For ex- 
ample, if the expected value of a battery temperature is 
72OC, there is a non-zero probability that a measurement 
will yield 71, 73, 70, or 74°C. These distributions are 
caused by the physical process being observed. So, if we 
had located what we believed to be the correct set of 
bits for a particular channel, we could only say that with 
some probability that these were indeed the correct bits. 
Secondly, errors with known probabilities are introduced 
by the communications channel, e.g., bits are received 
incorrectly, bits are added or dropped, etc. During the 
parse, occurrences of these errors are hypothesized de- 
pending on the probabilities. 
The parse will be accomplished by means of a heuristic 
tree search. The problem is represented by a decision 
tree where each node or position in the tree represents a 
particular step or subgoal in the process. Each arc repre- 
sents a rule of the system that enables one to proceed 
from one subgoal to the next. There is an evaluation 
function that assigns a value to each node. The object 
of the search is to proceed from the root of the tree to 
the highest level of the tree (representing a complete 
parse), ending on the node with a maximum value. 
The most difficult part of any heuristic system is to 
develop the evaluation functions to be used. If we were 
to pursue all nodes with all possible rules, we would 
have an inordinate number of nodes. What we want 
here is a way to tell us just how good a position is, and 
whether or not it is worthwhile pursuing in comparison 
with the other positions available. The goal of the evalua- 
tion function is to eliminate as many nodes as possible. 
The specific features of a position that are used in the 
system will be discussed more fully in Parag~aph c. In 
the proposed system, there will be two types of evalua- 
tion functions. One will be a position evaluation function, 
the other a rule evaluation function. The position 
evaluation will determine what positions to use as the 
next starting point, while the rule evaluation function 
will tell what rule to use once a starting position is chosen. 
c. Formalizatiotz of the problem. In the heuristic tree- 
search fornlulation of the problem, we have positions 
or nodes representing alternative partial interpretations 
of the bit strings, and a set of rules such that when a rule 
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is applied to a position, a new position or positions are 
obtained. 
I3 = a set of all positions 
R = a set of all rules 
T = a single position E 11 
R = a single rule E R 
We must be able to calculate for every positioil T a 
value that tells us, relative to the other positions, how 
good a position it is: 
V n  (T) = value of position T 
At the highest level, each rule is talking about one chan- 
nel, and for each channel, there is one and only one rule. 
To determine whether a rule is applicable to a position, 
we have a rule-position evaluation function. 
VR(R,T) = value of rule R with respect to the position T 
Finally, again at the highest level, we have a transform 
map which applies a rule to a position. In  general, a 
rule applied to a position yields many new positions, 
each with a different value, each due to a different 
hypothesis within the rule. 
T p R  : W X IT power set (E) 
W e  have a transform axiom that tells us just when this 
transformation map is defined 
( v r )  ( v  R) [ (RE R) and ( T E ~ )  
and ( V n  (T) 2 0,) 
and ( V n  (R,T) 2 0,)l 
++ ( 3 x) [x E (R,T) 
and (x # +)I, + = empty set 
This simply says that for T,?,.(R,a) to be defined, the value 
of the position, and the value of the rule with respect to 
the position, must be sufficiently high, i.e., greater than 
81 and Q2, respectively. 
A position in the tree represents a subgoal of the parse, 
i.e., sone  channels have been identified and others re- 
main to be identified. A positio~z is defined as a 6-tuple, 
containing the following information: 
(1) Bit string being operated on. 
(2) Set of foz~tad channels {< na~jze, valzre, confidence 
measure, position i n  bit string, laypotlzesis used > ) . 
(3) Sy~zclzronizntion descriptor. 
(4)  Value of tlais position V n  (T). 
(5)  List of rules used t o  get to  this position. 
(6) Information about non-local hypotheses that affect 
adjacent channels. 
The bit string is arbitrary length bit string being oper- 
ated on (usually 1 or 2 "words" long). The set of fozind 
cha~znels is a list of the channels that have been identified 
at this position. The confidence measure of a found chan- 
nel is derived from the statistics of the terminals men- 
tioned previously. The hypothesis used is part of a rule. I t  
is described below. The synch~otzization descviptor gives 
the current synchronization of the subcommutated decks. 
I t  is described in Paragraph d. The position evaltration 
Vn(r) is heuristic. The position evaluation function will 
utilize: 
(1) Confidence measure on found channels. 
(2) Complexity of rules (the more complex the rules, 
the less confident the measure). 
(3) Depth of the tree (the deeper in the tree, the better 
the position). 
(4) Distance of this channel from other previously 
identified channels. 
A rule description is similar in concept to a position 
description; is. ,  it should describe the parameter to be 
searched for, and any transformations that may be used 
on the input data stream. A rule consists of the following: 
(1) Name of channel affected. 
(2) W i d t h  of channel (number of bits). 
(3) Location, a number (not a bit position) indicating 
where in the high-deck this channel is no~~na l ly  
found. 
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(4) Hypothesis set, a set of all possible alternative VNN non-terminal non-subcommutated channel 
hypotheses to be used to find this channel. This names = {A, B, C . . a )  
will be discussed shortly. 
VNA non-terminal subcommutated channel names 
(5) Value of the rule. = {aBy 8 - . . )  
VN non-terminals = VNN U VNA 
The value of the rule is obtained from the sampling 
rate and the complexity index. The sampling rate is VT terminals = {a,b,c, . a )  
simply an indicator of how often a given commutator spatial concatenation 
structure will cause this parameter to appear in words. 
This is, in some sense, how often this rule should have 1 temporal concatenation 
been used. The complexity index is associated with each 
hypothesis, and is inversely proportional to the corn- Each deck of the commutator is by a gram- 
plexity of the hypothesis. mar rule. Each subcornmutated channel in a deck is repre- 
sented by a non-terminal E VNA. Each non-subcornmutated 
An individual rule represents all possible ways of locat- 
ing a specific channel. Each rule Ri has a hypothesis set. 
Each hypothesis is based on the errors that have been 
introduced by the communication channel on the bits in 
question, i.e., bits have been added, dropped, comple- 
mented, etc. The confidence measure of the hypothesis 
is determined by the statistics of the errors. 
Before applying a hypothesis, we must Srst calculate 
a location in the bit stream at which the hypothesis is 
applied. This is done as follows: 
channel is represented by a non-terminal E VNN. Ad-hoc 
productions rewrite non-subcommutated non-terminals 
into terminals. A new production (not ad-hoc) is added 
for each subcommutated channel. 
The following grammar rules describe the commutator 
shown in Fig. 27: 
S+ A a C D P E S F  
, a + G I G I H I I  
b + J I K I L I M  
Y + N ~  
8-PIQ 
A+ a 
(1) Calculate distance (number of bits) between chan- 
nel being hypothesized about and the anchor or 
sync channel being used. 
(2) Obtain the location in the bit string of the anchor. 
(3) Obtain the location where the hypothesis is to be 
applied as the location of the anchor plus the 
distance. 
d. Linguistic representation of the commutator struc- 
ture. There are two main reasons for desiring to define 
the commutator structure linguistically. Firstly, it estab- 
lishes the grammar rules that are to be used in the parsing 
process. Secondly, it supplies a suggested representation 
system for synchronization information. (The synchron- 
ization descriptor mentioned earlier.) 
For specifying the commutator structure, we will use 
a phrase structure grammar. The following special sym- 
bols are used: Fig. 27. A commlrtafor structure 
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The interpretation of the linguistic representation of the of the output of a linear filter, when the input is a sta- 
commutator structure is straightforward. The linguistic tionary process, is 
representation also forms the basis for the representation 
of synchronization information. The synchronization de- 
~ ( w )  = R ( w ) ~  r g ( ~ o )  
scriptor could be given by a vector giving the position 
( 2 )  
last recognized for each grammar with a member where r,(Zo) and r,(zu) represent the spectrum of the 
VNA on the left. In the example of Fig. 26, the vector output and input, respectively (Ref. 2).  The c, in Eq. ( 1 )  
and the R(w)  in Eq. (2 )  are related by the following 
( 3 , 2 , 1 ,  2 )  formulas : 
would indicate that the last recognized channels in com- n T zu 
mutator positions a, p, y,  and 6 were H, K, N, and Q, R(w)  cos (?) d w  (3) 
respectively. The next expected commutator words should 
then be 
A I C D L E O F  
A G C D M E N F  
A P C D J E O F  
etc. 
Reference 
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4. A Comparison of Methods for Synthesis of 
Correlated Noise, C. Travis 
a. Introduction. This article compares two methods 
of generating a stationary time series with a prescribed 
spectral density function. Each method generates a se- 
quence of numbers xk which can be regarded as having 
been derived from a continuous time series x ( t )  by sam- 
pling the values of the signal at spacing a t ,  is.,  xk = x(tk) 
= ~ ( k h t ) .  
b. Theory. 
where R ( w )  is a symmetric periodic function with period 
2wo, and the c,, can be considered as having been sam- 
pled from a continuous time series c( t )  at a spacing of 
AT = 1/2wo. It is only necessary to use a finite number 
of c,, in Eq. (4)  to approximate R(w)  quite accurately. 
This corresponds to replacing c( t )  by 
The degree of accuracy obtained in approximating R(w) 
depends only on where c( t )  is truncated. Once the de- 
sired degree of accuracy has been decided upon and a 
step size ~t has been chosen, the L in Eq. (1) can be 
determined by  LA^ = T*. Thus, for a given degree of 
accuracy, the smaller ~ t ,  the more c,, are required. 
Now, suppose it is desired to generate a sequence of 
numbers with spectral density function F(w), 0 5 w 5 w*, 
where this sequence is considered as having been de- 
rived from a continuous signal x(T) by sampling at a 
spacing of At. 
Method I. In method I (Ref. I), a sequence of inde- 
pendent normal random numbers with zero expectation In Ref. 2, it is shown that white noise which has been 
and unit variance is passed through a linear filter to sampled at a spacing of At has spectral density function 
obtain the desired time series. Linear filtering is the 
process by which a set of input data yr; is transformed r g ( w )  = at, - w o < w < w 0  
into a set of output data xk by means of the relationship 
where w ,  = 1 / 2 ~ t .  The input data yk can be considered 
as such a sampling. Using the above formula, Eq. ( 2 )  
becomes 
where the c, are suitably chosen weights. The spectrum r , , (~o)  = ~t R ( w ) ~  
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Thus, if the c, in Eq. (1) are obtained from Eq. (3) using 
l o if to* < ] to I 5 to, 
the sequence xk will have spectral density function 
(Note that the requirement zv* 5 to,, imposes a maximum 
on the step size At.) 
Method II. The technique of method I1 is similar to 
that given in Ref. 3. Suppose F(to), 0 _< to 5 w* is the 
prescribed spectral density function. This function will 
be approximated with spikes of power at frequencies 
chosen uniformly, but randomly, in the interval [O,w*J. 
Let this interval be divided into N equal parts, and 
tub k = 1, .. ., N, be chosen from a sequence of inde- 
pendent random numbers with a uniform distribution 
over the interval 
[(k- l ) g , k e ] ,  11. 7% k = 1, . . ., N. 
The power in each of these intervals will be approxi- 
mately F(wk) multiplied by the length of the interval, or 
F(tuk) w*/n.. Let +, . + . ,  0, be a sequence of independent 
random numbers with a uniform distribution over [0,2a]. 
Then, if 
the time series 
will have power F(wk) to*/n at the frequencies t q  and 
zero power elsewhere. As n is increased, the spectral 
density function of Eq. (6) will approach F(to). 
c. Programming techniques. 
Method I. F(w), At, and L (the number of c, to be 
used) were inputs to the program. F(tu) was given in the 
form of a table of equally spaced values. to, = 1 / 2 ~ t  and 
R(w) was calculated using Eq. (5). The c,, were obtained 
from Eq. (3) using the trapezoidal rule for numerical 
integration, and unknown values of R(to) were found by 
linear interpolation. Then, a sequence (the sequence a) 
of independent normal random numbers was developed 
on the computer. This sequence was converted into the 
desired sequence by the sliding summation Eq. (1). 
Metliod II. F(tu), At, and ND (defined below) were 
inputs to the program. F(to) was given as a table of 
equally spaced values F(fJ), J = 1,2, . . ., 84. ND was 
the number of random frequencies to?), k = 1, . . ., ND, 
to be chosen in each of the intervals [fJ, fJ+,]. The value 
of F at w f )  was found by linear interpolation. 
To make what follows simpler, it will be assumed that 
only two values of F were given, its values at f, and f,. 
Let [f,, f,] be divided into ND equal parts, and 
tuk, k = 1, ' ' ., ND, be a random frequency chosen in each 
of these subdivisions. The power in each subdivision is 
approximately 
Let 
Then, by Eq. (6) 
is the sequence of numbers to be generated. The cosines 
on this equation were calculated using a recursion for- 
mula. A flow chart in Fortran notation for the process is 
shown in Fig. 28. 
d. Comparison of methods. 
Dependence on step size. Method I is very dependent 
on step size. As an example, consider the function 
Suppose it is desired to approximate this function to 
within 0.05 except at points of discontinuity where the 
error is allowed to exceed this value only in an interval 
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Fig. 28. Flow chart in Fortran notation for method I I  
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of length 1/16 on either side of the points of discon- to the prescribed spectrum. The other is how close is the 
tinuity. The following table shows the relationship be- statistical estimation of the actual spectrum to the pre- 
tween ~ t ,  zoo, and L (the number of c,, taken) when the scribed spectrum. 
above degree of accuracy is maintained. 
It is possible to determine what the actual spectrum of 
the two methods should be. As can be seen from Eq. (5) ,  
the prescribed spectrum of method I is F(w) = ~t R ( W ) ~  
where R(w) is defined by Eq. (4). The time series actually 
generated will have spectrum At at R*(w)= where 
R*(to) = 2 c. cos ( N  z) (10) 
Note this table is consistent with the relationship N = - L  
L A t = T* which was stated earlier. 
Thus, to determine how the actual spectrum of method I 
Method I1 is not dependent on step size. deviates from the prescribed one, Eq. (10) must be com- pared with Eq. (4). 
Accuroc~. The of the spectrum of a time In method 11, the actual spectrum of the time series 
series x(t) is accomplished with two formulas: generated is a series of spikes at the random frequencies 
- 
and zero power elsewhere. However, if one is not inter- 
O(T) = - x(t) x(t + T )  dt $LT (8) ested in resolving these spikes, and chooses T and S accordingly, the statistical estimation of the actual spec- 
trum can come quite close to the prescribed spectrum. 
/ ( w )  = 2 L'+(T) cos (2 n w T )  dt (9) It was found that if 16 random frequencies were used 
in the interval (Refs. 2 and 3) that Function (7)  could be 
reproduced to within an accuracy of 0.05. 
However, the choice of T and S in these two formulas is 
critical. T and S determine how long the time series* x(t) 
and the autocorrelation Function (8) are sampled. To 
understand the problems involved, one must realize that 
Eq. (9)  does not give the "true spectrum" of x(t), but 
rather a statistical estimation of it. As with most statistical 
estimators, in using Eq. (9) one is forced to compromise 
between variance and bias. Increasing S decreases the 
bias but increases the variance. Decreasing S produces 
the opposite effect. The extent to which fine detail can 
be detected in the spectrum of a time series is influenced 
by both the variance and the bias. Both should be made 
as small as possible. This can be accomplished by in- 
creasing the time T that the time series is sampled. Thus, 
it is possible to estimate the "true spectrum7' to as much 
accuracy as desired if T is made large enough. However, 
for a fixed T ,  there must be a trade-off between variance 
and bias. 
Speed. Both methods were programmed in Fortran IV 
and run on a Univac 1108. Method I takes an average of 
31*L + 38 ps per generated point, where L is the num- 
ber of c,, taken in Eq. (1). Method I1 takes an average of 
3l*ND + 5 ps per generated point, where ND is the 
number of random frequencies used in Eq. (6). For a 
given degree of accuracy, the running time for method I 
will vary with step size, whereas method I1 will not. 
Demanding the same degree of accuracy for both meth- 
ods, the following table shows how running time in ps 
varies with step size for spectral density Function (7). 
In discussing the accuracy of the two methods, the 
above considerations must be kept in mind. There are 
actually two types of accuracy involved. One is how Storage. Method I requires 256 locations for the sub- 
close is the actual spectrum of the time series generated routine with 61,228,902 locations for data when L = 15, 
~t 
0,166 
0.04 
0.01 
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Method I 
503 
1898 
7478 
Method I1 
501 
501 
501 
60, and 240. Method I1 requires 213 locations for the 
subroutine with 118 locations for data when ND = 16. 
e. Conclu~ions. Method I compares favorably with 
method I1 only when using the maximum step size pos- 
sible. In all other cases method I1 is superior. 
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5. A Switch Controller for the SCU Cone, R. 6. K O I ~ I ~  
a. Introduction. This article describes a prototype 
microwave switch controller for use with the DSS 14 
S-band cassegrain ultra (SCU) cone. This switch con- 
troller provides control of three microwave switches, 
prohibits selection of an improper transmitter load, and 
protects against microwave switch failure. Provision is 
made for remote operation, and a pictorial switch posi- 
tion display is provided. 
DUAL-FREQUENCY 
TRANSMITTER 
Fig. 29. SCU feedcone rnodificatier! 2 
S-BAND 
CASSEGRAIN 
DIPLEXER 
WATER 
LOAD 
S-BAND 
TRANSMIT 
FILTER 
b. Design. Figure 29 is a block diagram of the SCU 
feedcone and related microwave equipment. Inspection 
will show that there are certain switch combinations 
which could result in the transmitter being connected to 
a low-power termination or into a traveling-wave maser. 
To guard against any unfortunate incidents, the switch 
position information is applied to a relay-logic circuit 
which, through the external beam interlock circuit, will 
not allow the transmitter to operate unless all waveguide 
switches are in an acceptable configuration. 
Individual control of each waveguide switch is avail- 
able on the switch controller panel (Fig. 30). Also, any 
one of four operational modes (maser I, radar transmit, 
diplex and water load) may be selected either locally by 
push buttons on the front panel or remotely by contact 
closures. This allows remote control of a planetary radar 
mission. 
MASER 2 
Display of switch position is provided by panel lamps 
on the controller and also by projection-type displays in 
a block diagram of the microwave system on the front 
panel of the controller. These projections are visible in 
Fig. 30, along the upper edge of the panel. 
MASER 1 
c. Waveguide switch protection. Failure of a wave- 
guide switch is usually caused by one of the control 
relays internal to the switch failing to disable the motor 
at the travel limit or a rotor "frozen" between positions. 
In either case, power remains applied to the stalled 
switch motor until either a fuse blows or the motor 
destroys itself. 
To prevent these failures, a circuit is provided which 
senses the length of time power has been applied to the 
switch, and if it is excessive, power is removed and a 
fault is signaled to the operator. 
Figure 31 is a schematic diagram of the switch pro- 
tective circuitry. A small current transformer T1 senses 
the current to the waveguide switches. This 60-Hz ac 
voltage is rectified and clipped (so the output voltage is 
essentially independent of the number of switches draw- 
ing current) and used to charge a capacitor C1 through 
resistor R3. When capacitor C1 is charged to a set value, 
it operates a Schmitt trigger and relay K1. Relay K1 is 
in a latching circuit so the power remains off the wave- 
guide switches until the current is manually reset. Pro- 
vision is made for testing by applying a small dc input 
signal, which will check for satisfactory operation. 
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Fig. 30. Front view of SCU feedcone microwave switch controller 
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6. Automatic (Computer-Controlled) Ephemeris Update 
Tracking, R, hi. Gosline 
Automatic boresighting of antennas on coherent or 
noncoherent sources would be of benefit in DSIF opera- 
tions, and would offer the possibility of automatic track- 
ing of spacecraft, with only a small amount of signal 
degradation, without the use of monopulse feed systcms. 
Previous testing at DSS 13 has indicated that the ap- 
proach initially chosen was not optin~um. 
Considerable analysis of an ephemeris update tracking 
scheme has been made and will be summarized here, 
although experimental verification has not yet been 
attempted. 
The method is to offset the ephemeris angles of a 
source with time-varying constant amplitude sinusoids 
that are shifted 90 deg in each axis. The antenna beam 
will, thus, trace a conical scan around the source, and if 
the sinusoids are correlated with a voltage proportional 
to the received noise (for radio sources) after suitable 
filtering, the boresight error may be dete~mined and used 
to modify the ephemeris angles in near real-time. 
The offset function is characterized by 
X = r cos tot, y = r sin tot (1) 
The angular distance from the source to the center of 
the beam is 
+(t) = [(r cos z ~ t  - E,)" (r sin wt - E,)2] lh 
where E,, E, are the angular boresight errors. Solving 
for wt yields 
The received noise is a function N(+) of this distance 
and could be characterized by I sinA+(t)/A+(t) 1 . With 
an appropriate digital filter, analysis is simplified and 
the system behavior made more predictable. Consider 
then 
where + is the 3-dB point. The correlation coefficients are 
a?i/ tu za/ro 
C, = 1 N ( + )  cos tot dt, C, =J: N ( + )  sin tot dt  
(4) 
and, using Eq. (3), becorne 
C, = sin 0,  - sin C, = cos 0, - cos 0, 
(5) 
where oB is the scan angle where the source enters the 
bean1 and 0, is the scan angle when the source leaves the 
beam. 
If r++, a dead zone will exist at the center where 
the source will either be always in the beam (r < +) or 
always outside the beam (r > +), yielding no boresight 
information. It is reasonable then to choose 1' = 4, and 
from Eq. (2) 
(E2 + E;)" 
0 = sin-' E, 2r - tan-' - 
-E, 
so that 
with 
Combining Eqs. (5) and (6), it can be shown that 
(7) 
and 
E, = FC,, E, = FC, (8) 
with 
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The sign of E, and E, may be resolved by assigning the 
sign of C, and C,, respectively. Thus, the boresight error 
may be found by equating Eqs. (8) and (9), using the 
correlation coefficients C, and C,. 
For the unlikely case where E, = E, = 0 exactly, then 
C, = C, = 0 and special provisions must be provided 
because F becomes infinite. It may be advantageous to 
choose r slightly greater than + to avoid this point of 
instability at the price of a small dead zone. 
7. DSS 13 Operations, E. B .  Jackson a n d  R .  M .  Gosline 
a. Experimental activities. From August 16 through 
October 15, 1969, DSS 13 conducted monostatic and 
bistatic planetary radar experiments with the planet 
Venus serving as a target. During bistatic experiments, the 
system was configured in a total spectrum, cross-polarized 
mode, while during monostatic experiments, the system 
was configured in a ranging and total spectrum, matched 
polarization mode. During this period, the range to Venus 
increased to 223.5 X 106 km and is still increasing. 
Clock synchronization transmissions expanded to in- 
clude DSSs 14, 41, 42, 51, and 62, with all stations report- 
ing successful data reception, particularly during the 
period immediately succeeding the Mariner Mars 1969 
encounter. A transient-induced failure in the programmed 
oscillator caused extensive lost time; however, full oper- 
ation was restored on October 7, 1969, with a new 
transmitting coder being placed into service to correct 
some irregularities in correlated time at the receiving 
station. 
In preparation for more extensive OSS antenna tests 
during later missions, the Apollo 11 lunar surface experi- 
ments package was monitored for several days, with 
signals as strong as -119 dBm being measured. 
The asteroid Geographos made its closest approach to 
the earth (9 X 10"m) on August 27, and an attempt 
was made to receive signals reflected from it after being 
transmitted, using the 450-kW R&D transmitter, from 
the 85-ft-diam antenna at DSS 13. However, due to a 
number of equipment failures, including the 450-kW 
klystron and elements of the water cooling system, in- 
sufficient integration time was obtained for signals to be 
detected. Geographos' next close approach will be in 1983. 
During testing of a new spacecraft spectrum analysis 
computer program and associated hardware, observation 
of several radio sources, among them W3A, VYCMA, 
W49, and Orion, was made in an effort to detect an 
emission line for HDO, a form of heavy water where one 
hydrogen atom has been replaced by a deuterium atom. 
On-site data reduction did not disclose this line, and it is 
felt considerably longer observation times will be neces- 
sary if this line is to be observed at Venus. 
Among the other effects predicted by the general 
relativity theorem is bending of electromagnetic waves 
during passage through a gravitational field. Although 
very slight, it should be possible to observe this predicted 
effect under appropriate conditions for waves which 
pass close by the sun. Utilizing DSSs 13 and 14 as a 
special long baseline interferometer, experimenters from 
California Institute of Technology carefully measured 
the position of quasars 3C273 and 3C279 for several days 
during the period when 3C279 was occulted by the sun. 
A position offset on the order of 1.25 arc secs is pre- 
dicted for 3C279 by the general relativity theorem, al- 
though observation of this apparent offset may be masked 
by system instabilities and the effects of the sun's plasma 
field. Although some system problems were encountered, 
between 25 and 30 h of observing were performed over 
the period September 29 through October 14, with oc- 
cultation of 3C279 taking place on October 8. Extensive 
data analysis will be necessary before system performance 
can be specified and conclusions drawn. 
b. System performance. 
Digital systems. A major system failure of the SDS 910, 
antenna positioning subsystem, programmed oscillator, 
and clock synchronization coders occurred as a result of 
a momentary short circuit of the 110-Vac line in the 
SDS 910, inadvertently caused by an operator performing 
routine maintenance. Forty-two integrated circuits were 
replaced in the interface logic between the above subsys- 
tems. Investigation is being conducted toward providing 
additional circuit protection. All other digital subsystems 
performed satisfactorily. 
Antenna (electromagnetic). A new, wideband cassegrain 
feed cone with which the 85-ft-diam antenna has been 
equipped was described in SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, pp. 93-95. 
Additional measurements of radio sources have been 
made to evaluate antenna efficiency with this new cone. 
Measurements of the apparent source temperature of 
Cygnus A indicate efficiencies of 61% at 2295 MHz and 
57% at 2388 MHz. Data analysis indicates that mis- 
match between the feedhorn and the subreflector may 
be contributing to the low efficiency at 2388 MHz, but 
further tests are necessary to isolate the difficulty. 
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Transmitte~ (S-band}. The 450-kW klystron sprang a 
leak in the drift tube coolant circuit. The leak was caused 
by a crack in the klystron coolant fitting, which was 
located in such a position that local repair was not prac- 
tical. The tube was returned to the manufacturer for 
repair and the spare klystron, which had been previously 
repaired by the manufacturer, was installed. Unfortu- 
nately, it also failed (vacuum leak) after a short period of 
service, leaving an inoperative transmitter with which 
to conduct the Geographos experiment. Although expe- 
dited return and installation of the first klystron was 
performed, insufficient time remained during which 
Geographos was close enough for the experiment to be 
attempted. The already short operating time was further 
reduced by a failure of a pump which circulates the 
transmitter coolant, and the experiment was unsuccessful. 
c. System improuenzents. 
Digital Systems. Software capability of the station con- 
trol and monitor (SCAM) subsystem was expanded with 
the addition of a SCAM program tape editing program 
written for the SDS 930. Means are provided to auto- 
matically shorten a SCAM program tape by removal of 
corrected corrections, inserting only the latest corrections 
and punching out only non-zero words. With this capa- 
bility, the fast and slow coder programs were combined 
(under breakpoint selection) with SCAM internal check- 
out routines on a program tape one-half the length of 
either of the original coder programs. 
The radiometer program used at DSS 14 with gas-tube 
noise sources was modified to run on the DSS 13 SDS 930 
with solid-state noise diodes. The SDS 930 has been 
interfaced with binary-coded decimal time, and binary 
angles from the angle readout subsystem have been con- 
nected for use in the servo automation program. 
8. Hi-Rel Module Development, D.  W. Slaughter 
a. Low-level interface module. A low-level interface 
module has been designed in the format of the family of 
Hi-Re1 digital modules (SPS 37-46, Vol. 111, pp. 159-161), 
and provides four identical interface circuits. Each circuit 
has two inputs. One input is compatible with most inte- 
grated circuits. The other input detects signal zero- 
crossings and provides an interface with certain DSIF RF 
systems which present a binary signal with levels of +2 
and -2 V across 50 0. The circuit output has the same 
characteristics as the Hi-Re1 nand gate. 
Figure 32 is a circuit diagram. Input 1 has a logic 
threshold in the range of 1.2 to 2.1 V (worst-case), which 
OUTPUT 
INPUT 1 
ALL DIODES IN916 
INPUT 2 
CABLE 
TERM1 NATION 
Fig. 32. Low-level interface circuit 
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is compatible with diode-transistor logic and transistor- 
transistor logic integrated circuits using 5-V power sup- 
plies. The input circuit is diode back-clamped to prevent 
ringing on the interface wiring, which could otherwise 
result in spurious output responses. Input 2 has a logic 
threshold in the range of 0 to 0.2 V. A 50-a resistor is 
available for terminating 50-a coaxial cables. The circuit 
output will be the nand functio~l of the two inputs, if 
both are used. 
b. Integrated circuit applications. As reported in SPS 
37-57, Vol. 11, pp. 121-123, a project is underway which 
will qualify integrated circuit (IC) devices for use in 
DSIF mission-independent digital equipment. 
The DSIF Hi-Re1 digital modules program (SPS 37-46, 
Vol. 111, and later issues) provided the DSIF with a 
standardized approach to the construction of digital 
equipment. The benefits of this program have beell listed 
as an input to our IC  program. 
. (I)  Standardizat ion permits much of the time- 
consuming portion of the total nlanufacturing effort 
to be performed prior to the final completion of 
the logic design. Basic logic circuits are pre-wired 
into a module whose size is identical for all cir- 
cuits. Co~l~lectio~ls between modules are made by 
taper-pin wiring. Assembly hardware is also stan- 
dardized and prototype equipment can be rapidly 
assembled after the logic design is complete. 
(2) The use of the same module types on several dif- 
ferent equipments in various stages of design and 
construction allows for the modest stocking of 
these modules. Original estimates of nlodule quan- 
tity or mix may be adjusted between projects. 
Costs are reduced. The number of DSIF stations 
(requiring copies of a given equipment) is modest; 
however, there are a broad spectrum of system 
functio~ls to be mechanized. Thus, considerable 
cost savings accrue when it is possible to use the 
same logic devices to implement various system 
functions. 
(4) Compatible logic modules are available for future 
activity, including equipment modification, addi- 
tional spares, and new station equipment. 
The benefits of standardization will accrue for ICs only 
if the chosen family is conti~luously available. JPL own- 
ership of the design is not in itself sufficient to ensure 
availability. If the basic approach does not have wide- 
spread usage and quickly becomes obsolete, production 
facilities will be shut dowll. Maintenance of these facili- 
ties u~lder sustaining contract from JPL could be costly. 
Therefore, an attempt is being made to identify a family 
of ICs which has achieved wide-spread acceptance, is 
ma~lufactured by severaI competent companies, and is 
likely to experience graceful obsolescence. It  appears 
possible to make a choice from one of the currently 
available transistor-transistor logic families which meet 
the above criteria. The remaining effort consists of: 
(1) Selecting and qualifying preferred circuits. 
(2) Deciding on the degree of control which JPL must 
exercise over the manufacturing process to ensure 
reliability. 
(3) Developing procurement and test specifications. 
(4) Selecting and certifying vendors from those avail- 
able and interested. 
The following is a discussion of the packaging prob- 
lems being evaluated: Coll~lections to the Hi-Re1 logic 
modules were made through a taper-pin connector block 
integral to each module. The additional series connec- 
tions of a plug and socket were not necessary since the 
equipment repair philosophy called for the replacement 
of functional assemblies (which contain a number of 
nlodules and do have a quick discon~lect plug) at the 
individual stations. Replacement of modules by pulling 
taper pins is readily accomplished at  the class A repair 
depot. Unfortunately, the taper-pin block, if used as the 
connector for IC  standard logic modules, would not pro- 
vide adequate logic density for many of our future 
equipments. The required logic density is a function of 
limitatio~ls on the length of the wires connecting the 
logic elements. These linlitations derive from the speed 
capability of the chosen logic family, noise thresholds 
which are lower than those of our discrete compone~~t  
circuits, and the system logic complexity. A search is 
underway for a logic packaging scheme which will yield 
the required density while retaining the benefits of stan- 
dardization which have accrued from our existing Hi-Re1 
- - 
modules. 
The IC packages themselves may represent the smallest 
number of logic module types available in a form which 
can be pretested and stocked. Unit logic modules carry- 
ing several IC packages (unit logic brings all logic ele- 
ment inputs and outputs to the module connector pins) 
may be an archaic carry-over from a package form used 
with discrete components. Furthermore, the unit logic 
module packaging format tends to be incompatible with 
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nlediuni-scale integrated (MSI) and large-scale integrated 
(LSI) circuits which are a form of functional (special- 
purpose) packaging. 
The following general outlines describe a packaging 
scheme which may meet our objectives. Plugable func- 
tional subassemblies carry a significant number of IC 
packages. These subassen~blies accept IC packages on 
standard grid dimensions. The standard grid dimen- 
sioning permits the blank subassembly to be  pre- 
manufactured, and after mounting the IC  packages, to 
be quickly intraconnected by a tape-controlled automatic 
machine. Special-purpose modules carrying discrete com- 
ponents, hybrid microelectronics, or LSI will fit the stan- 
dard grid pattern being constrained to some multiple of 
the standard dimensions. The key to the acceptability 
of the whole packaging scheme just described is the 
technology and methodology for attaching the  I C  
packages. 
D. Tracking and Navigational Accuracy Analysis 
1. Introeluction, T. W. Hamilton and D.  W .  Trask 
The DSN Inherent Accuracy Project was forn~ally 
established by the DSN Executive Committee in July 
1965. The objectives of the project are: 
(1) Determination (and verification) of the inherent 
accuracy of the DSN as a radio navigation instru- 
ment for lunar and planetary missions. 
(2) Formulation of designs and plans for refining this 
accuracy to its practical limits. 
Achievement of these goals is the joint responsibility of 
the Telecommunications and Mission Analysis Divisions 
of JPL. To this end, regular monthly meetings are held 
to coordinate and initiate relevant activities. The project 
leader and his assistant (from the Mission Analysis and 
Teleco~nmunications Divisions, respectively) report to the 
DSN Executive Committee, and are authorized to task 
project members to (1) conduct analyses of proposed 
experiments, (2) prepare reports on current work, and 
(3) write descriptions of proposed experiments. The 
project is further authorized to deal directly with those 
flight projects using the DSN regarding data-gathering 
procedures that bear on inherent accuracy. 
The various data types and tracking modes provided 
by the DSIF in support of lunar and planetary missions 
are discussed in SPS 37-39, Vol. 111, pp. 6-8. Techilical 
work directly related to the Inherent Accuracy Project is 
presented in SPS 37-38, Vol. 111, and in subsequent Deep 
Space Netruorlc SPS volun~es, and is continued in the 
following subsections of this volume. 
The first five articles (Sztbsections 24) of this section 
report on work carried out under the Tracking System 
Analytical Calibration (TSAC) activity. The TSAC activity 
provides calibration of tracking data and estimates of 
DSN parameters whose uncertainties represent limitations 
to navigational accuracy. In addition to the generation of 
a.nalytic calibration coefficients, TSAC validates their 
proper transn~ission/utilization during a mission and per- 
forms detailed post-flight analysis of the DSN tracking 
data to uncover/resolve any anomalies which may exist. 
Further, this activity is concerned with defining the present 
inherent limitations to navigational accuracy and recom- 
mending feasible improvements which will reduce these 
limitations to meet future navigational accuracy require- 
ments. This information is presented for the consideration 
of the DSN and flight projects in negotiating error levels 
for these parameters consistent with the navigational 
requirements of the projects and economical constraints. 
The major guideline for TSAC in the formulation of an 
error budget is to maintain a balanced system of error 
sources. That is, the system is balanced such that a given 
expenditure of resources is budgeted to minimize the rss 
of the resultant navigational errors. In general, this neces- 
sitates advancing the state-of-the-art for the most critical 
error sources and, witliin the above constraints, reducing 
the effects of other error sources to a level which is neg- 
ligible when compared to the most critical error source. 
For a mission such as A4ariner Mars 1969, the tightest 
bounds on the allowable errors for a number of parameters 
arise from the navigational accuracy requirements during 
encounter support. In particular, encounter navigational 
accuracy is most sensitive to error sources, which cause a 
diurnal signature 011 the radio tracking data (see Hamilton 
and klelbounie, SPS 37-39, Vol. 111, pp. 18-23). These 
sources of error ake of two classes: (1) those parameters 
which define the location of the DSS in inertial space, 
and (2) those phenomena which directly affect the DSS 
tracking data. The first category i~icludes the location of 
the DSS with respect to the earth's crust, Universal Time 
(UTl), polar motion (the motion of the earth's crust with 
respect to the spin axis), precession and nutation (orien- 
tation of the earth's spin axis with respect to inertial space), 
and the ephemerides of the earth, moon, and target body. 
Of these, uncertainties in the first three are currently the 
major linlitations to encounter support navigational accu- 
racy. Utilizing the information on UT1 supplied by the 
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U. S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and the Bureau Inter- 
national L'Heure (BXH) and information 011 polar nlotion 
supplied by the BIH and the International Polar Motion 
Service (IPMS), the DSN has actively supported efforts 
to reduce the operational uncertai~lties of these three 
parameters. Improvements for the remaining ephemeris- 
related parameters have been primarily supported by non- 
DSN efforts. 
The dominant sources of error in the second category, 
those affecting the tracking data directly, include charged 
particles (ionosphere and space plasma), troposphere, 
frequency system instability, and electrical phase path 
variations (through both the spacecraft and the DSS). 
Reducing the effect of all these error sources is directly 
supported by the DSN. In SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, the real-time 
TSAC support of Mark~er Mars 1969 encounter was 
described for two of these error sources, namely, UT1 
(pp. 110-114) and the ionospheric calibration of radio 
tracking data (pp. 97-110). The latter article concentrated 
on the effect of calibrating the data for the southern 
hemisphere stations; the first article (Subsection 2) in this 
section extends this work to include the calibration of 
tracking data for the entire net. Stlbsection 3 describes 
the effect of using the new and more accurate orbit 
determination program (DPODP) and also the eEect of 
applying ionospheric corrections to the tracking data 
of past flights in obtaining the DSS locations utilized 
for the h/lariraer Mars 1969 n~ission. Our goals on Mariner 
Mars 1969 were to obtain spin axis (r,) solutio~ls good to 
1.5 m and longitude (A) solutions good to 3 m. Present 
indications are that these goals were met, although 
further analysis is required. The spread of Goldstone 
r,  solutions was 2 m about the average before the 
ionospheric corrections were applied. The application 
of the ionospheric corrections caused the average to 
move by 4 m, but the spread reduced to 1 m. This spread 
may be even further reduced when corrections for the 
charged particles in the space plasma (not available for 
all missions) are applied to the tracking data. These 
corrections are discussed for the cases of Mariner V and 
Pioneer IX in Subsection 4, where it is shown that the 
effects of the charged particles in the space plasma typi- 
cally affect the DSS location solutions on the order of 1 m. 
The tracking data corrections due to the ionosphere 
and the troposphere are functions of the path (elevation 
angle) through which the radio wave transverses the 
atmosphere. For the case of the ionospheric corrections, 
the program ION (SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 66-73) computes 
the required elevation angles using the round-trip flight 
time and an algorithm permitting the facile computation 
of view periods for a distant spacecraft, as presented in 
Subsection 5. This algorithm requires a knowledge of the 
right ascension and the declination of the probe within a 
few days of the time of interest. Although the use of this 
simple algorithm saves computing time, the algorithm 
is not exact. The size of the error is analyzed in the follow- 
ing article (Srtbsection G), where it is found that an error 
of less than 0.03 m is introduced into the ionospheric 
calibration process using tabulated values of right ascen- 
sion and declination 5 days apart. These errors are small 
compared to the calibration goals for the Marinel* Mars 
1969 Project. 
Subsection 7 describes the use of sequential estimation 
on the orbit determination problem for a planetary orbiter. 
The sensitivity of estimation accuracy to placement of the 
data span was studied for an idealized case of a spherical 
central body and it was found that the tracking of the 
probe over a span which is centered about, or at least 
includes, the periapsis time is the most efficient strategy. 
The following three articles (Subsections 8-10) discuss 
recent work on the lunar surface mass distribution. For 
over one year, JPL and the Aerospace Corporation have 
been cooperating in an effort to determine the lunar 
gravirnetric data from a dynamic fit of the L~olar  Orbiter 
doppler tracking data, using a dense grid of discrete 
mass points on the lunar surface. Subsection 8 presents 
the surface (earth side) mass distribution obtained to 
date from this work, while Subsection 9 presents a repre- 
sentation of these local gravity features in terms of 
accelerations at a 100-km altitude (representative of the 
altitude at which the data most critical to the construction 
of this model was obtained) and expands on the work 
presented in Srtbsection 8 by using the residual accelera- 
tions to estimate additional masses. Because of the success 
of utilizing the Lunar Orbiter tracking data, which has a 
periapsis altitude of 50 to 100 km, it was felt that the 
data from the Apollo 10 and 11 missions, which were 
tracked within 11 km of the lunar surface, may provide 
even more information. Unfortunately, as reported in 
Subsection 10, there seems to be a sufficient number of 
anomalies in the Apollo tracking data to preclude its 
usefulness for this type of analysis. 
The landed Surveyor two-way doppler "observe minus 
computed"residua1s have systematic structures as shown in 
SPS 37-50, Vol. 11, pp. 110-125, and SPS 37-51, Vol. 11, pp. 
42-50. The long-term periodocities are lunar ephemeris- 
dependent while the diurnal signature has a number of 
suspected causes, among which are the imperfections in 
the tropospheric refraction corrections applied to the 
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doppler and ionospheric charged-particles effects which 
have been discussed in previous issues. The tracking data 
from the Surveyor spacecraft, while they were resting on 
the lunar surface, represents an excellent source of 
accurate DSS location solutions providing certain prob- 
lems such as the above can be surmounted. 
An additional corrupting influence associated with the 
lunar landed Surveyor tracking data that prevents the 
determination of absolute DSS longitude is the physical 
libration of the lunar figure, which is the topic of the next 
article (Subsection 11). In SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 74-80, 
the effect of the Heyn physical libration model was 
compared against a later model (Eckhardt's libration co- 
efficients) as well as against no model. I t  was surprising 
that no single model was best for all Surveyors utilized 
in this study and that, in fact, one case was best with 
no model. However, the libration models utilized in this 
study were truncated; therefore, the article in this issue 
investigates the effect of this truncation. I t  is found that 
the failure of the model to properly fit the Surveyor data 
does not result from the truncation of the libration series. 
However, some of the truncated terms are significant. 
Generally, reductions from earth-satellite tracking data 
result in a high correlation between the gravitational 
mass of the earth (GA4,) and the scale of the coordinate 
system (i.e., linear coordinates of the tracking station). 
This is especially true in the case of optical data that 
relies on an independent determination of GA4,. To pro- 
vide the scale for quantities that involve linear dimensions, 
the most accurate GAIa determinations have been pro- 
vided from the radio tracking data of deep space probes, 
such as those reported in SPS 37-43, Vol. 111, pp. 3-18, 
and SPS 37-44, Vol. 111, pp. 11-28. At present, these GM, 
determinations from deep space probe data have no 
close competitors in that their claimed uncertainty is an 
order of magnitude less than provided by other tecl~niques. 
In previous SPS articles (SPS 37-53, Vol. 11, pp. 16-20; 
SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 80-85), the ability to determine 
GA4@ from a moderate-altitude satellite and from a family 
of three high-altitude satellites (including Sgncom I I )  was 
analyzed. In Subsection 12, this analysis is extended to 
reveal the relative quality of GA4, solutions obtainable 
as a function of the elements of the earth-orbiting space- 
craft. This analysis was accomplished by the use of the 
Multiple-Link Satellite Program (MLSP) discussed in 
Subsection 13. MLSP was developed as a tool to study 
the statistics of satellite orbit determination using data 
types involving several satellites. In particular, the MLSP 
assumes that the orbit determination process will be done 
with radio ranging and/or doppler data; however, unlike 
current orbit determination programs, the MLSP does 
not confine the signal path to direct ground station- 
satellite measurements, but allows the signal to be relayed 
many times, including relays between satellites. 
The last article (Subsection 14) in this section demon- 
strates the feasibility of computing doppler observables 
from differenced-range observables. Changes are specified 
for the DPODP which should produce differenced-range 
doppler accurate to 10-5 m/s or better for all count times 
above 0.2 s. This is co~npatible with the design goal of 
being able to compute range differences accumulated 
over lo4 s to 0.1 m or better. 
2. Results of Mariner Mars 1969 In-Flight Ionospheric 
Calibration of Radio Tracking Data, 
B. D .  Mulhall, V .  I .  Ondrosik, and N .  A. Moffinger4 
Using the procedures described by Mulhall in SPS 
37-57, Vol. 11, pp. 24-29, the authors processed the ion- 
ospheric measurements obtained from the Faraday rota- 
tion polari~z~eters at the Venus site and at the University 
of New England, Armidale, Australia, and from ionosonde 
vertical sounding stations at  Tortosa, Spain, Mount 
Strondo and Woomera, Australia, and Johannesburg, 
South Africa. These measurements were converted to total 
electron content and mapped to the Mariner ray path; 
range and doppler corrections were computed and 
applied to Mariner V I  and VII radio tracking data. The 
results of the calibrations are shown in Table 16. 
The recon~nlended changes listed in Table 16 were de- 
termined by differencing the results of Double Precision 
Orbit Determination Program (DPODP) solutions using 
in-flight data which had not been calibrated for the iono- 
sphere with station location based on post-flight solutions 
using uncalibrated data versus DPODP runs using iono- 
spherically calibrated data and station location based on 
post-flight calibrated data (see Mottinger, Subsection 3). 
These differences are not necessarily the actual ionospheric 
effect on the orbit determination since the error intro- 
duced by the ionosphere into the in-flight data might be 
masked in part by the uncalibrated station location. 
For example, the ionosphere caused an error which 
consistently increased the apparent station spin radius Y,. 
4The authors wish to express their appreciation to Prof. F. Hibbard, 
The University of New England, Armidale, NSW, Australia; the 
staffs of the ionospheric observatories of Mount Stromlo and 
Woomera, Australia; Fr. E. Galdon and staff, Observatorio de Ebro, 
Tortosa, Spain; and R. M. Vice and staff, National Institute for 
Telecon~n~unications Research, Johannesburg, South Africa, for 
recording and reducing ionospheric measurements, 
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Table 16. Recommended changes due to ionospheric 
effect, Mariner Mars 1969 mission 
Mariner VI I 
I t  is very likely that the ionosphere had a sinlilar effect 
for Ma,riner Mars 1969. Consequently, station locations 
based on uncalibrated Mariner V data would compensate 
in part for the ionospheric error in Mariner Mars 1969 data. 
The ionospheric effect on navigation shown in Table 16 
is measured in terms of the B vector, a vector perpendic- 
ular to the incoming asymptote, from the center of the 
planet Mars to the probe's aiming point. B * T is the com- 
ponent of the B vector in the ecliptic plane and B * R is 
the component perpendicular to B * T. 
The ionospheric effects shown in Table 16 are different 
from the effects shown by Ondrasik in SPS 37-59, Vol. 11, 
pp. 97-110, because Table 16 shows the results obtained 
by calibrating the entire net (not just the southern hem- 
isphere stations) and does not include certain days with 
ionospheric measurement: that could not be reduced 
prior to encounter. 
The ionospheric effect was considerably lower than 
anticipated. Although 1969 has been a year of high 
ionospheric concentrations due to solar flare activity, the 
ionosphere was relatively inactive during the period 
when the calibration was performed (July 1 to August 5, 
that day could not be used. The deficiency was recog- 
nized prior to encounter but could not be incorporated 
in the software system without jeopardizing the calibra- 
tion effort. The software is presently being revised to 
incorporate the Chebychev series and the ionospheric 
effect will be recomputed for the Mariner Mars 1969 data. 
Measurement mapping techniques will also be studied 
for possible improvement as well as techniques for re- 
solving ambiguities in Faraday rotation measurements. 
3. Status of DSS Location Solutions for Deep Space 
Probe Missions: Third-Generation Orbit 
Determination Program Solutions for 
Mariner Mars 1969 Mission, N. A. Moftinger 
a. Introduction. As discussed by Mottinger and Trask 
in SPS 37-48, Vol. 11, pp. 12-22, the uncertainties in DSS 
locations can become limiting factors to the navigational 
accuracy obtainable with earth-based radio tracking data. 
To meet the navigational goals under consideration for 
some planetary projects, the uncertainties in the DSS 
longitude CTA and the distance off the earth's spin axis5 (T, 
must be known on the order of 1 m. In an earlier article, 
Hamilton, Grimes, and Trask (SPS 37-44, Vol. 111, 
pp. 4-11) presented an approximate method for deter- 
mining the navigational accuracy obtainable during the 
encounter phase of a mission and discussed the depend- 
ence of this accuracy on station location uncertainties. 
A general discussion of DSS location solutions obtained 
from ~ostflight analyses is presented in SPS 37-48, Vol. 11. 
SPS 37-49, Vol. 11, pp. 10-23, gives the solutions for DSS 
locations obtained in processing the Mariner V data at 
about the same time the mission was in progress. 
1969). This low activity &as particularly noticeable in 
the southern hemisphere where the total columnar elec- The third article in the series (SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, 
tron ionospheric content was typicaIIy less than half of PP. 4 M 8 )  discussed solutions obtained which were con- 
the content in the northern hemisphere. Due to the sidered accurate at the 5-m level in r,  and A. The results 
southerly declination of the Adariner spacecraft, most of presented in this article are location solutions obtained 
the radio tracking data were obtained from southern with a third-generation orbit determination program, the 
latitude stations. Consequently, the smaller effect of the double-precision orbit determination program (DP0DP)'j. 
southem ionosphere outweighed the e ~ e c t  in the northern Ionospheric corrections have been included in the reduc- 
ionosphere and reduced the magnitude of the calibration tions and have reduced the scatter to about 2 nl in r, and 
for the entire net. 2.5 m in A. Uncertainties for these solutions are about 3 m. 
Future plans include converting the ionospheric cali- b. Discussion. The reduction of earth-based radio tracking data done in the last year, using the single- bration programs from a power series to a Chebychev precision orbit determination program (SPODP) (Ref. 1) 
series. The power series proved to be an inferior smooth- 
ing technique for the ionospheric range calibration prior 
s r, = geocentric radius times the cosine of the geocentric latitude. 
to differentiation into a doppler calibration. Occasionally, GSee SPS 37-47, voi. 11, pp. 35-41, SPS 37-38, vol. 111, pp. 24-26, 
the power series fit was SO noisy that the calibration for and successive articles in the DSN Volume 111 series. 
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and more recently the DPODP, has produced station 
location solutions that are consistent at and below the 
5-nl level. The 10-m level was brolten with the SPODP 
by processing the planetary zero declination and en- 
counter two-way doppler data. These results are discussed 
in SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 45-58, and were also presented 
at the Anlerican Geophysical Union Meeting in April 
1969 (Ref. 2). In  the early part of the year, reductions 
with essentially the same data were initiated using the 
DPODP and employing simple averaging techniques to 
create a best estimate. h~laxiinum disagreement between 
the two sets of solutions (SPODP vs DPODP) was 3.3 m 
in spin axis Y ,  and 4.2 nl in longitude, with the average 
difference of 1 m in Y ,  and 1.6 m in longitude. The im- 
plied quality of the SPODP results was extremely en- 
couraging, considering the vast improvements and 
changes in the DPODP over the SPODP. Followi~lg 
these reductions, changes were made in the tinling and 
polar motion polynomials provided by Muller and Chao 
(SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, pp. 42-51). The new polynon~ials 
incoi-porated the changes in UT1 made by the U.S. Naval 
Observatory (USNO) after switching to the Bureau In- 
ternational L'Heure (BIH) polar motion as well as the 
processing and data selection choices made by Muller 
and Chao. Succeeding reductions using the new timing 
and polar motion coefficients were performed exclusively 
with the DPODP. A program was developed to combine 
the estimates obtained from each reduction in the same 
manner as were the Ranger Block I11 station location and 
other common parameter estimates (SPS 37-43, Vol. 111, 
pp. 3-18). 
Breaking the 5-m level was made possible by the ion- 
osphere corrections produced by Mulhall, Ondrasilc, and 
Thuleen as discussed in a JPL internal d ~ c u m e n t . ~  As 
will be shown, the scatter in location estimates was re- 
duced with the application of the ionosphere corrections. 
The most significant reduction was 50% for Y ,  at Gold- 
stone. The absolute longitude solutions from the planetary 
encounter solutions, Ada~iners IV and V ,  diverge by 2.9 m 
following the application of the ionosphere corrections. 
The exact agreement noted in SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 45- 
58, appears to have been coincidental. Possible explana- 
tions for this scatter lie in the ephemeris, precession 
rates, or a secular rate in UT1, which would be associated 
with proper motion of the stars used to determine UT1. 
A half meter of the spread is due to the specific ephem- 
eris developed for the iidariner Mars 1969 encounter 
activities. Using the current recommended ephemeris of 
the solar system reduces the spread to 2.4 n1. 
'Mdhall, B. D., In Flight Ionos~~lzeric Calib~.afior~ Procedtcres for 
Mariner Mars 1969 Radio Tracking Data, June 26, 1969. 
Priority was given to processing the A/la~ine~.IV and V 
data near zero declination to obtain r, and AA (relative 
longitude) and encounter for Y ,  and A. Although some 
Pioneer zero declination cases wese analyzed, the analyses 
are neither as con~plete as for the Adarine~* cases nor were 
charged-particle calibrations available. The locations ob- 
tained with the ionosphere corrections appear to be 
reliable at the 3-m level. 
c. DPODP us SPODP station locations. The decisions 
which led to the reduction of solely planetary data to 
support the Adarilzer Mars 1969 mission have been dis- 
cussed in SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 45-58, and Ref. 2. 
Basically, the problem is that the lunar and planetary 
ephenlerides are not compatible at the level desired in 
terms of the DSS locations obtained from these two mis- 
sion types. 
The A/la,riner reductions listed in Table 17 are very 
nearly identical to those listed in a similar table in 
SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, p. 50. Since these earlier reductions 
had been performed with the SPODP, i t  was attempted 
to reduce the same data with the DPODP to test the 
agreement in station locations obtained by these two 
programs. In addition to the numerical accuracy of 16 
digits instead of 8 for the SPODP, other improvenlents 
such as the enlployment of a polar motion nlodelS in the 
DPODP will cause the SPODP and DPODP location 
solutions to differ. The agreement noted with initial 
reductions from the DPODP were very encouraging. 
Location set (LS) 14, the best SPODP set, is compared 
with the first DPODP set, LS 17, in Table 18. Average 
disagreement was 1 nl in Y ,  and 1.6 m in A, with worst 
case of 4.2 m occurring in A. The uncertainty expressed 
with the locations, both SPODP and DPODP, was about 
5 m. The important item, however, was the overall gen- 
eral consistency obtained between programs. 
d.  Location conzbination techniques. A combination 
technique developed by J. D.  Anderson and used by 
Trask and Vegos to combine the Rangel. Block I11 mis- 
sions (SPS 37-43, Vol. 111, pp. 3-18) was also used to 
combine these DPODP estimates. The technique uses the 
normal equations matrix from the orbit determination 
program and coildenses the information, producing a 
new information matrix on those parameters that are 
common to several missioils and whose combined esti- 
mate is desired. The problem present \vith the station 
location solutions obtained from the zero-declination 
' A  polar motion model was nonexistent in the SPODP. Polar motion 
had to  be applied after the reduction assuming a mean pole position 
over the time interval in question. 
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reductions is that statistical significance is attached to 
the absolute station longitudes by the program when it 
is not clear where this information comes from. Relative 
longitudes are well determined, however, and it is this 
information that must be brought out in the normal 
matrix. A technique adopted was to invert the matrix, 
corrupt the absolute longitude uncertainties by an arbi- 
trary factor, generally 1 km, and reinvert to obtain the 
new normal matrix. This preserves the information on 
relative longitudes by increasing the correlation between 
stations (longitude), while destroying information on 
absolute. It may not be the most desirable technique to 
use, however, because of the double inversion required. 
Satisfactory results appear to have been obtained with 
this method. Other techniques will be investigated which 
may lead to abandonment of this procedure. 
Similar techniques were developed for use as an 
information matrix in preserving relative locations at the 
Goldstone and Madrid DSCCs where these are accu- 
rately known from geodetic surveys. The Australian 
stations are too far apart to be able to rely upon the 
geodetic relative locations. 
e. Advanced station location solutions using the 
DPODP. As mentioned earlier, Table 17 is essentially 
a duplicate of the Mariner nlissions listed in SPS 37-56, 
Vol. 11, p. 50, Table 1. Summarized are the flights anal- 
yzed, the time span of each, number of doppler points 
fit, ephemeris, and other items pertinent to the reduction. 
One of the most interesting items is the new timing 
polynomials which have been used. The difference, 
UT1 - UTC, is presented in each table; that in SPS 
37-56, Vol. 11, is for the system as it existed then and 
that in Table 17 of this article as it stands nnw. Pole 
positions are also shown. Although they are applied for 
each data point in the program, an average value was 
calculated for the time span of the flight for inclusion 
in this table. For the Mariner IV and V encounter cases, 
it is possible to note very good agreement between the 
changes in UT1 - UTC for the old and new timing 
systems and the shift in DSS longitude. 
This table also lists five different Pioneer reductions 
which have been performed with these probes in the 
zero-declination configuration. To distinguish between 
different zero-declination passages for the same space- 
craft, the letters A and B have been added. If the 
spacecraft is near the threshold of the 85-ft antenna, as 
was Pioneer I X  in this case, the data is quite noisy 
(-0.1 cycle). The 210-ft antenna data is not as noisy 
(-0.03 cycle). 
The table concludes with the declination of the probe 
and the sun-earth-probe (SEP) angle. The latter is useful 
for comparing possible ionospheric and space plasma 
effects on the data from different missions. 
As was mentioned earlier, problems did exist with 
some of the Pioneer zero-declination reductions. Specifi- 
cally, the Pioneer VZZA, VZZZB, and ZX reductions had 
occasional solutions which disagreed significantly with 
the existing Mariner solutions. For these reasons they 
were never included in a combination. These can be 
seen in Tables 19 and 20. 
Table 17 also summarizes the data spans of the 
Mariners used with ionospheric  correction^.^ In some 
cases these represent a significant reduction in the num- 
ber of points or even stations due to a lack of ionospheric 
calibration data. Because of the long lead time required 
to obtain ionospheric total electron content from iono- 
sonde data, only the spans listed in Table 17 could be 
calibrated prior to ii4ariner Mars 1969 encounter. 
Additional data have been obtained and are awaiting 
the conclusion of this report and other Mariner Mars 
1969 summaries before they can be applied to the data. 
Figures 33 and 34 show what ihe application of the 
ionospheric corrections (discussed in Footnote 7) did to 
the r, and longitude solutions, respectively, at the Gold- 
stone DSCC. However, it should be noted that, due to 
the times at which the particular missions occurred and 
the particular stations tracking, the northern hemisphere 
stations received the largest corrections. Southern hem- 
isphere stations, as may be noted in Table 21, did not 
show the scatter that the northern hemisphere did. In 
Figs. 33 and 34 are the combined solution, no ionosphere 
(LS 24), and solutions from constituent runs and those 
with the ionosphere corrections (LS 25). Absolute and 
relative locations for all stations are listed in Tables 22 
and 23. In some cases it was necessary to transfer a solu- 
tion from DSS 11 or DSS 14 to DSS 12 using the geodetic 
survey relative locations. These relative locations are 
given in Table 24. In other cases, solutions for DSS 12 
were available directly and indirectly in the same reduc- 
tion. Most significant is the reduction of the 4.9-m 
scatter in the left side (non-ionosphere) to 2.3 m on the 
right side of Fig. 33, r ,  solutions. The combined solutions 
'In the course of compiling this table a mistake was uncovered. For 
Mariner V cruise, the data from DSS 62 was left in the fit but the 
station location was not estimated. This was corrected by eliminating 
the DSS 62 data. The combination has not been redone. The spin 
axis of DSS 14 changed -0.1 m. In future reductions, with more 
ionospheric data available, this will be corrected. 
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0 Table 17. Flight analysis summary 
Ephemeris DPODP I I Effective I data / Instantaneous pole 
YE L t  Mod 
file time), X, m Y, m AX, m AY, m 
mmls 
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Table 18. First DPODP estimates compared with 
best SPODP 
also differ by about 4 m. The changes noted all agree 
well with those anticipated by Mulhall et al. In these 
figures the standard deviations are not shown since the 
reduction of scatter and the change in absolute value is 
of primary importance. Figure 34 shows the ionosphere 
effects on the absolute longitude solutions obtained in 
the Mariner IV and V encounter reductions. Unlike the 
previous figure showing the spin axis solutions, the addi- 
tion of the ionosphere has disrupted the previous con- 
tinuity in absolute longitude solutions. This earlier 
agreement appears to have been coincidental, since por- 
tions of the disagreement may be explained in terms 
of possible ephemeris inconsistencies [ M a r h e r  IV (Mars) 
vs Adariner V (Venus)], or more realistically in terms of 
precession errors which could account for 0.3 m, or a 
secular drift in UT1 which could result from proper 
motions of stars used by the USNO to determine UT1. 
Location set 24 was produced using solutions ob- 
tained with Development Ephemeris (DE) 69. Just before 
the ionosphere corrections for Mariner IV were obtained, 
a special ephemeris (DE 71) was issued to support the 
Mariner Mars 1969 encounter activities. DE 71 was in- 
tended only for use during the encounter phase of 
Maviner Mars 1969 to facilitate the fitting of doppler 
and range data during this critical phase of the mission.1° 
In  order to support the station location effort, the 
Mariner IV data were refitted to DE 71, corrected for 
ionosphere, and used in the combination program along 
with other ionosphere-corrected station locations. The 
changes observed in the Maringr IV longitude solutions 
1°0'Handley, D. A,, Ephemeris of Mars for Mariners 6 and 7, Aug. 15, 
1969 (JPL internal document). 
using DE 71 were the predicted 0.5 m. The solutions 
corrected for ionosphere appear in Figs. 33 and 34. The 
combination with this ephemeris produced insignificant 
changes in x because the Mariner V solution dominated 
the weighted solution due to its smaller uncertainties. 
For purposes of general comparison, 0.5 m should be 
subtracted from the Mat-iner ZV longitude plotted in the 
right-hand side of Fig. 34 to obtain the correct indication 
of the agreement with Mariner V. Spin axis was not 
significantly affected by the change in ephemeris. DE 69 
will be used for all station location reductions until a 
different ephemeris is recommended. 
New ionosphere corrections will be computed for these 
missions since Mulhall et a1 have more data for them 
and better ideas and programs for preparing the correc- 
tions. Efforts are also underway to provide space plasma 
corrections. 
Improvements have also been made in Z, the compo- 
nent along the earth's spin axis. Values prepared by 
Lambeck (Ref. 3) at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob 
servatory (SAO) were incosporated in LSs 24 and 25. 
The changes made in Z vary from 4 to 55 m, when 
compared with the previous sets. Although these changes 
have imperceptible effects on doppler tracking, they can 
have quite an effect on range data, particularly at ex- 
tremely high or low declinations. When they were in- 
corporated into the Mariner Mars 1969 reductions, a 
low-declination case, using the DPODP, approximately 
30- to 40-m reductions occurred in the range biases, con- 
firming that they represented an improvement. Confi- 
dence at the 15-m level was expressed by SAO for these 
Z values as computed using dynamical and geometrical 
fits to Baker-Nunn and other earth-satellite data. 
Although there have been significant advances in sta- 
tion locations obtained using the ionosphere corrections, 
the troposphere model used in the SPODP and the 
DPODP has come under examination. In consideration 
of goals of the Mariner Mars 1969 mission and future 
missions, studies have been made of the tropospheric 
refraction effects on the doppler signal and how this 
affects determination of station locations. Balloon mea- 
surements of pressure, temperature, and humidity are 
being analyzed to see which measurements will be neces- 
sary to calibrate these effects out of the tracking data. 
During the Adariner Mars 1969 mission, changes were 
made in the existing refraction model. The troposphere 
model represents a least-squares fit from the horizon to 
the zenith to a ray trace model based upon a standard 
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Table 19. Absolute station locations and statisticsa 
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D a t a  source 
12 
14 
4 1 
4 2 
51 
6 1 
62 
BThese ore formol 
ionosphere, or 
bThe minor part moy be assumed to be tabulated i n  meters, where the equivalence of deg at: DSSs 11, 12, 14 = 0.91 m, DSSs 61, 62 = 0.85 m, DSS 51 = 1.00 m, 
DSS 41 = 0.95 m, ond DSS 42 = 0.91 m. 
cThis component was not estimated, but i s  included for completeness. 
1 
M a r i n e r  I V  encounter 
Pioneer V l l A  
Pioneer V l l l A  
M a r i n e r  V  encounter 
M a r i n e r  V  postencounter 
Pioneer V l l A  
Pioneer V l l lB  
Pioneer lX  
M a r i n e r  V  cruise 
M a r i n e r  V  encounter 
M a r i n e r  V  postencounter 
Pioneer VllB 
Pioneer IX 
M a r i n e r  V  encounter 
M a r i n e r  V postencounter 
Pioneer V l l A  
M a r i n e r  I V  encounter 
M a r i n e r  V  cruise 
Pioneer V l l A  
Pioneer V l l l A  
Pioneer V l l lB  
Pioneer lX  
M a r i n e r  I V  encounter 
Pioneer V l l lB  
Pioneer lX  
M a r i n e r  V  cruise 
M a r i n e r  V  postencounter 
Pioneer V l l l A  
M a r i n e r  V  cruise 
M a r i n e r  V  encounter 
M a r i n e r  V  postencounter 
Pioneer IX 
uncertainties computed by the DPODP based 
space plasma, but ore about 1.5 times the visible 
38.2 
521 2.Oxxx 
47.5 
50.9 
50.8 
48.4 
46.9 
5 2 0 3 . 9 ~ ~ ~  
96.4 
94.2 
93.6 
95.7 
99.2 
545O.xxxx 
197.5 
200.0 
200.6 
5 2 0 5 . 3 ~ ~ ~  
49.4 
50.3 
51.9 
47.8 
47.5 
42.4 
5 7 4 2 . 9 ~ ~ ~  
40.8 
37.0 
39.7 
4 8 6 2 . 6 ~ ~ ~  
03.7 
05.6 
12.0 
4 8 6 0 . 8 ~ ~ ~  
14.9 
15.1 
15.5 
12.7 
on dota weights listed 
noise on the dato. 
1.9 
2.1 
1.9 
1.2 
3.6 
5.8 
2.4 
1.7 
3.0 
2.5 
5.7 
2.1 
2.4 
8 .O 
2.9 
1.4 
1.6 
1.6 
2.1 
7.8 
2.6 
2.4 
9.1 
1.4 
5.5 
1.9 
2.1 
2.0 
2.4 
8.1 
in Toble 17. They do 
068.6 
243.1 9xxxx 
456.0 
458.8 
438.2 
431.8 
449.8 
243.1 1 xxxx 
053.1 
052.8 
052.3 
043.8 
136.88xxxx 
753.1 
757.8 
736.5 
148.98xxxx 
128.8 
131.1 
1 12.9 
137.8 
100.4 
126.8 
27.68xxxx 
543.2 
51 9.2 
539.6 
355.75xxxx 
101.9 
103.3 
107.4 
355.63xxxx 
221.9 
222.1 
223.4 
207.5 
not include uncertainties 
109.0 
3.6 
9.8 
16.5 
77.4 
61 .O 
9.2 
3.6 
9.8 
62.0 
3.0 
9.7 
17.6 
5.0 
9.3 
16.5 
108.0 
75.7 
62.0 
4.5 
75.7 
62.0 
9.3 
10.4 
109.0 
9.8 
3.3 
10.0 
69.0 
in Universal Time, polar 
759 
3665.xxx 
624 
624 
624 
624 
624 
3677.xxx 
048 
04 8 
048 
048 
-3302.xxx 
238 
238 
238 
-3674.xxx 
628 
628 
628 
628 
628 
628 
- 2768.xxx 
760 
760 
760 
41 14.xxx 
829 
829 
829 
41 16.xxx 
950 
950 
950 
950 
motion, ephemeris, 
Data source 
Mariner IV encounter 
Mariner V encounter 
Mariner V postencounter 
Mariner V cruise 
Mariner V encounter 
Mariner V postencounter 
Mariner V encounter 
Mariner V postencounter 
Mariner IV encounter 
Mariner V cruise 
Mariner IV encounter 
Mariner V cruise 
355.63xxxx 
Table 20. Relative longitude solutions-nonionospherea 
encounter 
postencounter 
Pioneer V l l lA  
Pioneer VlllB 
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NOTE 1 DIVISION c 2 METERS 5 2 1 2 . 9 ' t q  
Fig. 33. Distance off spin axis, earth-fixed system (1903.0 pole), DSS 12 
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Fig. 34. Geocentric longitude, earth-fixed system (1903.0 pole), DSS 12 
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Table 21. Difference in station locations, LS 25 atmosphere. A new fit was made from 15 deg to the 
(ionosphere) - LS 24 (no ionosphere) zenith for use by Mariner Mars 1969 in the DPODP. To 
check the effects of this new model on the existing 
station locations, only the Mariner V zero-declination 
cruise case was refitted due to time limitations. The 
corrections were made in r, only and range from 0.5 to 
0.8 m. They were applied to the spin axis values in LSs 
24 and 25 to create sets 27 and 26, respectively. Their 
general usage is not recommended until the current in- 
vestigations are completed. 
f .  Location set uncertainties. The formal statistics pro- 
duced by the combination program may not be realistic 
in view of known contributing error sources. An attempt 
will be made to expand the existing normal matrix from 
each DPODP reduction by scaling the station location 
rows and columns by factors to represent different error 
Table 22. Absolute locationsa 
243.194568 - 2350.4372 -4651.9789 
243.1 10523 -2353.61 56 -4641.3423 
-31.21 1425 136.887540 -3978.71 93 
-35.21 9659 148.981 300 -3674.646 -4460.9808 
- 25.739300 
- 360.27414 
355.63221 1 - 370.19224 
243.194559 -2350.4397 -4651.981 9 
243.110513 -2353.61 81 -4641.3453 
-31.21 1423 136.887507 -3302.243 -3978.71 74 
-35.2 19658 148.981301 -4460.9809 
-25.739297 
355.751 007  - 360.27527 
355.632200 - 370.19342 
dMariners IV and V with no ionosphere. 
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Table 23. Relative locations 
DSS parametern 
DSS 12 - 42 94.213264 94.21 3258 
DSS 12 - 51 215.5091 28 -530.8913 215.509127 -530.8881 
DSS 12 - 61 - 1 12.556449 
DSS 12 - 62 - 11 2.437643 - 11 2.437641 
DSS41 - 42 - 12.093764 - 12.093794 
DSS 41 - 51 109.202099 - 292.7427 109.202075 -292.7430 
DSS41 - 61 -21 8.863478 -218.863500 
DSS 41 - 62 -21 8.744671 -21 8.744693 
DSS 11 - 14 
DSS12 - 14 
DSS 61 - 62 
Table 24. Relative locations at Goldstone and uncertainty in r, for the non-ionosphere set and, similarly, 
Madrid tracking complexesa 2.4 X deg in longitude for DE 69. Given a number 
of solutions in the combination, a reasonable estimate of 
the uncertainty for the combination appears to be ob- 
tainable by observing the worst-case distribution of the 
constituents. The criteria of the total scatter at Goldstone 
DSCC would have appeared to produce acceptable un- 
certainties for LS 24 in view of the results noted when 
applying the ionosphere to produce LS 25. For the ion- 
osphere-corrected set, uncertainties of about 2.25 m 
would appear reasonable for r, based on the scatter at 
DSS 12. Considering that space plasma and troposphere 
might still be adversely affecting the solutions, an esti- 
mate of 3 m might be more applicable. The longitude 
would be at about the same level. 
sources and adding them to the matrix. All the location 
sets discussed in this article have had formal statistics 
of 0.9 to 2.5 m in r, and 2.5 to 3.0 m in longitude. Using 
the distribution of the components of the combination as 
a guide to the uncertainty, one would say that LS 24, the 
no ionosphere set, should have an uncertainty in r, of 
about 5 m based on the worst-case scatter found in the 
solutions for DSS 12. The longitude solutions only show 
a scatter of about 1 m. To quote this as an uncertainty 
for the combined longitude value would not be realistic 
considering possible ionosphere, ephemeris, and timing 
effects. Upon examining the ionosphere-corrected reduc- 
tions and the resulting combination, the shift from LS 24 
in r, at the Goldstone and Madrid DSCCs and the reduc- 
tion in the scatter show that 5 m may have been a realistic 
The location set recommended for a specific task will 
depend upon many things. As has been indicated in the 
text of this article, the timing system, choice of ephem- 
eris, polar motion, troposphere model, and ionosphere 
corrections are very important parts of the overall earth- 
solar system model, which strongly influences the de- 
rived station location solutions. Of greatest importance 
are the timing, polar motion, and ephemeris systems 
used. Before a given location set can be recommended 
for usage or comparison with other results, an under- 
standing of these systems as they exist is necessary. 
Differences in certain lunar and planetary ephemeris 
systems at JPL are one indication of how station loca- 
tions (longitude) would have to be modified before use. 
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g. Conclziding remarks. It has been demonstrated that 
an accuracy of 5 m or better was obtained in estimating 
station locations using the SPODP. The DPODP has 
been required, though, to carry the solutions below the 
5-m level, with its improved data reduction capability 
and application of the ionosphere corrections. Improved 
techniques in combining the estimates obtained are help- 
ful in using the output of the DPODP to provide more 
meaningful location estimates. This same program will 
also be used as a part of the process to improve the 
credibility of the uncertainties calculated. There are still 
areas to be investigated. The lunar-derived locations can 
hopefully be joined with the planetary, but first the dif- 
ferences appearing in the planetary encounter longitude 
solutions need to be clearly understood. Improved ion- 
osphere, space plasma, and troposphere 'corrections are 
being investigated and will hopefully trim even more of 
the scatter and uncertainty off the existing solutions. 
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Plasma on Mariner V and Pioneer l X  Navigation 
With Implications for Mariner Mars 1971 TSAC, 
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a. Introduction. The tracking system analytical cali- 
bration (TSAC) effort is concerned with reducing the 
effect of various error sources that limit the ability to 
determine the orbit of a spacecraft using earth-based 
radio tracking data. One of these error sources is the 
change in the phase and group velocities of the radio 
signal as it passes through the charged particles in the 
earth's ionosphere and the interplanetary medium, 
the space plasma. Although an intensive effort is in prog- 
ress to calibrate radio tracking data for the effects of 
charged particles in the ionosphere, relatively little atten- 
tion has been paid to the effect of the charged particles in 
the space plasma. This is due primarily to the extreme 
scarcity of space plasnla data. Two nlissions that did 
carry dual frequency experiments, which enable space 
plasnla calibrations to be made, were Mariner V and 
Pioneer IX. Selected portions of the tracking data from 
these two inissions have been calibrated and the effects 
of the space plasina are illustrated in terms of the ap- 
parent daily changes in station locations. These results 
are then used to draw iniplications concerning the navi- 
gational capabilities of Mariner Mars 1971 TSAC. 
b. Space plasma total electron content. Before space 
plasina corrections to range and doppler measurements 
can be made, it is necessary to determine the number of 
charged particles, and their time rate of change, that 
the signal encounters along its ray path in the inter- 
planetary medium. This quantity, called the space plasma 
electron content E,, nlay be found very sinlply from 
Eq. (I), under the following assumptions: 
(1) Any time variations occurring in the time span of 
the round-trip light time between the earth and 
the spacecraft are negligible. Note that for typical 
Venus missions the round-trip light time is less 
than 10 min. 
(2) The difference in path lengths outside the iono- 
sphere between the spacecraft and the various 
earth-based tracking stations is negligible. 
Since the purpose of this article is to determine the 
iliagnitude of the effects of space plasma and not to cali- 
brate the tracking data, these assumptions are justified. 
where 
E,(t) = total electron content along the entire ray 
path, determined from Stanford University 
dual frequency measurements1' (SPS 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 66-73) for the Mariner V and 
Pioneer I X  n~issions. 
E,(t) = ionospheric electron content along the por- 
tion of the ray path in the earth's ionosphere. 
This quantity may in this case be most con- 
veniently determined by mapping (SPS 37-57, 
"The principle investigator of the Stanford University dual fre- 
quency is Prof. V. R. Eshleman. Members of his team include DIS. 
T. Howard and T. Croft. The total electron content determined 
from this experiment was supplied to Dr. L. Efron of JPL, who 
made it available to the authors. 
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Vol. 11, pp. 3842) Faraday rotation measure- The small circles in Figs. 35-38 show the space plasma 
ments made at Stanford University to the electron content as determined from Eq. (1) along with 
spacecraft's ray path. This mapping process the corresponding S-band range errors for data acquired 
contains some errors (which will be discussed from 
in a forthcoming article) that will allow E,  
to be determined to an accuracy of about (1) Pioneer I X  near zero declination in May 1969. 
5 X 10IG e1ectrons/m2, which corresponds to 
approximately one-half meter in path length (2) A4a.riner V in July, August, and September 1967 
change for S-band frequencies. when there were at least 8 h of data per pass. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I l o  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 
MAY 1969 
Fig. 35. Pioneer l X  space plasma electron content and range effect in M a y  1969 
1967 
Fig. 36. Mariner V space plasma electron content and range effect in Jul, Aug, and Sep 1967 
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(3) Mariner V for the Venus encounter on October 19, froni (3) may be used to determine the encounter tra- 
1967 and the surrounding days. jectory. 
(4) Mariner V near zero declination in October and Figures 35, 37, and 38 have a continuous tinie scale 
November 1967. and indicate that trying to interpolate the space plasma 
electron content for approximately half of every day, 
when the spacecraft is not in view by Stanford Uni- 
The data froni (I), (3), and (4) are particularly useful versity, would often be impossible. This is particularly 
in determining the tracking station locations, and the data true during periods of high solar activity, such as occurred 
OCTOBER 1967 
Fig. 37. Mariner V space plasma electron content and range effect in Oct 1967 
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1967 
Fig. 38. Mariner V space plasma electron content and range effect in Oct and Nov 1967 
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UNIVERSAL TIME, h 
Fig. 39. Mariner V space plasma range and doppler 
effects on Oct 31, 1967 
during October-November 1967 and May 1969, when 
there are many peaks and valleys. 
c. Range and doppler space plasma corrections. The 
software used for this analysis (ION) (SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, 
p. 73) was designed to produce ionospheric range and 
doppler corrections using measured values of the iono- 
spheric electron content. ION may give inferior results 
if the electron content measurements do not cover the 
entire pass. For this reason it was sometimes desirable 
to extend the real data by estimating the space 
plasma total electron content at the beginning and end 
of the tracking pass. These estimated values are shown 
as crosses in Figs. 3538. This combination of real and 
simulated data may be substituted into ION (with the 
mapping operations peculiar to the ionosphere deleted) 
to produce range and doppler corrections. Figure 39 
shows the computed range and doppler space plasma 
effects for Mariner V on October 31, 1967, which was a 
day of very high solar activity. It should be noted that 
the peak values of 22 m in range and -1.6 mm/s in 
doppler are twice as large as produced by an active 
ionosphere (SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, p. 42). 
d .  Apparent changes in station locations produced by 
the space plasma. A useful artifice for investigating the 
navigational errors is to describe them in terms of errors 
in tracking station location. As described in SPS 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 2429, an effect which corrupts tracking data 
can be decomposed into parameters, one of which is the 
apparent change in the station distance off the spin axis, 
Ar,, and another is the apparent change in the station's 
longitude, AX. The program HAMMEL (SPS 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 2429) has been developed to obtain these 
apparent daily changes in station location using the 
doppler corrections produced by ION. 
The apparent daily changes in station locations ob- 
tained from HAMMEL for the Mariner V and Pioneer I X  
space plasma illustrated in Figs. 3 5 3 8  are given in 
Table 25 and Figs. 40 and 41. Although the Mariner V 
results are generally significantly lower than the iono- 
spheric changes in apparent station locations computed 
for the same days, of approximately AT, (ion) -5 nl and 
AX (ion) -3 nl (SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, p. 34), these numbers 
were sometimes exceeded as on October 31,1967. Table 26 
gives the percentage of days when the apparent station 
location changes were above a certain limit, and, in 
particular for Mariner V, shows that for more than 60% 
of the days either Ar, or AX is larger than 0.5 m. 
Table 27 shows that although the standard deviations 
of AT, and AX are fairly large (1.7 and 3.1 m, respectively, 
for Mariner V), the averages are almost zero. This indi- 
cates that over a long period of time the space plasma 
change in station locations is random, unlike the iono- 
spheric corrections which are usually biased in one direc- 
tion (SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, p. 34). To see if the random 
character of the change in station locations is maintained 
over a 10-day period, running averages were calculated 
for this time scale. The results are given in Fig. 42 and 
show that a high solar activity, as occurred in late October 
and early November 1967, can bias the 10-day averages 
by 1 nl. Even deleting the abnormally high days of 
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Table 25. Mariner V apparent station location changes 
in July, August, and September 1967 
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1967 
Fig. 40. Apparent changes in station locations for 
Mariner V 
-12-1 
I 3  5  7 9 1 1 1 3 1 5  
MAY 1969 
Fig. 41. Apparent changes in station locations for 
Pioneer l X  
Table 26. Percentage of days when apparent change 
in station locations exceeds a certain limit 
Table 27. Mariner V and Pioneer IX average and 
standard deviations for apparent changes 
in station locations 
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NUMBER OF DAYS I N  AVERAGE 
5 5 4  6 4  1 0 9 7 7 7 6  8 8  8 7 5  
4 4  5 1 0 8 7 7 6  8 8  8 6 4  
3 1 I 
0 10-DAY "SPAN AVERAGE" OF Ar, 
+ 10-DAY "SPAN AVERAGE" OF ax 
AVERAGE CALCULATED WHEN AT LEAST -+ 
4 DATA POINTS AVAILABLE 
+ ++ + 
+ ++I 
> 
- 2 l l l l l l l l l ~  0 26 31 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 + 10 15 20 25 30 4 
I SEP I OCT 1 NOV 
FIRST DAY OF 10-DAY SPAN 
Fig. 42. Ten-day running averages for apparent changes 
in station locations for Mariner V in Jul-Nov 1967 
October 9 and 31, 1967, does not significantly improve 
the averages. 
The results of this section may be related to the 
A4ariner Mars 1971 mission by using Efron's steady-state 
model of the solar wind (SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 61-69). 
This model predicts that a solar activity that produced 
the apparent changes in station locations shown in 
Fig. 40 would give changes of a similar size for a Mariner 
Mars 1971 encounter. 
e. Summary and implications for Mariner Mars 1971. 
Although only a cursory examination has been made of 
a portion of the Stanford space plasma data available 
fro111 Mariner V and Pioneer I X ,  it denlonstrates that the 
space plasma is a potentially limiting effect with regard 
to the navigational requirements for future missions. For 
example, the navigational goals for Mariner Mars 1971 
encounter minus 30 days are to know the effective track- 
ing station locations within 0.8 and 1.6 nl in spin axis 
and longitude, respectively. Assuming there are no other 
errors, the randomness of the space plasma apparent 
changes in station locations nlay allow these goals to be 
approached without making space plasma corrections, if 
the sun is not unusually active and a method of deter- 
mining which data should be deleted is developed. How- 
ever, for a situation such as a planetary encounter, which 
has a span of only a few days, so that none of the data 
may be deleted and the randomness does not help, the 
data may easily contain a bias on the order of 1 In in 
effective tracking station locations. Thus, to meet the 
Mariner Mars 1971 navigational goals, near-real-time 
space plasma corrections will probably have to be made. 
This article has shown that simulation runs of the Mariner 
Mars 1971 mission, particularly the encounter sequence, 
with the data suitably corrupted by a simulated space 
plasma are certainly justified. 
5. An Algorithm for Calculating the View Periods 
of a Distant Spacecraft, G. A. Madrid 
a. Introduction. There are many applications that re- 
quire an analytical method for determining the time that 
a distant spacecraft will appear over an observer's horizon 
and the extent of time that i t  will remain in view. This 
type of application often requires that the algorithm 
employed be embedded in a computer program thereby 
imposing certain constraints. These are that the algorithm 
be convenient to use and efficient in operation. 
No algorithm permitting such a facile conlputation of 
view periods is currently in use. Existing systen~s that 
can provide such information are integral parts of large 
computer programs and therefore could not be suitably 
inlplenlented for the purposes being considered here. 
Furthermore, the interface and format requirements are 
usually sufficiently distinct from those provided by exist- 
ing systems that information from then1 must be tran- 
scribed onto cards before it can be utilized. 
The method presented here exhibits all of the features 
desired of such an algorithm and, notwithstanding cer- 
tain sinlplifying assumptions, produces a remarkably 
accurate representation of the view periods of a distant 
spacecraft. 
b. Method. It  is required that the time of rise, time 
of set, and nlaxilllun~ elevation of a distant probe be 
calculated analytically, knowing the right ascension a 
and declination 6 of the probe at any time. Assunling that 
the declination remains fairly constant over the view 
periodl%nd overlooking any correction due to land mask 
and atnlospheric iefraction, we can calculate the rise 
time t ,  as 
"For deep space probes this is practically true after 5 days from 
launch. For terrestrial or lunar orbiting vehicles this assunlption 
fails, thereby restricting the use of this method. 
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where 
d = number of days from 1950.0 
t, = nunlber of seconds past beginning of day d 
a = right ascension of probe on day d, deg 
8, = hour angle of probe at time of rise, deg 
A = east longitude of observing station, deg 
w = rotation rate of earth, deg/day 
Values for all of these parameters are known except 
for 8,. This parameter can be evaluated by 
8 ,  = 360" - cos-I (-tan + tan 6) 
where 
+ = latitude of observing station 
6 = declination of probe on day d 
The set time t, can be readily conlputed by 
t, = t, + (480) cos-I (-tan + tan 6) 
and the maxinlum elevation of the pass y,,, can be deter- 
mined by the well-known relationship 
c. Applications. A program called LOOK, which 
utilizes this algorithm, has been coded and has success- 
fully produced view periods for Mariner V and Pioneer VII 
for use by the program ION13. In this application ION 
required elevation angles for the upleg and downleg of 
both the first and last radio tracking antenna transmis- 
sions. This information was provided by using this algor- 
ithm to obtain the geometric view period relationships, 
then using the distance to the spacecraft to correct for 
I3The program ION ( Mulhall, SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 66-73), which 
provides the capability to calibrate tracking data for ionospheric 
effect based on either ionosonde data, Faraday rotation measure- 
ments or model of the ionosphere, requires the calculation of view 
periods. An analysis o f  the errors introduced in  ION through the 
use o f  this algorithm is presented in the following article (Sub- 
section 6 ) .  
the elapsed light time. In tests the geometric rise and 
set times conlputed were within 30 s of the times com- 
puted for angular observations by the single-precision 
orbit determination program (SPODP) (Ref. 1). The max- 
imum elevation was never more than 0.1 deg from the 
SPODP value and the hour angle and declination at rise 
were never more than 0.125 deg from the reference 
values. The SPODP values were, of course, obtained 
without reference to a land mask (i.e., at the observer's 
geometric horizon). If land mask is taken into considera- 
tion; there would be a difference of about 10 to 15 deg 
in elevation at rise. Such corrections could easily be 
incorporated into the algorithm if a closer correspondence 
to the real world were desired. 
Reference 
1. Warner, M. R., Nead, M .  W., and Hudson, R. H., The Orbit 
Determination Program of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Tech- 
nical Memorandum 33-168. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
Calif., Mar. 18, 1964. 
6. The Effect of Interpolation on Ionospheric Calibration, 
G. A. Madrid 
a. Introduction. One of the aims of the Precision 
Navigation Project (PNP) was to improve the estimates 
of the DSN station locations for the Mariner Mars 1969 
mission. In accordance with this aim, Mulhall has de- 
veloped several techniques to calibrate the radio tracking 
data so as to remove the effects of charged particles in 
the ionosphere. One of these methods is embodied in the 
computer program ION developed by Mulhall and 
Thuleen (SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 66-73). This method 
requires as inputs the hour angle and declination14 of 
the spacecraft at the beginning of each pass in order to 
map the ionospheric data to the spacecraft ray path. The 
correction to the ray path used by this program was 
derived from a relationship developed by Cain and Liu15 
relating range corrections as a function of the elevation 
angle. Since the hour angle and declination are obtained 
by interpolation, any error will be propagated into the 
calculation of the elevation angle and therefore into the 
range correction.16 
I4The program LOOK, which uses a simplified view period calcula- 
tion developed b y  the author, provides these inputs to ION. A des- 
cription o f  the view period algorithm is described in  the previous 
article, Subsection 5. 
ISCain, D., and Liu, A., Ionosplzeric Range and Angular Correction, 
Mar. 23, 1966 ( J P L  internal document). 
"It is assumed that a light time correction has been applied to  obtain 
the correct elevation angles and that any errors from this process 
are negligible. 
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b. Efects.  For a Chapman ionosphere, the elevation 
angle effect can be expressed as 
where 
Ap, = range correction, rn 
z = (7/2 - y )  
y = elevation, rad 
The error in the slant range correction is related to an 
error in the elevation angle by 
where EZ = -ey = an error in the elevation angle. 
Selecting the coefficients GI through G, to represent a 
"heavy" electron situation (i.e., 5.0 X 1017 electrons/m2) 
and finding that the range correction reaches a maxinlum 
at y  = 0 deg, it can be stated that 
The error in elevation eZ is related to errors in hour 
angle and declination. An error in hour angle is directly 
related to an error in right ascension: 
where 
ac = right ascension Greenwich 
a = right ascension probe 
x = longitude of observer 
Thus, 
The relationship between the elevation parameter Z, 
the right ascension of the probe a, and the declination of 
the probe 6 is such that 
From this it follows that 
Now and (~d) , , , ,  the interpolation errors in right 
ascension and declination, can be determined directly 
from numerical relationships to be 
where K is the curvature at a local nlaximunl or mini- 
mum point along the locus of the function of right ascen- 
sion or declination with respect to time, and t, - t, is the 
interpolation interval. 
Figure 43 shows the locus of the right ascension and 
declination histories for Mariner V. Table 28 lists the 
nlaximunl interpolation errors at the critical segments of 
these curves. These segments are numbered 1,2, 3, and 4. 
At 5-day intervals, the largest of these maximunl values 
are (€a),,, = 0.09 deg and ( ~ s ) , , ,  = 0.07 deg. 
DAYS FROM LAUNCH 
Fig. 43. Mariner V right ascension-declination plotted 
from post-flight trajectory characteristics 
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Table 28. Interpolated errors in right ascension and 
declination at critical positions in 
Mafiner V trajectory 
DAYS FROM EPOCH (JUN 14, 1969) 
Fig. 44. Mariner VII right ascension-declination plotted 
from post-flight trajectory characteristics 
introduced in calibrating the Mariner V tracking data 
falls within these requirements and can therefore be con- 
sidered an acceptable error. The Mariner VII 5-day 
interpolation error of 0.0012 m is clearly acceptable. 
7. The Use of Sequential Estimation With DSN Tracking 
Data for a Planetary Orbiter, J .  F. Jordan and R .  K. Russell 
a. Introduction. With the advent of technical studies 
on the feasibility of planetary orbiter missions, such as 
By substituting these values in E ~ .  (4) and then using the Mariner Mars 1971 orbiter mission and the Viking 
this result in E ~ .  (3), a bound for the error in the range 1973 Mars orbitedlander mission, JPL has become in- 
correction can be determined to be creasingly aware of the difficulties of determining accu- 
rately the orbit of a spacecraft placed as an artificial 
< 0.06 meters I 'AP I max - 
Utilizing the same procedure, the corresponding result 
for Mariner VII is 
I E A ~  1 ,ax 5 0.0012 meters 
Figure 44 illustrates the right ascension and declina- 
tion history for Mariner VII. Because the curves are 
smoother (curvature is smaller) than the Mariner V data, 
it is to be expected that the latter will exhibit larger 
interpolation errors than the former. This is borne out 
by the results stated above. 
c. Conclusions. The PNP goals for 1969 caIl for a 
range resolution capability of 0.1 n~ in the calibration of 
the ionospheric effect. According to this criterion, the 
maximum interpolation error at 5-day intervals of 0.06 m 
satellite of a distant planet froi DSN range-rate and 
ranging data. 
Some of the unique features of this orbit-determination 
problem which contribute to the difficulty are: (1) the 
nonlinearity of the equations of motion of the probe in 
orbit; (2) the lack of complete knowledge of the physical 
model involved, e.g., the planet's gravitational model and 
surface features, atmospheric drag effects, and nongravi- 
tational spacecraft-generated forces; and (3) the absence 
of appreciable position parallax due to the distance from 
which measurements are made. 
For the past year, JPL has been engaged in research 
directed at developing a sufficient planetary orbiter navi- 
gation capability. The research has included the investi- 
gation of the feasibility of using current software tools 
for the task, defining the problem areas resulting from 
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their use, and the investigation of new state estimation 
techniques which may circumvent these problems. 
One such technique is the sequential data filtering con- 
cept. In order to investigate the possibilities of this tech- 
nique, the sequential orbit determination (SOD) program 
has been developed. The program is designed primarily 
for sequential state estimation of a planetary satellite 
using earth-based range and range-rate observations. The 
primary goals of the program production results will be 
aimed at (1) making recomn~endations (using the results 
of simulation studies) for the formulation of the sequen- 
tial filter option to be implemented into the double- 
precision orbit determination program (DPODP), and 
(2) influencing (using the results of inherent accuracy 
studies) the trajectory and guidance maneuver planning 
in future planetary satellite missions. 
The immediate tasks to be performed with the program 
are as follows: 
(1) Conduct a tracking strategy study to determine the 
most favorable time during the orbit to take data 
if a given tracking time is alloted. 
(2) Perform a definitive study on the sensitivity of the 
inherent estimation accuracies to the values of 
the orbital parameters, i.e., the orbit shape and 
position relative to earth. 
(3) Investigate the effects of the nonlinearity of the 
equations of motion of the orbiting spacecraft on 
the linear estimation scheme and note the sensi- 
tivities of the effects to the orbit parameters. 
(4) Investigate the effects of uncertainties in the gravi- 
tational model of the planet on the accuracy of the 
filtering procedure. Look at both harmonic uncer- 
tainties and surface anomalies (mascons). Note the 
sensitivities of the effects to the orbit parameters. 
(5) Attempt simple methods for adjusting the filtering 
routine to accommodate the errors due to the effects 
investigated in tasks (3) and (4). Examine the use 
of the process noise concept and the feeding of 
uncertainty into the planetary mass for keeping 
the filter gain large. 
(6) Attempt more sophisticated methods for adjusting 
the filtering algorithm. Examine and compare the 
suitability of several methods, including the lim- 
ited menlory filter concept and the adaptive filter 
concept, for the planetary orbiter problem. 
(7) Examine the suitability of nonlinear extensions to 
the filtering routine. 
(8) Investigate the advantages of increasing the dimen- 
sion of the estimated state vector to include uncer- 
tain model parameters. 
The purpose of this and subsequent articles is to 
report the progress made while carrying out the tasks 
listed above. Included here is a discussion of the pro- 
gram structure, the coordinate systems and input-output 
options, and the filtering equations. Results of the first 
task, the tracking strategy study, are presented for both 
the 12- and 33-h orbits of the Marine? Mars 1971 mission. 
b. SOD progranz structure and description. A descrip- 
tion of the input-output options and major functions of 
the program (see Fig. 45) is as follows: 
(1) The initial simulated and estimated spacecraft 
states and a pri01.i covariance matrix of the error in the 
estimated state can be introduced in the following sys- 
tems : 
(a) Cartesian, earth equatorial. 
(b) Cartesian, plane-of-the-sky (see Fig. 46). 
(c) Orbital elements, earth equatorial. 
(d) Orbital elements, plane-of-the-sky (see Fig. 46). 
The position and velocity of the target body relative to 
the earth in cartesian coordinates can be stated in plane- 
of-the-sky or earth equatorial systems. The position of 
the earth tracking station is an input to the program in 
cylindrical, earth equatorial coordinates. 
(2) The program maps the simulated state (z, c) and 
estimated state (< G) of the spacecraft between points in 
time in target-centered, plane-of-the-sky cartesian co- 
ordinates. The vector equations of motion are 
where p is the mass of the central body. (Note that the 
simulated state 'is mapped with the simulated p, while 
the estimated state is mapped with the estimated p.) 
(3) The covariance matrix, A, of errors in the estimated 
state and gravitational mass p is mapped by 
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I INPUT INITIAL STATE, COVARIANCE, TARGET PLANET LOCATION, TRACKING STATION 
TRANSFORM STATE TO PLANE-OF-THE-SKY 
CARTESIAN COORDINATES 
MORE DATA 0-0 
- 
1 YES 
TRANSFORM AND PRINT ESTIMATED (AND 
SIMULATED) STATE AND COVARIANCE 
I N  ALL COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
BE TAKEN 
4 
I YES r 1 
I 
I COMPUTE PARTIALS, K MATRIX, UPDATE COVARIANCE MATRIX I 
I GENERATE AND PROCESS DATA, COMPUTE NEW ESTIMATED STATE 
COMPUTE AT, PROCESS NOISE COVARIANCE, I DATA NOISE COVARIANCE I 
COVARIANCE, ADVANCE TARGET AND 
TRACKING STATION 
YES 
r 1 I MAP SIMULATED STATE 
Fig. 45. SOD program flow chart 
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(TOWARD EARTH) 
CENTRAL 
'4' 
x (LIES I N  EARTH EQUATOR PLANE) 
a = LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE 
(MEASURED I N  x-y  PLANE) 
w = ARGUMENTS OF PERIAPSIS 
(MEASURED I N  ORBIT PLANE) 
i = INCLINATION OF ORBIT PLANE 
TO PLANE-OF-THE-SKY 
X-y PLANE IS THE PLANE-OF-THE-SKY 
Fig. 46. Orbit configuration referenced to 
plane-of-the-sky 
where 
and Q is a symmetric matrix representative of the co- 
- 
variance of any assunled "white noise" type of accelera- 
tions on the probe (including both gravitational and 
nongravitational accelerations). 
(4) The tracking observables j, (range rate) and pa 
(range) are generated directly from the simulated state. 
The observables are assumed corrupted by independent 
gaussian noise increments, and the observable vector z, 
becomes 
71 and v2 are simulated by a random number generator 
which yields the following statistics: 
The estimated tracking observables and p are com- 
puted directly from the estimated state. 
(5)  A new state estimate is formed at  each point of 
observation, which can be as often as desired. The new 
state estimate X,, where 
is computed from the old estimate X- by the equation 
where z is the estimated observable vector 
and K, the gain matrix, is given by 
with 
az Hz--. 
ax- 
The updated covariance matrix A,, defined as 
is then computed from the old covariance matrix by 
(6) The output from the program consists of the simu- 
lated and estimated states, the matrix of the partials of 
the observables, the mapping matrix, and the covariance 
of the error in the estimated state before and after each 
data point, or as often as specified. I n  addition these 
quantities are also mapped and displayed in all coordinate 
systems referenced in subparagraph (1). 
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c.  Mariner Mars 1971 tracking strategy study. In line 
with the tasks mentioned above for this program, a track- 
ing data strategy study has been performed that examines 
questions relating to the orbiter portion of the Mariner 
Mars 1971 mission. 
The purposes of this study are: 
(1) To determine the relative importance of data spans 
taken at different intervals of an eccentric orbit. 
(2) To recommend a suitable tracking strategy con- 
tingent upon requirements of a limited amount of 
available tracking time. 
To study the first problem, two orbits typical of those 
being considered for the Mariner Mars 1971 orbiter were 
chosen for investigation. Their characteristics in plane-of- 
the-sky orbital elements follow: 
ui = 1 deg 
ap = 10 km3/s2 
where T,  is the time of periapsis passage. 
Orbit 2 
33 
24862 
0.8 
85 
220 
136 
Parameter 
Period p, h 
Semi-major axis a, km 
Eccentricity e 
Inclination to plane-of-the- 
sky i, deg 
Argument of periapsis o, deg 
Longitude of ascending 
node 0, deg 
(6) The earth station is assumed to be at the center of 
the earth. During the course of this study, it was 
ascertained that station location and station mo- 
tion had no effect on the subsequent results, since 
estimated state was target-centered. 
Orbit 1 
12 
12651 
0.58 
69 
200 
111 
Sensitivity of estimation accuracies to plucement of 
the data span. In order to investigate the tracking strategy 
problem, it was decided to take a fixed amount of data 
in the orbit and observe the influence on the estimation 
capability of varying the portion of the orbit where these 
data were taken. In addition it should be mentioned that 
two successive orbit passes of data are used instead of 
one pass, since the estimation capability is significantly 
improved by using the additional pass of data. In the 
following results, the length of the data span is fixed at 4 h. 
The plots in Fig. 47 display respectively, in polar form, 
the uncertainty in the estimates of the semi-major axis 
and eccentricity as a function of the time of the center 
of the data span from periapsis for Orbit 1. 
It is easily seen that data spans including periapsis 
offer the best determination of the parameters. For 
example, for a span taken about periapsis, U, = 0.036 km, 
while for a span centered about a time 4 h before peri- 
apsis, U, = 0.26 km; an order of magnitude difference 
exists between the two results although the same tracking 
The assumptions of the program's operation are: time span was employed. 
(1) Range rate data only, with a noise of m/s. Figure 48 illustrates the tracking accuracies of a and e 
for Orbit 2. The same conclusions can be drawn from the (2) A sample interval of 60 s. Orbit 2 results, namely, that data spans including peri- 
(3) Sphericity of Mars is assumed, and accordingly no a p ~ i ~  provide the best determination of a and e. In 
process noise perturbing the estimated state. Orbit 2 it is seen that the data spans at periapsis provide 
a relatively greater determination of the estimated 
(4) Six   robe-state parameters and the mass of the parameters than in Orbit 1. This is due to the higher 
central body are estimated. eccentricity of Orbit 2. 
(5) The a priori covariance of the errors in the state are It should be noted that the remaining orbital elements 
= 100 km exhibit similar behavior to the semi-major axis. 
u, = 0.1 
UT, = 100 s 
U ,  = 1 deg 
ow = 1 deg 
Sensitivity to variation in the tracking span. Since it 
has been concluded that tracking centered about the peri- 
apsis time is the most efficient general tracking strategy, it 
would be interesting to note the sensitivity of the param- 
eter estimate uncertainties to the width of the pass. 
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(b) log,, (lo8 X ?) 
Fig. 47. Uncertainties of semi-major axis 
and eccentricity for Orbit 1 
Plots of the uncertainties in a and e versus the pass 
width time are presented for Orbit 1 in Fig. 49, with 
curves shown for both one and two passes. The un- 
certainty in the semi-major axis appears to level off at a 
value of 35 m, while the eccentricity has an uncertainty 
of 0.18 X Plots of the same parameters for Orbit 2 
are presented in Fig. 50. o, reaches a value of 10 m, while 
ve is just under The uncertainties in the other orbital 
elements behave similarly to those shown and reach the 
following values: 
Fig. 48. Uncertainties of semi-major axis 
and eccentricity for Orbit 2 
Parameter 
u ~ p ,  S 
U Q ,  rad 
uw, rad 
ui, rad 
Conclusions of the tracking strategy study. The results 
indicate that the most efficient tracking strategy is the 
tracking of the probe over spans that are centered about 
or at least include the periapsis time. It also appears that 
if more than 1 pass is taken, the parameter uncertainties 
are not very sensitive to the span width when it is wider 
than about 4 h. 
It should be cautioned that the results presented in this 
article are idealized in the sense that a spherical central 
body was assumed with no effects of oblateness con- 
sidered. The consideration of oblateness effects and har- 
monic uncertainties will no doubt affect the numerical 
results presented here, but it is doubtful if the presence 
of these and other error sources will affect the tracking 
strategy conclusions stated above, if the orbit determi- 
nation process effectively accounts for the error sources. 
As nonlinear and gravitation model error effects are 
investigated in future work, the results of these investi- 
Orbit 1 
0.21 x lo-3 
0.9 x lo-5 
0.7 x lo-1 
0.57 x 10-~ 
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Orbit 2 
0.16 x lo-3 
0.66 X lo-" 
0.5 x lo-7 
0.42 X 
0 2 4 6 8 
TRACKING 
Fig. 49. Uncertainties of semi-major axis and eccentricity as a function of tracking interval width for Orbit 1 
gations and their bearing on the conclusions of this data, using a dense grid of discrete mass points on the 
article will be published. lunar surface. This method differs in fundamental respects 
from that used in the previous analysis (Ref. 1). 
8. Lunar Surface Mass Distribution M a p  From Dynamic In the original reductions of Lunar Orbiter data (Ref. 1 
Point-Mass Solution, P.M. Muller  and W. L. Siogren and SPS 37-53, Vol. 11, pp. 10-Is), the line-of-sight 
accelerations were inferred by differentiating the resid- 
a. Introduction. For over one year, JPL and the Aero- uals after the fit to the doppler tracking data. The many 
space Corporation of El Segundo, California, have been simplifications necessary to this method were stated in 
cooperating in an effort to determine lunar gravimetry Ref. 1. While the data reduced in this way had a high 
from a dynamic fit of the Lunar Orbiter doppler tracking degree of qualitative information, it was always suspected 
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Fig. 5Q. 
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that a dynamic determination (either via harmonic 
expansions, point masses, or a combination) would even- 
tually supersede the initial results. The Aerospace team, 
direct by L. Wong, and in cooperation with the authors 
and P. Gottlieb of JPL, has conlpleted the determination17 
using over 100 orbits of Ltcnnr Orbiter IV and V polar- 
orbit data. While it is expected that the inclusion of a 
like amount of equatorial orbit data (Lunar Orbiters I, II, 
and III) in subsequent work will change the results 
slightly, it is deemed appropriate to present the new map 
a t  this time. 
b. Method. A brief description of the method is pre- 
sented here. Some 580 discrete mass points were set at 
the lunar surface, spanning 1 9 0 "  in longitude and *55" 
in latitude. The separation of individtal points at the 
equator was So, increasing to 10" in latitude at 5S0N lat, 
such that correlation between the "solved-for" masses at 
adjacent points were approximately 0.81s given the geom- 
etry of Ltrnar Orbiter V polar orbits. These orbits reach 
perilune at the equator with an altitude of approximately 
100 km, increasing with increasing latitude (eccentricity 
= 0.27). This results in the spacecraft traveling over the 
surface of the moon (within the region where the doppler 
tracking data is sensitive to the local lunar surface mass 
distribution) for 55 min out of each orbital period of 
220 min. 
A total of 121 orbits was processed individually, solving 
for the spacecraft state associated with each 55-min data 
arc centered on the equator. The program was capable of 
solving 100 parameters, which were usually apportioned 
to 8 spacecraft data arcs (48 state parameters) and 
approximately 50 mass points falling under the selected 
family of data arcs. Groups of orbits processed in this 
way were overlapped, with the families of mass points in 
the solve-for set similarly shifted. The solution converged 
after some 50 computer runs, in which previously solved 
mass points (not in the solution set of a given run) were 
included in the trajectory integration. This "bootstrap- 
ping" system was the result of an extensive correlation 
and sensitivity analysis carried out by the Aerospace team. 
c. Results. The 580 mass points were plotted on the 
ACIC mercator earthside hemisphere lunar map. They 
were then contoured at intervals of 1 X 10-"lunar masses 
(Fig. 51). This method of presentation is a surface mass 
"A detailed description of the method en~ployed and the results are 
presented in Ref. 2. 
IS Although additional useful results can still be obtained by allowing 
closer Inass spacing anc1 still higher correlations (see following 
article, Subsection 9 ) .  
distribution, and can be converted to units of mass/deg2 
by multiplying the map value by the factor 0.04 cos"1at). 
This relates the mass per square equatorial degree (ap- 
proximately 1000 km2) and the latitude on the map for the 
contoured levels in units of 1 X 10-"lunar masses. 
Preliminary examination of independent comparison 
with the quasi-static model (next article, Szibsectio)a 9) 
and other data such as equatorial orbits, plus the statisti- 
cal output of the computer program after the fit, led us 
to believe that the standard deviation of error is 0.5 X 
lunar masses for a typical individual point. This may be 
so~newhat larger at the limbs, and the effective averaging 
implied in the contouring may have somewhat reduced 
the apparent errors. The error limits will be further 
reduced when the equatorial data set is added to the 
solution. 
d.  Interpretation. The most significant observation 
would seem to be confirmation of the negative ring 
surrounding hifare Orientale as speculated in Ref. 3 from 
interpretation of the line-of-sight acceleration. In fact, it 
can be noted that all the ringed seas seem to have 
negative areas, particularly Imbrium, Nectaris, and 
Serenitatis, with Nectaris and Crisium having less pro- 
nounced relative lows. 
The central-eastern highlands are generally slightly 
positive, with an interesting field of discrete highs around 
Mare Nectaris. These include the new mascon area (with 
our proposed name Lacus Gravitatis) northwest of 
Nectaris. In addition, there is a diffuse but definite high 
southeast of Nectaris, one in hifare Fecunditatis and two 
more highs over Petavius and Furnerius. No speculation 
is offered regarding whether these last two areas are 
physically related to the large named craters. 
Sinus Aestuum, Grimaldi, and the newly discovered 
mascon area near the crater Balmer do not show up well 
on this map. The latter two may just not be quite resolved, 
and the former is probably coming out with an amplitude 
that is too low. Equatorial data should refine these 
regions, since the mass-point spacing will be closer (2.5") 
and lower perilune data will have more information 
content. 
I t  has generally been agreed (Refs. 4 and 5) by 
selenologists that the Oceanus Procellarum and Mare 
Tranquillitatis areas are among the most recent lunar 
surfaces, are most likely to be lava flows, and have a thin 
regolith. I t  is interesting to note that these are gravi- 
metric lows, an observation which casts some doubt on 
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the suggestion that the mascons are themselves lava flows 
which built up the extra mass that we now observe. 
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9. Lunar Gravimetric Maps, P. Gottlieb 
Most of the information on local lunar gravity features 
has been obtained from doppler tracking of Lunar Orbiter 
spacecraft at altitudes near 100 km. A representation of 
the local gravity features (such as mascons) in terms of 
accelerations at 100 km altitude would, therefore, be 
quite representative of the data most critical to the 
construction of the model. The present article provides 
representations of two models in terms of the resulting 
radial (directed toward the center of the moon) accelera- 
tion expressed in earth milligals (10-%f the gravitational 
acceleration at the surface of the earth). (Line-of-sight 
accelerations would be more representative of the actual 
data, but would greatly distort the field at points more 
than 20" distant from the sub-earth point.) 
The model represented in Fig. 52 was obtained by 
dynamically estimating the values of 580 point masses on 
a regular grid across most of the earthside lunar hemi- 
sphere. This is called a dynamic model because the values 
of the masses are estimated in the orbit determination 
run to estimate the spacecraft state. A description of the 
actual procedure used to obtain this dynamic model is 
given in the preceding article (Subsection 8). 
The model represented in Fig. 53 was obtained by an 
open loop iteration procedure using 35 orbits (25 nearly 
polar and 10 nearly equatorial) spaced to cover the earth- 
side lunar hemisphere. At each iteration the model was 
updated by adding masses whose values were estimated 
from residual accelerations remaining after orbit deter- 
mination estimation of the spacecraft state, using the 
gravitational model updated at the previous iteration. 
The locations and depths of each new set of masses 
were chosen according to a reasonable physical interpre- 
tation of the residual accelerations. Many masses ob- 
tained in this manner had strongly overlapping spheres 
of influence, and, consequently, had little individual 
physical significance. It was, therefore, physically reason- 
able to smooth the mass distribution by expanding the 
field of the point masses in a set of twentieth-degree 
spherical harmonics. (Further details on the construction 
of this model are given in SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, pp. 68-70.) 
The contours of Figs. 52 and 53 were drawn by a 
program utilizing a two-dimensional interpolation sub- 
routine (described in SPS 37-32, Vol. IV, pp. 18-22). The 
interpolations were based on numerical evaluations of the 
acceleration at 2.5" intervals. 
A summary of the distinctions in the two model con- 
structing procedures is provided by Table 29. The agree- 
ment between Figs. 52 and 53 is somewhat remarkable in 
view of these distinctions, and should be taken as a 
confirmation of the results. One difference between the 
two maps is that the positive acceleration above Sinus 
Aestuum (lat lo0, lon -10") is very weak in Fig. 52 (as 
is mentioned in the preceding article, Subsection 8). From 
the residuals remaining after application of these models, 
probable errors are estimated to be less than 20 milligals. 
Table 29. Comparison of model constructing procedures 
Depth of masses 50-1 50 km 
Spacing of masses 
Smoothing of discrete Twentieth-degree spherical 
The features of these maps are also comparable to the 
least squares filtered line-of-sight accelerations originally 
found by Muller and Sjogren (Ref. 1). One new feature 
of interest is the relative positive acceleration over Mare 
Fecunditatis (lat - 4", lon 48"). 
Reference 
1. Muller, P. M., and Sjogren, W. L., "Mascons: Lunar Mass Con- 
centrations," Science, Vol. 161, No. 3842, pp. 680-684, Aug. 16, 
1968. 
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Fig. 51. A surface mass distribution 
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Fig. 52. Radial acceleration of discrete points muss from dynamic model 
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CONTOUR VALUE, rnilligals 
A -175 
B -150 
C -125 
D -100 
E -75 
F -50 
G -25 
H 0 
I 25 
J 50 
K 75 
L 100 
M 125 
N 150 
0 1 75 
P 200 
Q 225 
R 250 
S 275 
T 300 
U 325 
V 350 
W 375 
LONGITUDE, deg Fig. 53. Radial acceleration from quasi-static, smoothed model 
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10. The Paucity of Gravimetric Information Due to 
Spurious Anomalies in Apollo 10 and I 1 LM 
Trccking Date, p. Gotfliob and W. I. Siogren 
Recent progress in the estimation of local lunar gravity 
features based on doppler tracking data from Lunar 
Orbiter spacecraft (see the two preceding articles, Sub- 
sections 8 and 9) has encouraged the belief that still more 
gravitational information should be obtainable from 
lower altitude spacecraft. An attempt was made on the 
Apollo 10 and 11 missions where the lunar module (LM) 
was tracked in a ballistic orbit to within 11 km of the 
lunar surface. This compares with a 50- to 100-km 
periapsis altitude for the Lunar Orbiter spacecraft. Un- 
fortunately, the receiver seems to have been poorly 
locked-up during much of the tracking time (i.e., there 
were 10 bad gaps in the 30 min of Apollo 10 LM data). 
Perhaps there were antenna pointing problems, for there 
were some large doppler anomalies on Apollo 10 for 
which there seems to be no physical explanation and which 
were not observed on Apollo 11 when overflying the same 
area. Even the smaller doppler anomalies of Apollo 10, 
which could have been due to the surface mass distri- 
butions, were not confirmed in the Apollo 11 tracking 
data. These smaller scale doppler anomalies were prob- 
ably caused by spurious oscillation of the spacecraft 
leading to small, but rapid, motions of the antenna. The 
spacecraft attitude control logs were insufficient to either 
confirm or contradict this hypothesis. 
The DSS 14 antenna (Goldstone, 210 ft) was used to 
receive the 3-way S-band signal and the doppler was 
computed at 1-s intervals using the fractional cycle 
resolver to overcome the quantization error caused by the 
small counting time. The minimum spacecraft altitude 
of 11 km allowed resolution (minimum observable hori- 
zontal dimension of a well-distinguished feature) to 
approximately 10 km. This resolution is at least a factor 
of 10 better than the Lz~nar Orbitel. data. The sample 
rate of 1-per-second provided 6 samples over 10 km of 
path length, giving some redundancy and smoothing 
capability. 
The Apollo 10 and 11 orbits were almost equatorial and 
essentially had the same lunar track, so that they provide 
a direct check on each other's acceleration patterns. 
The 20-25 min arc of 1-s tracking data was fit using a 
simple triaxial model for the lunar gravitational field. 
There were three large anomalies (Fig. 54) in the 
resulting doppler residuals from Apollo 10. The first two 
were positive peaks at longitudes of 85"E and 7S0E, 
TlME FROM 21 :16 GMT, MAY 22,1969, m i n  
Fig. 54. Apollo 70 LM descent residuals 
-75 
respectively. The third was a negative peak at  longitude 
60°E. Examples of positive masses which could produce 
such positive peaks are hemispherical lumps of material 
of density 12 g/cm3, 68 and 50 km deep, respectively. 
The negative peak is so sharp that it would have to be 
produced by a 10-km-diameter mass of 10 g/cm3. These 
large residuals occurred shortly after initial acquisition of 
signal from exit occultation and during times of loss 
of voice communication. I t  is believed that antenna 
pointing problems caused the difficulty in signal lock-up. 
I 
60°E LON 
The Apollo 10 LM tracking data also shows three 
less spectacular features. One of the features is the sharp 
negative slope at 23.5 min (68OE lon) shown in Fig. 55. 
The extreme sharpness of this acceleration indicates a 
hole 25 km in diameter which would have to be more 
than 20 km deep to provide the required negative mass. 
However, when this same longitude is examined in 
Apollo 11 data (Fig. 56), there is no indication of any 
negative slope in the residuals. Also visible here is the 
TlME FROM 21:21 GMT, MAY 22, 1969, min  
Fig. 55. Detail of Apollo 70 LM descent residuals 
- 1 
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Fig. 56. Detail of Apollo I I LM descent residuals 
fact that Apollo 11 data was somewhat noisier than 
Apollo 10. This was the same situation with the other 
possible gravity anomalies, that each data block contra- 
dicted the other and no two anomalies are correlated. 
If significant information from the low-altitude LM 
tracking data is to be obtained, both the receiver lock-up 
(spacecraft antenna pointing?) problem and spacecraft 
spurious motions from maneuvers and venting must be 
eliminated. 
1 1. Use of Lunar Transponders to Obtain DSS Locations: 
Lunar Physical Libration Analysis, 
F. 6. Winn and G.  Dvornychenko 
Planetary and lunar spacecraft tracking data have been 
used to determine the absolute longitudes of Deep Space 
Stations (DSSs), as discussed by Mottinger in Subsec- 
tion 3 of this chapter. At present only two data spans are 
available which result in absolute longitude solutions of 
the desired accuracy, namely, the encounter phases of the 
Mariner 1V (Mars, 1964) and Mariner V (Venus, 1967) 
missions. Additional solutions are needed and the tracking 
data from the Surveyor spacecraft, while they were resting 
on the lunar surface, represent an excellent source of 
accurate DSS location solutions, providing certain prob- 
lems can be surmounted. 
One of the corrupting influences associated with the 
lunar landed Surveyor tracking data, which prevents the 
determination of absolute DSS longitude, is the physical 
libration of the lunar figure. 
In the first article of this series (SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 
74-80), Winn, employing the single-precision orbit deter- 
mination program (SPODP) (Ref. l) ,  showed that the 
SPODP lunar physical libration model (Refs. 2 and 3) does 
not model the lunar landed Surveyor I, two-way doppler 
tracking data, Furthermore, the replacement of Heyn's 
coefficients with Eckhardt's (Ref. 4) did not improve the 
performance of the libration algorithm. 
This article, the second of this series on lunar physical 
librations, will show that: 
(1) The omission of some of the libration terms from 
the SPODP libration model does induce detectable 
range-rate errors in the Survegor I topocentric 
doppler calculations. 
(2) All libration terms of this study should be incorpo- 
rated into the double-precision orbit determination 
program (DPODP)I9 libration model (Ref. 4). 
(3) The preponderance of the SPODP libration model- 
ing error does not stem from libration series trun- 
cation errors. 
The SPODP and DPODP physical libration models 
utilize only the three terms of largest amplitude for each 
physical libration series: 
where 
u = total physical libration in the longitude of the 
mean ascending node of the lunar orbit on the 
ecliptic 
p = total physical libration of the mean inclination 
of the lunar equator relative to the ecliptic 
7 = total physical libration in the mean lunar longi- 
tude measured along the ecliptic 
g = < -I" = mean anomaly of the moon 
gf = 0-I' = mean anomaly of the sun 
w = r-a = argument of perigee of the moon 
7 = inclination of lunar equator relative to the ecliptic 
'Warner, M., Double Precision Orbit Determination Program, June 
15, 1967 ( JPL internal document). 
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The truncation error associated .with the U, p, and T 
series due to the omission of eight smaller amplitude 
terms are formulated in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) (Ref, 5): 
AT = -10': sin(-2g' + 20 - 2 J )  
-4'!2 sin(g - 2g' + 20 - 20') 
+ 3'!5 sin (0 - g' - 0') 
+ 1'!7 sin (2g' + 20') (6) 
where 
O' = 0-g '  = argument of perigee of the sun 
To ascertain unambiguously the contributions of each 
physical libration term (Eqs. 1 through 6), the spatial 
displacements and speeds and topocentric radial veloci- 
ties of Surveyor IZO due to each individual libration were 
determined. 
The spatial displacement of Surveyor I due to the 
libration algorithm defined by Eqs. (1) through (6) was 
computed in the following manner: 
where 
I hri  I = spatial displacement of Surueyor I in selen- 
ocentric, earth-equatorial, coordinates due 
to the ith libration term 
R = selenocentric, moon-fixed, coordinates of 
-
Strrveyor I 
a L i  = numerical value of the ith libration coeffi- 
cient as reported by Eckhardt (Ref. 4) 
-- a'M1T - partial derivative of the selenocentric, 
aLi 
moon-fixed, to  selenocentric, earth- 
equatorial, coordinate transformation matrix 
with respect to the ith libration coefficient 
"St~roeyor I, because of its displacement in longitude from the center 
of the earth-viewable lunar disk, is more sensitive to the libration 
than any other Surueyor (that is, the line-of-sight projection of the 
total libration is the largest), and hence was used for this study. 
[MIT = moon-centered, moon-fixed, to moon- 
centered, earth-equatorial, transformation 
matrix defined as 
[R+&)lT  = rotation about the earth- 
equatorial X axis through 
angle equal t o  the mean 
obliquity of the ecliptic 
[R.+,, (E + u)lT = rotation around the resulting 
2' axis through an angle 
equal to the longitude of the 
true ascending node of the 
lunar orbit referenced to 
the mean ecliptic 
[ R - ~ ( T + ~ ) ] T  = rotation around the X' axis 
through an angle equal to 
the true inclination of the 
lunar equator with respect 
to the ecliptic (negative ro- 
tation) 
- [&,( C +T-E-u + T)IT = rotation around the resulting 
2" axis through an angle 
equal to the true longitude 
of the moon minus the lon- 
gitude of the true ascending 
node plus a radians 
Similarly, the spatial displacement of Sz~rueyor I, from 
a nonlibrated inertial position, due to the libration algor- 
ithm defined by Eqs. (1) through (3), was computed. 
Figure 57 depicts the Szwveyor I spatial displacement, 
from a nonlibrated inertial position, associated with both 
libration functions. The plots show that the two libration 
functions do significantly differ in their influences on the 
Surveyor I inertial position (at times, the separation is 
greater than 35 m). 
Using a technique similar to Eq. (7), it is also simple 
to compute the spatial speed resulting from the two sets 
of libration series components: 
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Fig. 57. Surveyor I spatial displacement: total 
libration functions 
where 
I ~i~ / = spatial speed of Surveyor I in selenocentric, 
earth-equatorial, coordinates due to the ith 
libration term 
a'M1T = partial of the time rate of change of the 
aLi 
selenocentric, moon-fixed, to selenocentric, 
space-fixed, coordinate transformation ma- 
trix with respect to the ith libration term 
The magnitudes of ~ i i  are plotted in Fig. 58. The 
plotted spatial speeds of Surveyor I due to the libration 
functions reveal the upper limits of the libration series 
truncation influences upon the topocentric range-rate 
observations, for the induced spatial speeds are the in- 
duced range-rate upper limits. 
Figure 58 shows a maximum spatial speed error of 
0.56 mm/s (that is, a 5.6-m differenced range error per 
1.0' s). This significantly exceeds the accuracy constraint 
placed upon the DPODP which is the ability to compute 
doppler integrated over 104 to an accuracy of better 
than 0,l  m. 
A more detailed investigation of the libration series 
component terms is permitted in Figs. 59, 60, and 61. 
These figures depict the spatial speed of the Surveyor I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
TlME FROM JUNE 0, 1966, doys 
Fig. 58. Surveyor I spatial velocity: total 
libration functions 
lunar site during a 40-day period due to each libration 
term independently. 
The maximum differenced range error will be realized 
when the total spatial velocity is aligned with the 
observer-probe direction. Thus, by taking the maximum 
spatial velocities associated with each libration term as 
plotted in Figs. 59, 60, and 61, and assuming the veloci- 
ties to be non-variant over lo", it is a simple operation 
to ascertain the maximum differenced range error that 
can result for a Surueyor I doppler observation due to 
individual libration telm omissions. Table 30 tabulates 
the maximized differenced range error associated with 
each libration component of this study. The sum of the 
maximum differenced range errors which could result 
from truncated libration terms is 5.6 m/109 ,  
Finally, the lunar physical libration model's modifica- 
tion of the Surveyor I topocentric radial velocity is ex- 
amined. The projection of the spatial speed induced by 
the physical libration algorithm along an observeFs line 
of sight is accomplished: 
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PROFILES DELINEATE o COMPONENT LlBRATlON INFLUENCES I N  
TERMS OF SPATIAL SPEED OF SURVEYOR I: 
PROFILE 1 = 109;' sin (a)/I 
2 = 37:' sin (&i 2w)/l 
3 = I l ! ' s i n ( 2 g + 2 w ) / I  
4 = 3!'2 sin (29' + 2w3)/I 
5 = 2!'5 sin (g + 2 w -  29' - 2 w'\/ l  
TlME FROM JUNE 0, 1966, days 
Fig. 59. Spatial speed: u libration series 
where 
~p~ = topocentric radial velocity of Surveyor I due 
to the ith component of the libration model 
p = topocentric range vector of Surveyor I as 
- 
viewed at Canberra 
The accumulative error which can result due to libra- 
tion series truncation is shown in Fig. 62. The figure also 
presents a comparison between the truncated and the 
complete libration model of this study as they influence 
the Surveyor I-Canberra range rate. 
The maximum difference between the two range-rate 
profiles is only 0.11 mm/s (1.1 m/104 s) or approximately 
20% of the truncated libration models minimum value 
during the Surveyor I period. 
As previously reported (SPS 37-56, Vol. 11), the  
Surveyor I data was fit "best" when no libration model- 
ing was attempted. Thus, it is apparent that the 20% 
range-rate error due to series truncation is not the pri- 
mary cause of the algorithm's failure. 
PROFILES DELINEATE p COMPONENT LlBRATlON INFLUENCES I N  
TERMS OF SPATIAL SPEED OF SURVEYOR I: 
PROFILE 1 = 107:' cos (9) 
2 = 37"os (g + 2w) 
3 = 11:' cos (29 + 2 w )  
4 = 3:'2 cos (29' + 2w ' )  
5 = 1 ! 9 c o s ( g + 2 w - 2 g ' - 2 w ' )  
TIME FROM JUNE 0, 1966, days 
Fig. 60. Spatial speed: p libration series 
I \ I PROFILE I = 59:'sin (9') 
2 = 18:' sin (2w)  I 
1.2 
TlME FROM JUNE 0, 1966, days 
Fig. 61. Spatial speed: T libration series 
I I I I I I 
PROFILES DELINEATE T COMPONENT LlBRATlON INFLUENCES 
I N  TERMS OF SPATIAL SPEED OF SURVEYOR I: 
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Table 30. bibration terms 
Libration term 
g + 2~ - 29' - 2 ~ '  
At this time, there is no confirmed explanation for the 
libration model's apparent failure. As a matter of course, 
the theory and computer algorithm are being investigated 
in detail; however, there are other possible error sources 
which remain to be studied. Such error sources are: 
tropospheric refraction, ionospheric charged-particle ef- 
fects, lunar ephemeris, data selection effects, etc. 
All libration terms of this study (17) should be includcd 
into the DPODP to meet the DPODP accuracy con- 
straint of 0.1 m/104 s. Not only are these libration terms 
of sufficient size to warrant DPODP inclusion, but their 
summed influences introduced a 0.1-mm/s error in the 
Surueyor I range-rate calculations (20% of the total 
libration algorithm influence). The preponderance of the 
SPODP libration model failure is not due to libration 
series truncation errors. 
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12. The Doppler Determination Accuracy of the 
Earth Gravitational Constant From Artificial 
Satellites as a Function of Orbital Elements, 
G. E. Pease 
TIME FROM JUNE 0, 1966, days 
Fig. 62. Surveyor I range rate: total libration functions 
a. Introduction. To date, it has been recognized that 
one of the most accurate values for GMe, the earth gravi- 
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tational constant, has been obtained by combining the 
result of the Ranger lunar missions (Ref. 1). This has 
been widely used to represent the zero-order term of the 
earth's potential in geodetic satellite solutions for the har- 
monic coefficients of the potential expansion. Gravita- 
tional constant solutions competitive with the combined 
Ranger value may now exist based on the early phase 
of the Mariner planetary missions (Ref. 2) and the radio 
tracking of artificial satellites (SPS 37-53, Vol. 11, pp. 16- 
20, and SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 80-85). In the case of a 
satellite solution, it is of interest to discover which orbital 
characteristics are most favorable to a rapid solution 
for GM,. 
This article examines the doppler solution for GM, as 
the conic elements of the satellite orbit are varied. Two 
classes of effects are involved here: (1) gravitational 
effects, primarily involving the distance of the satellite 
from earth (these are predominant in varying a and e);  
and (2) tracking geometry effects, primarily involving the 
length of time the satellite is tracked by each tracking 
station (predominant orbital elements here are i and a). 
In  this study we examine the effects of varying the 
orbital elements a, e, i, and n. Early tracking results from 
varying a and e in many respects reproduce the effects 
of varying w, the argument of perigee, which was, there- 
fore, not studied separately. The geometrical effect of 
varying the mean anomaly to is slight with good tracking 
station coverage, and was also not considered of sufficient 
interest for inclusion. Here again, the gravitational effects 
of varying to are identical to those in varying a and e for 
short initial tracking spans. 
As with other data reduction tasks, there are inherent 
limitations on the ability to extract information, including 
GM,, from the analysis of radio tracking data. These 
limitations include the degree to which both the noise on 
the observations and the physical system are properly 
represented in the regression model. 
The noise on each data point was assumed independent 
of that on any other tracking data point, while in reality 
correlations do exist (this assumption greatly simplifies 
the analysis). However, the data weights are increased 
as a function of known correlated error on the tracking 
data to compensate for this assumption. 
The fitter's model of the universe (physical system) 
may differ from the real universe either because of a 
simplified dynamical model (a conic spacecraft orbit is 
assumed, i,e., all gravitational forces are ignored except 
that due to GMa) or because random disturbances to the 
1 \ UNMODELED PROCESS //' 4 
NOISE /. / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
NOISE 
- - 
NO PROCESS 
NOISE - - - - -  
I I I I I I I I 
TRACKING TIME 4 
Fig. 63. Illustration of role of process noise in 
obtaining GM, solutions 
spacecraft motion are not properly taken into account. 
This latter category is known as process noise and in- 
cludes such items as attitude-control forces (is., valves 
seating differently after each use thus causing a variable 
leak rate) and fluctuations in drag or solar radiation 
forces. Some model errors can be treated as correlated 
noise on the tracking data and thus contribute to the 
data weight used for this study. 
For the case of process noise, previous investigators 
have shownz1 effects analogous to those illustrated in 
Fig. 63, when cases containing unmodeled, modeled, and 
no process noise are compared. Notice that if process 
noise exists and is ignored (either not practical to model 
or not known well enough), the GM, solution can actually 
be degraded by the addition of more tracking data. Also, 
if the process noise is properly modeled, the accuracy of 
the GM, solution approaches a lower bound asymptoti- 
cally as more data is added, thereby putting a practical 
limit on the length of data arc which need be processed. 
Uncorrelated data noise, a conic spacecraft orbit, and 
the absence of process noise were assumed for this study. 
Although such a technique can reveal the relative quality 
of GM, solutions obtainable as a function of the elements 
of an earth-orbiting spacecraft, care must be used in 
determining the region of validity. That is, while the 
21Nisl~in~ura, T., Evaluation of f11e Error Caused b y  Applicatiotz o f  
Notl-optimal Estimators to  the Orbit Determination o f  Low- 
Thrlrsfed Spacecraft, Apr. 21, 1966 (JPL internal document). 
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weight assigned the tracking data was adjusted to com- 
pensate for the first two assumptions, the fact that process 
noise is ignored causes the comparisons of the ability 
to determine GA4@ among various orbital geometries pre- 
sented in this article to lose their validity as the tracking 
data span increases. The analysis of process noise and its 
effects on the ability to determine GA4, from radio track- 
ing of earth orbiters will constitute the next phase of 
this study. 
b. Tracking model. As in Refs. 1 and 2, simulated 
range-rate tracking data were utilized, with a 1-a weight 
of 2.23 mm/s per 300-s data sample except for the runs 
with small a (a  = 800 km), where an equivalent 1-a 
weight of 5 mm/s was used per 60-s sample. These data 
weights are roughly an order of magnitude higher than 
correlated data noise of observed S-band high-frequency 
data in order that unmodeled error sources such as the 
non-spherical earth gravitational potential can be repre- 
sented. Three tracking stations were simulated 120' 
from each other in longitude and latitudes of 0°, +4S0, 
and -45" (in order of increasing east longitude). The 
mean anomaly and argument of perigee were selected to 
place the satellite at  perigee and on the meridian of the 
0' latitude tracking station at the start of simulated 
tracking. Simulated tracking data were not taken below 
10-deg satellite elevation angle. 
c. Statistical model. The statistical computations were 
performed by the JPL Multiple-Link Satellite Program 
(MLSP) described in the following article, Sz~bsection 13. 
This computer program utilizes elliptical orbital elements 
to define the satellite state vector, which makes it ex- 
tremely fast and efficient for statistical computations. A 
simple two-body representation such as this does, how- 
ever, ignore effects such as lunisolar and planetary per- 
turbations, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, 
and non-spherical gravitational potential of the central 
body. Although MLSP may be used for analyzing simul- 
taneous tracking of more than one satellite, only one 
satellite at a time was simulated in this study. The pro- 
gram was used to compute a covariance matrix 
where, for the ith observation, +i is the vector of partial 
derivatives of range rate with respect to the parameters 
for which we desire statistics, toi the variance of the data 
- 
point, and I? a diagonal a priori covariance matrix. 
The topocentric range vector of the satellite at each 
data point is computed as 
where Ro is the geocentric range vector of the satellite 
and RGs is the geocentric station vector, and 
In this formulation, t is the independent time argument 
and A, 4, RGs are the respective station coordinates of 
longitude, latitude, and geocentric radius. The range rate 
is computed as 
and the partial derivatives are 
For this study, the full set of Q = QG, QGS was repre- 
sented in the covariance matrices from which standard 
deviations of GAde were obtained. 
d.  Parametric analysis. No a pviori information was 
input except on tracking station coordinates. These were 
assumed known to 20 m in A and + and 10 m in RGs.22 In 
each of the runs, a covariance matrix is computed every 
3 h from the start of tracking up to 36 h. A standard 
orbit was adopted and a, e, i, n were varied one at a time, 
holding the others fixed at  the standard values. The 
standard elements and the variations on them are listed 
in Table 31. 
It  may be seen that a very wide range of satellite 
orbits is represented in the table. Figure 64 shows GA4, 
accuracy as a function of tracking time for the standard 
orbit. The tracking stations which are in view (satellite 
above 10-deg elevation angle) are identified on the hori- 
zontal bar by their latitude. 
"Although tracking stations with a capability comparable to a DSS 
were assumed, it was not assumed that their locations are known 
to 3 n~ it1 A and 1.5 n~ in I. ,  as is the case for the DSS. 
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0 (measured from 
(see Tracking model  
Table 31. Standard and varied orbital elements lower satellite is lost from view more quickly due to 
the greater angular velocity of this satellite. The lower- 
altitude orbits show an astonishingly rapid and accurate 
ability to estimate GMa. In reality, these orbits would be 
somewhat corrupted by atmospheric drag and high-order 
earth gravitational potential effects. Because of this, the 
plotted numbers at a = 8000 km should not be taken too 
literally. An effect that was noticed in SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, 
is also present. This is the tendency for the higher-altitude 
orbits to become comparatively more suitable for deter- 
mining GMa with long tracking times. This is seen in the 
flattening of the curves towards the horizontal at longer 
tracking times. On the other hand, absolute accuracies 
This plot indicates that doppler tracking of a satellite 
in the standard orbit is not sufficient to determine GMa 
to the combined Ranger accuracy, at least for only 36 h 
of tracking data. This conclusion was also reached for 
somewhat lower orbits in SPS 37-53, Vol. 11. In that study 
the addition of ranging data was found to significantly 
lower acxo. 
Figure 65 shows the behavior of the standard orbit 
solution as the semimajor axis of the orbit is varied. Each 
curve represents a different amount of tracking time. The 
plateau between a = 24,000 km and a = 32,000 km for 
the 6-h tracking interval plot is caused by the existence 
of more tracking station view overlap for the higher 
satellite. This is because the first station tracking the 
at the higher altitudes are in substantial disagreement 
with the results of SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, which utilized a 
much more sophisticated mathematical model, including 
a numerical integration of the satellite orbits which repre- 
sented perturbations of the sun, moon and planets. Never- 
theless, the results of this study, using a simple conic 
model, appear to be a great deal more realistic. This 
may be due to a number of factors, such as the different 
tracking station geometry or the 10-deg elevation limit 
on data in this study (in SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, data were 
taken from horizon to horizon, but low-elevation data 
were weighted in a way that accounted for uncertainties 
in the refraction model). The possibility also exists that 
the complex motion resulting from lunisolar and plan- 
etary perturbations on high-altitude satellites enhances 
the orbit determination process, as reflected in the results 
TRACKING TIME, h 
Fig. 64. GMa standard deviation as a function of tracking time 
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SEMIMAJOR AXIS a, km ECCENTRICITY, e 
Fig. 65. GM@ standard deviation as a function of Fig. 66. GMe standard deviation as a function of 
orbital semimajor axis for various tracking intervals orbital eccentricity for various tracking intervals 
of SPS 37-56, Vol. 11. At ally rate, it seems clear that 
high-altitude orbits require substantially longer tracking 
times and/or the addition of ranging data to equal the 
results from low orbits. 
Figure 66 illustrates the improvement available to the 
24,000-km standard orbit at higher orbital eccentricities. 
At an eccentricity of 0.5, the G M @  accuracy is dramatic. 
This is because tracking has been set up to start at 
perigee, so that the first data points are similar to those 
in a lower orbit. Apparently the increased radial velocity 
of the high-eccentricity satellites is an important factor, 
since these orbits yield an even lower 36-h value for 
a m s  than a near-circular low-orbit satellite ( c ~ , , ~ ~  = 0.1
km"s2 compared with 0.4 km3/s2 for the 8000-km low- 
eccentricity orbit). Such a high-eccentricity, high-altitude 
satellite is therefore more than competitive with Ranger 
or Adarinel. for determining GA4,, provided that earth 
gravitational harnlonics call be well-modeled near peri- 
gee. Figure 66 indicates that for short tracking times the 
determination of GA4, becomes worse above an eccen- 
tricity of 0.5. This is because at perigee the angular 
velocity of these satellites is so high as to cause large 
gaps between acquisition by the various tracking sta- 
tions. The longer tracking interval or the addition of 
extra tracking statioils will remedy this situation. 
Figure 67 illustrates the effect of altering tracking 
geometry by varying the orbital inclinatioil of the stan- 
01 I I I I 
5 25 45 65 85 
EARTH EQUATORIAL ORBITAL INCLINATION i ,  deg 
Fig. 67. GM@ standard deviation as a function of 
orbital inclination for various tracking intervals 
dard satellite with respect to the earth equatorial plane. 
It  appears that at high incliilations some advantage is 
taken of earth rotation rate in determiiliilg GA4,. Since 
this is a geometrical effect, it does not have very much 
significance for long tracking intervals. 
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The effect of varying the longitude of the ascending 
node of the standard orbit is shown in Fig. 68. For this 
particular tracking station configuration, the primary 
effect is a degradation in the early determination of GM, 
in the vicinity of = 250". As the plot shows, this 
geometrical effect can be quite important for the first 
9 h of tracking. Presumably, however, in actually at- 
tempting to determine GMfe from satellite tracking, one 
would be free to choose a data block containing favor- 
able tracking geometry. This may be an important ad- 
vantage of an orbiter as opposed to a lunar or planetary 
probe. 
e. Conclusions. The primary desirable orbital charac- 
teristic for accurately determining GM, from the doppler 
tracking of a satellite appears to be a low perigee alti- 
tude. In this class, satellites having a large semimajor 
axis and high eccentricity seem to be more suitable than 
those with a small semimajor axis and low eccentricity. 
The closeness of perigee is limited, of course, by the 
height of the atmosphere. Since it is not possible to accu- 
rately model atmospheric drag, perigee must be substan- 
tially above the atmosphere if the satellite is to be used 
for determining GM@. In such a determination, a very 
careful modeling of earth gravitational harmonics is also 
necessary. In addition, the data span must be limited to 
prevent the solution from being corrupted by process 
noise resulting from solar radiation pressure uncertainty 
and attitude-control accelerations. This is why this study 
was restricted to data spans of 36 h or less. If these con- 
ditions are fulfilled, it appears that GM, standard devia- 
tions of the order of 0.2 km3/sz are obtainable from 
doppler tracking of earth satellites, which is comparable 
to the accuracy obtainable from the Ranger lunar 
missions or the Mariner planetary missions. 
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13. MLSP-The Multiple-Link Satellite Program, 
D. W. Green 
a. Introduction. In connection with recent JPL studies 
of a Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Network, a need 
became apparent for a computer program to study the 
statistics of satellite orbit determinations using data types 
involving several satellites. As the current JPL orbit 
determination programs generate data for onlj7 a single 
satellite at a time, a program was necessary either to 
combine the output of present JPL programs or to 
generate data for multiple satellites simultaneously. For 
LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE R , deg 
Fig. 68. GM, standard deviation as a function of longitude of 
ascending orbital node for various tracking intervals 
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various reasons, the latter approach was chosen. The 
resulting program is called the Multiple-Link Satellite 
Program (MLSP). 
The MLSP assumes that the orbit determination pro- 
cess will be done with radio ranging and/or doppler data. 
Unlike current orbit determination programs, however, 
the MLSP does not confine the signal path to direct 
ground station-to-satellite ~neasurements but allows the 
signal to be relayed many times, including relays between 
satellites. In particular, the program accepts any sequence 
of ground stations and satellites as a path for a radio 
signal with two exceptions. Paths which contain two 
consecutive ground stations and paths for which a proper 
subset forms a closed loop are not allowed. 
b, Satellite and ground station dtjnam,ic model. For 
reasons of economy both in programming and operating 
time, very simple dynamic models are used in the MLSP. 
The satellites nlove in strict two-body Keplerian orbits. 
The ground stations move on an earth which is rotating 
at an exactly uniform rate about a fixed axis. Specifically, 
the system takes no account of irregularities in the earth's 
geopotential, perturbations due to moon, sun, and other 
planets, irregularities in the earth's rotation and polar 
motion, solar pressure and spacecraft attitude-control 
effects, atmospheric drag, or atmospheric and ionospheric 
effects on signal propagation. 
c. Mathematical fornzulation. The MLSP assumes that 
the satellite orbit determination process will be performed 
using a linearized, weighted, least-squares solution for the 
satellites' classical orbital elements. If an observable quan- 
tity 0 depends on a set of parameters qi and time, we 
can write 
and, if an initial guess q io  is made, 0 can be expressed 
as a series expansion 
reduce the effects of the observational noise. If a set of 
observations are made at times t j ,  we may write 
where 
y = column vector of dimension J, the number of 
observations taken, and 
that is, t/ is the actual observed value at each time 
minus the expected value of the quantity based 
on an initial guess for the parameters upon which 
it depends 
A = matrix of the partial derivatives of the observable 
quantity evaluated at the nominal values of each 
parameter and at each observation time, i.e., 
x = colun~n vector of differences between the nominal 
values of the parameters q i  and their true values 
E = vector of the noise on each measurement 
Terms of order xTx have been ignored. 
I t  will be stated here without proof that a minimum 
variance solution to such a system of equations is 
where A and y are as defined above and A, is the co- 
variance matrix of noise on observations. 
The resulting covariance matrix on the solution is 
+k aF(ql0, q20, . . ., q10, t )  (qi - qio) If more than one observable is used in a solution and if 
i:1 aqi an a priori covariance matrix IT0 exists for the solution, 
+ terms of order (qi - qio)' 
. - 
Any real observation will be contamillated with measure- 
ment noise, and repeated observatioils will be required where A,; and A,,; are the quantities A and A, defined in 
in order to solve for all of the required parameters and to Eqs. (1) and (2) for the kth observable. 
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In particular, if the noise on each observable is un- 
correlated in time, 
where 
c:, = variance of noise on each observation of the kth 
observable 
ail, = vector of partials of the kth data type at time t j  
with respect to the parameters qi 
This allows the matrix A, to be written 
and hence to be accumulated serially in time. 
If the observables depend on parameters which are 
known imprecisely and it is desired to determine the 
effect of the uncertainty in those parameters (the so-called 
considered parameters), the covariance matrix of the 
solution is given by 
where 
and 
B k  = matrix of partials of kth observable with respect 
to uncertain parameters 
A, = covariance matrix of a p~ior i  uncertainties of un- 
certain parameters 
x, = total covariance matrix 
The observables in the MLSP consist of range and range 
rate along a path connecting a series of ground stations 
and satellites. These observables are computed as 
The partial derivatives are 
i.e., range and/or range rate along a total path equals the 
sum of range and/or range rate between each sequential 
pair of vertices along that path. 
For any sequential pair of points, 
pi2 = (Rl, R12)" 
p 1 2  = (R12 RiZ)/plz 
where 
aRl2 - al;, akl 
----- 
aq aq aq 
and 
p12 = range from point 1 to 2 
),, = range rate from point 1 to 2 
R12 = vector from point 1 to 2 
R,, = time derivative of vector from point 1 to 2 
x,,x, = cartesian coordinates of points 1 and 2, 
respectively 
q = parameter on which position 1 and/or 2 
depends 
For satellites, the parameters upon which position de- 
pends are: 
a the semimajor axis 
e the eccentricity 
to time of first perifocal passage 
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6 the longitude of the node 
4 the argument of perigee 
i the equatorial inclination 
GM, the gravitational mass constant of the earth 
The position is given by 
x = Mu 
where M is the matrix 
cos 6 cos 4 - sin 6 sin 4 cos i 
sill 6 cos 4 + cos 6 sin 4 cos i 
sin i sin 4 
and u is the two-vector 
a cos E - e 
a (1 - e2)" sin E 
The quantity E is the solution to Kepler's equation 
(GA4,)" a-3/2 ( t  - to) = E - e sin E 
The matrix A4 is not time dependent so 
x =  M l i  
and 
ax 
-- 
a~ 
- M-, q = a, e, to, GM, 
aq 34 
Finally, due to the introduction of the parameter E, 
a& - a& + - a  air -+-(-.-+-* a~ ah ai a i  ?E) 
34 aq aE aq a~ aE aq 
q = a, e, to, Gild, 
(GM,)" ~ - ~ / " t  - to) E = 1 - e cos E 
- cos 0 sin 4 - sin 6 cos $I cos i 
- sin 6 sin 4 + cos 6 cos 4 cos i 
sin i cos 4 
For ground stations, the position depends on the param- 
eters 
R radius from center of earth 
L latitude 
A longitude 
Thus, 
R cos L cos ( ~ t  + A) 
R cos L sin (wt + A) 
R sin L 
where w is the rotation rate of earth. 
A particular data type is occulted if the ray path be- 
tween any pair of sequential points along the path inter- 
sects the surface of the earth. For satellite-to-ground 
station links, the occultation formula is 
where x, is the satellite position, x, the ground station 
position, and E the minimum elevation angle for station. 
Occultation occurs if Q 5 0. 
For satellite-to-satellite links 
where x,, x, are satellite positions and Re is the radius of 
the earth. Occultation occurs if Q > 0. 
In addition to the covariance matrix of the classical 
Keplerian elements, the MLSP will produce a covariance 
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matrix on the instantaneous cartesian coordinate position 
at time xj via the transformation 
where a is the set of parameters a, e, to, 8, +, i, GA4,. 
d. Capacity and limitations. The current capacities 
and limitations of the MLSP include: 
Parameter I Maximum number 
e. Applications. The MLSP has thus far been used for 
two applications, a study of the accuracy with which 
the gravitational mass constant of the earth can be deter- 
mined (see previous article, Subsection 12, and a study 
of the accuracy with which a target satellite can be 
tracked via an orbiting tracking relay.23 
Satellites 
Ground stations 
Links per data type 
Data types 
Solve-for parameters 
Consider parameters 
14. Differenced-Range Doppler Versus Integrated 
Doppler, T. D. Moyer 
20 
10 
15 
24 
24 
24 
a. Introduction. This study demonstrates the feasi- 
bility of computing doppler observables from differenced- 
range observables divided by the count time. The changes 
specified for the Univac 1108 version of the double- 
precision orbit determination program (DPODP) should 
produce "differenced-range" doppler (DRD) accurate to 
m/s or better for all count times above 0.2 s. The 
primary analytical change is a more accurate expression 
for the relativistic transformation from coordinate time 
(ephemeris time, ET) to proper time (atomic time, Al). 
Specifically, the coefficient of one of the two existing 
terms has been changed and six new terms have been 
added (see Eq. 16). The increase in numerical precision 
from the 16-decimal digits of the IBM 7094 to the 18- 
decimal digits of the Univac 1108 is required; also, the 
precision of representation of time must be increased 
23Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Network (TDRSN) Final Study 
Report, Chap. 11, Section 4, Sept. 30, 1969 (JPL internal docu- 
ment).  
from double- to triple-precision seconds past 195OS2* It is 
also recommended that the current type 50 n-body 
ephemeris be replaced by the more accurate type 68 
ephemeris or equivalent. 
The doppler observables are currently computed by 
expanding the frequency shift in a Taylor series and 
averaging over the count time. The primary advantage 
of DRD is that there is no upper limit to the count inter- 
val, whereas with the current "integrated" doppler (ID) 
formulation, count times are limited to approximately 
1000 s in heliocentric cruise due to truncation of the 
fourth and higher derivatives of the frequency shift in 
the Taylor series expansion. The partial derivatives of the 
DRD observables with respect to the estimated param- 
eters q will be computed from differences of the partial 
derivatives of the two range observables (used to com- 
pute DRD) with respect to q. The use of DRD will 
reduce running time since the formulation is simpler and 
because fewer observables will be computed (since larger 
count times will be used). Furthermore, the coding will 
be simplified and reduced in volume since the DRD 
formulation draws heavily upon the existing range ob- 
servable formulation. 
It is recommended that the DRD formulation be 
incorporated into the forthcoming Univac 1108 version 
of the DPODP as an alternate option to the existing ID 
formulation. This will allow a direct comparison of fits 
to real data with the two different formulations. If the 
DRD formulation proves itself, the ID formulation will 
be removed from the program. 
Starting with the definitions of range and doppler 
observables, it is shown in Paragraph b that two-way 
doppler may be computed from differenced round-trip 
range observables divided by the count time. The DPODP 
runs, which produced range and doppler observables, 
and program DRDVID,25 which used these observables 
to compute DRDVID residuals, are described in Para- 
graph c. Residuals were obtained for the Ma~iner V 
mission and for the first leg of a grand tour mission at 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 AU and at encounter with Jupiter. The 
new expression for the ET-A1 time transformation is 
given in Paragraph d. In Paragraph e, the error sources 
affecting DRD and ID are discussed and are related to 
the DRD-ID residual versus count time plots. 
''Alternately, time could be represented as one-single-precision word 
(8-decimal digits) for the Julian day number plus one double- 
precision word ( 18-decimal digits) for seconds past the beginning 
of the day. 
"DRDVID = differenced-range doppler versus integrated doppler. 
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The range observables computed by the IBM 7094 
version of the DPODP contain a random error of a few 
millimeters due to truncation of time (seconds past 1950) 
beyond 16-decimal digi ts .?The corresponding error in 
DRD is a maximum of 3 X m divided by the count 
time. For DRD accurate to m/s, the minimum allow- 
able count time is 300 s. If the representation of time is 
changed from double precision to triple precision, the 
random error in the computed range observable is re- 
duced to the smaller error due to truncation of position 
beyond double precision. On the forthcoming Univac 
1108 version of the DPODP, which has a word length 
of 18-decimal digits, the position truncation error will 
be m for range up to 7 AU. The corresponding error 
in DRD is 2 X m divided by the count time, or 
10-%/s or less for count times of 0.2 s or greater. 
In the computation of the range observables used to 
compute DRD, the new terms of the ET-A1 time trans- 
formation are required to accurately transform round- 
trip ephemeris time from the light time solution to 
observed round-trip station time. The effect on the range 
observables is less than 2 m/AU. However, the correc- 
tions vary rapidly (with periods of 1 day or 1 mo) and 
the effect on the DRD observables of this study is as 
large as 3 X lo-' m/s. The maximum effect of a periodic 
term of ET-A1 on DRD is the second time derivative 
of the term multiplied by the probe range. In the deriva- 
tion of the new terms of ET- A1, all terms affecting 
DRD by more than 2 X m/s per AU of distance to 
the spacecraft were retained. Several terms of this magni- 
tude were neglected and the resulting error in DRD has 
a maximum value of about m/s/AU or m/s for 
a range of 10 AU. No correction is required to the I D  
observable formulation since it contains the exact differ- 
ential equation relating proper time to coordinate time. 
The pre-computed n.-body ephemeris tapes used by 
the DPODP are of the so-called type 50 format. They 
contain modified second and fourth central differences 
of position and velocity. Interpolation is obtained by the 
fifth-order Everett's formula. Both the velocity interpola- 
tion error, which affects ID, and the differenced position 
interpolation error divided by the count time, which 
2GTin~e is represented as double-precision (54 bits on the IBM 7094 
computer) seconds past January 1, 1950,0h. From 1967 to 1984, 
the value of the last bit is 0.6 X lo-' s. The transmission time, 
reflection time at the spacecraft, and reception time (in ephemeris 
time) obtained from the light time solution may be in error by 
about this amount. Hence, for a probe range rate of 30 km/s, 
the error in computed range will be about 30 km/s X 10' mm/km 
X 0.6 X 10-' s = 1.8 mm. 
affects DRD, can approach 10-5 m/s. This small error 
could be eliminated by converting to the type 66 n-body 
ephemeris tape format, which contains the full sum and 
difference array (on acceleration) used to generate the 
ephemeris. The heliocentric velocity of the spacecraft is 
affected by errors in interpolation of the heliocentric 
ephemeris of the center of integration for the probe tra- 
jectojy, while errors in interpolation of the heliocentric 
ephemeris of the earth-moon barycenter affect the helio- 
centric velocity of the tracking station. 
b. Equivalence of diflerenced-range and integrated 
two-way doppler. From SPS 37-42, Vol. 111, pp. 15-21, 
the output from the electronic equipment at the tracking 
station is a signal whose frequency f in cycles per second 
of station time is 
where 
fq(t,),fq(t,) = transmitter reference oscillator frequency 
at reception time t, and transmission time 
t,, respectively (generally identical unless 
f, has been changed between t, and t,) 
fE/fT = ratio of received to transmitted frequency 
for unity frequency multiplication at  space- 
craft 
The transmitted frequency is 30 or 96 times the ref- 
erence oscillator frequency for L- or S-band operation. 
The spacecraft transponder multiplies the frequency of 
the received signal by 96/89 or 240/221 for L- or S-band 
operation before retransmitting. The expression for f may 
be written as 
where 
Note that the first term of f h i , ,  normally is zero. 
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The signal with frequency f is fed into an electronic The expression for "differenced-range" two-way dop- 
counter whose register is incremented by 1  each time the pler may also be obtained from Eq. (6). The ratio of 
amplitude of the signal changes from minus to plus. received to transmitted frequency is 
N cycles are counted during the count time T,. The two- 
way doppler observable which the data editing program 
passes on to the orbit determination program is d71 d71 fR=dn.- 
f T  dr3 dn d7, (8) 
N F2 = - - f b ia ,  (4) where 
Tc 
Since N is the integral o f f  over the count time, 
dn = infinitesimal number of cycles transmitted and 
received 
dT1 = infinitesimal period (of proper time T )  of trans- 
mission of dn cycles from tracking station at 
F2 = - f d ~  - f b i a s  ( 5 )  time t ,  
dr3 = infinitesimal period (of proper time 7 )  of re- 
ception of dn cycles at tracking station at 
where time t3 
7 = station time (proper time) at tracking station, Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) and denoting dT in 
from station atomic clock Eq. (6)  as d ~ ,  gives 
t, = epoch at midpoint of count interval T, 
Substituting Eq. (2)  into Eq. (5 )  gives 
t , + + ~ ~  The count time T ,  is an interval of reception time; the 
F2 = c3 - - k) d7 (6) corresponding transmission interval is denoted T',, and 
t -LT has midpoint t,. Thus, 
t , + L T c  t ,  + LT=, 
"Integrated two-way doppler may be obtained from 
Eq. (6) by expanding 1  - (fx/f17) in a Taylor series with 
coefficients evaluated at t,. Equation (6) may then be 
F2 = Y - - i-;:; d7.J 
integrated term by term. The odd derivatives vanish, and 
- - C3fdtl) (Tc  - T',) 
the fourth and higher derivatives are ignored. The result- Tc (10) 
ing expression for F2 is 
The four station time epochs corresponding to the start 
- - - 
and end of the transmission and reception intervals 
F2 = C,fq(tl) [ ( I  - $) + 2 ( 1  - *)"I T: and T ,  are denoted as 
T ~ ,  = end of reception interval T ,  
/7\ \ ' I  
T~~ = start of reception interval T ,  
where 1 - (fn/fT) and its second derivative with respect 71, = end of transmission interval TL 
to station time [l  - fR/fT)]" are evaluated at the mid- T~~ = start of transmission interval T', 
point of the count interval. The first term, which has 
been truncated in Eq. (7), is (1/1920) (Tt, ) [ I  - (fR/fT)IiV. Also, "range" p corresponding to reception time 7, and 
In order to limit the truncation error in Eq. (7) to transmission time 71 is defined as elapsed round-trip 
m/s, the count time T ,  must be limited to approxi- proper time: 
mately 1  s for near-earth spacecraft, and to approximately 
1000 s when the spacecraft is in heliocentric cruise. 
, 4 7 3 )  E 7 3  - 7 1  
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and 
Thus, 
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) gives 
The DPODP range observables R, RD, and RT are 
computed as round-trip station time p multiplied by a 
conversion factor F and modulated by modulo number M: 
M = no modulo number 
1440 RD (range units) : F = -221 f&) 
M = 785,762,208 
RT (nanoseconds) : F = lo9 
M = 1.00947 x 109/1.0002 
= 1.009,268,146,370,725,8548 X 10" 
where c = speed of light = 299,792.5 km/s, and one range 
unit - 1 m of distance to the spacecraft. The observable R 
is obtained from the AFETR pulse radar ranging system. 
The observables RD and RT are obtained from the DSIF 
Mark 1A and R&D planetary ranging systems, respectively. 
The DRD observables of this study were computed 
from differenced round-trip range R (in units of kilom- 
eters divided by two) : 
The conversion factor CON between two-way doppler 
(integrated or differenced-range) in observed units of Hz 
and in units of one-way n~eters/s is 
CON = F2 (HZ) - 2C3fq(tl)(Hz) (14) F2 (1-way meters/s) c (meters/s) 
since the observables of this study were computed with 
C,f,(t,) = 2300 X loG Hz exactly and c =2.997925 X 108m/s. 
c. Generation of differenced-range doppler minus inte- 
grated doppler residuals. The DPODP was used to com- 
pute the round-trip range observable R (round-trip time 
multiplied by one-half the speed of light c) and two-way 
doppler F2 at each of three successive observation times, 
with a data spacing equal to half of the count time T,. 
Differenced-range doppler was computed from the range 
observables Re and R, at the third and first observation 
times, respectively, and compared to two-way doppler at 
the second observation time. The computations were 
performed by program DRDVID. The equivalence of 
integrated and differenced-range two-way doppler is 
given by Eq. (13). The residual RES in m/s computed 
by DRDVID is 
RES = 1000 [Re(km) - R,(km)] F2(Hz) -- 
Tc CON (15) 
where CON is given by Eq. (14). 
The doppler corrections due to antenna motion, tropo- 
sphere, and ionosphere are in the form of differenced- 
range corrections divided by the count time; hence, all 
observables were computed without applying these cor- 
rections. It is noted that the sign of the ionospheric range 
correction must be changed when the range observable is 
used to compute DRD. 
d.  New expression for ET - A1 time tmnsformation. 
Given a system of synchronized (on the average) A1 
atomic clocks, one at each tracking station, the new 
expression for ET minus A1 obtained from any of the 
clocks (in seconds) is 
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Term 
identification 
ET- A1 = AT,,,, 
- (JD - 2436204.5) (86400) Afc(yum f cesium 
+ 1.658 X sin E 
+ 0.317679 X 10-9r, sin (UT + A) 
+ 5.341 X 10-12r, sin (UT + h - M) 
+ 1.01 X 10-13r, sin (UT + h - 2M) 
- 1.3640 X 10-llr, sin (UT + h + 2L) 
- 2.27 X 10-13r, sin (UT + h + 2L + M) 
+ 1.672 X sin D 
+ 1.38 X 10-13r, sin (UT + h - D) 
The first and second terms account for the initial setting 
and rate of the A1 atomic time scale relative to ET; the 
remaining terms account for the periodic relativistic vari- 
ations in A1 atomic time relative to uniform ET. The 
variables in Eq. (16) are defined as 
AT,,,, = ET - UT2 on January 1,1958, Oh Om OS 
- UT2 minus the periodic terms of Eq. 
(16) evaluated at this epoch using r, 
and h of the master A1 clock. The mas- 
ter A1 clock was set equal to UT2 on 
this date. The parameter AT,,,, may be 
estimated by the DPODP. 
fce,ium = 9192631770 cycles of cesium atomic 
clock per second of A1 time (defini- 
tion). This adopted length of the 
A1 second is the current experimentally 
determined average length of the ET 
second. 
fcesium +Afcesium cycles of cesium atomic clock per 
ephemeris second. The parameter 
Afcesium may be estimated by the 
DPODP; its current nominal value is 
zero. 
2436204.5 = Julian date on January 1,1958, Oh. 
JD = Julian date. 
M = mean anomaly of heliocentric orbit of 
earth-moon barycenter. 
E = eccentric anomaly of heliocentric orbit 
of earth-moon barycenter. 
[AT1 
[DAl + DP] 
[DAl(e)l 
[DAl(e2)l 
LDA.21 
[DA2(e)l 
[AM1 
[DM1 (16) 
L = geometric mean longitude of the sun, 
referred to mean equinox and ecliptic 
of date. 
D = C - L = mean elongation of the moon 
from the sun, where 
C = mean longitude of the moon, measured 
in the ecliptic from the mean equinox 
of date to the mean ascending node of 
the lunar orbit, and then along the 
orbit. 
r, = distance of tracking station from earth's 
spin axis, km. 
A = east longitude of tracking station. 
UT = universal time, hours past midnight, 
converted to radians. It is computed 
from 
UT = 2~ [ E l  
f36400 decimal part 
where UT1 = seconds of UT1 time past January 1, 1950, 
Oh UT1. The angles M, L, and D in radians are given by 
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where t = seconds past January 1,1950, Oh. TO a sufficient 
degree of accuracy, the eccentric anomaly E is given by 
where e = eccentricity of heliocentric orbit of earth-moon 
barycenter = 0.01672. 
The eight periodic relativity terms in Eq. (16) were 
obtained by integrating Eq. (13) of SPS 37-42, Vol. 111, 
pp. 15-21. The derivation will be included in a forth- 
coming JPL Technical Report on the DPODP formulation. 
Term AT arises from the annual variation in velocity and 
potential at the tracking station. The second term is the 
sum of terms DA1 and DP with coefficients of 0.318549 
and -0.000870, respectively. Terms DA1, DAl(e), DAl(e2) 
DA2, DA2(e) arise from the product of the daily and 
annual components of the heliocentric station velocity in 
the expression for the station velocity squared (i2) in 
Eq. (13) of SPS 37-42, Vol. 111. Terms DA1 and DA2 
account for the mean motion of the earth-moon barycenter 
about the sun. Terms DAl(e) and DA2(e) are first-order 
eccentricity terms while term DAl(e2) is a second-order 
eccentricity term. Term DP accounts for the daily varia- 
tion in potential at the station. Term AM stems from 
the product of the annual and monthly components of 
station velocity in i2, while term DM is due to the product 
of the daily and monthly components. 
The expression for ET - A1 currently used in the 
DPODP consists of the first three terms of Eq. (16) and the 
following term derived by Anderson (SPS 37-50, Vol. 111, 
pp. 39-47) : 
Figs. 69, 70, and 71. For each curve, the epoch at the 
midpoint of the count interval is held fixed. 
Figure 69 shows DRD - ID residuals for three different 
observation times on the Mariner V trajectory to Venus. 
Each observable is computed with 24 different count times 
ranging from 0.1 to 10,000 s. For count times below 
approximately 100 s, the residuals are random with an 
upper limit of about 3 mm/T,. These residuals represent 
errors in the range observables used to compute DRD 
due to truncation of time (seconds past 1950) beyond 
double precision on the IBM 7094 computer (54 bits or 
approximately 18decimal digits). The randomness of the 
residuals is expected since the range observables and 
hence their time truncation errors change with the count 
time. It can be shown that if each of several contributing 
time truncation errors were at their upper limits, DRD 
could be in error by as much as 10 mm/T,. Figure 70 
shows the variation in the Mariner V residuals with inte- 
gration central body on October 6, 1967 at 16 h UTC. 
Figure 71 shows residuals for the first leg of a grand tour 
mission at 1,2,3,4, and 5 AU and at encounter with Jupiter. 
These figures have a typical residual of 1 mm/T, due to 
truncation of time beyond double precision. 
Integrated two-way doppler is computed from Eq. (7), 
which was obtained from Eq. (6) by expanding the doppler 
frequency shift in a Taylor series (with coefficients eval- 
uated at the midpoint of the count interval T,) and inte- 
grating term by term. The odd derivatives of the frequency 
shift vanish and the fourth and higher derivatives are 
ignored. The first deleted term in Eq. (7) is 
2.03 X cos 4 sin (UT + A) [DTl 
where 4 is the station latitude. Anderson's term is term 
DA1 of Eq. (16) (coefficient = 0.318549) with r, set equal 
to 6372 km cos 4. Computation of the daily terms of 
Eq. (16) from the station's spin axis distance rather than 
latitude accounts for the effect of the earth's flattening. 
The increased accuracy is required for the computation 
of DRD. 
e. Besidual plots. Differenced-range doppler minus 
integrated doppler (DRD - ID) residuals were obtained 
for the Mariner V trajectory early and late in heliocentric 
cruise, and at encounter with Venus (10,000-km radius of 
closest approach), and also on the first leg of a grand tour 
mission at 1,2,3,4 and 5 AU and at encounter with Jupiter 
(125,000-km radius of closest approach). The DRD - ID 
residuals are plotted as a function of count time T, in 
where iv represents the fourth derivative with respect to 
the reception time (station time). For an accuracy of 
m/s, truncation of the fourth derivative of the fre- 
quency shift limits the count time to approximately 1000 s 
in heliocentric cruise and typically 1 to 60 s at planetary 
encounter depending upon the radius of closest approach. 
Thus, on the log residual versus log count time plots, the 
residuals should rise linearly with a slope of four at high 
count times. This is exactly what is obtained in Figs. 69, 
70, and 71. 
For heliocentric cruise on the Mariner V and Jupiter 
trajectories, the doppler truncation residuals rise above 
m/s at count times ranging from 1200 to 3000 s. At 
Venus and Jupiter encounter, the corresponding figures 
are 70 and 64) s, respectively. Once the doppler trunca- 
tion residuals have risen above to m/s, all 
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COUNT TIME, a 
Fig. 69. Mariner V trajectory: Jun 20, Oct 6 and 19, 1967 
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COUNT TIME, s 
Fig. 70. Mariner V trajectory: variation in center of integration 
COUNT TIME, s 
Fig. 71. Jupiter trajectory 
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points lie on a straight line with slope equal to four. All 
residuals on a given straight line have the same sign, 
namely, that of [1 - (f,/f,)] ". Thus, the residual versus 
count time curve is continuous for high count times 
since the doppler truncation error is continuous, whereas 
the residuals for moderate and particularly for low count 
times are discontinuous due to the random double- 
precision time truncation error. 
If errors other than the time truncation error and the 
doppler truncation error were not present, minimum 
residuals of approximately m/s would be obtained 
during heliocentric cruise at a count time of about 1000 s, 
as occurs on the Adariner V trajectory on June 20, 1967 
(Fig. 69), where the probe range is 1.8 X lo6 km. However, 
on October 6,1967, where the probe range is 62 X lo6 km 
(Figs. 69 and 70), and on the Jupiter trajectory with ranges 
of 1 to 5 AU (Fig. 71), the minimum residuals are to 
3 X m/s with the larger values occurring for greater 
probe ranges. These residuals are due primarily to neg- 
lected relativity terms in the current expression for t'he 
ET - A1 time transformation (Paragraph d) and will be 
reduced to less than m/s by addition of the new terms 
of Eq. (16). The relativity terms of ET - A1 represent 
the periodic variations in atomic time on earth relative 
to uniform ephemeris time ET (also denoted as coordinate 
time t in the heliocentric space-time frame of reference). 
For each range observable used to compute DRD, the 
new terms of ET - A1 are required to accurately trans- 
form round-trip ET obtained from the light time solution 
to observed round-trip station time ST. The terms in DRD 
and in ID which arise from the periodic variations in 
atomic time on earth due to general relativity will be 
referred to as Atomic Time Theory (ATT) terms. Inte- 
grated doppler is computed using the exact differential 
equation relating proper time T and coordinate time t. 
The only error in the ATT contribution to ID is the neglect 
of the second derivative of dT/dt in Eq. (7); for the observ- 
ables of this study, the maximum error is 1.0 X m/s. 
A program was written to compute the residuals be- 
tween the ATT terms of DRD and ID using both the 
current and new expressions for ET - A1 to compute 
the ATT terms of DRD. Table 32 shows the DRD - ID 
residuals of Fig. 70 (integration central body = sun) and 
Fig. 71 for intermediate count times, the contribution from 
the ATT residuals obtained from the current expression 
for ET - Al, and the corrected residual with the ATT 
error removed. I t  is immediately evident that the larger 
residuals occurring at the larger probe ranges are due 
almost entirely to the ATT error. The corrected residuals 
Table 32. Reduction in DRD - ID residuals with 
removal of ATT errora 
are as high as 3 X m/s at a count time of 100 s; for 
count times of 200, 500, and 1000 s, they are less than 
m/s. The higher corrected residuals at the lower 
count times represent the previously mentioned double- 
precision time truncation error. Using the new expression 
for ET - Al, the ATT error in DRD is reduced to a 
maximum of 1.5 X 10-%/s and the ATT residuals are 
reduced to 2.3 X m/s or less. Hence, Table 32 repre- 
sents the approximate reduction in the DRD - ID resid- 
uals of Figs. 70 and 71 due to addition of the new terms 
to ET - Al. 
3 AU 
4 AU 
5 AU 
Encounter 
Table 33 shows the DRD - ID residuals corrected for 
the ATT error (obtained from Table 32), the contribution 
to the residuals from the n-body ephemeris interpolation 
errors, and the residuals corrected for both ATT and the 
n-body ephemeris interpolation errors. It is seen that 
the maximum contribution from the n-body ephemeris 
interpolation errors is 0.6 X m/s. Removal of the 
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nunits = m/s. 
xx = existing DRD - ID residuol 
xx = ATT error 
Z = residual with AT1 error removed 
4.9 
8.0 
-
-3.1 
17.3 
18.8 
-
- 1.5 
-10.1 
-9.2 
 
-0.9 
8.6 
8.0 
-
0.6 
18.9 
18.8 
-
0.1 
-9.8 
-9.2 
 
-0.6 
T c  = 10 
29.2 
29.7 
-
- 0.5 
7.9 
8.0 
-
-0.1 
19.0 
18.8 
-
0.2 
-9.2 
-9.2 
 
0.0 
7.9 
8.1 
-
-0.2 
18.5 
18.9 
-
-0.4 
-9.4 
-9.2 
 
-0.2 
T ,  = 20 
30.0 
29.7 
-
0.3 
T ,  = 5 0  
29.5 
29.7 
-
-0.2 
xx = existing DRD - ID residual with ATT error removed 
Table 33. Reduction in DRD - ID residuals with removal Table 34 shows the DRD - ID residuals of Fig. 70 for 
of ATT error and ephemeris interpolation errora the Marine? V trajectory on October 6, 1967, with the sun, 
TJenus, and earth as integration central bodies. The un- 
corrected residuals vary with the center of integration. 
However, removal of the ATT error and different n-body 
ephemeris interpolation error for each center results in 
corrected residuals which are almost identical for each 
center of integration. This indicates that the double- 
precision time truncation error is the same for the different 
centers of integration. That is, changing the center of 
integration does not change the light time solutions for 
the range observables used to compute DRD. This is as 
expected since the variation in the heliocentric position of 
the probe with different centers and corresponding n-body 
ephemeris interpolation errors is only about 1 m, or 
0.3 X s of light time. This generally will not change 
the epochs of participation since the last bit of double- 
precision seconds past 1950 is 0.6 X s. 
The contributions to the DRD - ID residuals due to 
n-body ephemeris interpolation errors shown in Tables 33 
and 34 are due primarily to differenced position inter- 
pretation errors divided by the count time. However, for 
the Marine? V observable of Table 33, with the sun as 
center of integration, the residual is almost entirely a 
velocity interpolation error. The upper limit for the error 
in either DRD or ID is probably about m/s. 
ephemeris interpolation error greatly reduces the residuals 
for October 6 on the A4ariner V trajectory and at a range 
of 1 AU on the Jupiter trajectory. For the remaining 
observation times, the residuals are changed but their 
average value is not. It is not possible to determine 
whether removal of the n-body ephemeris interpolation 
error is an improvement in all cases because of the 
presence of the random double-precision time truncation 
error. This error source has a typical value of 3 mm/T, 
and the expected values at count times of 100, 200, 500, 
and 1000 s are 3,1.5, 0.6 and 0.3 X m/s, respectively. 
Thus, the remaining unaccounted for residuals of Table 33 
may be due almost entirely to the double-precision time 
truncation error. If this is the case, the residuals will be 
considerably smaller on the Univac 1108 version of the 
DPODP. It should be noted that for a count time of 
1000 s, where the time truncation error is small, removal 
of the n-body ephemeris interpolation error reduces the 
residual in every case. 
Table 34. Corrected Mariner V residuals with different 
integration central bodiesa 
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The position and velocity interpolation errors for the 
barycenter ephemeris are roughly sinusoidal with the vast 
majority of zero crossings occurring at the tabular points 
(four days apart). The position and velocity interpolation 
errors for the Venus ephemeris are zero at the tabular 
points and have typically 2 4  zero crossings in between. 
In all cases, the interpolation errors are extremely smooth 
functions. 
Changing the representation of time from double- to 
triple-precision seconds past 1950 or equivalent and con- 
version of the DPODP to the Univac 1108 will reduce the 
random error of computed DRD from 3 X low3 m/T, due 
to truncation of time beyond 16-decimal digits to 2 X 
m/T, due to truncation of position beyond l&decimal 
digits. For an accuracy of m/s, count times as low as 
0.2 s may be used. Use of the new expression for ET - A1 
(Eq. 16) will reduce the error in computed DRD to approx- 
imately m/s. Use of the type 66 n-body ephemeris 
would reduce the error closer to m/s. The growth of 
error in the probe ephemeris with time due to position 
interpolation error for the perturbing bodies would also 
be eliminated. 
The new terms of ET - A1 affect the computed range 
observables by 0.01 to 1.0 m/AU. There is a monthly term 
of 0.05 m/AU not included in Eq. (16). In order to realize 
this increased accuracy, the type 66 ?%-body ephemeris or 
equivalent must be used since the current type 50 position 
interpolation errors are almost 1 m (or slightly larger for 
Mercury). 
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IV. Development and Implementation 
A. DSlF Development 
1. Antenna-Mechanical Subsystem Field 
Instrumentation-Modular Concept, J .  A. Carpenter 
a. Introduction. During erection of the antenna- 
mechanical subsystem, instrumentation (including strain 
gauges, accelerometers, fluid and gas-pressure-sensing 
devices, recording anemometers, force gauges, thermo- 
couples, and extensometers) is needed for installation, 
alignment, and performance evaluation. 
During the early days of antenna installation, due to 
a lack of field housing facilities, instrumentation trailers 
were designed and built which housed not only the re- 
cording instrumentation needed in association with the 
above listed sensing devices, but also work and storage 
space. The subsequent history of utilization showed that 
the trailers spent from 40 to 75% of their life in transit 
and involved excessive handling, maintenance, and cus- 
toms processing. 
b. Design criteria. A re-evaluation of the utilization of 
this type of field instrumentation developed the following 
criteria : 
(1) An instrumentation trailer embodying storage and 
work space was not needed, due to the on-location 
availability of such facilities. 
(2) The instrumentation assemblies configuration 
should be as light and compact as reasonable and 
should lend itself to any mode of transport-air, 
sea, or land. 
(3) The instrumentation assembly should be configured 
in discrete modules to support specific needs and 
avoid shipment of equipment not required for a 
specific task. 
(4) The modular concept should allow for easy expan- 
sion of the assembly to the complexity required. 
(5) The design of the instrumentation assembly should 
be simple enough to be able to be used at any skill 
level and to require minimum maintenance. 
c. Final configuration. A modular instrumentation 
assembly concept was developed which affords the fol- 
lowing: 
(1) The basic equipment is resolved into two subunits: 
(a) an analog recording configuration with a strip 
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recorder for quick field looks and analyses; and 
(b) a parallelable analog tape recording unit 
(Fig. 1) for storing data from the strip recorder for 
later more complex analysis or digital processing. 
(2) The two instrumentation subunits are mounted per- 
manently in shock-proof shipping containers. 
(3) These contaiilers are weatherproof for shipping 
and field housing. 
(4) The shipping and housing containers are of dimen- 
sions acceptable for commercial air shipment, when 
necessary. 
2. Damage Prevention System for 85-ft Antenna, 
J .  Carlucci 
a. Introduction. As a result of operational experience 
and an analysis of the safety needs of the DSIF antennas, 
a system has been designed which will allow the servo 
operator to monitor the antenna and surrounding area, 
and to control or prevent vehicles, equipment, and per- 
sonnel intrusion. Due to the layout of the servo console, 
windows, hydromechanics building, cable trays and 
associated antenna hardware, it is presently impossible 
for the servo operator to perform control and monitoring 
functions continuously. 
b .  Problem. The general problem was reduced to two 
categories : 
(1) Development of a barrier-alarm system that would 
not only prevent movement of hardware or equip- 
ment on and off the antenna pad without the 
servo operator's knowledge, but would have some 
reasonable form of interaction with the antennas 
drive system operation, and a11 alarm arrangement. 
(2) Development of a surveillance system that would 
give an acceptable picture both day and night, for 
moilitoring the antenna and surrounding area. 
c.  Solution. 
Barrier-alar?n system. Figure 2 shows a conceptual lay- 
out of the proposed barrier and safety alarm system (and 
the surveillance system) at DSS 11. This concept will be 
the basic one for all DSS alarm systems. 
This system consists of a sectionalized chain link fence 
around the circumference of the antenna at a 260-ft 
diameter, with two 20-ft gates with locks and two 3-ft 
gates for personnel. An integrity cable runs around the 
top of the fence. The fence and integrity cable are made 
Fig. 1 .  Magnetic tape recording subunit in 
shipping container 
up in 10-ft sections and are removable, if required, by 
unbolting, The integrity cable is connected to the safety 
alarm arrangement, The purpose of the integrity cable is 
to provide the servo operator with an alarm indication 
when the barrier is broken or all 20-ft gates are not closed. 
The sectionalized chain link barrier acts as a personnel- 
co~ltrol element. 
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'--GATE FOR 
CHERRY PICKER 
Fig. 2. Proposed barrier and safety alarm system 
The safety alarm arrangement is a visual configuration 
which has a light bank reading "Hardware on Pad" when 
gates or fence sections are opened. In order to open the 
access gates a key must be removed from the servo con- 
sole, which subsequently shuts down the servo. The shift 
supervisor also has a key which allows access to the 
antenna pad, on an emergency basis without disabling 
the servo, obtainable only with his approval. 
Included in this system is a time delay which requires 
that the access key be in the switch and the TV system 
be operational for 5 min prior to servo power coming on. 
This is to make sure the servo operator surveys the 
antenna and area before operating the drive system. 
Swueillnnce system. The resolved surveillance system 
is a TV system manufactured by Cohu Electronics, Inc., 
operating at 525 lines horizontal resolution with a 
10,000/1 effective range for intensity variation. 'This 
range will produce a usable picture with light levels as 
low as 0.1 ft-cd on the face of the vidicon tube. The 
camera has a 10:l zoom lens, mounted in an all-weather 
housing that is hermetically sealed, and all circuits are 
solid state. 
Measurements made at DSS 11 indicated that existing 
area lighting was not sufficient to produce an acceptable 
picture at night. Therefore, the following requirements 
were adopted: the general scene area lighting, as mea- 
sured at the TV camera, should be at least 0.1 ft-cd 
(preferably 1.0 ft-cd); the total distance from light source 
to antenna should be 140 ft and from antenna to camera 
130 ft; for an emperically resolved actual reflection co- 
efficient of about 0.20, there should be at least 1500-W 
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3.0 ft-cd 5 x  lom4 L 
Fig. 3. Field test of surveillance system 
lamps in banks of twelve, located on one of the present 3. X 3 Frequency Multiplier and Phase Modulator for 
emergency light towers and directed at the center of the Block lllC S-Band Receiver-Exciter, C. E. Johns 
antenna with a maximum deviation from the normal of 
30 deg or less, and having an initial rating of 33,000 a. Introduction. A new type of exciter phase modulator 
was developed to provide improved performance and the lumens each. 
capability of setting modulation indices more precisely. 
Field test (Fig. 3) light readings at DSS 11 made at the   he phase modulator presently used in the  lock I11 c 
base of the antenna, utilizing the 0 and 4 values of 30 deg S-band receivedexciter subsystem has a specified modu- lation linearity of +5% over the range of indices from 
each, confirmed the use of the 1500-W lamps. The re- 0 to 2.4 rad at S-band. System measurements confirm that 
sults were: this is close to the limit of the capability of the present 
1 to 1.5 ft-cd 1.09 ft-cd 
5 x lo-* ft-L 5.55 x ft-L 
- - 
modulator design. 
The present modulator design utilizes voltage-variable 
capacitors within a low-Q resonant circuit to achieve 
phase modulation. Due to the inherent nonlinear charac- 
teristic of capacitance variation versus applied voltage, 
voltage-variable capacitors are not suitable in a design 
The number of lumens per unit area squared requiring better than 5% linearity over large modulation 
indices. The design performance requirement of the new 
I modulator is that the linearity be maintained within 1% E = - cos 6 cos 4 ft-cd 
r2 for indices up to 2.4 rad at S-band. 
where b. Modulutor design (ideal). A block diagram of the 
phase modulator module is shown in Fig. 4. The module 
I = light intensity, cd being developed also contains a X3 frequency multiplier 
ahead of the modulator. The 22-MHz input signal is 
r2 = distance from light source, ft amplified and amplitude-limited by amplifiers A1 and A2 
6 = angle of incidence (zenith plane) to camera and coupled to a wideband diode X3 frequency multi- 
relative to reflecting surface plier. The multiplier output is filtered by a commercial filter centered at 66 MHz. The 66 MHz is then amplified 
4 = angle of incidence (vertical plane) to camera (A3 and A4) and coupled to a 90-deg hybrid which pro- 
relative to reflecting surface vides two output ports, one having an in-phase signal 
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22-MHz 
INPUT 
MODULATION , 
INPUTS 
66-MHz 
OUTPUT 
(TO x 4  MULTlPLl 
66-MHz 
OUTPUT 
(TO CONFIRMATION 
DETECTOR) 
Fig. 4. X 3 frequency multiplier an$ phase modulator 
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and the second a quadrature signal. Each output port 
is then coupled to a commercial balanced mixer (M1 and 
M2) which is used as a voltage-variable attenuator. The 
control voltage on these mixers is the difference between 
the bias voltage and the voltage of the input modulation 
signal from the broadband video driver amplifier A5. 
Since the bias voltage on mixer M1 is positive and on 
mixer M2 is negative, the inodulation signal will create 
control voltages that cause the attenuation of one mixer 
to increase while the attenuation of the other mixer 
decreases. These amplitude-modulated signals are then 
combined to produce a phase-modulated signal (discussed 
in more detail later). The combined carriers are sub- 
sequently amplified (A6 and A7) and applied to two 
isolated outputs through emitter followers. 
The process of generating a phase-modulated carrier 
from amplitude nlodulation is not a new concept, but it 
was considered because of its capability of linear modu- 
lation over a large range of indices. The modulation 
process is best described in Fig. 5. Without the presence 
of modulation (assuming equal RF levels from each 
modulator, M1 and M2) the carrier vectors add as shown. 
When a positive modulating voltage is applied, the RF 
output amplitude of M1 increases linearly by the factor m 
and the output of M2 decreases linearly by m; a resultant 
carrier phase displacement (+) occurs. Conversely, a 
negative modulation voltage results in a negative phase 
(-+) deviation. Figure 5 illustrates, then, an ideal situa- 
Fig. 5. Carrier vectors 
tion whcrc the unmodulated outputs of M1 and M2 are 
identical, and their output levels vary linearly with mod- 
ulation voltage. 
Assuming the ideal case and that M1 and A42 are 
normalized to a value of 1, then the maximum linear 
( t l % )  range of modulation can be determined from 
Fig. 5, as follows: 
l + m  
a = tan-' 1 - m  
and the phase deviation is 
l f m  + = a - 45 deg = tan-' - 45 deg (2) 1 - m  
To obtain the modulation sensitivity for very low indices 
So+ =&[ tan-'  1 3 . m  - 45 deg]l 
dm I,,=, 1 - m  n1=o 
So = 1 rad/modulation unit (peak) (3) 
Since the specified maximum modulation nonlinearity is 
1%, then the sensitivity at the extreme of this linear 
range is 
so - S, =So - - - 1 - 0.01 = 0.99 rad/modulation unit (max) 100 
(4) 
From Eqs. (3) and (4) 
s , ~ ' ) ~  = (&)lh = 0.10053 (max) = - 
(5) 
From Eq. (2) 
= t a r 1  + 0'100503 - 45 deg = 5.7399 deg (peak) 1 - 0.100503 
For an ideal modulator, linearity within 1% can be 
attained to a peak phase deviation of +-5.74 deg. 
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In  the S-band exciter subsystem a 5.74-deg phase 
deviation at the modulator output, due to subsequent 
frequency multiplication, corresponds to 32 X 5.74 or 
183.7 deg at S-band. This is approximately 33% greater 
t l ~ a n  is required for carrier suppression using a sine-wave 
modulation signal, and is more than twice that required 
with square waves. 
The amplitude variation for the ideal case over the 
linear range of phase modulation index is less than 0.1 dB. 
However, any amplitude variation is removed by sub- 
sequent limiters in the multiplier chain. 
60 
Fig. 6. Characteristics of amplitude modulator 
'-POINT B 
I  I I  I l  I l l  l  I l l  l  I l l  I  I l  
c. Modulator design (actzral). There are several factors 
that cause the actual design to deviate from the ideal 
case, such as: 
I O - ~  lo-2 10-I 1 lo1 1 o2 
DC BIAS CURRENT, rnA 
and from Eqs. (7) and (10) 
= tan-l + - 45 deg = 2.38131 deg 1 - 0.9 m 
(11) 
(1) The modulator diodes may be biased at a point that 
does not provide linear level changes. 
(2) RF delay changes occur in the modulator as a 
function of the modulation voltage. Thus, biasing at  point B on the curve shown in Fig. 6 
greatly reduces the linear phase range. (3) A pair of modulators may be unbalanced, causing 
unequal changes in level. 
If, on the other hand, the amplitude modulators are 
biased at point C of Fig. 6 where the modulation voltage 
increases the R F  output by 0.9 but decreases them by 1.1, 
then 
Consider first the bias of the modulators. Figure 6 
shows a typical signal level versus modulation voltage 
for the amplitude modulator. Point A on the curve 
indicates the bias for linear modulation as described in 
the ideal case. B and C represent bias points that pro- 
duce nonlinear amplitude variation with modulation 
voltage. Assume the modulators are biased at point B and 
that the modulation voltage increases the RF outputs of 
Ivfl and hi12 by 1.1 but decreases them by only 0.9, caus- 
ing a 10% amplitude linearity distortion. From Eq. (2) 
= 1 rad/modulation unit (13) 
- 0.99 rad/modulation unit (14) S , =  So--- 100 
at 1% nonlinearity. Then from Eqs. (13) and (14) 
= 1 rad/modulation unit (8) 
m,,,, = 0.198025 modulation units 
and from Eqs. (12) and (15) 
= 0.99 rad/modulation unit at  1% nonlinearity 
(9) 
= tan-' + 0e9 - 45 deg = 11.4215 deg 1 - 1.1 m 
Then from Eqs. (8) and (9) 
m., = 0.0417131 modulation units (10) at the negative 1 %  distortion point. 
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The region between the zero modulation and the 
negative 1% point was investigated. It was found that 
the phase slope is not monotonic; however, at no point in 
this region does the nonlinearity exceed 2 1 % .  It can be 
shown that the same (-4) linearity is obtained when a 
negative modulation voltage is applied. 
Selecting a nonlinear bias point C has increased the 
linear range over the ideal case. This is a result of 
compensating the nonlinear arctan function with the 
nonlinear characteristics of the anlplitude modulation. 
each amplitude modulator, which constitutes approxi- 
mately 15% of the total desired phase deviation. This 
phase shift is relatively linear over the operating ampli- 
tude range of the nlodulators of +1 dB and does not 
contribute significantly to nonlinearity. The alignnlent 
procedure assures that both the phase delay character- 
istics and the differences between the characteristics of 
the modulators are conlpensated by selection of the 
proper bias. 
The photographs in Fig. 7 show S-band phase- 
n~odulation spectra (2110 MHz) using the new phase 
modulator. In Fig. 7a the carrier has been suppressed 
approximately 2 dB, and in Fig. 7b the carrier has been 
nulled. In both cases the modulation signal was a 
Another contributing factor to nonideal perfornlance 
is the carrier phase delay change versus attenuation of 
- 
100-KHz square wave with a rise and decay time of 
10 ns. The existence of even-order harmonics is partly 
due to the rise time of the modulating signal. To obtain 
the photographs, the 66-MHz output from the modulator 
nlodule was frequency-multiplied X32 using standard 
Block I11 C S-band exciter subassen~blies. 
d .  Conclusion. The use of amplitude modulation tech- 
niques to obtain a linear phase modulator has been 
demonstrated. Nonlinearities of less than 1% up to an 
index of 2.4 rad at S-band have been attained. The modu- 
lator itself has a bandwidth greater than +10 MHz and 
can handle square-wave modulation signals up to 1 MHz. 
However, in the present Block I11 C exciter, the band- 
width is limited by the frequency multiplier chain 
following the modulator. 
4. 400-kW Transmitter Controls, R .  1. l e u  
a. Introduction. The size and complexity of the 400-kW 
transmitter system demands a larger and more reliable 
control system. The new system uses solid-state discrete 
logic and monitor circuits. The new control system for 
the DSN 400-kW transmitter is under test at DSS 13 and 
is being static-tested in the laboratory. Preliminary testing 
of these circuits at DSS 13 proved them to be very 
satisfactory. 
b. Control system. The control system is made up of 
a master control and four auxiliary controls as shown in 
Fig. 8. The system controls, monitors, and protects the 
klystron amplifier. (The motor-generator controls are part 
of the 1-MW motor-generator and are not discussed in 
this article.) 
Fig. 7. S-band modulation spectra: (a) .- 2 dB c. Local control console. The local control console is 
carrier suppression; (b) carrier suppressed the master control of the system. All system interlock, 
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MOTOR TO MOTOR- 
GENERATOR GENERATOR 
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
disconnected from the driving source without changing 
the local monitoring meter calibration. 
TO OUTSIDE 
EQUIPMENT 
CONTROL 
CONSOLE 
TO KLYSTRON 
AMPLIFIER 
ASSEMBLY 
TO SYSTEM ASSEMBLIES I .
Fig. 8. 400-kW transmitter control system 
monitor, and control functions are available on the 
terminal boards. This has been done to prepare for future 
computer control and monitor of the 400-kW transmitter. 
However, for complete computer control, additional 
functions will be required, and the termination bay is 
designed for the addition of more terminals. 
To improve the system reliability and performance, 
solid-state logic has been designed for the interlock, 
control, and monitor functions. The relay interlock logic 
presently used in transmitter systems is being replaced 
by digital and-gate circuitry. The relay function used to 
illuminate fault and status lamps is being replaced by 
lamp driuers. The on-of control functions are being 
replaced by bistable circuitry. The logic units are de- 
signed to operate on an input signal between 15 and 
30 Vdc. There are several additional advantages to using 
solid-state logic as opposed to relay logic. The size of the 
total logic chassis is about %o the size of the existing 
relay assembly; power to energize the logic is 1/20 that 
required for relays; and the logic is more accessible for 
maintenance and trouble shooting. 
Monitoring circuits to drive meters at  remote locations 
have been designed, utilizing integrated differential 
amplifiers. These circuits are being used in the 450-kW 
transmitter at DSS 13 and have operated without failure 
or problems for the past 4 mo. The new design gives 
more reliable meter readings at the remote locations, 
decreased drift with temperature changes, and can be 
d. Control junction box. This unit is located in the 
transforn~er/rectifier building north of the antenna. The 
control J-box is used as a control distribution and inter- 
lock status accumulation center for all outside equipment 
on the ground. The J-box contains a small logic chassis 
with summing logic, lamp driver, and bistable circuits. 
Interlock faults are summed into major fault categories 
and sent to the local control. The J-box has fault display 
lamps to indicate the precise fault of the local equip- 
ment. The lamp drivers are used for turning on and off 
the outside equipment on commands sent from the local 
control console. 
e. Klystron instrumentation. The instrumentation cab- 
inet will be located in the tri-cone with the klystron 
amplifier. This assembly is used for control and moilitor 
of the 400-kW klystron amplifier. The control and inter- 
lock functions are: filament power, RF drive input, 
coolant flow, vacuum power, detection of waveguide arcs, 
and excessive reflected power. The instrumentation 
assembly monitors the klystron RF output power, RF 
reflected power, RF input power, and coolant flow. 
f .  Remote control. This unit is a transmitter system 
remote monitor with limited control. To operate the 
- 
transmitter from the remote control requires that all 
auxiliary power supplies and motor-generators have been 
previously energized. The remote control design is such 
that it can be completely disconnected from the system 
without affecting the operation, with one exception: for 
safety purposes a safe-run key interlock is in series with 
the beam voltage on circuitry. The remote control is a 
self-contained unit and has a control logic assembly 
consisting of 15 lamp drivers, one bistable circuit, and a 
separate dc control power supply. This design then 
allows the remote cabinet to be placed several thousand 
feet from the local control and still function properly. 
This unit has been tested at DSS 13 for 30 days in the 
R&D 450-kW transmitter system. Only two failures 
occurred during this period: one failure was not a design 
problem and the other failure was caused by the inductive 
kick of a relay in the old system with which it interfaced. 
The problem was corrected by adding damping diodes. 
The local control console and the klystron instrumen- 
tation cabinet will be tested at DSS 13 prior to installation 
at DSS 14. Static tests only will be conducted on the 
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Weight of this power supply is approximately 42,000 lb. Spacecraft Compatibility Station) with a capability for 
Power wiring has been pulled to all components with the display of status and alarm data for station operational 
exception of the high-voltage output wiring. personnel. This equipment will typically consist of the 
following elements : 
Main heat exchanger pad. The main heat exchanger 
pad does not appear in Fig. 9, but is located about 350 ft 
east of the still and chiller pad. Major assemblies have 
been installed on this pad and power wiring has been 
pulled. 
The main heat exchanger, which has five 10-hp fans 
and four 50-hp pumps, is capable of dissipating 1 MW 
of heat. Under normal operations at 400 kW, only two 
pumps will be used at one time. 
This main water-to-air heat exchanger, which uses a 
water-glycol solution will operate into an antenna- 
mounted water-to-water heat exchanger (pure heated 
water) which, in turn, will be used to cool the klystron 
in the tri-cone base. 
b. System testing. System testing should begin on 
December 1. Prior to that time the power-supply com- 
ponent wiring will be completed. A dummy load for the 
power supply will be installed. Control wiring, which is 
fabricated and on site, will be installed by the electrical 
contractor. The alidade (water-to-water) pumping unit 
will be mounted on the antenna. Subsystem level testing 
will be done. 
6. DSIF Monitor System Phase I Development, R. Flanders 
The DSIF Monitor System Phase I (DSIF MS0I) pro- 
vides the DSSs in the DSIF with a capability for mon- 
itoring the performance and alarm status of the various 
subsystems within each station. A record is also main- 
tained on magnetic tape for postmission analysis, and 
real-time status and alarm messages prepared for trans- 
mission to the SFOF via high-speed data line. 
The DSIF MS0I consists of a hardware segment 
composed of the Digital Instrumentation Subsystem 
Phase I1 (DIS 11) and the station monitor and control 
console (SMC), together with a software segment repre- 
sented by the DSIF M S 0 I  program running in the 
DIS 11. 
The current effort involves the update of both the 1 hardware and software, in order to provide monitor 
support for Mariner Mars 1971 and subsequent missions. 
Hardware development has been initiated to implement 
six stations (DSSs 12,14,41,51,62, and the Cape Kennedy 
(1) Cathode ray tube (CRT) display. 
(2) Image refreshing logic. 
(3) Character generator. 
(4) Addressable memory for data storage. 
(5) High-speed data input/output registers. 
(6) Control logic. 
Data communication between the display equipment 
and the DIS I1 will be serial by bit via the high-speed 
data register and will be transmitted at rates of up to 
50 kilobits/s. A keyboard on the terminal will provide 
for manual data entry and for addressing the display 
format of specific interest. 
The principal effort in the software development in- 
volves the extension of the existing DSIF MS0I pro- 
gram. The present version was implemented on an interim 
basis for support of Mariner Mars 1969. As such, it 
offered considerably less than the full Phase I monitor 
capability. The version of the MS0I program to be 
implemented for Mariner Mars 1971 will contain routines 
for angle and range data processing, which were deleted 
from the present version due to core memory limitations. 
In addition, the program will provide for output to a 
graphical (X-Y) plotter for recording and displaying 
critical parameters. Typical parameters to be plotted as 
a function of time would include signal strength (AGC), 
static phase error, signal-to-noise ratio, transmitter power 
output, system temperature, and pseudoresiduals for 
doppler, angles, and range. 
The program will also contain the capability to pro- 
cess data for display on the CRT and to output various 
display formats under operator control (addressable from 
the SMC display terminal keyboard). A revision of the 
present system for processing monitor criterion data 
(MCD) sets is also under consideration to reduce the 
volume and variations of MCD and provide for their 
definition at the individual DSS. The capacity for re- 
ceiving and processing MCD, tracking, and RF predicts 
by way of high-speed data inbound to the station also 
offers a new capability. 
The content of the high-speed data periodic and alarm 
messages to the SFOF is also under study, to investigate 
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the possibility of returning higher resolution data. The 
larger high-speed data block (1200 bits instead of 600 
bits), together with a possibility for higher transmission 
rates may result in a redefinition of the DSN periodic 
and alarm messages. 
The program will also be required to process monitor 
data from subsystems and equipment newly implemented 
for Mariner Mars 1971 support. This will include addi- 
tional telemetry and command functions, and frequency 
and timing subsystem phase I1 (FTS 11) monitor input 
parameters, when available. 
The monitor functions within the DSS are also being 
redefined to be of greater value to station personnel for 
DSIF performance and alarm monitoring. The opera- 
tional experience gained through use of the DSIF mon- 
itor system during the Mariner Mars 1969 missions will 
be reflected in these changes. Greater flexibility and con- 
trol over alarm parameters to be displayed and the 
manner in which they are displayed will be provided at 
the station level. The means for calling up and displaying 
formats containing specific parameters will allow opera- 
tional personnel to monitor critical parameters in greater 
detail than previously possible. 
In summary, the DSIF monitor system phase I hard- 
ware is being extended, and the software is undergoing 
an extensive revision to process the new monitor func- 
tions to be implemented for Mariner Mars 1971 and in- 
crease the value of the monitor system to the DSIF by 
incorporating the experience gained in support of Mariner 
Mars 1969. 
7 .  Frequency and Timing Subsystem, Phase 11, M. Golifzen 
For the past year the frequency and timing subsystem 
at DSSs 14, 41, 51, and 62 has been in a hybrid config- 
uration referred to as FTS 1/11. This configuration was 
necessary because of problems in the use of commercial 
equipment. The FTS I1 configuration required two com- 
mercially built isolation amplifiers for signal distribution. 
The digital isolation amplifier (DIA) exhibited bit pickup, 
bit dropout, and oscillation problems. The precision 
frequency isolation amplifier exhibited amplitude modu- 
lation, low isolation, spurious signals, and other lesser 
problems. 
During the past months these problems have been 
under investigation, and steps have been taken to correct 
them. The DIA design has been changed, and the first 
reworked unit has been returned from the vendor. This 
unit was tested at JPL by connecting the FTS I1 outputs 
to the DIA. The DIA outputs were then connected 
through an FTS junction module to a load bank. Through 
one of the junction modules parallel outputs, monitor 
points were connected. Data from the points was re- 
corded on a strip chart recorder. 
No failures of the DIA were detected during this test- 
ing. This unit is now at DSS 14 where it has been installed 
in the FTS racks. At this time preliminary tests have 
revealed no problems with the DIA. On three separate 
shifts the FTS I1 configuration was connected, and the 
DIA's performance was flawless. At the end of these test 
periods the station was restored to the FTS 1/11 config- 
uration for operational use. Further FTS I1 testing at 
DSS 14 will be undertaken before an effort is made to 
convert to the FTS I1 system operation on a permanent 
basis. 
The precision frequency isolation amplifiers have been 
under investigation at JPL and at the standards labora- 
tory at the Goldstone DSCC. These performance tests 
have verified that the amplifiers under test have been 
improved by the vendor. One of the units has been tested 
at DSS 12. The tests were accomplished by observing 
the stations' operation with and without the amplifier in 
the operations loop. Future evaluations are necessary 
before these units can be used. 
The auxiliary reference divider and its control panel 
have been installed at DSS 14. The auxiliary divider is 
a working spare to the FTS I1 reference timing pulse 
generator. In the present configuration the spare divider 
provides a 1-pulse/s back-up pulse to the FTS standard 
1 pulse/s. The standard FTS 1-pulse/s signal is clocked 
from signals derived from the FTS primary frequency 
standard. The auxiliary divider now provides an addi- 
tional 1 pulse/s which is clocked from a secondary fre- 
quency standard. 
The control panel for the auxiliary divider provides a 
means of synchronizing the auxiliary divider's 1 pulse/s 
output to the FTS primary 1 pulse/s signal. In addition 
the auxiliary reference divider control panel provides 
status indications on the 1-MHz secondary signal used to 
drive the auxiliary reference divider. At present it is 
planned to install this auxiliary system as DSSs 12, 41, 
51, and 62 when these stations are converted to the 
FTS I1 configuration. 
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8. Analog Recording Flutter Sensitivity Tests, J. P.  Buffinston the bandwidth of the capstan servo and in the use of 
- - 
In SPS 37-58, Vol. 11, pp. 127-129, it was shown that 
the primary source of the data degradation in the teiem- 
etry recording subsystem is time displacement error 
(TDE). This was deduced from the shape of the con- 
stant 1-dB data loss flutter amplitude FA versus flutter 
frequency curves. The relationship 
TDE = (FA)/w cos oT 
(where is the angular velocity of the flutter component) 
was developed, and initial steps have been taken to 
optimize the recording subsystem. 
That amount of TDE which results in-a 1-dB data loss 
can be computed by taking values of FA and w off the 
data curves in the referenced article and substituting 
them in the equation above. Table 1 gives the permissible 
TDE for three subcarriers and their corresponding data 
rates. 
Table 1. Values of TDE for subcarriers 
A survey was made of the recorder field to determine 
the industry capability in minimizing TDE, and the 
Ampex FR 1600 tape t~ansport was selected for evalua- 
tion. An abbreviated table of specifications is shown in 
Table 2, together with specifications for the FR 1400 
(presently used in the DSIF net telemetry recording 
subsystem). 
Table 2. Comparison of FR 1400 and FR 1600 at 30  in./s 
Capstan servo carrier frequency 
2-Sigma flutter, % 
Servo crossover 
Frequency (1  2 dB per octave), Hz 
The very large improvement in TDE in the FR 1600 
over the FR 1400 is due to a substantial improvement in 
vacuum columns in the tape path to provide isolation 
from reel disturbances. The following schematic draw- 
ings illustrate the differences in the two mechanical tape 
transports. The relatively large diameter of the capstan 
on the FR 1600 facilitates reducing the length of mag- 
netic tape between the capstan and the magnetic repro- 
duce heads, which makes possible the relatively wide 
capstan servo bandwidth (Fig. 12). 
The FR 1600 transport, when used as a subcarrier 
recorder-reproducer does, in fact, hold the TDE to a low 
enough value to allow the SDA to lock on to the repro- 
duced data without any external flutter and/or TDE 
correction. The results (exclusive of conversion losses) 
are given in Table 3. 
Table 3. TDE measurements for FR 1600 transport 
Subcarrier Tape speed, STn/No after 
frequency, kHz in./s 
These results were obtained with the capstan reference 
recorded on the adjacent track to the data in the same 
head stack. Tests indicate that the TDE of the FR 1600 
is about four times as great under these conditions as it 
is between the local reference and the recorded reference 
track. A method of multiplexing the recorded reference in 
with the recorded subcarrier to take advantage of this 
improvement is being investigated in the laboratory at 
this time (Fig. 13). 
I t  would appear that substantial improvements in the 
TDE of longitudinal recorders will be effected in the fu- 
ture, though in smaller increments and at great difficulty 
because of limitations in the supporting technology (e.g., 
grinding, machining, bearings, as well as the electro- 
mechanical components such as motors, etc.). As a result, 
electronic flutter and TDE correction methods are being 
studied in an effort to further optimize the recording 
subsystem. A block diagram of a TDE correction system 
that has been used with considerable success with rotary 
head transports is shown in Fig. 14. 
In this system, a pilot tone from the local reference is 
multiplexed with the data and then separated out with 
comb filters and the reproduced pilot tone is again com- 
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FR 1600 FR 1400 pared with the local reference; the difference, propor- 
tioilal to the time displacement error, is used to program 
the voltage variable delay line. In effect, the phase 
detector generates negative TDE which, when added to 
HEADS 
the positive TDE in the data, tends to cancel out in the 
HEADS 
voltage variable delay line. 
\- 9. Motor Field Control, T .  w. Rofhbun 
a. Introduction. The 1750-hp motor generator set at 
DSS 13 is used to supply 400-Hz primary power to the 
70-kV high-voltage power supply. I t  is important that 
Fig. 12. Tape paths of FR 1400 and FR 1600 recorders the motor be operated at unity power factor so that the incoming power line is affected as little as possible by 
load conditioils at DSS 13. This minimizes interaction 
between facilities at Goldstoile DSCC, improves voltage 
NOTCH FILTER 
TUNED TO 
RECORDED REFERENCE 
RECORDED REFERENCE RECORDED 
REFERENCE 
TO CAPSTAN 
SERVO 
Fig. 13. Reproduce system using reference multiplexed 
with data 
- 
regulation, and reduces power costs. Power-factor cor- 
rection may be accomplished by adjusting field current 
in the syl~chrollous motor. Originally, the power factor 
was coiltrolled by a carbon pile regulator. The operation 
of the carbon pile regulator depends upon sensing low- 
line voltage caused by the high-line current associated 
with low-power factor. However, the iilconlillg line to 
DSS 13 was of such low impedance that the line voltage 
was not sufficiently affected by low-power factor so the 
power factor correction did not operate reliably. During 
the start cycle the synchrollous motor is acting as a gen- 
erator whose output is controlled by field current. I t  is, 
therefore, possible to match the voltage output of the 
motor with the illcoming line voltage. In the original 
illstallatioll no provisions were made for matching the 
line and motor voltage. The result was that the motor's 
protective circuitry prevented syllchronization until man- 
TUNED TO VOLTAGE VARIABLE DELAY LINE 
RECORDED REFERENCE I I 
COMB FILTER 
TUNED TO 
REFERENCE 
I O C A L  I 
DATA 
' OUT 
Fig. 14. Time-displacement error correction system 
block diagram 
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ual adjustment of the field current matched the voltages. 
This adjustme~lt resulted in a power factor error when 
the motor was on the line, and readjustment was nec- 
essary. 
A conl~nercial power factor control unit was tested to 
determine its suitability to replace the carbon pile regu- 
lator. However, the operation of this unit was not 
satisfactory because of errors in the order of 5% when 
the islotor was lightly loaded. 
b. Description of new unit. A new control was designed, 
breadboarded, and installed at DSS 13. This control con- 
tains line-motor voltage matching circuitry (Fig. 15), and 
a digital phase detector (Fig. 16) for power-factor con- 
trol after the motor is brought on the line. 
The line-motor voltage matching section of the motor 
field control contains a voltage transducer, which is a full- 
wave bridge that is linearized by the use of a small value 
of resistance in parallel with the output resistance. A 
transducer is used on both the line and motor voltages. 
The dc voltage output of these transducers is then ap- 
plied to a voltage comparator circuit whose output 
controls the motor field-power supply. 
The power factor section of the motor field control 
consists of a digital phase detector, which samples the 
motor current and motor-voltage phase relationship. The 
output of the phase detector is zero at unity power factor, 
LINE VOLTAGE 
TRANSDUCER 
TO MOTOR 
FIELD SUPPLY 
MOTOR VOLTAGE 
MOTOR 
TRANSDUCER 
Fig. 15. Line-motor voltage matching circuit 
MOTOR 
VOLTAGE 
INPUT 
TO MOTOR 
FIELD 
SUPPLY 
MOTOR 
CURRENT 
INPUT 
Fig. 16. Digital phase detecfor logic 
Fig. 17. Prototype motor field control on time- 
synchronization transmitter 
positive for a leading power factor, and negative for a 
lagging power factor. This output is integrated and 
applied to an operational amplifier capable of driving 
the motor field-power supply, resulting in a power-factor 
control that is not dependent upon line variations nor 
upon motor loading for control. Laboratory tests of the 
phase detector showed an accuracy of +-0.5% at  worst- 
case conditions. 
The original breadboard has been in operation at 
DSS 13 in the S-band system for approximately 1 yr with 
no failures. A prototype (Fig. 17) has been built and 
installed in the X-band clock synchronization transmitter 
system of DSS 13. Operation of this unit has been satis- 
factory for about three months. 
c. Future plans. Two production units are scheduled 
to be delivered during the next reporting period. One 
of these units will replace the original breadboard model 
at DSS 13, and the other will be installed at DSS 14 
during December of this year. 
B. DSN Projects and Systems Development 
I. clock-Synchronization System Performance, H. w. Baugh 
a.  Introduction. A precision clock-synchronization net- 
work is being established to meet the requirements of the 
DSN. The immediate goal for this system was to provide 
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synchronization between all DSSs committed to A4nrifzer 
Mars 1969 to within 20 ps at the time of planetary 
encounter. A second objective is to provide correlation 
to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) or to the 
U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) to within 5 ps for the 
DSN as a whole. 
The system uses a computer-controlled transmitter at 
DSS 13 to send timing signals to the remote DSSs by way 
of an X-band carrier that is reflected from the surface 
of the moon. References to previous articles are given in 
SPS 37-56, Vol. 11, pp. 142-143. The most recent article 
on the system was in SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, pp. 151-152. 
The present article will cover the operations of the 
system from April 15 to October 10, 1969. 
b.  Implementation. The installation of clock synchro- 
nization equipment at four overseas DSSs was completed 
during this period. DSS 41 went into operation on June 20. 
DSS 42 made a gradual transition from the prototype 
receiver to the new equipment, replacing one assembly 
at  a time. (Its first complete operation using all new 
equipment took place on June 25.) DSS 62 became 
operational on July 5, followed by DSS 51 on July 22. 
The signal-to-noise performance of the new receivers 
at DSS 41 and 42 was initially very poor; the cause was 
determined to be the leakage of 100-kHz pulses into the 
100-kHz I F  amplifier via the + I 2  Vdc supply line to the 
oven of the crystal filter. All the new units were rewired 
to make use of other supply voltages that did not have 
the 100 kHz noise. Following this change, all the receivers 
performed satisfactorily and the system could be used to 
adjust the DSS clocks into close synchronization for the 
Mariner Mars 1969 encounter operations. 
c. Calibration.The clock a t  DSS 14 can be checked by 
two different measurement techniques. The clock- 
synchronization receiver provides one means; timing 
signals direct from the Goldstone Standards Laboratory 
(via microwave link) provide the other. Since the latter 
signals are also sent to DSS 13, the offset of DSS 14 with 
respect to DSS 13 is known to within 1-2 ps, The error 
of closure between the known offset at DSS 14 and the 
clock-synchronization receiver measurement gives the 
sum of the calibration errors of the clock-synchronization 
system. These errors arise from delays in the equipment, 
from ephemeris errors, and from large variations in lunar 
topography. Since earlier results at DSS 42 had been 
sufficiently stable, it was assumed that calibration data 
of this sort would not be absolutely necessary. However, 
a reconfiguring of the sources of reference frequencies at 
DSS 13, made about July 15, led to an instability in the 
transmitter coder that caused the calibration of the 
system to show jumps of as much as 10 ps from one day 
to the next. 
Consequently, on July 27, the DSS 14 clock- 
synchronization receiver was activated and DSS personnel 
were trained in operations and data reduction so as to 
monitor the system during the Mariner Mars 1969 
encounter periods. 
d.  Performance. Figures 18 and 19 show the clock off- 
sets with respect to NBS clock CL-8 during a 10-day 
period around the two encounter events. The clock- 
synchronization nleasureinents at  the overseas DSSs 
have been corrected for the closure errors observed at 
DSS 14. These data are shown in conlparison with the 
time polynon~ials used in the Orbit Deterillination Pro- 
gram, which are derived by collating all other forms of 
tinling data, i.e., very-low frequency tracking, simultane- 
ous ranging, and some LORAN-C data. I t  will be seen 
that the results are all within the 2 2 0  ps goal, except 
at DSS 51 where there appears to be an offset of about 
30 ps. Further analysis will be required to resolve this 
problem, which may be due to errors in assessing the 
data that led to the time polynonlials. 
e. Current work. A new transmitter coder has been 
installed at DSS 13. Initial tests indicate that it is not 
subject to the instability that disturbed the older unit. 
Further testing is in process. 
The prototype receiver has been returned froin DSS 42. 
After it is refurbished, it will be sent to the USNO. 
When installation is complete, an extensive evaluation 
will be made over a period of 1 or 2 1110 to assist in 
determining the nature of the ephemeris-related errors 
in the systenl. 
2. Multiple-Mission Telemetry System Project, 
W. S. Bourngarfner, N. C. Horn, W. F. McAndrew, D.  W. Brown, 
M .  L. Yeofer, C. A. Holrifz, J .  T .  Hofch, a n d  A. D'Amore 
a. Introduction. The Multiple-Mission Telemetry Sys- 
ten1 (MMTS) Project was established in February 1967 
to design, test, and install throughout the DSN a telem- 
etry system capable of supporting all foreseeable space- 
craft, and with performance close to the theoretical. To 
provide support for A4nriner Mars 1969, the equipment 
was required by mid-1968. These objectives have all now 
been met. All DSN stations, as well as the Compatibility 
Test Station at Cape Kennedy and the Compatibility 
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DAY OF YEAR 
Fig. 18. Clock-synchronization performance for DSSs 41, 42, and 14 
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DAY OF YEAR 
Fig. 19. Clock-synchronization performance for DSSs 62 and 51 
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Test Area (CTA) at JPL, are equipped with MMTS; the Specific efficiency coefficients of the assemblies can then 
equipment has been extensively evaluated in the labora- define the system's performance characteristics (Fig. 21). 
tory and has successfully supported the Mariner and The definition of the effective input sideband signal-to- 
Pioneer Projects with perfornlance improved over pre- noise for a given bit rate can be stated as 
vious systems. 
Detailed analysis and interim test results have been 
presented in SPS 37-52, Vol. 11, pp. 119-143, SPS 37-50, 
Vo1. 11, pp. 3-14 and 52-54, SPS 37-49, Vol. 11, pp. 98- In addition to Eq. (I), an additional coefficient m, due to 
SPS 37-47' Vol' 'I' p p  138-142' and SPS 37-46' measurement error, is included to normalize the expected Vol. 111, pp. 175-243. In this article, which will be the test measurements. Therefore, final report from the project, an attempt will be made to 
present the final test results and compare these with 
the original specifications, outline the present status of R = R,(m) 
the hardware, discuss changes to support future require- 
ments, and report on operational use and results. (2) 
b. Systenz verification test. where 
Per-fornlarzce clnssification. The objective of this test is 
to verify the performance of the DSIF MMTS function R = effective STB/N, 
for non-coded digital pulse-code modulated (PCM) data. p = efficiency coefficient due to RF receiver track- Performance is measured by determining the demodu- ing loop error lated data probability of error P, as a function of the 
overall system's input sideband signal energy per bit-to- q = efficiency coefficient due to subcarrier refer- 
noise spectral density ratio STB/No. Figure 20 is a block ence jitter error . 
diagram of the method used for obtaining measurement 
data. The input STB/N, is adjusted for specific values r = efficiency coefficient due to bit synchroniza- 
and the detected data is then compared against the input tion timing jitter error 
reference data to determine the resultant bit error rate 
(BER). m = measurement error 
To establish a means for evaluating the system's per- ( 1 )  RF receiver loop eficiency coefficient p,  The 
formance characteristics, the system is divided into (1) the equation derived by W. C. Lindsey (Ref. 1) determines 
receiver assembly, (2) the subcarrier demodulator as- the theoretical receiver efficiency coefficient as a function 
sembly (SDA), and (3) the telemetry processor assembly. of (STB/N") eff or R evaluated for various receiver car- 
DETECTED 
DATA 
--- 
I 
I 
---- 
REFERENCED DATA- 
------- --- 
GENERATOR 
1 
Fig. 20. System performance measurement method 
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Fig. 21. Simplified system diagram 
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STB/N, of the SDA determines the efficiency coefficient 
for this assembly. An analysis by M. H. Brockman (SPS 
37-46, Vol. 111), derives this coefficient as a function of 
the phase error and is represented by 
output STB/No - 
(') = input STB/No 
where is the rms phase noise error. 
(3) Bit synchronization timing eficiency coeficient r. 
The efficiency coefficient due to bit synchronization is 
more conveniently expressed by the loss in the SNR due 
to timing jitter of the data correlator. J. W. Layland 
(SPS 37-46, Vol. 111) has derived an expression for deter- 
mining this loss as follows: 
Fig. 22. Graphical relationship of general ( 4 )  Overall system eficiency. By combining all the 
efficiency equation efficiency coefficients, and expressing in units of dB, the 
overall system efficiency becon~es: 
rier loop bandwidth signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). This 
equation is expressed as R(dB) S(dB) + TB(dB) + p(dB) 
I \ 
I 
- 'I-, INPUT - 
I I I I I I 
pE = I" exp ( p / y  'Os ') Erfc [(2R)* cos +Id+ (3) 
Jo ( p l y )  
Effective SNR = 
. . .  
Figure 22 is the graphical representation of the overall 
(2) Subcarrier demodulation eficiency coeficient q. system efficiency equation relative to the ideal detection 
The ratio of the effective output STB/No to the input performance. 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 ST^ / N o  dB 
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Test method. Figure 23 is a block diagram of the sys- 
tem test arrangement used for the verification tests. The 
telemetry test set provides the reference data for com- 
parison against the detected data and the data-modulated 
subcarrier for the input test signal. The modulated sub- 
carrier then phase modulates a test transmitter that pro- 
vides the S-band input signal to the overall telemetry 
system. The input signal is adjusted to specific values of 
STB/NO whose value can be measured by the SNR 
measurement equipment. After data detection, and com- 
parison to the reference data, the resultant BER is 
determined. 
( 1 )  Method of establishing input STB/No. The tech- 
nique used for establishing the input STB/N0 consists of 
accurately measuring the ratio of caryier plus noise 
power-to-noise power (Y-factor) with the SNR measure- 
ment equipment. The power indicator M,, which mea- 
sures the power within the 50 MHz bandpass frequency, 
is adjusted for a reference value with the RF signal 
source off. Then, the desired ratio (PC + P,,)/P,, value is 
inserted in the precision attenuator A,. With the RF 
power on and no modulation, attenuator A, is adjusted 
until the power level at indicator MI is returned approxi- 
mately to the reference value. Finally, the true resultant 
(PC -t P,,)/P, is accurately measured with A,. As an 
example of the adjustment and measurement necessary 
for a specific test, a typical calculation will be shown. 
Desired condition: 
STB/No = 5.2 dB. (l/TB = 270 bits/s) 
RECEIVER 
---- 
ATTENUATOR 
VARIABLE 
MULTIPLIERS 
ATTENUATOR 
(HP 355C) 
ANALYZER 
(HP 302) 
I I MODULATION I 
INDEX 
DETECTOR EQUIPMENT 
-- - -  J 
DEMODULATOR 
ASSEMBLY 
ERROR RATE 
MEASUREMENT 
EQUIPMENT 
Fig. 23. System verification test arrangement 
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Then 
STB/Noratio = 3.311/bit rate duration 
S/Noratio = 893.97 for specific bit rate 
S/NodB = 29.51 dB 
(F, filter bandwidth) = 9.867 kHz (typical 
noise bandwidth 
value) 
Relative bandwidth correction = 39.94 dB Hz, (10 
log 9.867 kHz) 
Hence, S/NdB = -10.43 dB required in 9.867 kHz band- 
width (29.51 dB - 39.94 dB). The desired quantity, S/N, 
is actually the data SNR or S/N = Pdata/Pn; however, the 
measured quantity is the carrier SNR without modula- 
tion or Ptotal/P?L. 
Assuming squarewave modulation and a modulation 
index of 66.5 deg, 
Pcarrier - 
-- -8.0 dB; - - +20 log cos 66.5 deg 
PtotaldB [: - carrier suppression I 
where 
Ptotal = Pcarrier + Pdataor 1 
-- p a  - -0.75 dB; = + 20 log sin 66.5 deg 
PtotaldB I 
This value would be most difficult to set up and measure 
directly. Hence, the Ptota1 value is set and measured 
instead at some value above the required value of 
-9.68 dB. This is accomplished by setting PtotaI/Pn to 
a modified value with the precision attenuator pad A 
by-passed (Fig. 24a); then, by replacing the precision 
calibrated attenuator in the signal line, the proper value 
P1/P,, ratio will exist. 
Example 
Assume that a 20-dB calibrated attenuator is utilized 
then 
and 
Thus, 
which now becomes the setting of the modified Y-factor 
value. 
( 2 )  Evaluation of measurement errors. The measure- 
ment error associated with the determination of the 
input STB/No value is comprised of instrumentation ac- 
curacies, human factor error in reading the reference 
marks, and equipment stability during the time of the 
measurement and test. A tabulation of the contributing 
errors is as follows: 
A = precision attenuator pad 
F = noise bandwidth accuracy 
MI  = attenuator accuracy 
= meter resetability 
= system linearity error 
Test ~esults.  Verification system test results are shown 
in Fig. 24a-e. These results are for specific system oper- 
ational control settings within the DSSs such as receiver 
loop bandwidth, subcarrier loop bandwidth, and bit 
synchronization loop bandwidth. The output BER as a 
function of the input STB/No for a specific bit rate and 
modulation index becomes the variable parameter. The 
theoretical ideal phase-shift-keyed (PSK) detection char- 
acteristic is shown for reference purposes together with 
the predicted curves that were obtained by combining 
the theoretical efficiencies of the various elements of the 
telemetry system. Measured values should then be dis- 
placed from the predicted curve no greater than the 
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Fig. 24. System verification test results 
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measurement error if the theoretical analyses for the e&- 
ciencies were correct. The results shown on the curves 
indicate the performance of the MMTS as being very 
close to theoretical. 
c. Receiver modifications. The addition of the SDAs 
to the receiver-exciter subsystem requires that portions 
of the receiver-exciter be modified to create an interface 
to this new equipment. 
Prior to the installation of the SDAs, four receiver 
output signals at 10 MHz were required (Fig. 25). Two 
of these outputs were assigned to telemetry, one was an 
undetected output at low level for recording, and the 
other was a phase detected output providing a baseband 
signal at high level for recording and further processing. 
This baseband signal was then processed in the telemetry 
and command data handling subsystem. 
The present method of operation requires SDAs to 
receive the modulated 10-MHz I F  carrier from the re- 
ceiver. The SDAs then process these signals and extract 
the data from the telemetry subcarriers. Each SDA re- 
quires the following signals from the receiver: 
Function 
10 MHz reference 
10 MHz IF (receiver 1) 
10 MHz I F  (receiver 2) 
5 MHz reference 
Switching 
Lamp 
Level 
+ 10 dBmW 
- 55 dBmW 
- 55 dBmW 
+ 10 dBmW 
28 Vdc 
24 Vdc 
Since the number of SDAs that will be interfaced with 
the receiver-exciter varies from one to six, the modifi- 
cation kits were designed to handle six SDAs at all sites. 
In addition to the 10-MHz modulated signal from the 
receiver, each SDA requires 10- and 5-MHz reference 
signals. These were provided in the receiver-exciter 
interface. Four unused 10-MHz reference signals in 
cabinet 8 of the receiver-exciter were made available at 
the cabinet 8 interface plate. The 5-MHz reference signal 
was utilized only by the receiver-exciter synthesizer and 
no distribution of this signal was previously made. In 
order to furnish this reference to the SDAs, a 5-MHz 
distribution amplifier, similar in construction to the 
10-MHz IF signal distribution amplifier, was installed in 
a previously unused module location of the receiver- 
exciter (cabinet 4). The 5-MHz signal from the frequency 
and timing subsystem (FTS) is distributed to the receiver- 
exciter synthesizer and to the SDAs from this subassembly 
(Fig. 26). 
The t28-Vdc switching supply voltage and the +24- 
Vdc lamp supply voltage were made available on multi- 
pin connectors at an interface plate located at the rear 
of receiver-exciter cabinet 7. 
The receiver-exciter subsystem required three new 
subassembly types to provide the proper signals and 
levels to the SDAs. When first designed, the SDA inter- 
face modification kit had a requirement for 10-MHz 
modulated I F  signals at a level of -66 dBmW. An I F  
signal distribution amplifier was designed and installed 
to provide these outputs. This -66 dBmW requirement 
was subsequently changed to -55-dBmW to provide the 
capability of handling modulation indices from 11 to 
72-deg peak. It was then necessary to design and supply 
an additional 10-MHz distribution amplifier to increase 
the interface signal to this new level. The modifications 
to the receiver consist of the addition of the following 
three new subassemblies: 
10-MHz  IF  signal distl.ibution amplifier. This subas- 
sembly replaces the old 10-MHz IF signal distribution 
amplifier. It provides eight output terminals at a level of 
- 66 dBmW, three of which are spares. The subassembly 
is physically located in cabinets 5 and 8, location A402 
(the same location as the replaced subassembly). 
10-MHz  distribution amplifier. This subassembly is 
required to increase the signal level by 11 dB to -55 
dBmW and provide six output terminals for the SDAs. 
Physically, this subassembly is mounted in a location 
that formerly held a larger size subassembly. I t  was 
therefore necessary to provide an adapter plate for mount- 
ing (cabinets 5 and 8). 
5-MHz  reference distribution amplifier. This subas- 
sembly is required to distribute the 5-MHz reference 
signal from the FTS to the receiver-exciter synthesizer 
and the SDAs. It is physically located in cabinet 4, loca- 
tion A102, which previously held a blank plate. 
The SDA uses a 24-MHz voltage-controlled oscillator 
(VCO) in the subcarrier tracking loop. In order to accu- 
rately set the VCO frequency and eliminate the need to 
search in order to lock the subcarrier loop, the VCO 
frequency is held at 24 MHz i-6 Hz maximum. 
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Fig. 25. SDA-----receiver-exciter functional interface (cabinets 5 and 8) 
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Fig. 26. SDA-receiver-exciter functional interface (cabinet 4) 
The receiver-exciter was modified so that the SDA to insert a switchable 10-dB attenuator in series with the 
VCO frequency can be monitored on a frequency counter 0-12 dB coiltrol in the SDA. To improve operability and 
in the receiver control cabinet and adjusted to the proper assure future flexibility, the 0-12 dB attenuator is being 
frequency. replaced with a 0-24 dB attenuator. 
d. SDA. The SDA has had virtually no design changes 
since the article appeared in SPS 37-49, Vol. 11. How- 
ever, there were two changes made to accommodate the 
received signal as it became better defined. Each con- 
sisted of a temporary measure to be followed by a per- 
manent modification. 
Modification 1. The range of modulation indices to be 
received is in excess of the original 0-12 dB nlodulation 
index control provided. The temporary solution has been 
to increase the signal level at the receiver interface and 
Modification 2. The nature of the data streams typically 
used is not compatible with the high pass filtering at the 
SDA output. This was originally provided t o  avoid 
hardware-generated dc offsets at the input to the telem- 
etry and command processor (TCP). During the Mariner 
Mars 1969 period, this filter was bypassed and the offset 
zeroed out on a daily basis at the data isolation ampli- 
fiers at the SDA output. For future applications, the 
entire high pass filter assembly will be deleted and new 
design 10-MHz wideband amplitude detectors will be 
provided with significantly improved dc stability. 
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Additionally, there have been several design improve- 
ments at the subassembly level to improve producibility 
and reliability. 
Since the period covered by the article in SPS 37-52, 
Vol. 11, 20 SDAs have been implemented at nine DSSs 
and the JPL CTA. These are now operational. Ten addi- 
tional SDAs are currently under contracted manufacture 
to implement the tenth DSS as well as added capability 
at four of the existing sites. 
Beginning in the Marii~er Mars 1971 time period, the 
MMTS configuration will change significantly. Perhaps 
the most significant change will be the implementation 
of symbol synchronizer assemblies (SSA) and associated 
decoders. Presently, a redesign of the output interface 
of the SDA is being performed to accommodate the SSA 
and to improve SDA performance at data symbol rates 
as high as 270,000 symbols/s. The latter will be accom- 
plished essentially by means of improved frequency re- 
sponse of the data channel and by reduction of incidental 
time delay in the generation of the "data estimate" as 
used in the SDA demodulation process. 
e.  Telemetry and commund data subsystem. Figure 27 
shows a functional block diagram of a DSS with the 
MMTS. That part of the MMTS capability residing in 
the telemetry and command data (TCD) subsystem is 
the symbol synchronization-detection software described 
in SPS 37-46, Vol. 111. This provided the TCD subsystem 
with the capability for processing a single telemetry data 
stream for each TCP (SDS 920) computer. 
Future missions require that each TCP computer have 
a dual MMTS data stream capability. In addition, there 
is a requirement for higher and more variable data rates, 
and for handling of biorthogonal comma-free encoded 
data streams (SPS 37-48, Vol. 11, pp. 83-130). Therefore, 
the expanded MMTS capability to the TCP subsystem 
will include an SSA, a block decoder assembly, added 
digital recorders, a 4800-bits/s high-speed data line 
(HSDL), and a mission-independent software assembly. 
A project has been established for the implementation 
of these added capabilities. A functional block diagram 
of a DSS with the expanded MMTS capability is shown 
in Fig. 28. 
f .  Mariner Mars 1969 operational experience. 
A4ariner Mars 1969 pre-mission preparation. A major 
milestone of the DSN in preparing for the Adariner Mars 
1969 Mission was the achievement of DSS operational 
readiness in November 1968. The information contained 
herein concerning the MMTS operator training and oper- 
ational testing programs conducted by the DSIF will 
provide an insight into the level of effort that was re- 
quired to implement this new system for Mariner Mars 
1969 flight support. 
( 1 )  DSIF operator training. The philosophy for train- 
ing DSIF operators to support the Mariner Mars 1969 
Mission was developed by the DSIF Operations Section 
in August 1967. This philosophy was reflected in the 
general plan that was incorporated into the Mariner Mars 
1969 Mission Operations Training Plan. The detailed 
program and procedures were published in Volume VII 
of the DSN Test Plan for Mariner Mars 1969 Project. 
While the training program covered all  aspects of 
Mariner Mars 1969 operational support by the DSIF, it 
was heavily MMTS-oriented because of the uniqueness 
of the new equipment and software. 
Prior to commencement of the first phase of the train- 
ing, a considerable amount of preparation had to be 
completed. During July and August 1968, the instructors 
were trained and their course material was prepared. 
This was accomplished by having the instructors par- 
ticipate in MMTS equipment installation and testing 
activities at the JPL CTA, during which time they also 
compiled their course material. 
Briefly, the DSIF operator training for MMTS encom- 
passed formal training at the Goldstone DSCC, opera- 
tional exercises at the JPL CTA, and on-site classroom 
instruction and training exercises. The training courses 
at the Goldstone DSCC and the JPL CTA were attended 
by an operations supervisor and two senior MMTS oper- 
ators from each Mariner Mars 1969 DSS (DSSs 12, 14, 
41, 51, 62, and 71). The DSIF Operations Team also 
participated to the extent that the Mariner Mars 1969 
Lead Controller attended the Goldstone DSCC course 
and the entire Net Control Team in the SFOF supported 
the exercises with the JPL CTA. A brief description of 
each of the three major phases of the MMTS training 
is given in the following three paragraphs. 
The 2-wk operator training course at Goldstone DSCC 
was conducted from September 3 through 13, 1968, under 
the auspices of the DSIF Training Unit. The forillal class- 
room instruction and laboratory exercises covered were 
the TCP, including the MMTS and related software, and 
the SDA portion of the MMTS. The objective was to 
train the operators in operation of the equipment for 
the Mariner Mars 1969 Mission, perfolmance of trouble- 
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Fig. 27. DSlF MMTS functional block diagram 
ANALOG LOW-RATE TELEMETRY DATA 
RECORDING I 
HSDL 
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RECORDING LOW-RATE TELEMETRY DATA 
*EXPANDED CAPABILITY 
Fig. 28. TCD subsystem expanded MMTS capability 
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shooting and preventive maintenance on the equipment, 
and use and operation of software (computer programs) 
for the mission, including thorough familiarization with 
software-equipment interfaces. 
Operator training at the JPL CTA, which was accom- 
plished from September 16 through 27, 1968, provided 
the operators with an opportunity to apply what they had 
learned during the Goldstone DSCC courses. Under 
supervision and control of its operations supervisor, each 
DSS team participated in training exercises in which they 
operated CTA equipment, utilizing DSIF operating pro- 
cedures and software for Mariner Mars 1969. These 
exercises included counting down and calibrating the 
CTA equipment, and then using a live Mariner Mars 
1969 spacecraft in the Spacecraft Assembly Facility as 
a data source to perform a simulated track. The DSIF 
Operations Team also benefitted from this training in 
the SFOF (DSIF Net Control), which afforded them 
their .first opportunity to participate in realistic Mariner 
Mars 1969 operations and become familiar with the 
telemetry data formats and operational aspects of the 
MMTS. 
attributed largely to the thorough shake-down and valu- 
able experience gained during the pre-launch test 
exercises. This test participation is summarized in Table 4; 
the amount of MMTS pre-launch operating time is esti- 
mated at approximately 300 h/DSS. From the standpoint 
of DSIF ability to operate the MMTS, the DSIF integra- 
tion tests and OVTs were the most significant of the tests 
shown in Table 4. The brief descriptions of integration 
tests and OVTs given in the following paragraphs will 
help explain why this is so. 
DSIF integration tests, which were critical to the 
checkout and implementation of the operational MMTS 
software, were the first used to exercise each DSS in its 
Mariner Mars 1969 configuration. The configuration of 
each DSS was defined and controlled by Volume VI 
of the DSN Operations Plan for Mariner Mars 1969 
Project. 
The tests were performed in three phases in accordance 
with Volume VI of the DSN Test Plan for Mariner Mars 
1969 Project. The first test, an interface verification test, 
Operator on-site training commenced about October 1, Table 4. DSS pre-launch Mariner Mars 1969 
test participation summary 1968 on return of the above mentioned trainees to their 
respective DSSs. It consisted of formal classroom in- 
struction (similar to that given at the Goldstone DSCC) 
and "in house" operational tests designed to exercise the 
DSS in its Marina. Mars 1969 configuration. The pro- 
gram was based on the provision that the limited number 
of operators trained at the Goldstone DSCC and the 
JPL CTA would train other operators at their respective 
DSSs utilizing a training package (course material on 
the MMTS) supplied by the DSIF Training Unit at the 
Goldstone DSCC. A continuing and comprehensive pro- 
gram was conducted at each DSS to assure that sufficient 
qualified MMTS operators were available to support all 
pre-launch and mission activities. 
(2) DSZF operational testing. Pre-launch Mariner Mars 
1969 testing activities involving MMTS operations that 
were supported by the DSIF included DSIF integration 
tests, DSIF operational verification tests (OVTs), DSN 
system tests, DSIF configuration verification tests (CVT), 
Mission Operations System (MOS) training tests, opera- 
tional denlonstration tests (ODTs), and operational readi- 
ness tests (ORTs). Combined with the DSS in-house 
testing and training exercises, the DSIF, DSN, and MOS 
testing put a considerable amount of operational running 
time on the MMTS. The successful and trouble-free use 
of MMTS to support actual flight operations can be 
These were Spacecraft Performonce Analysis and Command-Technical Analysis 
Group fraining exercises using a Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft in the SAF as a 
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provided final certification that all interfaces with the 
TCP system operated properly. Next, BER checks were 
performed to verify proper operation of RF-MMTS-TCP 
interfaces and provide determination of h~IhilTS perfor- 
mance when operating at or near design threshold levels. 
Finally, a data flow test (from DSS to SFOF) was run to 
verify the proper integration of the Mariner Mars 1969 
TCP program into the DSS and the Alariner Mars 1969 
software system. 
Following completion of the integration tests at  each 
DSS, OVTs were run in accordance with Volume VII of 
the DSN Test Plan for Mariner Mars 1969 Project. These 
tests exercised not only the DSIF, but also the other 
elements (GCF and SFOF) of the DSN. They were spe- 
cifically designed to verify compatibility of the Mariner 
Mars 1969 operating procedures (DSN Operatioils Plan, 
Volume VII), equipment, and operational interfaces. 
They also demonstrated the adequacy of the training 
of all DSIF operational personnel at the DSSs and in the 
SFOF. 
Successful completion of an OVT was the last step 
in the process of meeting DSS operational readiness 
dates. OVTs were run with the DSSs subsequent to their 
respective readiness dates as required to maintain pro- 
ficiency and verify the operational capability of newly- 
trained operators. 
Mariner Mars 1969 flight s t ~ y p o i t .  AS would be expected 
from the success of the DSIF and DSN pre-launch testing 
and ability of the MMTS to support the numerous MOS 
tests, the MMTS performed extremely well during the 
flight phases of the mission. The few system limitations 
that were encountered were easily circumvented, either 
by the use of special operating procedures or by software 
changes. Some of the more relevant aspects of MMTS 
performance during flight support operations, including 
the encounter phase of the mission, are discussed below. 
( 1 )  Telemetry data retrieval. To date, well over 99% 
of the telemetry data available during scheduled DSS 
tracking periods has been retrieved in flight operations. 
For example, from launch through the midcourse ma- 
neuver (February 25 to hilarch 15, 1969) of Adariner VZ, 
99.83% of the telemetry data were retrieved. During the 
corresponding period for A4ariner VZI (hilarch 27 to April 
15, 1969), telemetry data retrieval increased to 99.99%. 
The negligible amount of data lost by the DSIF ihrough- 
out the mission is attributed largely to DSS ground 
receiver out-of-lock conditions. which occurred as a result 
of standard tracking procedures associated with turn~ng 
the ground transmitters on or off. 
With two SDAs, two TCPs and recorders, and an 
FR 1400 recording of the SDA outputs being provided 
by the standard Mariner Mars 1969 DSS configuration, 
irretrievable loss of data by a DSS was virtually impos- 
sible if either of the two ground receivers was in lock. In 
those cases where communications circuit (HSDL and 
teletype) outages precluded real-time transmission of 
data to the SFOF, the MMTS recording capabilities 
made it possible for a DSS to play a TCP log tape directly 
back to the SFOF, play an FR 1400 analog tape into the 
TCP and thence to the SFOF, and mail the TCP log 
tape to JPL Doculllent Control in the SFOF. All of 
these methods of retrieving telemetry data were used 
successfully during the mission. 
( 2 )  Operational performance. In assessing the overall 
operational effectiveness of the MMTS, two factors are 
particularly noteworthy. One is that no emergency 
changes to the software had to be made for Mariner Mars 
1969 after completion of the DSIF integration tests. This 
can be attributed to the thoroughness of the testing and 
adequacy of TCP program changes made during soft- 
ware development and DSS implementation phases. The 
other factor is that the original operational program, 
A4ariner Mars 1969 TCP Computer Program, was re- 
written only once after launch. This re-write was accom- 
plished in a very orderly and evolutionary fashion. The 
new version was thoroughly tested and accepted by the 
DSIF prior to commencement of the MOS pre-encounter 
operational tests. Although designed primarily to benefit 
the Mariner Mars 1969 software system, the changes 
facilitated DSIF-MMTS operations as well. 
TCP log tape validation was a problem during the 
early weeks of the mission. I t  was found that the infor- 
mation provided by the Mariner Mars 1969 TCP com- 
puter program regarding quality of t he  log tape 
recordings could be misleading. The program printed 
out the number of "write errors" and records lost on 
each tape (a "record consisting of a block of telemetry 
data). However, it was found that, in many instances, the 
"write errors" actually were tape recorder "read errors," 
and that the data actually were properly recorded (no 
actual "write errors" or "records lost"). The problem still 
exists with the current version of the software; however, 
a new TCP computer program (On-site Adariner Mars 
1969 Log Tape Validation Program) was developed by 
the DSIF Operations Section to resolve the matter. This 
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program makes it possible to determine immediately 
after a DSS tracking period the percentage of good telem- 
etry data that were recorded on each TCP log tape. 
The downlink SNR data provided by MMTS proved 
to be an extremely valuable operational tool during the 
nlission. It  is the best indicator of overall telemetry sys- 
tem perfor~nance yet seen by the DSIF. As examples, it 
provided an immediate indicatio~l of DSS receiver lock 
on a sideband and/or wrong spacecraft telemetry bit 
rate selected for the TCP, and signaled substandard 
MMTS perfor~llance or impending equipment failure so 
that corrective action could be taken before a telemetry 
data outage occurred. 
( 3 )  Encounter operations. MMTS perfor~nance during 
Mariner Mars 1969 encou~lter and playback operations 
was particularly gratifying. Of special significance were 
the methods employed by the DSIF Operations Section 
to operate the Goldstone DSCC/JPL CTA configuration 
and to overcome a design incompatibility between the 
MWlTS and Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft that affected 
operations during this period. 
The high-rate telemetry (HRT) experiment was an 
unqualified success from the standpoint of DSIF opera- 
tions. Six HRT playbacks per spacecraft were accom- 
plished and the data recorded on TCP log tapes by 
DSS 14. Further, virtually all the data from the first 
HRT playback of each spacecraft were received and 
processed in the SFOF in real time. The success of the 
HRT playbacks (at 16.2 kbits/s) makes it unlikely that 
the A4a,rin.er* Mars 1969 Project will go to the expense 
and effort of processi~lg the low-rate (270 bits/s) science 
log tape recordings made in the SFOF and at the 85-ft- 
dianl antenna DSSs. 
The configuration used to support the Goldstone DSCC 
passes of both the encountering and non-encountering 
spacecraft was a very complex operational structure. 
Volume VI of the DSN Operations Plan for Mari~ler  Mars 
1969 Project details this configuration. Briefly, it involves 
DSSs 11, 12, and 14 at the Goldstone DSCC and the 
JPL CTA. The operational employment of MMTS in 
this configuration is given in Table 5. 
During Mode 1 operations (Table S ) ,  DSS 11 was 
assigned to track the non-encountering spacecraft while, 
at the same time, DSSs 12 and 14 were tracking the 
encountering spacecraft. Since DSS 11 was not equipped 
with a TCP, the SDA 2 output (spacecraft engineering 
data) was microwaved to the JPL CTA, where the data 
were processed in TCP B and then transmitted to the 
SFOF via HSDL and teletype. For the encountering 
spacecraft, IIRT data were processed in both TCPs 
(A and B) at DSS 14, ~lormally utilizing the output from 
SDA 1 (not shown in Table 5). To provide HRT data 
in real time to the SFOF, the SDA 4 output was micro- 
waved to the JPL CTA where it was processed in TCP A 
and then transmitted to the SFOF for processing in a 
Univac 1219 computer and display on television. The 
output of SDA 2 at DSS 14 was microwaved to DSS 12 
where it was processed in TCP B. DSS 12 transmitted 
either the DSS 14 or its own engineering telemetry data 
to the SFOF, with the DSS 14 data being "prime." 
Not shown by Table 5 is the fact that certain space- 
craft telemetry channels were teletyped from the JPL 
CTA back to DSS 11 and from DSS 12 to DSS 14 in real 
time. This was required for proper completion of the 
DSS comnland readiness procedures. 
The foregoing simplified explanation of the MnilTS 
utilization in support of M w i n e r  Mars 1969 encounter 
operations should serve to illustrate the unique and oper- 
ational situation that faced the DSIF. That the whole 
operation was 100% successful is a tribute not only to 
the capabilities of the MhlITS, but also to the profes- 
sional competence of the DSIF operators, both at  the 
DSSs and in the SFOF. 
( 4 )  Special procedures for telemetry mode changes. 
The design characteristics of the Mariner Mars 1969 
spacecraft flight telemetry (TM)-RF subsystems and the 
DSIF ground receiver (RCV)/SDA subsystems resulted 
in an inherent incompatibility that affected the EN- 
COUNTER 2 and PLAYBACK 1 and 2 spacecraft Thll 
modes. This was because of the fact that in these science 
modes, the exceptionally low spacecraft engineering sub- 
carrier modulation index (11.9-deg nlinin~unl as opposed 
to about 41 deg when science was not present) exceeded 
the limits of the RCV-SDA ground equipment if the 
equipment settings established during pre-cals remained 
unaltered. 
Since the problem was caused in part by the char- 
acteristics of the spacecraft engineering subcarrier, the 
capability to process engineering TM was affected at 
the 85-ft-diam antenna DSSs, as well as at DSS 14, which 
was the only Alariner Mars 1969 DSS capable of pro- 
cessing the 16.2-kbits/s HRT data. Therefore, an opera- 
tional procedure utilizing a non-standard collfiguration 
was initiated to circumvent the problem. This procedure 
facilitated the altering of the relationship between the 
RCV attenuator and SDA modulation index settings, 
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Table 5 .  MMTS data flow during Goldstone DSCC encounter passes 
DSS 12 antenna failure 
-+ Indicates microwave link. 
ENG 331/3 bits/s engineering data. 
SCI 661/3 or 270 bits/s science data. 
which were prescribed by Volume VI of the DSN Oper- 
ations Plan. The detailed operational procedure was 
published as a change to Volume VII of the DSN Oper- 
ations Plan. 
There were three operational difficulties associated 
with this design problem. Any change to these modula- 
tion settings immediately invalidated the DSS RCV 
automatic gain control (AGC) prepass calibrations unless 
additional AGC calibrations were carried out for each 
anticipated setting prior to a pass. Any change to the 
SDA setting automatically caused loss of SDA-TCP 
lock, resulting in loss of TM data from any single DSS. 
That is, if the settings were changed prior to the space- 
craft mode changes, TM data were lost until after the 
new mode was observed (to ensure receipt of the last 
available bit of the outgoing TM, a portion of the incom- 
ing new mode was forfeited). This problem was obviated 
by using two DSSs in parallel, whenever possible, with 
one changing settings before, and one after, the space- 
craft TM mode changes. The main operational problem 
was that the control knobs for these settings, particularly 
on the RCV, were never intended for real-time opera- 
tional changes and are physically located such that the 
RCV operator has to leave his position at the RCV con- 
sole to carry out the changes at a critical time, when it 
is imperative that he be able to observe and correct any 
loss of RCV lock. 
The effects of the aforementioned problems on MMTS 
operations were minimized by the design and issuance 
of the detailed operational procedure. During the pre- 
encounter testing, both the DSS operators and DSS 
controllers in the SFOF practiced the coordination and 
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developed the proficiency necessary to effect the adjust- 
ments without incurring a loss of spacecraft TM data. 
g .  Pioneer Project operational experience. The Pioneer 
MMTS program was initially produced on a crash basis 
as a model to demonstrate the real-time telemetry pro- 
cessing capability of the DSN facility at JPL. A minimum 
amount of manpower effort was expended to design the 
program. Therefore, the current Pioneer Telemetry Pro- 
cessing Program is limited in certain areas and could be 
improved if the program were redesigned to be used for 
full operational flight support in place of the current 
mission-dependent equipment. 
The use of the MMTS for support of the Pioneer 
Missions has been limited to the cruise phases of the 
mission. All data processed have been at the 8-bits/s 
rate. All MMTS passes for Pioneer have been one-way 
tracking without command capability. The prime support 
has been provided by DSS 41. Project benefits derived 
from the MMTS operations have been limited to science 
data in real-time and analog tapes for backup. The digital 
recordings could not be processed by the Ames Research 
Center under the current MMTS configuration. 
Systen~s descriptioiz. The Pionee~ Telemetry Processing 
Program is used to frame sync, decommutate, and dis- 
play the Pion.ee~ telemetry data to the user in real time. 
The data are received into the IBM 7044 computer from 
the DSIF. The DSIF site uses a modified Alariner Mars 
1969 TCP program in an SDS 920 computer to bit-sync 
and package the telemetry data for transmission to the 
SFOF. The data are transmitted to the SFOF over Auto- 
matic Data Switching System (ADSS) lines. After signal 
conditioning the ADSS data in synchronizing units, the 
data are passed to the IBM 7044 conlputer where they are 
received by the mission-independent system. The data 
are the11 passed to the Pioneer Telemetry Processing 
Program where the actual processing of thc data takes 
place. After the data have been identified, they are 
passed back to the IBM 7044 mission-independent sys- 
tem for printer formatting and output to the user area. 
Software description. The Pioizeer telemetry data are 
transmitted from the DSIF site to the SFOF in 600-bit 
ADSS blocks of data. Each block contains 168 bits of 
raw telemetry data plus other related data such as space- 
craft number, DSIF number, data type, and other related 
data. The raw telemetry data are transmitted to the 
SFOF in the order they are received from the Pioneer 
spacecraft. This means that the program in the IBM 7044 
computer must synchronize the frames of data from the 
completely unsynchronized input data blocks. Since a 
frame of data is 224 bits in length, a framc cannot be 
held by one ADS§ data block alone but requires a por- 
tion of another data block. A frame of data could utilize 
three data blocks for transmission if the beginning of a 
frame started near the end of an ADSS block. The frame 
would require the whole (168 bits) of the next block plus 
a small portion of the following block. 
When the ADSS data blocks are received by the IBM 
7044 mission-independent system, three header words are 
attached to the beginning of each block and one trailer 
is attached to the end of the block. The data blocks are 
placed into an internal IBM 7044 buffer called ADEBnn, 
where nn is the spacecraft number of the spacecraft that 
is sending the data. These buffers are passed to the 
Pioneer Telemetry Processing Program for processing. 
The only other inputs to the Pioneer Telemetry Pro- 
cessing Program are in the form of punched cards. These 
cards are used to specify the sync pattern that should be 
used to synchronize the data into frames, and as a con- 
stant to specify to the program the number of telenletry 
frames to bypass between sending a frame of data to the 
teleprinters. The "sleeving" of data to the teleprinters is 
necessary so that the teleprinters do not fall behind in 
their printing of data frames. Other data inputs to the 
IBM 7044 computer are directed to  the mission- 
independent system from the message composer units. 
These messages include process requests, printer and 
teleprinter output requests, and others. 
Program linzitation.. The current MMTS program for 
Pioneer does not allow for two-way tracking nor will it 
handle Pioneer data rates above 256 bits/s. No consider- 
ation was made for interfacing with convolutional cod- 
ing operations for Pioneer I X .  Spacecraft AGC and 
static phase error at the DSS for data rates above 
64 bits/s is lost. 
The existing program does not output engineering 
fornlats required for Pioneer operations. Additional lim- 
itations in the IBM 7044 area are: 
(1) Limited to 4 HSDLs input to the SFOF at one 
time. 
(2) One IBM 7044 will not handle two HSDLs from 
the same spacecraft (will not process data from 
both stations during periods of overlap). 
(3) Will not output to HSDL. 
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(4) Writes separate telemetry original data record by will be phased out for the Multiple-Mission Telemetry 
project, not by spacecraft. and Command Systems to be employed at JPL. 
Pioneer Mission requirements. Future Pioneer F and 
G Missions will be dependent both on the redesigned Reference 
MMTS program, and the upcoming Multiple-Mission 1. Lindsey, W. C., Performance of Phase-Coherent Receioers Pre- 
Command System Program. Mission-dependent equip- ceded by Bandpass Limiters, Technical Report 32-1162. Jet 
ment currently used on Pioneers VI, VII, VIII, and IX Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Sept. 15, 1967. 
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V. Operations and Facilities 
A. DSN Operations 
1. Radio Science Support, T. Safo and D. Spitzmesser 
During this period, the DSN supported a general rela- 
tivity experiment conducted by Doctors D. 0. Mulllemann, 
R. D. Ekers, and E. B. Folnalont of the California Insti- 
tute of Technology's Owen's Valley Radio Observatory. 
The experinlent was to attenlpt to measure, by use of 
interferometer techniques, the apparent change of angu- 
lar separation between radio sources 3C273 and 3C279 
near the time 3C279 was occulted by the sun. This 
occurred on October 8, 1969. The maximum-expected 
shift in separation due to relativity effects is 1N7, but the 
nlaxi~num observable shift would be limited to 0'!3 be- 
cause of the solar corona effects. The above data were 
obtained from the experimenters. 
To i~nplement the experiment, two Goldstone DSCC 
stations, DSSs 13 and 14, were configured as elements 
of a phase-sensitive interferometer. The system block 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The frequency of operation 
was 2388 MHz, and the standard 2388-MHz receivers 
located at each station were used as the basic elements 
of the interferometer. The interferometer baseline was 
on the order of lo5 wavelengths. 
Experimenter-supplied rubidiunl frequency standards 
were installed at each station, and these were used as 
the reference to synthesize all required local oscillator 
frequencies. This synthesis was done using the standard 
nlodules in each receiver. A 1-MHz reference signal was 
also nlicrowaved from DSS 14 to DSS 13, where it mul- 
tiplied to 31.440 MHz, and was phase-compared with, 
basic DSS 13's 31.440-MHz local oscillator frequency. 
The phase comparison device was a standard Hewlett- 
Packard vector voltmeter. The phase infornlation ob- 
tained was recorded on a strip chart recorder and one 
channel of a four-channel sequential digital recorder. 
This infornlatio~l will be used to determine the relative 
phase difference between the two standards during an 
observafion and to attempt to correct for phase shift 
introduced in the DSS 14 I F  signal by the nlicrowave 
link. 
The IF portion of the DSS 14 receiver was unnlodified 
and the output of the final IF  455- kHz center frequency, 
with a noise bandwidth of approxi~nately 330 kHz, was 
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Fig. 1 .  General relativity experiment system configuration 
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sent via the microwave link to DSS 13. The 30-MHz IF 
amplifier chain at DSS 13 had an adjustable delay line 
inserted in it. The delay line had a total delay of 126 ps 
adjustable in 2-,ps steps from zero to nlaxinlum delay. 
The final IF  amplifier output at DSS 13,455 kHz with 
a noise bandwidth of approximately 330 kHz, was 
correlated in real time with the 455-kHz1 signal from 
DSS 14 in an analog correlator. The analog output of 
the correlator was tl~en recorded on another channel of 
the previously mentioned digital recorder. Also recorded 
on the remaining two channels of the digital recorder 
were the total power levels of the DSS 14 and DSS 13 
receivers. This information may be used to obtain solar 
scintillation data. 
The station provided the experiments with a total of 
seven observing periods; the first two on September 25 
and 26, 1969, from 2100 to 0300 UT, and the one on 
October 1, 1969, from 0400 to 0900 UT, were used to 
check systeill operation. During the September 25 and 
26 run, the Mariner VI spacecraft was tracked and fringes 
were observed from the Mariner spacecraft carrier. For 
this test, both stations operated at approximately 2297 
MHz. The October 1 run utilized various radio sources 
and fringes were successfully observed on all sources 
tracked. 
The actual experimental observations of 6 h each took 
place on October 2 and 3, October 4 and 5, October 6 
and 7, October 10 and 11, and October 14 and 15, 1969, 
from approximately 2000 to 0200 UT. 
The data from the general relativity experiment are 
being processed and evaluated by the experimenters. 
S-BAND RECEIVER COMPUTER INTERFACE 
I I 
B. DSIF Operations 
1. RF Spectrum Analysis Technique Utilized by JPL 
Compatibility Test Area and Cape Kennedy 
Compatibility Test Station, A. I. Bryan 
a. Introduction. One of the requirements of telecom- 
munications compatibility testing of the spacecraft with 
the tracking and data system is to search the RF spectrum 
for extraneous, as well as expected, frequencies which 
are of sufficient amplitude to enable the S-band receiver 
to obtain phase lock. 
The technique previously used to search for these RF 
signals required the receiver operator to manually tune 
the receiver and attempt to phase-lock the receiver. The 
receiver operator had to be able to hear a difference 
frequency as the receiver passed through a signal in the 
spectrum, and as-a result, data on low-level signals were 
questionable. Consequently, in December 1967, a system 
was implemented at DSS 71 utilizing the digital instru- 
mentation system (DIS) phase I digital computer (SDS- 
920) to provide: (1) S-band receiver voltage-controlled 
oscillator (VCO) tuning control, (2) frequency monitoring 
and frequency band power level measurements, and 
(3) RF spectrum data recorded on the line printer. 
b. System configuration and description. A block dia- 
gram of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The S-band 
receiver heterodynes the incoming signal to produce a 
10-MHz IF carrier, which is passed through a telemetry 
bandpass filter and is then mixed with 10.02-MHz to 
produce a 20-kHz carrier with telemetry subcarriers. 
The 20-kHz receiver output is input to a wave analyzer, 
which operates in the normal mode (no automatic fre- 
quency control) with a 6-Hz or 200-Hz bandpass. 
DIGITAL COMPUTER 
DIS 
PHASE I1 
SDS-920 
COMPUTER 
Fig. 4. Block diagram-RF spectrum analysis system 
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There are two time-multiplexed modes of operation of 
the system. The specific mode of the system is controlled 
by interrupts. 
The mode with the lowest priority (mode I) is the servo- 
loop for frequency rate control. This mode provides 
closed-loop control of the receiver VCO. The digital 
computer functions as a digital comparator to form the 
difference between a requested frequency rate and the 
actual rate of frequency change. The computer then 
multiplies this difference error by a simple transfer 
equation. The resulting voltage from the digital-to-analog 
(D/A) converter drives a lowpass RC filter which provides 
the control voltage for the VCO. The bandwidth of the 
integrator is much smaller than that of the VCO, and 
consequently, the VCO tracks the integrator without 
significant delay. The RC filter acts to smooth and divide 
the step signal from the D/A converter. 
The VCO frequency is monitored by the counter, which 
operates in a 1-s interval counter mode. The counter 
output closes the loop through the digital inputs of the 
computer. Constants, such as the desired frequency band 
to be analyzed, starting frequency, and the desired rate 
of change of frequency, are input to the computer from 
the typewriter console. 
Mode I11 includes the output to the DIS line printer 
and consists of points which are plotted and tagged as to 
frequency and relative power to carrier level. The plot 
output is in decibels. 
c. System analysis. 
A4ode I. The block diagram of Fig. 2 can be divided 
into a discrete and a continuous section, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. The discrete section consists of the digital com- 
puter and sampler. The continuous section consists of the 
D/A converter and the integrator. The VCO and the 
computation time delay within the computer can be 
ignored due to their relatively high-frequency response 
in comparison to the desired system frequency response. 
This discrete-data control system must be physically 
realizable with finite settling time and zero steady-state 
error for an input which is a constant. The condition of 
a specific input (step function) implies that a "minimal" 
response design is satisfactory. 
Therefore, the closed-loop transfer function of the 
system (ignoring T )  in Fig. 3 is 
The mode with the highest priority (mode 11) is con- where 
cerned with the computation of the spectrum power. 
A 14-bit A/D converter samples the wave analyzer output. Gp(Z) = Z[G(S)I 
The computer then sums this information and correlates (1) 
the sum data with the frequency-band information 
z r c ( s ) l  = [' -seT"] = S l  
obtained from the frequency counters. Sampling of the 2 -1  
data is sufficiently fast so the Nyquist frequency is not 
approached. where T is the sampling period of 1 s. 
DISCRETE SECTION I CONTINUOUS SECTION 
I 
Fig. 3. Simplified bloek diagram-RF spectrum analysis sysiem 
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Since the process Gp(Z) has no time lag or zeroes (with of the analyzer. The sampled output of a particular 
the simplifying assun~ptions), then A/l(Z), the system spectrum interval (i.e., 5 Hz, if a 5-Hz/s rate is selected) 
transfer function, is optimized for a step input by setting is summed, squared, and expressed in ~ o l t s .  Then a 
M (2) = Z-' (Ref. 1). comparison is made wit11 the previously measured carrier 
power to form a relative level expressed in dB. 
Solving for D(Z) in Eq. (I)  yields 
and substituting values yields 
A machine language subroutine (SDS-920 symbolic) is 
required to speed the operation of handling the sampled 
data. The sample rate is a constant 333 samples/s. A 1-ms 
pulse from the station timing system is used to initiate 
the sample interrupt. 
Z-' 2 -1  The graphic display of the RF spectrum allows real- D(Z) = - X 1 - Z-I KI  time observation, as well as a permanent record of power 
and frequency measurements. Any portions of the spec- 
trum may be further examined by plotting an expanded 
= constant (k) section (i.e., sweeping the spectrum at a slow rate) of the 
area in question. Results have shown that at power levels 
where K,  = 0,0016. If D(Z)  is selected for this value, of -40 dB below the carrier, relative accuracies of &l dB 
then the output response is are obtained. An example of the output is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 
The equation for C(Z) implies that the system output 
will respond to the step input with a delay of one period 
of the sampling rate. 
However, the +1 count in the counter does effect the 
loop; therefore, a variable dampening factor is utilized in 
the system. The factor T = 1 when driving the system 
toward a desired frequency position. The factor T = 0.1 
is then selected by the program when rate and frequency 
position have been achieved. The value for T = 0.1 was 
selected by a system simulation on the SDS 920 and has 
the effect that C(Z) does not reach zero steady-state for 
a step input until a delay of 7 sample periods. 
d .  Development. To reduce the time involved in an- 
alyzing the spectrum, it is proposed to use the fast 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to examine the S-band 
spectrum. Preliminary testing has been successful in 
utilizing the Welch (SPS 37-40, Vol. 111, pp. 6-8) version 
of the DFT to examine the spectrum from the carrier to 
approximately 160 kHz. The data obtained are compar- 
able to the analog technique presently used. The time 
involved in a spectrum observation is reduced by a factor 
of 10 to 20. 
Reference 
1. Kuo, D. C., Analysis and Syntl~esis of Sampled-Data Control 
Systems. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1963. 
6. Facility Engineering 
- 
The desired S-band frequency rates can be achieved 
from approximately 2 to 400 Hz/s. 1 .  SFOF Emergency Power Subsystem, R. v. Phillips 
Mode 11. The wave analyzer (HP-302 or HP-310A) 
noise level and the S-band carrier are measured by the 
computer program and stored as constants. The frequency 
relationships to these data points and to the data points 
of the swept spectrum are obtained from the counters. 
The voltage signal from the wave analyzer represents 
the signal power within the selected noise bandwidth 
a. Introduction. The SFOF emergency power subsys- 
tem discussed in SPS 37-50, Vol. 11, pp. 189-191, SPS 
37-51, Vol. 11, pp. 170-171, and SPS 37-57, Vol. 11, 
pp. 170-173, is incrementally becoming a reality. The 
uninterruptable power system (UPS) began on-line oper- 
ation on May 3, 1969, and the engine-driven standby 
power plant is scheduled for completion in early 1970. 
The installation of the central supervisory monitor and 
control system is in process and will be operable with 
completion of the standby power plant. 
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b.  Uninterruptable power system. The dependable 
on-line operation of the UPS before and during the 
M a ~ i n e ~  Mars 1969 encounter period attests to the sig- 
nificant advancement made towards providing "computer 
reliable" power to the SFOF. The installation of the UPS 
was completed at the SFOF in April 1969. During exten- 
sive acceptance tests made in April and May, the UPS ex- 
ceeded all requirements outlined in the bid specifications. 
The UPS is composed of rectifiers, inverters, and 
batteries. The utility power is connected through the UPS 
to the critical loads to maintain constant and disturbance 
free power. Four 480-V, 3-phase, 60-Hz rectifier units 
produce 405 Vdc and are connected to a 2,000-A bus. 
Current from the bus feeds through four dc-to-ac inverter 
units to the critical load. An impedance inserter is in- 
stalled on the output of each inverter to clear the circuit 
in case of a fault in the inverter. Two banks of batteries 
are connected to the 2,000-A bus parallel with the recti- 
fier output. One battery bank consists of 184 Gould FT 15 
cells with 804-A capacity on an 8-h basis. The other bank 
consists of 184 C&D LCU 27 cells with 1940-A capacity 
at an 8-h rate. 
To determine the UPS acceptability with respect to 
the specifications and manufacturer design parameters, 
Table 1. UPS test results: input requirements 
460 V, 3-phase, 4W 2 1 0 %  System performed satisfactorily when varied from 420 to 
System performed satisfactorily when varied from 56 to 
Current in-rush 25 to 100% of full-rated load over 15 s In-rush on 2 rectifiers = 300 A; full load on 2 recti- 
fiers = 1208 A; UPS returns to rated load in 15 s 
Table 2. UPS test results: output (steady-state) 
put frequency to 20.5% for both steady-state and 
transient conditions; total frequency deviation, including 
short-time fluctuations and drift, shall not exceed 
*0.5% from rated frequency during 24-h period 
Harmonic content Maximum 5% rms 2.09% at 750 kV-A, 0.8-pF load 
Maximum 3 %  single harmonic 1.55% at 750 kV-A, 0.8-pF load 
more than 3 %  or line-to-neutral voltage by more than phases A,B,C, respectively: 250, 250, 287 kV-A 
5% with unbalanced phase to neutral kV-A loads of 
15%; frequency stability shall not be adversely affected 
under this condition 
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simulated and real tests were performed during instal- Table 3. UPS test results: output (transient) 
lation and initial operation. The results of the tests are 
deIineated in Tables 1-3. 
Several voltage dips from commercially supplied power 
have been recorded. Table 4 lists these occurrences and 
the effects. 
The UPS meets or exceeds all specifications, as shown 
by the documented tests, performance during malfunc- 
tions, and voltage dips. The stability and accuracy of this 
trouble-free power system will reduce the number of 
critical power failures and provide confident mission 
support. 
c. Standby power. The standby power plant is in the 
process of completion. The engine-generators are in place. 
The power control center has been delivered. Installation 
of ancillary items and connections to the major equip- 
ment are now in process. The basic major construction is 
scheduled for completion in January 1970. 
d. Central supervisory monitor and control system. 
Installation of the central supervisory and monitoring 
system is complete except for the connections of alarm 
points in the standby power plant. Completion of the 
basic unit is scheduled for December 1969. 
Table 4. Votase transients induced by 
commercial power 
Transient cause 
187.5-kV-A load steps to 
750-kV-A total load 
Loss of ac input power or 
excursions of input power 
in excess of system toler- 
ances (750-kV-A load) 
Return of ac input power 
(750-kV-A load) 
Dropping one power converter 
off output power line by 
switching (750-kV-A 
load) 
Bringing one power converter 
onto output power line by 
switching (750-kV-A load) 
Dropping one power converter 
off output power line as a 
result of an internal fault, 
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NASA - JPL - Coml., L.A., Calif. 
e.g., silicon-controlled 
rectifier or diode short 
(500-kV-A load) 
ing actions to the limiis indicated when all four modules are an the line. 
Maximum 
deviation at  
rated voltage, 
8 
5 
Test 
Maximum 5.3 % 
Negligible 
Negligible 
Maximum 3 % 
Maximum 3 % 
Moximum 4.5% 
Voltage dip, V 
30-40 (dips 
and spikes) 
130 
80 
Time 
5-11-69 
(all day) 
5-14-69 
(08:21) 
5-1 4-69 
(1 0:40) 
Cause 
Weather conditions 
Boom of construction crane touched 66-kV trans- 
mission line, reflecting transient into commercial 
power 
Transient from MacNeil Substation 
Remarks 
No equipment loss or adverse effects noted as had 
previously been reported under similar conditions 
Systems on UPS power not affected 
Systems on UPS power not affected 
